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Thermohydraulic Study of
Laminar Swirl Flow Through a
Circular Tube Fitted With Twisted
Tapes
Heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics in a circular tube fitted with twisted tapes
have been investigated experimentally. Laminar swirl flow of a large Prandtl number
~205,Pr,518! viscous fluid was considered. The swirl was generated by short-length
twisted-tape inserts; regularly spaced twisted-tape elements with multiple twists in the
tape module and connected by thin circular rods; and smoothly varying (gradually de-
creasing) pitch twisted-tapes. The heat transfer test section was heated electrically im-
posing axially and circumferentially constant wall heat flux (UHF) boundary condition.
Reynolds number, Prandtl number, twist ratio, space ratio, number of tuns in the tape
module, length of the twisted-tape and smoothness of the swirling pitch govern the char-
acteristics. Friction factor and Nusselt number are lower for short-length twisted-tape
than those for full-length twisted-tape. On the basis of constant pumping power and
constant heat duty, however, short-length twisted-tapes are found to perform better than
full-length twisted-tapes for tighter twists. Thermohydraulic performance shows that
twisted-tapes with multiple twists in the tape module is not much different from that with
single twist in the tape module. Friction factor and Nusselt number are approximately 15
percent lower for twisted-tapes with smooth swirl having the average pitch same as that
of the uniform pitch (throughout) twisted-tape and the twisted-tapes with gradually de-
creasing pitch perform worse than their uniform-pitch counterparts.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370500#

Keywords: Augmentation, Enhancement, Forced Convection, Laminar, Swirling

Introduction
Laminar flow heat transfer in tubes finds wide engineering ap-

plications. Heating or cooling of viscous liquids in the process
industries, heating or cooling of oils, heating of circulating fluid in
solar collectors, heat transfer in compact heat exchangers are few
examples. Heat transfer augmentation techniques play a vital role
here since heat transfer coefficients are generally low for laminar
flow in plain tubes. Insertion of twisted tapes in tubes is one such
augmentation technique. Tape inserts are inexpensive; they can be
easily employed to improve the thermal performance of the exist-
ing systems. Also, for a given heat load, smaller heat exchangers
can be made, thereby reducing capital investments. Twisted tapes
reduce the dominant thermal resistance of the viscous stream and
reduce the required heat transfer surface area. However, the ther-
mal improvements are accompanied by increased pressure drop.

Ever since Whitham@1# has published his work on heat transfer
enhancement by means of twisted-tape inserts, reports on the new
work have been pouring in continuously. Most of the early works
were concerned with turbulent flow,@2–12#. The general conclu-
sion from these investigations is that, for turbulent flow, compa-
rable increase in heat transfer coefficient are accompanied by
pressure drop which is several orders of magnitude greater than
the plain tube values.

Date and Singham@13#, Date@14#, and Hong and Bergles@15#
investigated heat transfer enhancement in laminar, viscous liquid
flows in tubes with uniform heat flux~UHF!. In the numerical
solutions of Date and Singham@13# and Date@14#, the flow con-

ditions were idealized for zero tape thickness but the tape twist
and fin-effects were included. However, the published values of
Nu in Date @14# are to be multiplied by 0.5 to get the actual
values. Flow development length for swirl flow was found to be
much smaller than that for straight flow. Hong and Bergles@15#
observed that the circumferential temperature profile for the swirl
flow is related to the tape orientation. The circumferential varia-
tion of the tube wall temperature was, however small. They have
reported a correlation for predicting Nu in fully developed swirl
flows, based on their experimental data for water and ethylene
glycol in electrically heated tubes. Additional data for UHF con-
ditions have been reported for laminar flows of air~Watanabe
et al.,@16#!, oil ~Bandyopadhyay et al.,@17#!. Du Plessis@18#, van
Rooyen and Kroeger@19# observed that, for laminar swirl flow
heat transfer in a smooth tube subjected to axially constant tube
wall temperature~UWT!, the heat transfer rate increases consid-
erably for a moderate increase in pressure drop. Marner and
Bergles @20–22# have reported experimental data for laminar
flows of ethylene glycol and polybutene 20 with a twisted-tape
(y55.39) in an isothermal tube. Manglik and Bergles@23–25#
developed generalized Nusselt number and friction factor correla-
tions. Manglik and Bergles@26# analyzed numerically the laminar
flow heat transfer in a semicircular tube with uniform wall tem-
perature defining the lower bound of heat transfer augmentation in
circular tubes with twisted-strip inserts. Carlson et al.@27# ob-
served the favorable effect of the twisted-tape inserts for augment-
ing the heat transfer rate in liquid metal reactor steam generators.
Du Plessis and Kroger@28–30# have presented correlations forf
and Nu based on their constant property numerical solution for
laminar flows. Dasmahapatra and Raja Rao@31,32#have reported
experimental data for non-Newtonian liquids. Sukhatme et al.
@33,34#reported as high as 44 percent of total heat transfer due to
the tape-fin effect for the laminar flow of a high Pr~about 700!

1On leave from the Department of Mechanical Engineering Bengal Engineering
College~Deemed University! Howrah 711 103, West Bengal, India
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fluid like servotherm medium oil~the trade name given to the
particular variety of oil by the Indian Oil Corporation!. They also
observed that Nu correlation of Hong and Bergles@15# is appli-
cable for Pr as high as 730.

Short-length twisted-tape occupies only a fraction of the entire
length of the tube. Most of the early works were on turbulent flow,
Colburn and King@9#, Seymour@35#, Kreith and Sonju@36#,
Klepper@37#, Zozulya and Shkuratov@38#, and Algifri and Bhard-
waj @39#. Very recently Lokanath@40# reported experimental data
on laminar flow of water through a horizontal tube under UHF
and fitted with half-length twisted-tapes. He found that, from ther-
mohydraulic point of view, half-length tapes perform better than
the full-length tapes.

Saha et al.@41# have considered regularly spaced twisted-tape
elements connected by thin circular rods as shown in Fig. 1~b!.
Date and Gaitande@42# developed correlations for predicting
characteristics of laminar flow in a tube fitted with regularly
spaced twisted-tape elements by solving momentum and energy
equations by integral method taking semi-empirical approach.

Date and Saha@43# numerically solved the Navier-Stokes and
energy equations in their three-dimensional parabolic form and
predicted the friction and the heat transfer characteristics for lami-
nar flow in a circular tube fitted with regularly spaced twisted-tape
elements that are connected by thin circular rods.

Zozulya and Shkuratov@38# observed, for turbulent flow, a
smooth decrease of swirling pitch~i.e., y!, as the flow advances
along the length of the tube, had no effect on heat transfer rate. No
literature for such fin geometry on laminar flow was found. Figure
1~c! show the layout of a full-length twisted-tape with smoothly
varying ~decreasing!pitch inside a circular tube.

Monheit @44# evaluated the performance of tapes with surface
modifications such as punched holes and plain slit edges vis-a-vis
the plain tapes and it needs further study.

Al-Fahed and Chamra@45# found that the tight-tape fit gives a
better performance over the loose-fit tape. Pinjala and Raja Rao
@46# proposed a predictive correlation to fit well all the available

laminar swirl flow heat transfer results in respect of pseudoplastic
type of power law fluids under constant wall temperature condi-
tion. Shivkumar and Raja Rao@47# studied compound augmenta-
tion of laminar flow heat transfer to generalized power law fluids
in spirally corrugated tubes by means of twisted-tape inserts. Iso-
thermal and non-isothermal friction factors and mean Nusselt
number for uniform wall temperature~UWT! heating and cooling
of Servotherm oil (Pr5195– 375) were experimentally deter-
mined by Agarwal and Raja Rao@48# for laminar twisted-tape-
generated swirl flow in a circular tube.

The flow field in a rectangular duct behind a row of twisted-
tape vortex generators was investigated by Hochdorfer et al.@49#
by means of laser-Doppler anemometry~LDA! and a mass trans-
fer photometric measuring method.

Aoyama et al.@50,51#studied the buoyancy effect on laminar
heat transfer in a horizontal straight tube containing a twisted-tape
swirler. They found that, when the buoyancy as well as the tape
torsion is significant, the peripherally averaged Nusselt number
oscillates along the tube axis in the thermally developing region
and the turning pitch of the tape nearly coincides with the period
of the oscillation.

Manglik and Bergles@52# made a numerical analysis of the
fully developed laminar heat transfer in circular-segment ducts
with uniform wall temperature and studied the two extremities of
the fin effects of a straight-tape insert, i.e., 100 percent and zero
fin efficiencies.

Klaczak@53# reported that short-length twisted-tape inserts per-
form better than their full-length counterpart when the flow is in
the transition regime (1300,Re,8000).

In the present report, laminar flow results from experimental
investigations carried out in a circular tube fitted with twisted-
tapes are presented. For this, a closed loop experimental facility
was made. Servotherm medium oil was used as the working fluid
~giving high Pr range!. Heat transfer data were obtained in an
electrically heated test section giving axially and circumferentially
constant wall heat flux~UHF!. The phase angle~F! between suc-
cessive tape elements is 0. The direction of twist imparted to each
successive element is also the same. BothF and the direction of
twist are parameters that do not fall under the purview of this
paper.

The twisted tapes were of the following types:~a! short-length;
~b! regularly spaced; and~c! smoothly decreasing pitch full-
length.

Also, the fin effect of the tape elements is deliberately sup-
pressed. Experiments were conducted over the following ranges
of independent parameters:

Reynolds number 45,Re,1150
Twist ratio 2.50<y<10.00
Prandtl number 205,Pr,518
Length of the tape Full, half, one-third and one-fourth
Space ratio 0<s<5.00

Experimental Setup
The investigations were carried out in a closed loop experimen-

tal facility as shown in Fig. 2. The loop consisted of:

1 An overhead tank~0.25 m3 capacity located at an elevation
of 2.75 meters!

2 A calming section~1.8 m long, 13 mm i.d., 20 mm o.d., PVC
tube!

3 The test section~details follow!
4 An insulated mixing section i.e. exit section~13 mm i.d., 20

mm o.d., 350 mm long PVC tube!
5 A riser section with 150 mm high kink
6 A heat exchanger
7 A gear pump~1 HP!

The twisted tapes were made of 0.5 mm thick stainless steel
strips, the width of the strip being 1 mm less than the inside

Fig. 1 „a… Layout of a circular tube containing a full-length
twisted-tape; „b… layout of a circular tube containing regularly
spaced twisted-tape elements; and „c… layout of a circular tube
containing smoothly varying „gradually decreasing … pitch full-
length twisted-tape.
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diameter of the test section tube. This situation closely resembles
real applications where removable tapes are inserted in existing
heat exchanger tubes. Twisted tapes were made separately for
pressure drop tests and heat transfer tests because of different
diameters of the test section. The strips were twisted on a lathe by
manual rotation of the chuck. Twisted strips were heated periodi-
cally by flame to relax the stresses to prevent them from buckling
and untwisting when they were removed from the lathe. Twisted
tapes for heat transfer tests were covered with insulted tape to
suppress the fin effect since the tape-fin effect was not studied.
However, the twisted-tape would not be insulated in a real situa-
tion. Pieces of stainless steel rods of 3-mm diameter were used to
make tape-rod assembly. The ends of the rods were slotted to
accept the twisted-tape elements. Twisted-tape elements were spot
welded to the ends of the rods.

A PVC tube of 1.85-m long, 13-mm i.d. and 20 mm o.d. was
used as test section for the pressure drop tests. The pressure taps
were made of 30-mm long, 3-mm i.d., 4.5-mm o.d. acrylic tube.
Threads were cut on one end of the taps and drilled holes on the
test section were threaded internally. The threaded portion of the
taps was covered with Teflon tape before inserting them into the
tapped hole to prevent leakage. Additionally, using Araldite en-
sured the rigidity of the taps. Flexible PVC tubing to a manometer
connected the pressure taps at either end of the test section. Pres-
sure drop was measured by means of verticalU-tube manometer
with dibutyl phthalate~specific gravity 1.047! and mercury as the
manometric fluid for lower Re and higher Re, respectively. This
ensured reasonably good accuracy by producing large-scale read-
ing with dibutyl phthalate for lower Re.

The heat transfer test section is shown in Fig. 3. It consisted of
1.84-m long, 11-mm i.d., 12-mm o.d. stainless steel~304 SS!tube.
The tube was uniformly heated by passing alternating current
from a stabilized three-phase source through 30 SWG fibre glass
insulated nichrome wire having 16V/m resistance wound around

the tube. The electrical winding was made in such a way that
current passed in both directions to cancel electro-magnetic field
effects. Electrical resistance was measured in several sections to
ensure uniform heat flux. The heater was made in three sections,
each section having four parallel heaters. Autotransformers were
used to regulate the heat flux supplied to the test section. To
measure the outside wall temperature of the tube, 30 SWG
copper-constantan thermocouples were used. The thermocouples
were silver soldered and were first taken through the circumfer-
ential grooves and then radially through the heater wire turns and
the insulation put on the test section. Eleven thermocouples were
provided on the outside wall of the tube. The first five were placed
at 15 mm, 115 mm, 225 mm, 350 mm, and 430 mm from the point
where the heating started and the remaining six were placed at
525 mm, 565 mm, 627 mm, 688 mm, 738 mm, and 788 mm from
the downstream end. Using polytetrafluoroethylene spacers posi-
tioned between flanges minimized axial conduction losses. Wind-
ing asbestos rope and putting a glasswool blanket of 50 mm thick-
ness around the asbestos rope minimized the radial heat losses.
The asbestos rope was wound on a GI~Galvanized Iron!cylinder
~split in two halves! to protect the electrical connections. The
space between the heater wire and the GI cylinder was also filled
with glasswool. A precision digital multimeter measured the ther-
mocouple output. The power input was calculated from the mea-
sured voltage and the resistance. The current was also measured to
provide a crosscheck. Fluid bulk temperature measurements were
made at the inlet and the exit of the test section. Saha et al.@41#
and Hong and Bergles@15# have observed that the circumferential
temperature variation for the swirl is very small. Accordingly, no
circumferential variation of temperature was measured in the
present investigation.

Twelve sets of experimental data have been generated for short-
length twisted tapes withy510, 7.5, 5, and 2.5. The lengths of the
tapes being half, one-third and one-fourth of the test section
length.

Eight sets of data have been generated with regularly spaced
twisted-tape elements; fory55, 2.5;s55, 2.5, andm52, 3.

The twisted-tapes for smooth swirling pitch were having four
uniform pitches~each pitch extending up to one-fourth length of
the test section!, the highest pitch (y1) being at the upstream end
and the lowest pitch (y4) being at the downstream end. The
pitches were such thaty1 /y25y2 /y35y3 /y4 . Twisted tapes with
y1 /y452, 3, and 4 were used.y452.5 was always used in the last
quarter of the tape. Thusy155, 7.5, and 10 were usedy253.97,
5.2, and 6.3 andy353.15, 3.6, and 3.97 were used.Yav, the
average twist ratio were 3.65, 4.6, and 5.69.

Fig. 2 The experimental setup

Fig. 3 Heat transfer test section
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Operating Procedure and Data Reduction

Pressure Drop Tests. The pressure drop tests were carried
out in the PVC tube. The friction factor was defined as

f 5
1
2 @~DPz!~rU2!#~D/z!, (1)

where

U5ṁ/~rAc! . . . (2)

andDPz is the pressure drop over a lengthz.
Before the pressure drop measurements were taken, the test

section was freed of air bubbles by venting them through the riser
section at the end of the test section. The oil flow was taken from
the overhead tank where a constant level was maintained. Typi-
cally 15 minutes were required for settling of flow after each
change of mass flow rate. In addition to controlling the mass flow
rate, the fluid was heated as necessary to obtain a reasonable range
of laminar Reynolds number. The manometer measured pressure
drop and mass flow rate was measured by collecting the fluid for
a certain period and a stopwatch. Uncertainty in the mass flow rate
measurement was within61 percent. Mass flow rates as measured
by weighing were within60.5 percent of that measured by a
rotameter. However, rotameter was not used since the available
rotameter could not cover the entire range of the mass flow rate.
Pressure drop data were obtained under isothermal conditions.

Heat Transfer Tests. The heat transfer tests were performed
in the stainless steel tube. Servotherm medium oil provided sub-
stantial variation in Pr. The length averaged Nu was defined as the
following:

Nu5
hD

k
5

Q

pDL F E
O

L dz

Twz2Tbz
G S D

k D , (3)

where,

Q5V2/R5ṁCp~Tbo2Tbi! . . . (4)

Equation~3! was numerically integrated by Simpson’s rule.
Q was measured by two methods as shown in Eq.~4!. The

arithmetic mean of two values was taken. Data for variation by
more than 5 percent in two methods were discarded. The wall
temperatureTwz at any z in Eq. ~3! was measured directly,
whereasTbz was calculated by interpolation assuming linear
variation of fluid bulk temperature along the length of the tube. A
thermal steady state was generally reached in 60–90 minutes. The
minimum and the maximum changes in the fluid viscosity from
the inlet to the outlet section were 8 percent and 26 percent of the
value at the inlet, respectively. Hence all fluid properties were
calculated at (Tbi1Tbo)/2 and functional relationships of proper-
ties with temperature available in Bandyopadhyay et al.@17# were
used for this purpose. No significant improvement is expected,
Hong and Bergles@15#, by using the film temperature. The tube
wall temperature drop was calculated by considering the steady
state, one-dimensional radial heat conduction equation and this
drop was applied uniformly along the length of the tube. The wall
temperature and the bulk temperature were combined with the
heat flux to give the axially local heat transfer coefficient and the
Nusselt number. The axially averaged Nusselt number was ob-
tained by Simpson’s rule of numerical integration. The flow was
hydrodynamically fully developed and with uniform temperature
profile at the entrance of the test section. The inside tube diameter
rather than the hydraulic diameter was used in defining Nu and Re
for performance analysis and easy comparison. Since the tape
inhibits free convection, the Grashof number~Gr! or Rayleigh
number, important parameters in plain tube laminar flow, are un-
important in the present swirl flow; it was found that Gr/Re2,1.
Since Gr/Re2 was less than 1 for all data, the natural convection
was thought as unimportant. It this context it may be noted that
the test tube diameter for Bandyopadhyay et al.@17# was double

the present test section tube diameter. It is for this, Bandyo-
padhyay et al.@17# found natural convection important.

An uncertainty analysis conducted along the lines suggested by
Kline and McClintock@54# showed that the uncertainties involved
in the friction factors were within610 percent whereas those
involved in the estimation of Nusselt number and Reynolds num-
ber were within67 percent and63 percent, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Tests Conducted. The present experimental program has
been carried out in two parts. Data have been generated for the
following cases:

1 Friction factor
2 Nusselt number

Before the experimental data were generated, carrying out confir-
matory tests validated the test setup.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of experimental friction factor
data with the correlations for the full-length twisted tape~y55,
s50!, Shah and London@55#. The correlations predict the experi-
mental data within617 percent. The correlations of Manglik and
Bergles @24# predict the present experimental data within613
percent.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the experimental Nusselt
number data with the correlation for full-length twisted- tape~y
55, s50! available in Hong and Bergles@15#. The correlations
predict the experimental data within618 percent. Correlations of
Hong and Bergles@15# predict their own experimental data within
620 percent in the range 84,Pr,192 and later on Sukhatme
et al.@33,34#reported that the correlation predicts data reasonably
well upto Pr5730. In the present investigation, for all specific

Fig. 4 Confirmatory test for pressure drop measurements

Fig. 5 Confirmatory test for heat transfer measurements
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cases, Pr varied within the range 205,Pr,518.
Present experimental data are reported in Part A, Part B, and Part
C.

Part A: Data for Short-Length Twisted—Tapes. Only iso-
thermal friction factor data are being reported here, as many other
investigators have done. In reality, the pressure drop is affected by
the heating conditions. For swirl flow, however, the correction
factor for heated friction factor is much smaller compared to that
for straight flow through a plain tube, Lopina and Bergles@8#.
Figures 6–9 show the variation for friction factor with Re fory
510, 7.5, 5.0, and 2.5. The experimental data for short-length
twisted tapes are compared to the correlation, Shah and London
@55# for full-length twisted-tape. Friction factor reduces, as ex-
pected, for all y values. For half-length tape andy510, 28
percent–30 percent reduction; fory57.5, 27 percent–33 percent
reduction; for y55, 24 percent reduction; fory52.5, 20
percent–23 percent reduction has been observed. Fore one-third
length tape andy510, 40 percent–50 percent reduction; fory
57.5, 24 percent–41 percent reduction; fory55, 35 percent–55
percent reduction and fory52.5, 17 percent–55 percent reduction

has been observed. For one-fourth length tape andy510, 50
percent–57 percent reduction; fory57.5, 43 percent–45 percent
reduction; for y55, 42 percent–50 percent reduction, fory
52.5, 47 percent–50 percent reduction has been observed.

The swirl decays downstream of the tape and perhaps the
straight flow ensues. The smaller the tape length, the larger the
reduction in friction factor compared to the full-length tape. The
reduction in friction factor increases with the increase in Reynolds
number. For half-length tape, the lower the twist ratio, the lower
the reduction in friction factor indicating the persistence of the
intensity of swirl for a longer length of the tube downstream of the
tape. This effect is not distinctly observed for one-third length and
one-fourth length tapes due to too small length of the tapes. In the
later cases swirl loses its intensity and the straight flow establishes
quickly and remains so for a larger part of the tube downstream of
the tape.

Figures 10–13 show the variation of Nu with Re fory510, 7.5,
5.0, and 2.5. The experimental data are compared to the correla-
tion, Hong and Bergles@15# for full-length twisted tape. The Hong
and Bergles’ correlation, which gives the fully developed value
for full-length tape, was used since the value from the correlation
would not be much different from the axially averaged value in
view of small development length for twisted-tape generated swirl
flow, Date@56#, Hong and Bergles@15#. Nu also reduces for ally
values. For half-length tape andy510, 20 percent–36 percent
reduction; for y57.5, 26 percent–31 percent reduction; fory
55, 14 percent reduction; fory52.5, 7 percent reduction has
been observed. For one-third length tape andy510, 35
percent–42 percent reduction, fory57.5, 36 percent–40 percent

Fig. 6 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 7 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 8 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 9 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 10 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for short-length twisted-tape
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reduction, for y55.0, 33 percent reduction fory52.5, 12
percent–20 percent reduction has been observed. For one-fourth
length tape andy510, 47 percent–50 percent reduction; fory
57.5, 42 percent reduction, fory55, 30 percent reduction; for
y52.5, 36 percent reduction has been observed. The decreasing
trend shown in Nusselt number for short-length tapes is similar to
that shown in case of friction factor. The reduction in Nusselt
number increases with the increase in Reynolds number, espe-
cially for lower twists. In contrast to friction factor results, for all
tape lengths, the lower the twist ratio the lower the reduction in

Nusselt number indicating the persistence of the swirl and the
flatter temperature profiles for a considerable length of the tube
downstream of the tape for tight twists.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the swirl loses its intensity
downstream of the tape and friction factor and Nusselt number are
reduced compared to the full-length tape.

Performance Evaluation
Performance of the present fin geometry has been evaluated on

the basis of constant pumping power, Criterion 1 and constant
heat duty, Criterion 2 as suggested by Bergles et al.@57#.

Criterion 1. The performance ratio,R1 for this criterion is
given by R15(Nuslt /Nuflt) where the subscripts ‘‘slt’’ and ‘‘flt’’
refer to short-length tape and full-length tape. Nuflt at a given
Reynolds number, Reflt is obtained from the correlation of Hong
and Bergles@15# for full-length tapes. Nuslt for short-length tapes
is taken at Reslt calculated from the constant pumping power con-
sideration as: Reslt5@( f flt / f slt)(Ac,flt /Ac,slt)(Reflt)

3#1/3, where
Ac,slt5@(pD224dD)L1pD2(LT2L)#/4LT , and Ac,flt5p/4D2

2dD Subscript ‘‘T’’ refers to the test section.f slt versus Reslt
curves were consulted and trial and error method was adopted.

Criterion 2. The performance ratio,R2 for this criterion is
given by:

R25
~ f Re3 Ac!slt

~ f Re3 Ac!flt
.

For a given Reynolds number, Reflt , the Nusselt number, Nuflt is
obtained from the correlation. The Reynolds number, Reslt corre-
sponding to Nuslt5Nuflt is obtained from the curves for short-
length tapes.f slt corresponding to Reslt is obtained from the curves
for short-length tapes.

It has been observed that, on the basis of constant pumping
power, maximum 10 percent, 21 percent, and 22 percent improve-
ment in the performance of half length, one-third length, and one-
fourth length twisted tapes, respectively is possible wheny<5.
On the basis of constant heat duty, about 15 percent, 28 percent,
and 30 percent reduction in pumping power is possible for short-
length ~half-length, one-third length, and one-fourth length!
twisted tapes wheny<5. Therefore, it is observed that shortening
the tape-length below 33 percent of the tube length is of no prac-
tical importance.

Practical Significance
Full-length twisted tapes are used to develop new compact heat

exchangers and to improve the performance of existing heat ex-
changers. The present experimental findings show that short-
length twisted tapes~up to 33 percent of the tube length! can
substantially reduce the pumping power requirements of existing
heat exchangers~having full-length twisted tapes! without a re-
duction in heat duty. The heat transfer rating of an existing com-
pact heat exchanger can also be improved without an increase in
pumping power.

Part B: Data for Regularly Space Twisted-Tape Elements.
Figures 14–17 show the variation of friction factor with Reynolds
number for variedy and s and for each case withm52 andm
53. The gap length givings.5 is not enough to maintain the
swirl intensity to the sufficient extent downstream of the tape. The
swirl decays fast and subsequently the straight flow ensues in the
gap before the fluid finds the next tape element on its way for the
swirl to build up again. This yields lower Nu characteristic of the
laminar flow. Therefore,s was restricted to less than or equal to
five only. The experimental data are compared to the correlation
of regularly spaced twisted-tape elements with single twist avail-
able in Saha et al.@41#. It is observed from the figures thatf
decreases form52 compared to that form51 for all y ands. For
y55 ands55, the reduction is 20 percent–23 percent; fory55

Fig. 11 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 12 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for short-length twisted-tape

Fig. 13 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for short-length twisted-tape
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ands52.5, the reduction is 30 percent–35 percent, fory52.5 and
s55, the reduction is 14 percent–47 percent and fory52.5 and
s52.5, the reduction is 29 percent–39 percent. Saha et al.@41#
have observed that some particular combinations ofy ands ~here
y52.5 ands55.0! do show striking effect of Reynolds number.
In fact, each combination ofy ands represents particular fin ge-
ometry, which is very different from the others. The reduction in
friction factor increases as the Reynolds number increases. This
result compares extremely well with the prediction of Date and
Saha@43#, which showed a 30 percent reduction in friction factor
for m52 from that for m51 at Re5900, y53.3, ands52.5.
Friction factor, however, does not reduce much~,8 percent!for
m53 from m52 for any combination ofy ands and at any Re.
This observation differs from the prediction which showed 22

percent reduction in friction factor fromm52 to m53 for y
53.3, s52.5, and Re5900. It can be conjectured that this differ-
ence is because of tape thickness, which was ignored during pre-
diction. The tape thickness increases friction factor of the order of
5 percent to 8 percent and the effect of tape thickness is more
prevalent form53 than form52 because of increased amount of
the surface of the tape. The reason for decrease in friction factor
from m51 to m52 is that form51, the pressure loss associated
with the momentum change that occurs when two non-
axisymmetric velocity profiles issuing from the twisted-tape mod-
ule mix in the decaying swirl section in the space module is much
greater than the pressure loss that would have been encountered
for m52. This can be appreciated from the fact that the number of
tape modules form52 is less than that form51. Also, the lead-
ing edge losses associated with twisted-tape section can be con-
siderable. Since friction factors for decaying swirls in the entrance
length are quite large, these experimental results can be expected.
However, form53, additional tape-surface encountered for fric-
tional pressure drop is comparable with the decrease in pressure
drop due to less mixing phenomena in the decaying swirl section
in the space module. Therefore, friction factor does not decrease
much form53 compared to that form52.

Figures 18–21 show the variation of Nu with Re fory55 and
s55, y55 ands52.5, y52.5 ands55, y52.5 ands52.5. The
experimental data are compared with the correlation of regularly
spaced twisted-tape elements with single twist available in Saha
et al. @41#. It is seen from the figures that Nusselt number de-
creases form52 compared to that form51 for all twist ratio and
space ratio. Fory55 ands55, the reduction is 23 percent–33

Fig. 14 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 15 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 16 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 17 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 18 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for regularly spaced twisted-tape elements
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percent; fory55 ands52.5, the reduction is 25 percent–50 per-
cent; fory52.5 ands55, the reduction is 23 percent–47 percent;
and fory52.5 ands52.5, the reduction is 11 percent–47 percent.
Reduction in the Nusselt number generally increases as the Rey-
nolds number increases. These experimental findings are in con-
trast with the numerical prediction of Date and Saha@43# where a
marginal increase of Nusselt number fromm51 to m52 with
Pr550 was observed. It was stated by Date and Saha@43# that the
predicted values at higher Pr must be considered tentative because
they were not checked with more refined grids during numerical

analysis, which was necessary to resolve the thin boundary layers.
The predicted Nusselt number is almost proportional to Pr0.45,
which is also at variance with the experiments. Hong and Bergles
@15# also observed this less pronounced effect of Pr on Nusselt
number. However, the present findings for large Pr shows the
similar trend observed experimentally in case of 4.5,Pr,5.5,
Saha and Chakraborty@58#. Date and Saha@43# observed a con-
siderable reduction in local Nusselt number at the inlet to the tape
module and a sudden rise in local Nusselt number at the inlet to
the space module. Because the fluid bulk mean temperature in-
creases linearly axially, the peculiar variations in local Nusselt
number are associated with the local values of tube wall tempera-
ture. This is explained as follows:

At the inlet to the space module the fluid jumps the connecting
rod due to swirl. This, coupled with the tendency of the fluid to
attain circumferential symmetry gives high velocity near the tube
wall reducing wall temperature suddenly giving high local Nusselt
number. This gives higher axially averaged Nusselt number than
that in case of straight annular flow. At the inlet to the tape mod-
ule, the flow enters with a weak swirl and accelerates rapidly near
the axis and the fluid jumps from the rod suppressing the swirl.
This reduces flow velocities near the tube wall causing higher tube
wall temperature and lower local Nusselt number. Thus axially
averaged Nusselt number in the tape module is substantially less
than that in case of full-length tape. However, it has also been
observed that the Nusselt number in the space module is higher
than that in the tape module. Thus in case ofm52 we get lower
axially averaged Nusselt number compared tom51 because of
increased length of the tape elements. But form53, swirl does

Fig. 19 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 20 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 21 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for regularly spaced twisted-tape elements

Fig. 22 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape

Fig. 23 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape
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not decay substantially and the swirl subsists further downstream
of the tape module and the velocity and temperature profiles do
not become shallower to give the still lower axially averaged Nus-
selt number.

Part C: Data for Smoothly Varying „Gradually Decreasing…
Pitch Twisted Tapes. As mentioned earlier, this twisted-tape
configuration is the full-length twisted-tape extending the whole
length of the test section. The twisted-tape comprises of four

equal-length pieces, each piece being welded to the adjacent one.
The upstream end piece has the highest pitch and the downstream
end piece has the lowest pitch.

The friction factor and the Nusselt number of the present con-
figuration were compared to the available correlations; the base
line being that evaluated at the average pitch, Fig. 22–27. As
expected,f and Nu are lower for twisted-tapes with smooth swirl
having the average pitch same as that of the uniform pitch
~throughout!twisted-tape. On an average approximately 15 per-
cent reduction in both friction factor and Nusselt number have
been observed. The reason for reduction is that the swirl does not
reach its final intensity until the flow advances to the final pitch
and the downstream part of the tape with the lowest pitch plays
the key role in the swirl development. The performance analysis
was done following Bergles et al.@57#. This has shown that, on
the basis of constant pumping power and constant heat duty, full-
length twisted-tapes with gradually decreasing pitch~present fin
geometry!perform worse than the full-length twisted-tapes with
uniform pitch~throughout!, the average pitch of the former geom-
etry being same as that of latter.

Conclusions
Experimental data on large Prandtl number (205,Pr,518)

twisted-tape-generated laminar swirl flow friction factor and Nus-
selt number have been presented for the case of a circular tube
subjected to uniform wall heat flux. Decaying swirl flow was gen-
erated by short-length twisted-tape insert. Reduction in Nusselt
number for short-length twisted-tape is much less than the reduc-
tion in friction factor compared to full-length twisted-tape for
tighter twists (y<5). On the basis of constant pumping power
and constant heat duty, short-length twisted-tapes~up to 33 per-
cent length of the tube! is found to perform better than the full-
length twisted-tapes.

It has also been observed that, for regularly spaced twisted-tape
elements, there is a 14 percent–47 percent reduction in isothermal
friction factor accompanied by comparable reduction in axially
averaged Nusselt number for number of twist equal to two in the
tape module compared to the case of single twist in the tape mod-
ule. Number of twists equal to three in the tape module does not
give much different thermohydraulic performance from the case
with number of twists equal to two in the tape module. If reducing
pumping power is of prime importance even at the cost of thermal
performance, then number of twists equal to two in the tape mod-
ule may be recommended.

The performance analysis has shown that the twisted-tapes with
smoothly varying~gradually decreasing! pitch perform worse than
the twisted-tapes with uniform pitch same as that of the average
pitch of the former.

Fig. 24 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds Number for
smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape

Fig. 25 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape

Fig. 26 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape

Fig. 27 Variation of Nusselt Number with Reynolds Number
for smoothly varying pitch twisted-tape
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Nomenclature

Ac 5 flow cross-sectional area, m2

Cp 5 constant pressure specific heat, J/~KgK!
D 5 internal diameter of the test tube, mm

Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of the test tube, mm
f 5 fully developed friction factor based on internal diam-

eter of the tube, dimensionless
H 5 pitch for 180 deg rotation of twisted-tape, mm
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/~m2K!
k 5 fluid thermal conductivity, W/~mK!
L 5 length of the test section, m
m 5 number of twists in the tape module, dimensionless
ṁ 5 mass flow rate of fluid, Kg/s

Nu 5 axially averaged Nusselt number based on internal di-
ameter of the tube, dimensionless

DPz 5 pressure drop over a lengthz, N/m2

Pr 5 fluid Prandtl number, dimensionless
Q 5 heat input to the test section, W
R 5 resistance of the heater element,V
s 5 space ratio (5gap length/D), dimensionless

Re 5 Reynolds number based on internal diameter of the
tube, dimensionless

Tbi 5 inlet bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Tbo 5 outlet bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Tbz 5 local bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Twz 5 local tube wall temperature, °C

U 5 fluid mean axial velocity, m/s
y 5 twist ratio (5H/D), dimensionless
V 5 voltage output from the autostat,V
Z 5 axial length, m

Greek Symbols

d 5 tape thickness, mm
m 5 fluid dynamic viscosity, Kg/ms
r 5 density of the fluid, Kg/m3
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The effect of a time-sinusoidal magnetic field on the onset of convection in a horizontal
magnetic fluid layer heated from above and bounded by isothermal non magnetic bound-
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1 Introduction
Several works have been devoted to describe the role of the

magnetic convection in ferrofluids to control heat and transfer
@1,2#. A magnetic liquid—ferrofluid —is a stable colloidal suspen-
sion of solid ferromagnetic particles~30–100 Å in size!in a car-
rier liquid such as water, kerosene, etc. The particles are coated
with a surfactant to prevent agglomeration. In the absence of an
external magnetic field, the orientations of the constant moments
of particles are disordered by the thermal Brownian motion, and
the magnetic moment of the unit volume~Magnetization!is equal
to zero. In the presence of an ordinary magnetic field, the ten-
dency of the dipole moments to align with the applied magnetic
field is partially overcome by the thermal agitation. At very high
field strengths, the particles may be completely aligned and the
magnetization achieves its saturation value. Generally, the mag-
netization depends on the magnetic field, temperature and density.
Hence, the magnetic forces depend on the thermal state of the
liquid and may give rise to convection. There have been numerous
studies in this area, particularly in the Rayleigh-Be´nard convec-
tion. Finlayson@3# considered a magnetic liquid layer heated from
below in the presence of an uniform vertical magnetic field. For
free-free and rigid-rigid horizontal boundaries, a linear stability
analysis was carried out to predict the critical gradient of tempera-
ture corresponding to the onset of convection when both buoy-
ancy and magnetic forces are included. Shwab et al.@4# investi-
gated experimentally the Finlayson’s problem in the case of a
strong magnetic field and detected the onset of convection by
plotting the Nusselt number versus the Rayleigh number. Then,
the critical Rayleigh number corresponds to a discontinuity in the
slope. Later, Stiles and Kagan@5# examined the experimental
problem reported by Shwab et al.@4# and generalized the Finlay-
son’s model assuming that under a strong magnetic field, the ro-
tational viscosity augments the shear viscosity. Rudraiah and
Sekhar @6# treated the Finlayson’s problem with internal heat
source and showed that the variation of temperature, due to heat
source, induces a variation in the magnetic field. These variations
can be used to control magnetic convection. Note that the effect of
the heat source is analogous to magnetocaloric effect studied ear-
lier by Bashtovoi and Berkovsky@7#.

All these works suppose the uniformity of the applied external
magnetic field. Another interesting case consists of applying an

external magnetic field of a constant or spatially varying gradient.
Zaitsev and Shliomis@8# considered the case of a magnetic liquid
confined in a cylindrical shell and submitted to a radial tempera-
ture gradient. A steady electrical current through the cylinder axis
produces a radial magnetic field with a spatially varying gradient.
The problem for small distance between the inner and outer cyl-
inders was solved and a simple criterion of stability was found.
Later, Polevikov and Fertman@9# studied the same problem for
arbitrary gap and established a criterion of stability considering
only the two-dimensional azimuthal states. The three-dimensional
azimuthal state was studied recently by Zebib@10# and it was
shown that this state is the most unstable one. As a variation of the
theme, Berkovsky et al.@11# carried out a theoretical and experi-
mental study of the convective heat and transfer across a vertical
layer of ferrofluid heated from one side and placed in a horizontal
gradient of magnetic field. A relationship was given between heat
transfer and characteristic parameters. Aniss et al.@12# and Sou-
har et al.@13# proposed a theoretical and experimental investiga-
tion of the Rayleigh-Be´nard convection in a magnetic fluid layer
confined in a horizontal annular Hele-Shaw cell and submitted
simultaneously to radial temperature and magnetic field gradients.
With their geometrical configuration, they showed the possibility
to simulate theoretically and experimentally the Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection and its control by an external magnetic field gradient
in the absence of gravity.

In this paper, we study the case of a horizontal ferromagnetic
liquid layer heated from above and submitted to a time-sinusoidal
external magnetic field. In this situation, the magnetic Rayleigh
number is modulated periodically in time around its mean. This
magnetic modulation is similar to the gravitational one consisting
on varying acceleration term in the gravitational Rayleigh number
around the gravitational acceleration, i.e., by vertically oscillating
a horizontal liquid layer. Gresho and Sani@14# studied the influ-
ence of the two-dimensional gravitational modulation on the con-
vective threshold of a stable and an unstable motionless state.
Biringen and Peltier@15# extended to three-dimension the linear
two-dimensional problem of Gresho and Sani@14#. Clever et al.
@16# investigated the effects of gravitational modulation on the
two-dimensional steady, monotonic convective threshold and con-
structed nonlinear solutions using a Galerkin method. For a re-
view of known results in the gravitational modulation, see Ger-
shuni and Zhukhovitskii@17#. The magnetic modulation in
ferrofluids whose Prandtl numbers are of the order of unity or
larger than unity was treated by Shliomis et al.@18# in the case of
a Hele-Shaw cell. However, with this configuration, Aniss et al.
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@19# showed that the vertical oscillations of the cell generate para-
metric convective instability only for small Prandtl numbers. Con-
sequently, using the similarity between gravitational and magnetic
modulations, the parametric convective instability cannot occur in
a Hele-Shaw magnetic liquid layer. Therefore, we study in this
paper a two-dimensional parametric convective instability induced
by an external magnetic field excitation in the case of a horizontal
magnetic layer of infinite extent in the horizontal directions. Fur-
thermore, we use some hypothesis to neglect the dynamic compo-
nents in the dynamic law of magnetization and then only the static
law is required. Also, we restrict our study to a linear magnetiza-
tion law. The present study can serve as a theoretical support for
an experimental investigation. This allows an experimental visu-
alization of the parametric instability mechanism with an oscillat-
ing magnetic field instead of vertical vibrations in which the am-
plitudes and frequencies are more difficult to control.

2 Linear Formulation of the Problem
Consider a layer of incompressible ferromagnetic liquid

bounded between two horizontal non-magnetic plates located at
z521/2d and z51/2d in the presence of the external magnetic
field

Hext5Ha& sin~vt/2!k. (1)

The lower and upper boundaries are maintained at constant tem-
peratureT1 and To , respectively, (T1,To). The conservation
equations, in the Boussinesq approximation, are

Div~V!50 (2)

r
dV

dt
52¹p1rg1moM¹ H1 mDV (3)

dT

dt
5kDT. (4)

The magnetic term in Eq.~3! is determined for a symmetrical
model by the interaction of the continuum magnetic moment and
the inhomogeneous magnetic field@20,21#. Maxwell’s equations,
simplified for a non-conducting fluid with non-displacement of
currents, are

Div~H1 M !50, (5a)

Rot~H!50 (5b)

In the case of a time-dependent magnetic field, one uses generally
the dynamic law of magnetization. The dynamic components of
this law are related to the relaxation time of rotationtR and the
one of elongationtB @21#. Nevertheless, for a varying magnetic
field in a fixed direction the dynamic law of magnetization is
independent oftR . Furthermore, to neglect the second dynamic
component, we assumevtB!1, (v/d2)tB!1 and (k/d2)tB!1.
The characteristic timetB is of the order of 1026 s. Hence, we use
only the static law where the magnetization is parallel to the mag-
netic field and depends on both temperature and magnetic field

M5 M ~T,H !
H

H
(6)

The density and magnetic equations of state are linearized about
the average temperatureTa and the magnetic fieldHo

r5ro@12a~T2Ta!#, (7a)

M5Mo1x r~H2Ho!2K~T2Ta!. (7b)

We restrict our analysis to a linear law of magnetization,M
5xH. Hence, the vertical external magnetic field,Ho

ext(t), creates
an induced field,h52M, through the liquid layer, so that the
total field in the magnetic liquid is

Ho~ t !5Hok5
Hext~ t !

11x
k5
&Ha

11x
sin S vt

2 D k (8)

Equations~5a! and ~6! are used to relate the magnetic field and
magnetization intensities in the case of a linear law of magnetiza-
tion. We obtain

~11x!DivH5 K ¹T.eH, (9)

whereeH5H/H is the unit vector in the field direction. The basic
motionless state of the system~2!–~4! is similar to that of Finlay-
son @3# and it is given by

Vb50, Tb5Ta2bz, Ta5
T11To

2
, b5

T12To

d
(10)

Hb5S Ho2
Kbz

11x D k, Mb5S Mo1
Kbz

11x D k. (11)

The linearized magnetic susceptibility about the average tempera-
ture Ta is

x~T!5xo~Ta!2ga~T2Ta!, (12)

wherexo5Mo /Ho . The coefficientga is analogous to that of the
thermal expansion,a, in the density Eq.~7a! and may be esti-
mated by the Curie-Weiss law,x5CA /T, whereCA is the Curie
constant. Thus,ga5xo /Ta . From Eqs.~7b! and ~12! we obtain

K5gaHo . (13)

Using the assumption@3#,

Kbd!~11xo!Ho , (14)

which is equivalent togabd!11xo , the basic magnetic field
and magnetization can be written as follows:

Hb5S Ho2
gabz

11xo
HoD k, Mb5S Mo1

gabz

11xo
HoD k. (15)

Now we will perform a linear stability analysis of the motionless
state. Equations~6!, ~7b!, ~13! and ~14! yield

Hi81Mi85~11xo!Hi8 ~ i 51,2!,
(16)

H381M385~11xo!H382gaHoT8,

where the primes denote the perturbed quantities. Equation~5b!
allows us to writeH85¹f8. Scaling time byd2/k, the coordi-
nates byd, the velocity field byk/d, the temperature by (To

2T1) and the magnetic potential,f8, by gaHod(To2T1)/(1
1xo), we obtain the following dimensionless set of equations
corresponding to a linear perturbation of the basic state:

Pr21
]

]t
~Dw!5@Rg2Rm~ t !#D2T1Rm~ t !D2S ]f

]z D1D~Dw!

(17)

]T

]t
5DT2w (18)

Df2
]T

]z
50. (19)

Equation~17! represents the vertical component of the vorticity,
~18! is the energy equation and the potential Eq.~19! is derived
from Eqs.~5a! and~16!. The modulated magnetic Rayleigh num-
ber is defined as follows:

Rm~ t !5Rmo~12cos~Vt !! (20)

Here, Rmo5moga
2b2d4Ha2

/mk(11xo)3 is a static magnetic
Rayleigh number andV is a dimensionless frequency. The bound-
ary conditions associated to the system of Eqs.~17!–~19! and~20!
are discussed in the next section.
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3 Stability Analysis
Using the normal mode analysis, the component of velocityw,

the temperatureT, and the potentialf are expanded in the form

w5w1~z,t !exp~ iqxx1 iqyy!, T5T1~z,t !exp~ iqxx1 iqyy!,
(21)

f5f1~z,t!exp~ iqxx1 iqyy!.

Substituting~21! into the system~17!–~19!, we obtain

FPr21
]

]t
2~D22q2!G~D22q2!w11@Rg2Rm~ t !#q2T1

1Rm~ t !q2Df150 (22)

F ]

]t
2~D22q2!GT11w150 (23)

~D22q2!f12DT150, (24)

where D5]/]z. Following Finlayson@3#, the continuity of the
normal components of the magnetic inductionB5mo(H1 M) and
that of the tangential components of the magnetic fieldH across
the horizontal boundaries lead to the boundary conditions on the
magnetic potential

~11xo!Df12qf150 at z521/2,
(25)

~11xo!Df11qf150 at z51/2.

The boundary conditions on the temperature and velocity are
given for the free-free case by

w15D2w15T150 at z561/2 (26)

and for the rigid-rigid case by

w15Dw15T150 at z561/2. (27)

3.1 Free-Free Case–Exact Solution. In this mathemati-
cally important case, one can derive an exact solution whose prop-
erties guide the analysis of the rigid-rigid case. Here, we consider
the case of an infinite magnetic susceptibilityxo and we neglect
the deformability of the horizontal surfaces. Thus, the exact solu-
tion of the system~22!–~24! subject to the boundary conditions

w15D2w15T15Df150 at z561/2 (28)

is written in the form

w15 f ~ t !cos~pz!, T15g~ t !cos~pz!, f15h~ t !sin~pz!.
(29)

Substituting these functions into the system~22!–~24!, the latter is
reduced to the amplitude equation of temperature

d2g

dt2
12c1

dg

dt
1c2@Ro1Rg2c3Rm~ t !#g50, (30)

whereRo5(p21q2)3/q2 is the gravitational Rayleigh number of
the marginal stability curve related to the ordinary Rayleigh-
Bénard problem. The coefficientsc1 , c2 , andc3 are given by

2c15~Pr11!~p21q2!, c25
q2Pr

~p21q2!
, c35

q2

q21p2 .

(31)

3.1.1 Stationary Onset of Convection of the Unmodulated
Case. The stationary convective instability of a horizontal mag-
netic liquid layer heated from below in the presence of an uniform
vertical magnetic field was predicted by Finlayson@3#. Here, we
discuss the case of a liquid layer heated from above in the pres-
ence and absence of buoyancy force~gravity!. From Eq.~30!, the
stationary marginal stability curve is given by

c3Rm2Rg5Ro . (32)

In this equation, we introduce the ratio of the magnetic and
gravitational forces,M15Rm/Rg. Note that for large values of
M1 , the marginal stability curve is given byRm5(p2

1q2)4/q4. Hence, the critical magnetic Rayleigh and wave num-
bers areRmc516p4 andqc5p, respectively. For small values of
M1 , we are in the presence of a stable motionless state.

3.1.2 Parametric Convective Instability.Now we proceed to
the examination of the parametric instability of the motionless
state using the amplitude Eq.~30! associated to Eq.~20!. We
obtain

d2g

dt2
12c1

dg

dt
1c2@Ro1Rg2c3Rmo1c3Rmocos~Vt !#g50.

(33)

To produce a parametric resonance in Eq.~33!, we introduce the
change of variables inspired from the work by Gresho and Sani
@14#

Rmo2Rg5Ra Rmo5f mV2Ra (34)

where Ra is a positive number andf m is an arbitrary positive
constant. The ratio of the magnetic and gravitational forces is now
defined by

M25Rmo/Rg5f mV2/~ f mV221!. (35)

The case whereV2 tends to infinity corresponds toRg'Rmoand
the one whereV2 tends to 1/f m corresponds toRmo@Rg. To
reduce Eq.~33! to the Mathieu equation, we use the change of
variablesg(t)5G(t)exp(2c1t) and 2t5Vt to obtain

d2G

dt2 1@A22B cos~2t!#G~t!50 (36)

where

A54
c2

V2 @RN2Ra~11 f mV2~c321!!#, RN52Ro

@12Pr#2

4Pr

B522c2c3f mRa.

Using the Floquet theory, the general solution of Eq.~36! is

G~t!5P~t!exp~lt!, (37)

where l is the Floquet exponent andP(t) is a p-periodic or
2p-periodic function. Then, solution of Eq.~33! is written as

g~ t !5P~ t !expS lV

2
2c1D t (38)

from which, the criterion of the onset of instability is

lV

2
>c1 . (39)

Hereafter, we focus our attention on the marginal stability condi-
tion given by

lV

2
5c1 (40)

The solutions of Eq.~36! can be expressed in the form

Gp5exp~lt!(
2`

1`

an exp~2nit!, (41a)

G2p5exp~lt!(
2`

1`

bn exp@~2n11!i t#. (41b)

The expression~41a! corresponds to the harmonic solutions hav-
ing the same frequency that the parametric excitation while ex-
pression~41b! corresponds to the subharmonic ones. First, con-
sider the harmonic solutions. Substitution of~41a! into Eq. ~36!
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leads to a homogeneous algebraic system of equations. A neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the existence of nontrivial solu-
tions is the vanishing of the characteristic determinant, and, hence,

D~ il!5U . . . . . . . . .

. j22 1 j22 0 0 0 0 .

. 0 j21 1 j21 0 0 0 .

. 0 0 jo 1 jo 0 0 .

. 0 0 0 j1 1 j1 0 .

. 0 0 0 0 j2 1 j2 .

. . . . . . . . .

U50,

(42)

wherejn5B/@(2n2 il)22A#. The condition~42! may be written
as in Morse and Feshbach@22#

cosh~lp!5122D~0!sin2 S pAA

2 D , (43)

whereD~0! is defined from~42! for l50. The functionsjn(l) are
actually jn(0) and satisfyjn(0)5j2n(0). Theadvantage of the
transformation~43! is thatD~0! can be computed in a recurrence
relations between the determinants of orders differing by 2 at each
step, starting with the mid-determinant@23#

Do51, D15122joj1 , D25~122j1j2!222joj2~12j1j2!

Dn125~12jn11jn12!Dn112jn11jn12~12jn11jn12!Dn

1jn
2jn11

3 jn12Dn21 .

Convergence ofD~0! is rapid enough to produce data to two or
three decimals in a very short time. Similarly, for subharmonic
solutions, one obtains the corresponding characteristic equation

cosh~lp!52112D~0!sin2S pAA

2 D . (44)

Equations~43! and ~44! determine an eigenvalue problem of the
form

R~l,Pr,f m ,V,Rmo,q!50. (45)

For the numerical analysis, we have used an alternative method
to the one considered by Gresho and Sani@14#. To investigate the
marginal stability curves,Rmo(q), the characteristic equations
are solved for prescribed values of the Prandtl numbers Pr, the
dimensionless frequencyV, and the constantf m . For a fixed wave
numberqi , we evaluate the Floquet exponentl i using Eq.~40!,
and then we determine the corresponding value (Rmo)i obeying
the harmonic characteristic equation~43! or the subharmonic one
~44!. To display our results, we plot the critical magnetic Rayleigh
number,Rmoc , and wave number,qc , versus the dimensionless
frequencyV. Each of these critical curves represents the mini-
mum of the two harmonic and subharmonic solution modes in
term of the critical magnetic Rayleigh number. Indeed, instability
occurs at the lowest value of the critical magnetic Rayleigh
number.

Figure 1 illustrates the results for Pr57 andf m51024. Accord-
ing to Eq.~35!, V starts with values larger than 1/Af m. WhenV
increases from this value, the critical magnetic Rayleigh number
corresponding to the onset of harmonic solutions increases until a
certain frequency at which the onset is in the form of subharmonic
solutions. AsV increases further beyond the crossover frequency
V t5134, the critical magnetic Rayleigh number corresponding to
the onset of subharmonic solutions tends to the infinity following
the law Rmoc5648f mV2. We can see that close toV51/Af m,
where Rmo@Rg, the values of the critical magnetic Rayleigh
number are larger than the asymptotic value of the unmodulated
case,Rmc516p4, corresponding toRm@Rg. Here, we are in the
presence of a stabilizing effect. The configuration whereRg

'Rm(M1'1), in the unmodulated case, corresponds to a stable
motionless state and may be destabilized in subharmonic mode by
the magnetic modulation for largeV(Rg'Rmo).

The evolution of the critical wave numberqc , as shown in Fig.
1, gives rise to a jump when crossing the valueV t . This jump is
related to the fact that we do not continue the harmonic curve and
the subharmonic one beyond their intersection. In contrast to the
gravitational modulation where the critical wave number de-
creases in the harmonic region@14#, here the wave number in-
creases fromqc53.12 atV5100 toqc56.72 atV5134. In the
subharmonic regionqc increases fromqc53.65 atV t to infinity
for largeV.

3.2 Rigid-Rigid Case. To solve the system~22!–~24! asso-
ciated to equation~20! and subject to the boundary conditions
~27!, we seek a solution by means of a first order Galerkin method

w1~z,t !5 f ~ t !Z1~z!, T1~z,t !5g~ t !Z2~z!,
(46)

f1~z,t!5h~t!Z3~z!.

The trial functionsZ1(z), Z2(z), andZ3(z) are given by

Z1~z!5S z22
1

4D 2

, Z2~z!5S z22
1

4D S 5

4
2z2D ,

(47)

Z3~z!5zS 12
4~6g13q!

3~6g1q!
z2D .

Here,g511xo . The chosen trial functions satisfy the boundary
conditions~25!–~27! and allow to minimize the errors derived by
the first order Galerkin method. Indeed,Z1(z) and Z2(z), first
used by Gershuni@17# in the ordinary Rayleigh-Be´nard problem,
represent a good approximation to determine the convection
threshold. These functions lead to the critical gravitational Ray-
leigh numberRgc51717.98. The exact value given by Chan-
drasekhar@24# is 1707.8. The functionZ3(z) is written in the
spirit of Z1(z) andZ2(z).

Under these assumptions and applying the Galerkin method,
one obtain a parametric differential equation similar to~30!. The
coefficients of such equation are

2c15
306

31
1q21Pr

q4124q21504

121q2 , c25
121q2Pr

124~121q2!

Fig. 1 Free-Free case: Critical magnetic Rayleigh number,
Rmo c , „solid line… and critical wave number, q c , „dashed line…
versus the dimensionless frequency, V, for PrÄ7, f mÄ10À4

and xoÄ`. H: harmonic solutions. SH: subharmonic solutions.
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c3512
180~9g1q!~34g13q!

55@1008g21588gq142q21102g2q2118gq31q4#
,

(48)

Ro~q!54~504124q21q4!~306131q2!/121q2.

The quantityRo(q) represents the gravitational Rayleigh number
of the marginal stability curve for the classical Rayleigh-Be´nard
problem corresponding to the rigid-rigid case.

Analysis of Eq.~30!, associated to the coefficients given by
~48! and the ratioM2 defined by Eqs.~34!–~35!, is similar to the
one detailed in the free-free case. In the present configuration,
there is one more parameter to consider, i.e., the magnetic suscep-
tibility xo appears in the differential Eq.~30!.

3.2.1 Stationary Onset of Convection of the Unmodulated
Case. In Fig. 2, we present the variation of the critical magnetic

Rayleigh numberRmc versusM1 for xo53 and xo5100. Re-
mark that for the magnetic problem with no buoyancy (M1@1),
the critical magnetic Rayleigh and wave numbers tend to the
asymptotic values:Rmc52853, qc53.81 for xo53 and Rmc
53043.5, qc53.95 for xo5100. For small values ofM1 , the
critical magnetic Rayleigh number tend to higher values and then
we are in the presence of a stable equilibrium configuration.

3.2.2 Parametric Convective Instability.In Fig. 3, the varia-
tion of the critical magnetic Rayleigh number and wave number is
plotted for Pr57, xo53, andf m51024. In this situation, the on-
set of convection corresponds to harmonic solutions forV,V t
5139 and subharmonic solutions forV.V t . Near V5100
where Rmo@Rg, the values of the critical magnetic Rayleigh
number are larger than the one of the unmodulated case,Rmc
52853 related to large values ofM15Rm/Rg. Here, we are in
the presence of a stabilizing effect. Finally, note that the stable
equilibrium configuration corresponding toM1'1(Rm'Rg) in
the unmodulated case may be destabilized in subharmonic mode
by the magnetic modulation for large frequencies (Rmo'Rg).
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Nomenclature

b 5 subscript; basic state
d 5 thickness of the fluid layer
g 5 gravitational acceleration

H 5 magnetic field in ferrofluid
Hext 5 external magnetic field
Ha 5 amplitude of the external magnetic

field
Ho 5 uniform magnetic field

k 5 unit vector upward
K52(]M /]T)Ho ,Ta 5 pyromagnetic coefficient

M 5 magnetization
Mo 5 constant mean value of magnetization
M1 5 Rm/Rg
M2 5 Rmo/Rg

p 5 pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number

qx ,qy 5 dimensionless wave numbers on thex
andy directions

q2
5 qx

21qy
2

Rg52roagbd4/mk 5 gravitational Rayleigh number
Rm 5 magnetic Rayleigh number of the un-

modulated case
Rm(t) 5 modulated magnetic Rayleigh number

Rmo5
moga

2b2d4Ha2

mk(11xo)3 5 static magnetic Rayleigh number

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

To 5 upper plate temperature
T1 5 lower plate temperature
V 5 velocity field
n 5 kinematic viscosity
w 5 third component of the velocity
a 5 coefficient of thermal expansion
m 5 dynamic viscosity

mo54p1027 5 magnetic permeability of the vacuum
r 5 density

ro 5 density at the ambient temperature
f 5 scalar magnetic potential
k 5 thermal diffusivity

x5M /H 5 magnetic susceptibility
x r5(]M /]H)Ho,Ta 5 differential magnetic susceptibility

Fig. 2 Rigid-Rigid case: Stationary convection threshold of
the unmodulated case: critical magnetic Rayleigh number,
Rm c , versus the ratio of the magnetic and gravitational forces,
M1 . xoÄ3 „solid line…, xoÄ100 „dashed line….

Fig. 3 Rigid-Rigid case: Critical magnetic Rayleigh number,
Rmo c , „solid line… and critical wave number, q c , „dashed line…
versus the dimensionless frequency, V, for PrÄ7, f mÄ10À4

and xoÄ3. H: harmonic solutions. SH: subharmonic solutions.
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xo 5 Mo /Ho
v 5 dimensional frequency of the mag-

netic field

V5
vd2

k 5 dimensionless frequency

D 5
]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1
]2

]z2

D2 5 D2
]2

]z2
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Linear stability of two immiscible liquids driven by a constant pressure gradient through
a long vertical annulus in the gravitational field is investigated. If viscosity depends on
temperature, it is found that thermal conductivity stratification can induce an interfacial
instability, which is different from the instability identified by Yih (1986). The effect of
temperature-dependent viscosity on various unstable modes and mode competitions are
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Introduction

For multiple-fluid flows, interfacial instabilities can arise due to
the difference in fluid properties such as density or viscosity. In
lubricated pipelining, which is used to transport heavy crude oil
by less viscous fluids, a stable interface is preferred to keep the
lubrication effective. To have desirable optical and mechanical
properties in the products manufactured by co-extrusion or thin
film coating, interfacial instabilities have to be controlled. Better
operation designs for these applications can be achieved through
the understanding of interfacial instabilities.

Preziosi, Chen, and Joseph@1# investigated the linear stability
of a core-annular flow~CAF! in a horizontal pipe with less vis-
cous fluid located in an annulus surrounding the more viscous
fluid. Viscosity stratification and surface tension effect were con-
sidered but gravity effect was excluded. Windows of parameters
were identified for the stable core-annular flow which is free from
capillary instability and shear instability. They showed that linear-
stability theory can successfully predict the unstable flow regime
and wavelength observed in the experiments by Charles, Grovier
and Hodgson@2#. Chen, Bai, and Joseph@3# incorporated density
stratification and gravity in a vertical CAF. They concluded that
capillary instability can be stabilized by using heavy lubricants for
down-flow and light lubricants for up-flow. Chen and Zhang@4#
considered CAF of viscoelastic fluids. The inclusion of elasticity
was found to have a stabilizing effect on the capillary instability at
low Reynolds number. Comprehensive surveys of the stability
problems for multiple fluid flows can be found in the monograph
by Joseph and Renardy@5# and the review paper by Chen@6#.

For lubricated pipelining, there are situations in which the tem-
perature variation may not be ignored during the span of the op-
eration. In the co-extrusion process, the flow can be non-
isothermal. Therefore, thermal effects need to be considered. For
non-isothermal multiple-fluid flows, Yih@7# first identified an in-
terfacial instability caused by the thermal-conductivity stratifica-
tion in two layers confined between inclined plates. For two-layer
flows, Pinarbasi and Liakopoulos@8# considered temperature-
dependent viscosity and studied the interfacial instability induced
by viscosity stratification in plane Poiseuille flow. Pinarbasi and
Liakopoulos@8#, however, neglected temperature fluctuations. As
a result, the only interfacial instability found in their work was

induced by viscosity stratification, and the interfacial mode de-
scribed in Yih @7# due to thermal-conductivity stratification did
not appear.

In this paper, the linear stability of pressure-gradient-driven
flow of two Newtonian fluids through a long vertical annulus is
investigated. The temperatures of both the inner and the outer
walls are fixed. When the viscosities of the fluids are considered
as functions of temperature, thermal-conductivity stratification
can induce an interfacial instability, which arises from the con-
tinuous shear-stress condition at the interface. This is in addition
to the instability analyzed by Yih@7#, which arises from the tem-
perature continuity condition at the interface. It is also found that
the stratification of the thermal expansion coefficient can induce
an interfacial instability, even when the densities of the fluids are
matched at the reference temperature. The effect of temperature-
dependent viscosity on capillary, thermal and shear mode insta-
bilities and mode competitions are also studied.

Formulation

Governing Equations. The non-isothermal annulus flow is
modeled as incompressible and all the fluid properties, except
density appearing in the gravity term in the momentum equation
and viscosity, are temperature independent and are set to be con-
stants at the reference temperature. The empirical equation used to
relate viscosity and temperature is

m̃ i5Aim̃ i0 exp~B̃i /T̃i !. (1)

In the gravity term, density is approximated by

r̃ i5 r̃ i0~12b i~ T̃i2T̄2!!. (2)

In Eq. ~1! and ~2! i 51,2 are for inner and outer fluids. Surface
tensions at the interface is assumed to be a constant. The mean
interface locationR̃0 is chosen as the length scale and the magni-
tude of the interfacial velocityuW̃intu is used as the velocity scale
(Ũs). R̃0 /Ũs , r̃ i0Ũs

2, m̃ i0 and (T̄12T̄2) are the scales for time,
pressure, viscosity and temperature respectively, whereT̄1 andT̄2
are the inner-wall and outer-wall temperatures.

The dimensionless equations of conservation of mass, momen-
tum and energy for both fluids in cylindrical coordinates (r ,f,z)
are

]u

]r
1

u

r
1

1

r

]v
]f

1
]w

]z
50, (3)
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Du

Dt
5

1

PrRe
¹2u, (7)

where¹25]2/]r 21(1/r )]/]r 1(1/r )2]2/]f21]2/]z2 is the La-
placian operator andD/Dt is the material derivative. At the inner
and outer walls, no-slip/no-penetration and constant temperature
conditions apply:

u15v15w150, u151, at r 5a, (8a–d)

u25v25w250, u250, at r 5b. (9a–d)

At the interfacer 5R(f,z,t), the kinematic condition, continuity
of velocities, balance of traction and continuity of temperature and
heat flux are given by

u5
]R

]t
1

v
R

]R

]f
1w

]R

]z
, (10a)

vub5vv b5vwb50, (10b–d)

v( b•n̂5G
J

Re1
n̂, (10e–g)

vu b50, (10h)

vk]u/]nb50, (10i)

wherev b5( )12( )2 ,S is the stress tensor,n̂ is the unit outward
normal vector pointing from fluid 1 to 2 at the interface andG is
the mean curvature of the interface.

The Basic State. The basic state is a steady, axisymmetric
and fully-developed axial flow with a perfect cylindrical interface.
The system of equations for the basic state is

d2Q

dr2 1
1

r

dQ

dr
50, (11)

mBFd2W

dr2 1
1

r

dW

dr G1S dmB

dr D S dW

dr D5ReQ2
Gr

Re
Q, (12)

mB5A expF 1Y S Q
DT̃

B̃
1

T̃2

B̃
D G , (13)

Q151, W150, at r 5a, (14a–b)

Q250, W250, at r 5b, (15a–b)

vWb50, vmmBdW/dr b50, vQ b50, vkdQ/dr b50 at r

51, (16a–d)

where

dP̃

dz̃
1 r̃0g

r̃0Ũs
2/R̃0

5Q, (17)

and

Q25qQ1 . ~q51 for r̃105 r̃20!. (18)

Notice thatQ1 , which is related to the basic-state pressure gradi-
ent, is not an independent parameter and is determined by velocity
constraint.

For constant viscosity, basic state solution can be written in
closed form~Chang@9#! and it is used as the starting point in the
iteration process of solving the basic state.

The Linearized Disturbance Equations and the Normal
Mode Equations. Three dimensional disturbances are consid-
ered in this study. Velocity, pressure, temperature, viscosity and
interface position are perturbed and the disturbances are assumed
infinitesimally small. Therefore, disturbance equations, boundary
conditions and interfacial conditions can be linearized. For the
interfacial conditions, a Taylor series expansion is carried out
around r 51 and truncated to obtain the linearized disturbance
equations.

The disturbances can be decomposed into normal modes:

w8~r ,f,z,t !5ŵ~r !exp@ ia~z2ct!1 inf# (19)

and

d8~f,z,t !5 d̂ exp@ ia~z2ct!1 inf#, (20)

wherew8 representsu, v, w, u, p, andm disturbances,d8 is the
amplitude of the interface perturbation. The normal mode equa-
tions and the boundary conditions at the pipe walls can be ob-
tained easily~listed in @9# but not given here due to space limit!.
At the interface,

û5 ia~W2c!d̂, at r 51, (21)

v ûb5v v̂ b50, (22,23)

vŵb1V dW

dr B d̂50, (24)

2vm Rep̂b1V 2mmB

dû

dr B5~12a22n2!
J

Re1
d̂, (25)

VmS mBS dŵ

dr
1 iaûD1S dW

dr D m̂ D B1VmS mB

d2W

dr2 1
dmB

dr

dW

dr D B d̂

50, (26)

VmmBS dv̂
dr

2 v̂1 inûD B50, (27)

@@ û##1V dQ

dr B d̂50, (28)

V k
dû

dr
B1V k

d2Q

dr2 B d̂50. (29)

Since viscosity is temperature-dependent, the perturbed viscosity
can be related to the temperature disturbance:

m5mB1m85A expF 1Y S ~Q1u8!
DT̃

B̃
1

T̃2

B̃
D G . (30)

After linearization, the viscosity change due to the temperature
variation in the normal mode form becomes
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ûY S Q

DT̃
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1

T̃2

B̃
D 2

. (31)

In Eq. ~28!

vdQ/dr b}vkb (32)

when written in dimensional form. For temperature-dependent
viscosities,

vdW/dr b}~m1B2mm2B! (33)

in Eq. ~24!. In Eq. ~26!,

vm~mBd2W/dr21dmB /drdW/dr !b}v r̃ bg (34)

when written in dimensional form. Thus, stratifications in thermal
conductivity, viscosity or density could cause interfacial instabili-
ties. v r̃ b;vb b if the density of the fluidsr̃10 and r̃20 are matched
at the reference temperature. This implies that the discontinuity in
the thermal expansion coefficient at the interface can also cause an
interfacial instability even when there is no density stratification at
the reference temperature. However, this mode of interfacial in-
stability only showed little impact in Chang@9#. The jump term
vmm̂dW/dr b in Eq. ~26! can bring in an additional stratification
term due to the combination of thermal-conductivity stratification
and variable viscosity. It is more clear when two fluids have the
same temperature-dependent viscositym̃1(T̃)5m̃2(T̃), but differ-
ent thermal conductivity. From Eq.~31! and Eq.~28!

vmm̂dW/dr b}vm̂ b}v û b}vdQ/dr b d̂}~k21!. (35)

Therefore, thermal-conductivity stratification can induce interfa-
cial instabilities not only through the temperature continuous con-
dition in Eq.~28! but also through the shear-stress continuity con-
dition in Eq. ~26! when viscosity depends on temperature. Notice
that this potential source of instability is not the same as the in-
terfacial instability modified by thermal thinning/thickening of
viscosity, although both originate from the temperature depen-
dence of viscosity.

Numerical Method
Basic state temperaturesQ1 and Q2 can be obtained analyti-

cally and are given as

Q15~k lnr2 lnb!/~k lna2lnb!, (36)

Q25~ lnr2 lnb!/~k lna2lnb!. (37)

After Q1 andQ2 as well asm1B andm2B are available, basic state
velocitiesW1 andW2 are solved numerically with pseudospectral
method employing Chebyshev polynomials as base functions
~@9#!.

For the normal mode equations, pseudospectral Chebyshev
spectral method is applied and a generalized algebraic eigenvalue
problem

A x5cB x (38)

is formed. Both the Arnoldi method~Arnoldi @10# and Huang
@11#! and the QZ algorithm are used to solve Eq.~38!. Spurious
eigenvalues appear in most of the computations and they can be

identified by changing the number of collocation points for either
one or both fluids, since the spurious eigenvalues do not converge.
Convergence test is performed and used to determine the number
of collocation points in fluid 1 and fluid 2. From the two most
unstable eigenvalues displayed in Table 1 for the typical set of
parameters, choosingncol1 andncol2 as 106 and 36 will be
sufficient wherencol1 andncol2 are the numbers of collocation
points for fluid 1 and 2. Table 2 lists the thermal-physical prop-
erties of fluid 1, transformer oil, and fluid 2, water.

The results of Yao and Rogers@12# for the linear stability of
non-isothermal mixed convection flow of a single fluid in a tall
annulus can be used to validate the code. For a heated inner wall
(Gr/Re.0) with Re54000, Pr50.71, n519 ~azimuthal wave
number!and aspect ratio~defined as the ratio of inner wall radius
to the gap between two walls!of 10, Yao and Rogers@12# re-
ported that the critical condition for the onset of instability isac
50.86, (Gr/Re)c558.05 and wave speedcr50.55. The current
code givesac50.8517, (Gr/Re)c558.042 and wave speedcr
50.545 when using the scalings of Yao and Rogers@12#.

Yih @7# investigated the non-isothermal flow of two fluids with
equal thickness down in an inclined channel. Only thermal-
conductivity stratification is considered in his long-wavelength
analysis which was further clarified by Smith@13#. We approxi-
mate the vertical channel using thin annulus, and our results com-
pared favorably to the third significant digit with Yih@7# and
Smith @13#.

Pinarbasi and Liakopoulos@8# included the temperature-
dependent viscosity in the linear stability analysis of plane Poi-
seuille flow with only viscosity and thermal-conductivity stratifi-
cation in their transformer oil and water system. Although
Pinarbasi and Liakopoulos@8# did not provide the tabulated data,
neutral curves computed from our code show good agreement
with Fig. 4~b!of their study~@9#!.

Results
Physical parameters used in this study correspond to

transformer-oil/water system. However, density of the two fluids
at reference temperature is set equal to focus on the potential
interfacial instability induced by viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity stratification. The effect of density difference on vertical core-
annular flow has been studied by Chen, Bai and Joseph@3#. Up-
flow with a length scale ofR̃050.01m is investigated and the
geometric parameters~a, b! are set as~0.01, 1.1!for the compu-
tations. Only thin annulus is considered in this study. In general,
stability can only be achieved when the annulus is thin and less
viscous~the ‘‘thin layer effect’’!. In order to have a reasonable
physical range for heating or cooling conditions, the dimensional
quantityDT̃(K) is used to set up the parameters in the computa-
tions instead of assigning Gr directly.

Neutral stability curves for the most unstable capillary mode
(n50), thermal mode (n51) and shear mode (n50) are plotted
in Fig. 1. The flow becomes unstable to capillary, thermal and

Table 1 Convergence test for transformer-oil Õwater system.
„aÄ0.01, bÄ1.1, nÄ0, aÄ6.5, JÄ1669.6, Re1Ä350, Gr1 ÕRe1

ÄÀ1.25, DT̃ÄÀ20 K, T̃2Ä300 K…

Table 2 Thermophysical properties of transformer oil and wa-
ter from Incropera and DeWitt †14‡ and Vargaftik †15‡ „Refer-
ence temperature is chosen as 300 K and surface tension pa-
rameter sÄ0.045 NÕm is used….
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shear modes when Re1,Re1c,cap, Re1,Re1c,th and Re1.Re1,sh re-
spectively. Re1c,cap, Re1c,th, and Re1c,share the maximum or mini-
mum on the various branches of the neutral curves as shown in
Fig. 1. The linear stability limit of the capillary mode Recap is the
critical Reynolds number Re1c,capfor n50. For thermal mode, the
linear stability limit Reth , is defined as

Reth5max
n

Re1c,th ,

and the linear stability limit of shear mode Resh is defined as

Resh5min
n

Re1c,sh .

In the computations with this set of geometry and fluids, the axi-
symmetric (n50) mode is found most unstable for the shear
mode;n50 andn51 are the most unstable modes with heated
inner wall (DT̃.0) and cooled inner wall (DT̃,0), respectively
for the thermal mode.

The Effect of Temperature-Dependent Viscosity. The ef-
fect of temperature-dependent viscosity on critical Reynolds num-
ber for the capillary mode is listed in Table 3~a!. Compared to the
case of constant viscosity, the temperature dependence of viscos-
ity shows little impact on Recap ~less than 10 percent!when the
difference of the wall temperatures areDT̃520 K, 40 K and220
K. However, Recap changes substantially forDT̃580 K and240
K. With cooled inner walls, the results ofDT̃5220 K and240 K
indicate stabilization of the capillary mode when viscosity is
modified from constant to temperature-dependent viscosity. With
heated inner walls, temperature-dependent viscosity stabilizes the
capillary mode forDT̃520 K and has a destabilizing effect for
DT̃540 K and 80 K. When the temperature dependence of vis-
cosity is considered, stronger heating of the inner wall further
destabilizes the capillary mode since Re1c increases asDT̃ in-
creases from 20 K to 40 K and 80 K. On the other hand, stronger
cooling of the inner pipe wall further stabilizes the capillary mode
asDT̃ changes from220 K to 240 K.ac always increases when
the temperature difference between pipe walls becomes larger.

For the shear mode, the effect of variable viscosity on the criti-
cal Reynolds number is displayed in Table 3~b!. Comparisons of
Resh between constant and temperature-dependent viscosity indi-

cate that the change of Resh is less than 10 percent forDT̃
520 K and 40 K. WhenDT̃580 K for a heated inner wall and
DT̃5220 K for a cooled inner wall, the change of Resh is more
than or equal to 10 percent and therefore this change is not neg-
ligible. For heated inner walls (DT̃.0), decrease of viscosity
with temperature destabilizes the shear mode since Resh decreases
for temperature-dependent viscosity. On the other hand, increase
of viscosity with temperature has a stabilizing effect on the shear
mode with cooled inner wall (DT̃,0). When the viscosity is
temperature-dependent, more heating at the inner wall (DT̃
.0, DT̃↑) further decreases Resh while more cooling (DT̃
,0, uDT̃u↑) at the inner wall further increases Resh. The stabili-
zation effect is particularly obvious whenDT̃ changes from240
K to 280 K. The critical wave number,ac , decreases when the
temperature difference between the walls (uDT̃u) becomes larger.
This trend of decreasingac as uDT̃u increases is opposite to the
capillary mode.

The influence of temperature-dependent viscosity on the critical
Reynolds number for the thermal mode is given in Table 3~c!. It is
shown that whenDT̃520 K and DT̃5240 K, the effect of
temperature-dependent viscosity becomes important for the ther-
mal mode. This is different from the capillary mode and the shear
mode in the sense that the effect due to temperature variation of

Fig. 1 Critical Re of capillary, thermal and shear modes. „a
Ä0.01, bÄ1.1, transformer oil-water system with density
matched, JÄ1669.6, DT̃Ä20 K… s : stable; u : unstable.

Table 3 Effect of temperature-dependent viscosity on the cap-
illary, shear and thermal modes „aÄ0.01, bÄ1.1, transformer
oil-water system with density matched, JÄ1669.6…; „b … shear
mode „Re1cÄResh…; and „c … thermal mode „Re1cÄReth…
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viscosity is more significant for cooled inner walls (DT̃,0) on
these two modes. It is found that Reth increases as stronger heating
is applied to the inner wall (DT̃.0, DT̃↑), but for a cold inner
wall (DT̃,0), Reth increases and then decreases asDT̃ changes
from 220 K to 240 K and280 K. Although the trend in the
change of Reth is not obvious in the case ofDT̃,0, it can be
observed by using Gr/Re, the ratio of buoyancy to inertia, to ana-
lyze the thermal mode. (Grl /Rel)th decreases as the heating of the
inner wall intensifies (DT̃.0, uDT̃u↑) and u~Gr1 /Re1)thu increases
as the cooling of the inner wall enhances (DT̃,0, uDT̃u↑).
Hence, the pattern of marginal stability boundary for thermal
mode atDT̃,0 is different from the pattern shown in Fig. 4 and
5 of Yao and Rogers@12# where u~Gr1 /Re1)thu always decreases
with uGr1u. ac decreases asDT̃ changes from220 K to 240 K
and then increases asDT̃ changes to280 K. With DT̃.0, ac

decreases asDT̃ rises.
From Table 3 and Fig. 2~a!, the effect of temperature-

dependent viscosity is not negligible for the thermal, shear and
capillary modes atDT̃520 K, 80 K, and 80 K, respectively.
Therefore, the thermal mode is more sensitive to temperature-
dependent viscosity than the capillary mode and the shear mode
when the inner wall is heated. When the inner wall is cooled, the
temperature dependence of viscosity for the shear, thermal and
capillary modes is not negligible atDT̃5220 K, 240 K, and
240 K ~Table 3 and Fig. 2~b!! indicating that the shear mode is
more sensitive to temperature-dependent viscosity. Furthermore,
when the temperature dependence of viscosity becomes important,
it destabilizes/stabilizes all three modes for heated/cooled inner
wall.

Competition Between Different Modes. Although the
change of the linear stability limits Reth and Recap may not be
substantial enough at smallDT̃ to consider the temperature depen-
dence of viscosity, more accurate modeling for viscosity like Eq.
~1! is crucial in investigating mode competition. This is because a
small change of linear stability limits by using different viscosity
models can change the outcome of the dominant mode at certain
flow and heating/cooling conditions.

At low Reynolds numbers, non-isothermal multi-fluid flows
could become unstable to the thermal mode and/or capillary mode
when Re1 is smaller than Recap and/or Reth . Because of the com-
petition between the thermal mode and the capillary mode in non-
isothermal flows, the lower bound of the linear stability limit is
defined as

ReL5max~Recap,Reth!,

the maximum of the linear stability limits of the capillary mode
and the thermal mode. The flow is unstable to the capillary mode
when Reth,Re1,ReL5Recap and becomes unstable to the thermal
modes when Recap,Re1,ReL5Reth . The flow is unstable to both
capillary and thermal modes when Re1,min(Recap,Reth), the
minimum of the linear stability limits of the capillary mode and
the thermal mode. Table 4 gives representative values of Reth ,
Recap and ReL . When DT̃59 K and DT̃524 K, the capillary
mode becomes unstable before the thermal mode as Re decreases
and ReL5Recap. However, whenDT̃510 K and DT̃525 K,
thermal mode becomes unstable first and ReL5Reth . Therefore,
the non-isothermal effect is important since a few degrees of cool-
ing or heating at the inner wall, especially cooling, results in com-
pletely different physical phenomenon in which the thermal mode
is dominant and cannot be neglected.

For a givenDT̃, the upper bound of the linear stability limit is
the same as the linear stability limit of the shear mode, Resh. The
flow is unstable to the shear mode when Rel.ReU5Resh. In order
to have stable flows which are free from the instabilities of the
capillary, thermal and shear modes, Re1 needs to be controlled so
that

ReL,Re1,ReU . (39)

Ideal operation conditions are searched to have complete stabili-
zation with Eq.~39! satisfied at different heating and cooling con-
ditions of the inner wall. When the inner wall is heated, ReL

increases and ReU decreases asuDT̃u rises. From the neutral sta-
bility curves for the thermal and shear modes in Fig. 3, it is ob-
served that the window for stable operation shrinks asDT̃
510 K changes toDT̃520 K. At DT̃540 K andDT̃580 K, Eq.
~39! is not satisfied and the flow becomes unstable. In Fig. 3~d!
(DT̃580 K), two unstable regions representing the thermal mode
and the shear mode merge. The neutral curves for the capillary
mode are not displayed because ReL5Reth except Fig. 3~a!in
which the neutral curve for the capillary mode is also shown since
Recap and Reth are close (Recap,Reth5ReL). When the inner wall
is cooled, ReU increases with uDT̃u. ReL increases asDT̃
5210 K changes toDT̃5220 K and then toDT̃5240 K ~see
Fig. 4!. As the inner wall is further cooled toDT̃5280 K, ReL
decreases. The neutral curves for the thermal mode and the shear
mode show that Eq.~39! is satisfied forDT̃5210 K and280 K,

Fig. 2 Effect of temperature-dependent viscosity on the capil-
lary, shear and thermal modes. „solid line: variable viscosity,
dotted line: constant viscosity …: „a… DT̃Ì0, inner cylinder is
hotter than the outer cylinder; and „b… DT̃Ë0, inner cylinder is
cooler than the outer cylinder.

Table 4 Competition between the thermal mode and the cap-
illary mode at low heating and low cooling
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but is not satisfied forDT̃5220 K and240 K. Comparing Fig.
4~a! and Fig. 4~d!, the stable operation window ofDT̃5280 K is
larger than that ofDT̃5210 K.

Therefore, there are two stable regions for a cooled inner wall
(DT̃,0) in the marginal stability boundary of the transformer oil
and water system which is studied. When the inner wall is heated
(DT̃.0), there is only one completely stable operation region as
shown in Yao and Rogers@12#.

Because there are many parameters and interactions involved,
simple physical mechanisms for the results reported here are dif-
ficult to explain. However, physical insights can be gained by
analyzing the energy budget for the disturbances. These energy
analyses are given in Chang@9# and due to space limits they are
not provided here.

Conclusion
For non-isothermal multiple-fluid flows, the interfacial insta-

bilities induced by property jumps at the interface have been in-
vestigated. With temperature dependence of viscosity considered,
thermal-conductivity stratification also induces an interfacial in-
stability through shear-stress continuity condition.

From the change in the linear stability limits, temperature de-
pendence of viscosity is not negligible for the capillary mode
(DT̃580 K and DT̃5240 K!, the shear mode~DT̃580 K and
DT̃5220 K!, and the thermal mode~DT̃520 K and DT̃
5240 K!. Shear mode is more sensitive to temperature-
dependent viscosity than thermal and capillary modes when the
inner wall is cooled. On another hand, thermal mode is more
sensitive to temperature-dependent viscosity than shear and capil-
lary modes when the inner wall is heated. As the temperature
dependence of viscosity becomes important and cannot be ne-
glected, viscosity change destabilizes all three modes when the
inner wall is heated (DT̃.0), and stabilizes all three modes when
the inner wall is cooled (DT̃,0). For temperature-dependent vis-
cosity, the thermal mode dominates the capillary mode as long as
the heating or cooling at the inner wall exceedsuDT̃u510 K. The
neutral curves show that a region for stable operation (ReL,Re1
,ReU) with a hot inner wall is possible at small temperature dif-
ferenceDT̃510 K and 20 K, but disappears at large temperature
differenceDT̃540 K and 80 K. For a cold inner wall, a stable
region exists at210 K but disappears atDT̃5220 K and240 K.
However, an ideal operating region becomes possible again at
DT̃5280 K.

Nomenclature

A,B̃ 5 constants appeared in the empirical equation for vis-
cosity m̃5Am̃0 exp@B̃/T̃#

a 5 geometry parameter for inner wall5R̃1 /R̃0
b 5 geometry parameter for outer wall5R̃2 /R̃0
c 5 complex wave speed

Gr 5 Grashof number5bgR̃0
3(T̄12T̄2)/n0

2

J 5 Surface tension parameter5sR̃0 /n10
2 r̃10

m 5 viscosity ratio5m̃20/m̃10
n 5 integer azimuthal wave number

Pr 5 Prandtl number5n/(k/rcp)
p 5 dimensionless pressure5( p̃1 r̃0gz̃)/( r̃0Ũs

2)
Q 5 R̃0(dp̃/dz̃1 r̃0g)/( r̃0Ũs

2)
q 5 Q2 /Q1

R̃0 5 length scale5mean interface location
Re 5 Reynolds number5 r̃0ŨsR̃/m̃0

T̄2 5 reference temperature5outer wall temperature
Ũs 5 velocity scale5uW̃intu absolute interfacial velocity

u, v, w 5 radial, azimuthal and axial velocity

Greek Letters

a 5 axial wave number
b 5 thermal expansion coefficient

DT̃ 5 basic state temperature difference between inner and
outer cylinders5T̄12T̄2

k 5 ratio of thermal conductivity5k2 /k1
m̃ 5 viscosity5Am̃0 exp@B̃/T̃#
r̃ 5 density5r0@12b(T̃2T̄2)#
s 5 surface tension parameter
u 5 dimensionless temperature5(T̃2T̄2)/(T̄12T̄2)

Fig. 3 Neutral curves of capillary, shear, and thermal modes
with m„T… at „a… DT̃Ä10 K, „b… DT̃Ä20 K, „c… DT̃Ä40 K, and „d…
DT̃Ä80 K. „solid line: thermal mode, dotted line: shear mode,
dash-dot-dot line: capillary mode; s : stable; u : unstable…

Fig. 4 Neutral curves of shear and thermal modes with m„T… at
„a… DT̃ÄÀ10 K, „b… DT̃ÄÀ20 K, „c… DT̃ÄÀ40 K, and „d… DT̃
ÄÀ80 K. „solid line: thermal mode, dotted line: shear mode, s :
stable, u : unstable…
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Subscripts

0 5 reference state atT̄2
1, 2 5 inner wall/fluid and outer wall/fluid
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Effect of Partition Wall on Natural
Convection Heat Transfer in a
Vertical Air Layer
Three-dimensional natural convection heat transfer characteristics in a vertical air layer
partitioned into cubical enclosures by partition walls of finite thermal conductivity and
finite thickness were obtained numerically. The air layer is differentially heated from each
surface. In this work, the analyses were performed using finite thickness and finite con-
ductivity of the partition wall for Ra5104 and 105, and for wide range of the thickness
and the conductivity of the partition wall. The results were presented in the form of
overall convection and total heat transfer coefficient. From the comparison of the results
with the traditional ideal boundary conditions such as ‘‘conduction,’’ ‘‘adiabatic,’’ and
‘‘no-thickness,’’ the correlation of the heat transfer with the actual partition wall and the
ideal boundary conditions were developed. After examinations of the results, it was shown
that the proportion of the heat transfer quantity in the partition wall to the total heat
transfer quantity from the hot wall is a function of a product of the thermal conductivity
and the thickness of the partition wall.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370515#

Keywords: Cavities, Conduction, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection, Three-dimensional

Introduction
The aim of this paper is to develop the relationship between

heat conduction through a partition wall with overall heat transfer
through a vertical air layer partitioned into cubical enclosures.
Such an air layer is often seen in a lightweight panel for architec-
ture, for example, a door panel and so on. Measurement of heat
transfer through the lightweight panel had been reported by Cane
et al. @1#. Moreover, Meyer et al.@2# measured two-dimensional
natural convection heat transfer in an air layer partitioned into
rectangular enclosures using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. And
Nakamura et al.@3# also measured the heat transfer using by
Schlieren method. However, the Cane’s experiment was on the
overall heat transfer and the Meyer’s and Nakamura’s measure-
ments were on the natural convection. They didn’t discuss the
amount of heat conduction through the partition wall, since it was
difficult to measure the natural convection in the air layer and the
heat conduction through the partition wall at one time. Therefore,
it seems that numerical investigation is the best way to discuss the
problem on the relationship between heat conduction through the
partition wall and the overall heat transfer through the air layer.

A numerous numerical investigations have been conducted on
two-dimensional natural convection in a rectangular enclosure.
However, in many cases, the treatments of the thermal condition
of the partition walls were assumed to be adiabatic or to be a good
thermal conductor and thick. These thermal boundary conditions
enable us to consider only the fluid domain. Ostrach@4# published
an explanation on natural convection in an enclosure. But, the
limitation of these ideal boundary conditions are not clear. Later,
another ideal boundary condition was discussed by Asako et al.
@5#. This condition is called ‘‘no-thickness’’ boundary condition
and it exists when the partition wall is negligibly thin. On the
other hand, some studies treated the partition walls of finite thick-
ness and finite thermal conductivity, for examples, ElSherbiny
et al. @6# and Kim et al.@7#. However, these partition walls were
very thick, whose thickness was equivalent to the width of the
cavity. Though ElSherbiny et al. reported that the convection heat
transfer in the cavity of aspect ratio ofH/L55 becomes insensi-

tive to the wall thickness when the wall thickness excesses 0.75L,
the heat transfer characteristic as the wall is thin was not de-
scribed. Kim et al. carried out numerical analysis and experiment
of the heat transfer on the case in which the wall of finite thick-
ness was used in not only top and bottom but also hot and cold
wall. In this paper, the case of the aspect ratio ofH/L51 was
reported, and the wall thickness was from 0.25L to 0.5L. On the
other hand, an actual thermal insulation board has large cavity,
and its partition walls are thin but can not be considered negligi-
bly thin.

Another model for this problem has been used for natural con-
vection in a two-dimensional rectangular cavity. This model was
developed in an inclined air layer by Meyer et al.@8# and applied
to a vertical air layer by Okada et al.@9#. This model employed an
assumption that both surfaces of a partition wall are same but heat
is transferred through a partition wall. Using this assumption, a
single parameter of the thermal boundary condition appears as the
product of the thermal conductivity and the thickness of the par-
tition wall. However, this model needed an assumption that both
surfaces of a partition wall were same but heat was transferred
through a partition wall. This model is also a semi-ideal boundary
condition, and the limitation of using on an actual condition is
also not clear.

Lately, great progress in computer enable us to solve three-
dimensional natural convection problem. Fusegi et al.@10# did
numerical investigation on three-dimensional natural convection
in a cubical enclosure. However, their boundary condition was
used a constant thermal conductance everywhere on the side wall,
and empirical value was used in the thermal conductance. The
relationship between thermal conductance and thickness of actual
wall was not mentioned in this paper. No three-dimensional analy-
sis has been reported which addressed the relationship between
heat conduction through a partition wall and overall heat transfer
through the air layer.

Therefore, we need to know the effect of the thermal conduc-
tivity and the thickness of the partition wall on the average Nus-
selt number and the non-dimensional heat transfer from the hot
wall to the partition wall. This is the motivation of this study.

The numerical methodology of this study was based on the
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finite volume method. However the calculation domain includes
both the air layer and the partition wall, the analyses were done in
a single analytical domain. The calculations were carried out for
the Rayleigh number of 104 and 105, varying the thermal conduc-
tivity and thickness of the partition wall. The effect of these three
parameters on the average Nusselt number and the non-
dimensional heat transfer from the hot wall to the partition wall
were clarified.

In this study, we discovered that the proportion of the heat
transfer into the partition walls from the hot wall to the total heat
transfer from the hot wall is a function of the product of the
thermal conductivity and the thickness of the partition wall. This
relation was valid in a wide range of the parameters. However, the
effect of thermal conditions of the partition wall on the natural
convection can not be expressed by a single parameter of the
product of the conductivity and the thickness of the partition
walls.

Formulation

Description of the Problem. The problem considered in this
study is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. It involves the determi-
nation of three-dimensional natural convection in a vertical air
layer partitioned into cubical enclosures by partition walls of finite
thermal conductivity and finite thickness. If the air layer is very
long and wide in both vertical and horizontal directions, the ve-
locity and temperature fields repeat themselves in successive en-
closures, except at the end boundaries of the layer. Therefore, it is
possible to solve the problem in only one rectangular enclosure.
To investigate the velocity and temperature fields in such an en-
closure, the following assumptions are made:

~i! the two end walls are kept at uniform temperaturestH and
tC

~ii! the convection is laminar
~iii! constant thermophysical properties are assumed, except for

the density in the buoyancy force term

Besides, radiation is not considered in this study.

Conservation Equations. The governing equations are the
continuity, momentum, and energy equations. Coordinates are de-
fined as represented in Fig. 2. Taking the reference length to beL
and the reference temperature to betH2tC , the following dimen-
sionless variables are used:

X5
x

L
, Y5

y

L
,

Z5
z

L
, U5

u

n/L
,

V5
n

n/L
, W5

w

n/L
, (1)

P5
p

r~n/L !2 , T5
t2tm

tH2tC
,

Ra5
gbL3~ tH2tC!

n2 , (2)

wheretm is the average temperature of end walls and is expressed
as

tm5
tH1tC

2
. (3)

The solution domain, with the assumption of symmetry, is con-
fined to the right half of the enclosure. Then, upon the introduc-
tion of dimensionless variables and parameters, the governing
equations for steady natural convection in the enclosure take the
following forms:
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Fig. 2 The calculation domain and coordinates
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where

¹25
]2

]X2 1
]2

]Y2 1
]2

]Z2 , (10)

and

Pr5
n

a
. (11)

On the other hand, conduction is the only mechanism of heat
transfer in the partition wall. Therefore the governing equations
for the partition walls take the following forms:

at
H

2L
,X,

H1dwall

2L
or 0,Y,

dwall

2L
or

dwall

2L
1

H

L
,Y,

dwall

L
1

H

L
; (12)

U5V5W50, (13)

kwall

kair
¹2T50. (14)

In this study, the boundary of the solution domain is chosen at the
center of the thickness of the partition wall.

Boundary Conditions. On the hot and cold walls and on the
vertical symmetry plane, the boundary conditions are expressed in
the following forms:

on the hot wall: Z50; U5V5W50 and T50.5.
(15)

on the cold wall: Z51; U5V5W50 and T520.5.
(16)

on the vertical symmetry plane:X50;

U5
]V

]X
5

]W

]X
50 and

]T

]x
50. (17)

As mentioned earlier, the temperature fields repeat themselves
in successive enclosures because the air layer is assumed to be
very long and wide in both vertical and horizontal directions.
Therefore, the thermal boundary conditions at the top, bottom and
side boundaries are expressed in the following forms:

on the right side boundary:X5
H1dwall

2L
;

]T

]X
50.

(18)

on the bottom and top boundary:Y50 and Y5
H1dwall

L
;

S ]T

]XD
Y50

52S ]T

]XD
Y5~H1dwall! /L

. (19)

Numerical Solutions. The discretization of the equations was
based on the power-law scheme of Patankar@11#, and the dis-
cretized equations were solved using a line-by-line method. The
pressure and velocities were linked by the SIMPLE algorithm
which had been developed by Patankar@12#.

When a panel with partition walls is used for architecture like a
door panel, the width of the panel is generally less than 30 mm.
Then, in case ofL53031023 m, tH2tC540 K and tm5320 K,
the Rayleigh number of the air layer, Ra, is 105 ~the kinetics
viscosity of air, v, is 1831023 m2/s for t5300 K and p
50.1 MPa!. Such structure of the panel is also seen in a body of
an airplane or racing car that is required lightweight. In case of
this, the width of the panel is between 5 to 10 mm, and the Ra is
generally less than 105. If the thickness of the air layer is fixed at
L530 mm, the value ofdwall /L is 0.1 fordwall53 mm, and 0.01

for dwall50.3 mm. The actual parameter ofdwall /L is in the range
from 0.01 to 0.1. On the other hand,kwall /kair is in the range from
53102 to 43103 for a good conductor as metal and in the range
from 2 to 30 for a poor conductor as wood because the thermal
conductivity of air is about 0.03 W/~m•K!.

Therefore, the numerical solutions were obtained for seven val-
ues of the dimensionless wall thickness~dwall /L51021, 6
31022, 2.531022, 1022, 631023, 2.531023, 1023! and seven
values of the dimensionless wall conductivity~kwall /kair51, 3, 10,
30, 102, 33102, 103!. However, the Rayleigh number was limited
to two values~Ra5104, 105!, and Prandtl number, Pr and aspect
ratio, H/L were fixed of Pr50.7 andH/L51, in order to mainly
examine the effect of thermal property of the partition wall on the
heat transfer characteristic. The computations were performed
with ~21340330!and~21350340!for Ra5104 and 105, respec-
tively. Inside the partition walls, five control volumes were set for
the normal direction to the surfaces. Since stagger grid is em-
ployed under the SIMPLE algorithm, grid points are also placed
on the surface of the solution domain. Therefore, the numbers of
main grid points in the fluid region were~14328328!and ~14
338338! for Ra5104 and 105, respectively. This distribution of
these grid points near the partition wall is depicted in Fig. 3.

Supplementary runs fordwall /L51022 andkwall /kair510 were
performed to investigate the grid size effects. The comparison of
the Nusselt number is listed in Table 1. The difference in Nusselt
number between the coarse mesh~17332322!and the fine mesh
~21340330! is 0.78 percent for Ra5104, and between the fine
mesh~21340330!and the very fine mesh~21350340!is 1.46

Fig. 3 Main grid points near the partition wall

Table 1 Effect of grid size on average Nusselt number for
dwall ÕLÄ10À2 and for k wall Õk airÄ10
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percent for Ra5105. Thus, ~21340330!and ~21350340!grid
points, respectively, were selected for Ra5104 and 105 to main-
tain relatively moderate computing costs.

The convergence criterion used was that the value of the mass
flux residuals divided by the total mass flow in each control vol-
ume takes a value below 1028. The under-relaxation factors for
velocity, pressure and temperature were set to 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0,
respectively.

Heat Transfer Rate and Nusselt Number. Non-dimensional
convection heat transfer rate form the hot wall,Qconv is described
as:

Qconv522E
dwall/2L

dwall/2L1H/LE
0

H/2LS ]T

]ZDdXdY. (20)

Using theQconv, an average Nusselt number on the hot wall is
defined as

Num5
Qconv

AH
, (21)

where

AH5S H

L D 2

. (22)

To investigate the total heat transfer from the hot wall, non-
dimensional total heat transfer rate form the hot wall,Qtotal is
calculated as below:

Qtotal522E
0

~H1dwall!/LE
0

~H1dwall!/2L

k̄S ]T

]ZDdXdY, (23)

where, k̄ is the non-dimensional thermal conductivity which is
described as:

at

Fig. 4 Temperature Distribution in the Cell; for Ra Ä105; „a… dwall ÕLÄ10À3 and k wall Õk airÄ1; „b… dwall ÕLÄ0.1 and k wall Õk air
Ä1; „c… dwall ÕLÄ10À3 and k wall Õk airÄ103; and „d… dwall ÕLÄ0.1 and k wall Õk airÄ103.
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H
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kwall

kair
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Therefore, the non-dimensional heat transfer rate into the partition
wall form the hot wall,Qwall is given as:

Qwall5Qtotal2Qconv (26)

Results and Discussion

Temperature and Velocity Profiles. The temperature distri-
butions in the cell are presented in Fig. 4 in the form of the
contours ofT on Y-Z planes atX50, 0.232 and 0.482. The tem-
peratures of the hot and cold walls areT50.5 and20.5, respec-
tively. The contours are drawn for every 0.1 ofT. In addition, the
vertical velocity profiles in the cell are presented in Fig. 5 onX-Z
planes at Y50.1841(1/2)(dwall /L), 0.51(1/2)(dwall /L), and
0.8161(1/2)(dwall /L). Each panel of Figs. 4 and 5 shows the
result for Ra5105 and; ~a! dwall /L51023 and kwall /kair51; ~b!
dwall /L50.1 andkwall /kair51; ~c! dwall /L51023 and kwall /kair

5103; and ~d! dwall /L50.1 andkwall /kair5103.

Fig. 5 Vertical velocity profiles in the Cell; for Ra Ä105; „a… dwall ÕLÄ10À3 and k wall Õk airÄ1; „b… dwall ÕLÄ0.1 and k wall Õk air
Ä1; „c… dwall ÕLÄ10À3 and k wall Õk airÄ103; and „d… dwall ÕLÄ0.1 and k wall Õk airÄ103.
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Natural convection makes the fluid flow from the hot wall to-
ward the cold wall in the upper half of the cell and from the cold
wall toward the hot wall in the lower half of the cell. On account
of the convection, the contours of the temperature are skewed as
seen in Fig. 4. Slight differences in the temperature profiles are
seen at the core region~X50 and 0.232!between the figures from
~a! to ~d!, because the magnitude of convection changes as to the
thermal conditions of the wall,dwall /L andkwall /kair . The effect
on the natural convection by the thermal conditions of the parti-
tion wall will be discussed later.

On the other hand, the influence of the thermal conditions of the
partition wall is clearly seen in temperatures near the side wall
(X50.428). From the comparison of Fig. 4~a! with ~b!, the con-
tours of temperature on the top wall in the figure~a! are almost
linear, but the contours in the figure~b! differ from linear distri-
bution except near the hot and cold walls. It means that the con-
tours of temperature on the top wall differ from a linear distribu-
tion when increasing thedwall /L. From the comparison of Fig.
4~b! with ~d!, the contours of temperature near the side wall in the
figure ~b! differ from a linear distribution except near the hot and
cold walls, but the contours in the figure~d! are almost linear. It
means that the contours of temperature near the partition walls
approach a linear distribution when increasing thekwall /kair .

About the velocity profiles, slight differences in the vertical
velocity profiles are seen near the four corners of each horizontal
planes between the figures from Fig. 5~a! to ~d!. From the com-
parison of Fig. 5~a!with ~c!, the peaks ofV near the corners in the
figure 5~c!are clearly seen exceeding in the figure 5~a!. Moreover,
from the comparison of Fig. 5~c! with ~d!, the peaks ofV near the
corners in the figure 5~d!are clearly seen exceeding in the figure
5~c!. Difference between Fig. 5~a! to ~b! is not clearly seen. Ex-
pansion ofV near the corners indicates magnitude of heat ex-
change from the side walls to fluid. Therefore, these comparisons
show that the heat exchange from the side walls to fluid enlarges
when thedwall /L increases. The heat exchange from the side walls
also enlarges when thekwall /kair increases, but the influence of it
is dependent on thedwall /L.

Using an assumption, Okada et al.@9# discussed the effect of
thermal condition of partition wall on natural convection in a two-
dimensional rectangular cavity. They assumed that both surfaces
of a partition wall had same temperature but heat was transferred
through the partition wall. This assumption is also employed in
the earlier paper by Meyer et al.@8#. In this model, the thermal
boundary condition on the partition wall can be expressed by a
single parameter of (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair). Using this assumption,
they could solve the problem only in the fluid layer.

However, the surfaces of the partition wall do not have exactly
same temperature when the partition wall has finite thickness and
finite thermal conductivity. To examine suitableness of the as-
sumption of the partition wall, the temperatures along the axis for
Z-direction on the surfaces of the top and bottom wall are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. These temperatures are the results for Ra5105

and (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair)51. In this figure, the results for three
combinations of the wall parameters are plotted by sifting origins
along the vertical axis. These combinations of the wall parameters
are dwall /L51023 and kwall /kair5103, dwall /L51022 and
kwall /kair5102, and dwall /L50.1 andkwall /kair510. As seen in
this figure, the temperature fordwall /L51023 andkwall /kair5103

changes linearly from the hot wall to the cold wall, and the tem-
peratures on the surfaces of the top and bottom wall agree with
each other. When the non-dimensional wall thickness decreases,
the temperature fordwall /L51022 andkwall /kair5102 differs from
the linear distribution, but the temperatures on the surfaces of the
top and bottom wall almost coincide with each other. When the
non-dimensional wall thickness further decreases, the tempera-
tures for dwall /L50.1 andkwall /kair510 are different from the
linear distribution, and the temperatures on the surfaces of the top
and bottom wall do not agree with each other obviously. Even if
the value of (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair) is fixed, the temperature distri-

bution on the partition wall varies according to the combination of
dwall /L andkwall /kair as seen in this result. Therefore, the effect of
thermal conditions of the partition wall can not be expressed by a
single parameter of (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair).

Average Nusselt Numbers on the Hot Wall. Figure 7 shows
the contours of Num as a function ofdwall /L and kwall /kair . The
figure 7~a!is the result for Ra5104 and the figure 7~b!is for Ra
5105. The Num is the average Nusselt number on the hot wall
which accounts for the heat transfer of pure natural convection
and dose not include the heat transfer to the partition wall from
the hot wall. Whenkwall /kair increases and approaches infinity, the
thermal boundary condition of the cavity reaches the ‘‘conduc-
tion’’ boundary condition. On the other hand, whenkwall /kair de-
creases and approaches zero, the thermal boundary condition of
the cavity reaches the ‘‘adiabatic’’ boundary condition. These
ideal boundary conditions have been usually employed in the
analysis of natural convection in a cavity. Furthermore, when the
dwall /L decreases and approaches zero, the thermal boundary con-
dition of the cavity reaches the so called ‘‘no-thickness’’ bound-
ary condition developed by Nakamura et al.@3#. When the value
of Ra is 104, the values of Num for these ideal boundary condi-
tions are 1.159 for ‘‘conduction,’’ 2.09 for ‘‘adiabatic’’ and 1.722
for ‘‘no-thickness.’’ If the value of Ra is 105, the values of Num
for these ideal boundary conditions are 3.21 for ‘‘conduction,’’
4.48 for ‘‘adiabatic’’ and 3.54 for ‘‘no-thickness.’’

As seen in Fig. 7, for almost area of 0,dwall /L<0.1 and 0
,kwall /kair<103 except near thedwall /L50 and thekwall /kair
50, the Num almost coincides with the value for the ‘‘conduc-
tion’’ boundary condition. This feature is seen in both results for
Ra5104 and 105.

In order to reduce total heat transfer of the air layer with parti-
tion walls,dwall /L andkwall /kair should decrease as small as pos-
sible. To investigate the property of Num near smalldwall /L and
smallkwall /kair region, contours of Num on log-log plots ofdwall /L
andkwall /kair are presented in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the figure 8~a! is
the result for Ra5104 and the figure 8~b!is the result for Ra
5105. The areas in which Num agrees with the value for the
‘‘conduction’’ or value for the ‘‘no-thickness’’ within 5 percent

Fig. 6 Temperatures on the surfaces of the top and bottom
wall; for RaÄ 105 and „dwall ÕL …"„k wall Õk air…Ä1; „a… dwall ÕLÄ0.1
and k wall Õk airÄ10; „b… dwall ÕLÄ10À2 and k wall Õk airÄ102; and „c…
dwall ÕLÄ10À3 and k wall Õk airÄ103.
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accuracy are plotted also in Fig. 8. It is remarkable that Num in the
small kwall /kair region agrees with the value for the ‘‘no-
thickness’’ even ifdwall /L is large. In both figures 8~a! and 8~b!,
the area in which Num agrees with the value for the ‘‘adiabatic’’ is
not present. Of course, Num increases and approaches the value of
the ‘‘adiabatic’’ whenkwall /kair decreases and approaches zero.
But, the value ofkwall /kair,1 means that the thermal conductivity
of the partition wall is smaller than that of air. This is not a
practical situation because very few materials for partition wall
have so small thermal conductivity.

Heat Transfer to the Partition wall from the Hot Wall. It
is interesting to investigate the proportion of the heat transfer into
the partition wall from the hot wall to the total heat transfer quan-
tity from the hot wall. The proportions of the heat transfer are
presented in Fig. 9 as contours ofQwall /Qtotal on log-log plots of
dwall /L and kwall /kair . In Fig. 9, the figure 9~a!is the result for
Ra5104 and the figure 9~b!is the result for Ra5105. As seen in
Fig. 9, every contour is almost straight, and parallel with each

other. The inclination of the contour is as decreasing one decade
of thekwall /kair to increasing one decade of thedwall /L. Therefore,
when the product ofdwall /L andkwall /kair is the same, the value of
Qwall /Qtotal is the same.

From the comparison of the figures 9~a! to 9~b!, theQwall /Qtotal
is affected by the value of Ra because natural convection in-
creases with an increase in the Ra. When Ra is less than 10, the
convection heat transfer in the cell is negligible and the Num ap-
proaches 1. Then, theQwall and Qtotal is easily solved and the
equation of theQwall /Qtotal is expressed as follows when Ra
!10:

Qwall

Qtotal
5

~21dwall /L !•~dwall /L !•~kwall /kair!

11~21dwall /L !•~dwall /L !•~kwall /kair!
. (27)

As seen in Eq.~27!, it is not strictly true that theQwall /Qtotal is a
function of the single parameter of (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair). How-
ever, if dwall /L is negligibly small as compared with 2,
Qwall /Qtotal can be assumed a function of the (dwall /

Fig. 7 Contours of Num as a function of dwall ÕL and k wall Õk air ; „a… RaÄ104; „b… RaÄ105.

Fig. 8 Contours of Num on log-log plots of dwall ÕL and k wall Õk air ; „a… RaÄ104; „b… RaÄ105.
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L)•(kwall /kair) only. In this study, we consider thedwall /L to be
less than 0.1, because thedwall /L should be as small as possible in
order to reduce the total heat transfer.

Figure 10 shows Qwall /Qtotal as a function of (dwall /
L)•(kwall /kair). In this figure, the curves are plotted from the
equations obtained by the least square method. The correlation
coefficient of each curve with the strict results of numerical analy-
sis is larger than 0.999 and almost coincide with 1. Therefore,
Qwall /Qtotal can be expressed as a function of (dwall /
L)•(kwall /kair). As seen from Fig. 10,Qwall /Qtotal is affected by
the value of Ra because natural convection increases with Ra.
And as seen in Figs. 7 and 8, natural convection varies according
to the combination ofdwall /L and kwall /kair . However, it is re-
markable that the proportion of the heat transfer,Qwall /Qtotal can
be expressed as a function of the product ofdwall /L andkwall /kair .

Comparison With Previous Two-Dimensional Studies. A
comparison of average Nusselt number andQwall /Qtotal with pre-
vious work is presented in Table 2. Unfortunately no other three-
dimensional work that the heat transfer to the partition wall is
available, these results listed in the table are the results for two-
dimensional, for Ra5105 andH/L51. In order to compare with
the result of Okada et al.@9#, we solved the two-dimensional natu-
ral convection and conduction problem for Pr55.68, (dwall /
L)•(kwall /kair)55 andH/L51 using the present manner and the

semi-ideal boundary condition of Meyer et al.@8#. On the other
hand, the listed experimental results are for an air layer, therefore,
the Prandtl number doesn’t agree with the value for the listed
numerical solutions. However, it is well known that the Prandtl
number doesn’t affect much on the natural convection except for a
tall cavity. This was pointed out by Okada et al.@9# for the cavity
of H/L51 and smaller, and we also confirmed this by supplemen-
tary runs. These values of Nakamura’s and Meyer’s experiments
were determined respectively according to the diagram by
Nakamura et al.@3# and the experimental correlation by Meyer
et al. @2#.

ComparingQwall /Qtotal among the numerical results, the value
of the present analysis doesn’t agree with that of Meyer’s model.
The difference between the value of present analysis and that of
Meyer’s model is 20.3 percent. On the other hand, the value of
Meyer’s model doesn’t agree well with Okada’s result, in spite of
using the same model of thermal boundary condition. Okada et al.
@9# formulated the conservation equations using the stream func-
tion and discretized the equations using the upwind scheme, and
solved the discretized equations using the Gauss-Seidel’s method.
On the contrary, our formulation based on Meyer’s model was
solved using the SIMPLE algorithm of Patankar@12#. This differ-
ence in the numerical methods is the reason for the difference of
results. The difference between the value of Meyer’s model and
Okada’s result is 7.6 percent. Even if the difference of Num
among these three results isn’t large, either numerical method
using the Meyer’s model leads to a higherQwall /Qtotal than that of
present analysis. These comparisons show that the effect of mod-
eling of the partition wall isn’t negligible on the value of
Qwall /Qtotal .

Comparing the values of Num , the three numerical results agree
well with each other and the value of Nakamura’s experiment also

Fig. 9 Contours of Qwall ÕQtotal on log-log plots of dwall ÕL and k wall Õk air ; „a… RaÄ104; „b… RaÄ105.

Fig. 10 Qwall ÕQtotal as a function of „ dwall ÕL …"„k wall Õk air… for
HÕLÄ1

Table 2 Comparisons of Nu m and Qwall ÕQtotal with previous
studies of two-dimensional rectangular enclosure for HÕLÄ1
and RaÄ 105
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agrees well with the numerical results. According to the paper of
Nakamura et al. @3#, the wall condition number (dwall /
L)•(kwall /kair) of their experiment wasn’t clear, but the tempera-
tures on the partition wall changed linearly from the hot cold to
the hot wall. On the other hand, slight difference is seen between
the value of Meyer’s experiment and other results. The reason of
this may be the difference of the wall condition number, because
Meyer’s experiment was held for (dwall /L)•(kwall /kair)50.04
60.01 and the listed numerical results were performed for
(dwall /L)•(kwall /kair)55. Therefore, a supplementary run for
dwall /L50.004,kwall /kair510 and Pr55.68 was performed using
the method of present analysis. The result was Num53.77, and
this shows good agreement with the experiment and the present
analysis.

Concluding Remarks
Three-dimensional natural convection heat transfer characteris-

tics in a vertical air layer partitioned into cubical enclosures by
partition walls of finite thermal conductivity and finite thickness
were investigated numerically. The numerical solutions were ob-
tained for Ra5104 and 105 and a wide range ofdwall /L and
kwall /kair . The main conclusions are as follows:

1 natural convection varies according to the combination of
dwall /L andkwall /kair

2 for almost area of 0,dwall /L<0.1 and 0,kwall /kair<103

except near thedwall /L50 and thekwall /kair50, the Num almost
coincides with the value for the ‘‘conduction’’ boundary condition

3 Num in low kwall /kair
region agrees with the value for the

‘‘no-thickness’’ even ifdwall /L is high
4 Qwall /Qtotal can be expressed as a function of (dwall /

L)•(kwall /kair)

Nomenclature

t 5 temperature
T 5 dimensionless temperature

dwall 5 thickness of the partition wall
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An Efficient Method for Modeling
Radiative Transfer in
Multicomponent Gas Mixtures
With Soot
An efficient approach for predicting radiative transfer in high temperature multicompo-
nent gas mixtures with soot particles is presented. The method draws on the previously
published multiplication approach for handling gas mixtures in the spectral line
weighted-sum-of-gray-gases (SLW) model. In this method, the gas mixture is treated as a
single gas whose absorption blackbody distribution function is calculated through the
distribution functions of the individual species in the mixture. The soot is, in effect, treated
as another gas in the mixture. Validation of the method is performed by comparison with
line-by-line solutions for radiative transfer with mixtures of water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and carbon monoxide with a range of soot loadings (volume fractions). Comparison is
performed also with previously published statistical narrow band and classical weighted-
sum-of-gray-gases solutions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1350824#
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Introduction
In a combustion environment yielding luminous flames, the

combustion products are comprised not only of the mixture of
combustion gases~mainly water vapor, carbon dioxide, and car-
bon monoxide!but also soot. Soot consists of very small carbon
particles which, when unagglomerated, are primarily absorbing/
emitting and non-scattering. When soot is present in the flame, the
radiation transfer is significantly increased because of high values
of its spectral absorption coefficient relative to that of the sur-
rounding gases. While the prediction of radiative transfer in high
temperature gas mixtures is already an imposing challenge, the
added presence of soot renders the problem even more difficult
because of the superposition of band radiation from the gases and
the continuum radiation from the soot particles.

Historically, the simplest approach for the prediction of radia-
tive transfer in gas/soot mixtures are simple gray models, which
are computationally efficient but yield very poor accuracy@1#. The
most accurate method is the line-by-line~LBL! method, in which
the Radiative Transfer Equation is integrated over the detailed
molecular spectrum for the gases and soot@2#. Because of the
computational requirements of the line-by-line method, it is gen-
erally used only for benchmark solutions.

The statistical narrow band model~SNB! provides good accu-
racy in the prediction of radiative transfer in high temperature
gases, but it requires a large number of bands and, therefore, is
computationally expensive@3#. Often this method is used for ob-
taining benchmark solutions in lieu of the line-by-line approach
~e.g.,@4#!.

The wide band model~WBM! is a simplification of the SNB
method but the accuracy of this method is limited@5#. It also
requires the specification of the path length in the model and
spectral parameters associated with the path length. Komornicki
and Tomeczek have demonstrated the use of a modified WBM for
luminous flame calculation in nonhomogeneous media@6#. Modak
developed a generalized code for calculating the absorptivity/
emissivity of combustion gases with soot using the wide band

model @7#. Taylor et al. present total emissivities of mixtures of
high temperature gases and soot calculated from band models
@8,9#.

The Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases~WSGG!model can be used
with arbitrary solvers of the RTE@10#. It requires specification of
the gray gas weights and absorption coefficients for any combina-
tion of gas species and soot over their expected range of concen-
trations, temperatures, etc. Bressloff studied the influence of soot
loading on WSGG solutions to the radiative transfer equation
through mixtures of gases and soot@4#. WSGG solutions were
compared to SNB model predictions.

In the Spectral Line Weighted-sum-of-gray-gases~SLW!
model, the weights in the classical WSGG model are determined
with the help of the absorption-line blackbody distribution func-
tion, which is calculated directly from the high resolution molecu-
lar spectrum of gases@11,12#. The integration of the RTE over
wavenumber~wavelength!is then replaced by an integration over
absorption cross-section. The presence of soot particles in the
flame has been handled previously by the hybrid SLW and
k-distribution model in which the absorption line blackbody dis-
tribution function of the gas mixture was calculated using the
convolution or the double integration approaches@13#. The spec-
tral dependence of the soot absorption coefficient was accommo-
dated by the additional subdivision of wavenumber on subinter-
vals where the spectral properties of the soot are assumed to be
constant. This approach renders the model significantly more
complicated and computationally burdensome, and the SLW
method loses some of its advantage for engineering radiative
transfer predictions. Using this approach, Denison and Webb cal-
culated the radiative dissipation source in water vapor with soot
@13#, and Denison reported predictions of the radiative dissipation
source for the mixture of water vapor and carbon dioxide with
soot @14#.

In the present work, a new approach is proposed where the
multicomponent gas mixture with soot is treated as a single gas in
the SLW model. The absorption line blackbody distribution func-
tion of this single gas is calculated using the distribution functions
of the individual species included in the mixture@15#. The devel-
opment for the addition of soot presented here treats soot simply
as another gas whose absorption distribution function is calculated
from the absorption spectrum of the soot. This approach can be
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efficiently used for the mixtures of arbitrary number of gas spe-
cies, and retains the engineering advantages of the SLW model.

The validation of the approach developed here is performed by
the calculation of emissivity, total intensity and radiative dissipa-
tion source in the mixtures of water vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, and soot particles, and comparison with line-by-line
benchmark solutions and results previously reported. Special care
is taken in comparing with line-by-line benchmark predictions to
ensure that both the benchmark and the model simulations are
conducted with the same spectral data base.

Radiative Transfer in GasÕSoot Mixtures
Radiation field in the absorbing, emitting and non-scattering

media along a pathlengths in a directionV̂ is described by the
spectral intensity of radiationI h(s,V̂) the governing equation for
which is the Radiative Transfer Equation~RTE! @16#:

dIh

ds
52khI h1khI bh , (1)

I bh is the Planck spectral distribution of blackbody intensity and
kh is the spectral absorption coefficient of the medium. This equa-
tion does not include scattering of radiation because the charac-
teristic size of molecules and unagglomerated soot particles is
small compared to the wavelength of infrared radiation in the
flames@17#.

The spectral absorption coefficientkh is the effective absorp-
tion coefficient of the mixture ofm gases with soot particles con-
structed from the absorption coefficients of all components in-
cluded in the combustion process:

kh5k1,h1k2,h1 . . . km,h1kh
soot, (2)

wherekh
soot is the spectral absorption coefficient of soot, andkm,h

is the absorption coefficient of the gasm, which can be expressed
through the gas absorption cross sectionCm,h and molar density
Nm by the equation

km,h5NmCm,h . (3)

If N is defined as the molar density of the gas mixture, then the
absorption coefficientkh can be expressed by the following for-
mula:

kh5k1,h1k2,h1 . . . 1km,h1kh
soot

5N1C1,h1N2C2,h1 . . . 1NmCm,h1kh
soot

5NS N1

N
C1,h1

N2

N
C2,h1 . . . 1

Nm

N
Cm,h1

kh
soot

N D
5N~Y1C1,h1Y2C2,h1 . . . 1YmCm,h1Ch

soot!

5NCh . (4)

Equation~4! is an expression for the absorption coefficient for an
effective single gas which is defined in terms of the individual
components as

Ch5Y1C1,h1Y2C2,h1 . . . 1YmCm,h1Ch
soot. (5)

This relationship allows the use of the traditional formulation of
the SLW model for a single gas. The absorption cross-section of
sootCh

soot included in Eqs.~4! and~5! is artificially constructed by
dividing the soot absorption coefficient by the gas molar density,
which depends on the local thermodynamic properties of the gas
mixture.

The SLW Model
The SLW form of the Radiative Transfer Equation obtained by

the integration of Eq.~1!, with respect to wavenumber, and sub-
division of the absorption cross-section into gray gases, has the
following form @11#:

dI j

ds
52k j I j1ajk j I b , j 50,1, . . . ,n, (6)

wheren is the number of gray gases in the model,I j is the inten-
sity of gray gasj. The gray gas absorption coefficientk j may be
determined from

k j5NACJ21Cj , (7)

where Cj 21 and Cj are supplemental absorption cross-sections
employed in the discretization of the absorption spectrum over
cross-section@18#. The gray gas weight corresponding to the gray
gas absorption coefficient is

aj5F~Cj !2F~Cj 21!. (8)

In the SLW modification of the classical WSGG model the gray
gas weights are calculated from the absorption line blackbody
distribution function ~hereafter referred to as ALBDF!, deter-
mined from the detailed absorption spectrum according to

F~C!5

E
$h:Ch,C%

Ebh~T!dh

sT4 . (9)

The ALBDF is defined as the fraction of the total blackbody en-
ergy for the gas mixture at temperatureT corresponding to wave-
numbers for which the absorption cross-sectionCh is less than the
specified valueC @12#. Calculation of the distribution function for
the mixture of gases and soot as defined by Eq.~5! will be dem-
onstrated later.

Solving Eq. ~6! for each gray gasj, one can obtain the inte-
grated ~total! intensity of radiationI by the simple summation
over all gray gases:

I 5E
h50

`

I h dh5(
j 51

n

I j . (10)

For SLW modeling to be effective, values of the absorption line
blackbody distribution functionF(C) must be calculated for any
composition of the mixture at any temperature. Calculation of
F(C) for all possible combinations of state using the actual high
resolution molecular spectra of the mixtureCh is impractical. In-
stead, the ALBDF’s of the individual gas species,Fm(C), are
used. These distribution functions can be calculated and tabulated
readily for each gas specie in the mixture over a range of tem-
perature and pressure. The ALBDF of sootFsoot(C) will be de-
fined later. One can then use the multiplication approach devel-
oped previously for calculation ofF(C) in gas mixtures@15#.

The multiplication approach to the calculation of the ALBDF of
the mixture through the separate distribution functions of indi-
vidual species is based on the assumption that the absorption
cross-section sections of different species included in the mixture
are statistically independent. For gas mixtures without particles
this assumption is discussed in@15#. The absorption cross-section
of soot is a smooth, nearly linear function of wavenumber which
obviously is statistically independent of any line molecular gas
spectrum. According to this approach, the ALBDF of the compos-
ite absorption cross-sectionFCh

(C) is obtained as a product of the
distribution functions of individual contributors to this absorption
cross-section

FCh
~C!5FY1C1,h

~C!FY2C2,h
~C!¯FYmCm,n

~C!FCh
soot~C!,

(11)
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wherem is the number of species in gas mixture. As shown by
Solovjov and Webb@15#, the dependence of the ALBDF on the
local mole fraction of the gas species allows the calculation of the
ALBDF for arbitrary mole fraction through the ALBDF of the
pure gas:

FYmCm,h
~C!5FCm,h

~C/Ym!. (12)

Applied to Eq.~11!, the relationship of Eq.~12! yields

FCh
~C!5FC1,h

~C/Y1!FC2,h
~C/Y2!¯FCm,h

~C/Ym!FCh
soot~C!.

(13)

Equation~13! provides a simple and efficient approach for calcu-
lation of the ALBDF of the gas mixture with soot particles. The
absorption distribution function for soot will now be defined, and
its calculation from the absorption cross-section will be explored.

Soot Absorption Distribution Function
Soot is comprised of small carbon particles produced in the

fuel-rich zones of hydrocarbon flames, and is primarily respon-
sible for flame luminosity. It is generally accepted that primary
~unagglomerated! soot particles are spherical in shape and in the
size range 30265 nm@19#. Unlike combustion gases such as H2O,
CO2, or CO, which absorb and emit only in certain wavelength
bands, soot participates radiatively at all wavelengths. Therefore,
the radiant energy emitted from a sooty flame may be significantly
higher than for a non-luminous flame. In order to rigorously pre-
dict the radiative transfer from soot its size distribution, shape,
and optical properties must be known. It is assumed here that
these properties are known or can be calculated from other physi-
cal models.

In prediction of radiative transfer in practical combustion envi-
ronments it is generally assumed that soot is unagglomerated. As
such, the absorption coefficient can be determined from soot op-
tical properties using the Rayleigh small particle limit by the fol-
lowing equation@20#:

kh5
36pnk

~n22k212!214n2k2 f vh, (14)

wheren andk are, respectively, the real and imaginary part of the
soot complex index of refraction, andf v is the soot volume frac-
tion, which is the ratio of soot concentrationcsoot to the soot
densityrsoot:

f v5csoot/rsoot. (15)

The value of soot density is near that of pure carbon~approxi-
mately 2000 kg/m3!. In the Rayleigh regime soot scattering is
generally taken to be negligible relative to the absorption/emission
@17#. Agglomerated soot particles also scatter appreciably, and
determination of their radiative properties~absorption/emission
and scattering!is more complex. For modeling soot radiation a
simple engineering approximation to the dependence of the soot
absorption coefficient on wavenumber was proposed by Hottel
and Sarofim@21#:

kh
soot5c fvh, (16)

wherec is a constant which was assigned a value of 7.0. Later,
Siegel and Howell proposed different values of the constantc for
different fuels: 6.3 for oil flames, 4.9 for propane, 4.0 for acety-
lene, and 3.7–7.5 for coal flames@16#. For flames, the soot vol-
ume fractionf v varies in the range 1028– 1025. A more general
non-linear dependence of the soot absorption coefficient on wave-
number has also been proposed@20#

kh
soot5c fvha (17)

with the dispersion exponenta varying from 0.7 to 2.2 depending
on flame conditions. In the present work, only the linear depen-

dence of Eq.~16! will be considered. However, the method pro-
posed here can easily accommodate the more general relationships
of Eq. ~14! or Eq.~17!. Indeed, in theory any spectral variation of
the absorption coefficient of absorbing/emitting/non-scattering
particles may be accommodated by the approach.

Using Eq. ~16! for the soot absorption cross-section@which
appears as a contributor in the expression for the absorption coef-
ficient of the multicomponent gas/soot mixture, Eq.~4!#, one ob-
tains

Ch
soot5

c fvh

N
5Ysh, (18)

whereYs has the sense of soot molar ratio which depends on the
local thermodynamic state of the medium.

In a similar fashion to the definition of the ALBDF for absorp-
tion cross-sections of gases, one can define an absorption black-
body radiation distribution function for soot~analogous to the
absorption line blackbody distribution function for gases! as

FCh
soot~C!5

E
$h:Ch,Ch

soot%
Ebh~T!dh

sT 4 . (19)

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the spectral variation of soot
absorption cross-section given by Eq.~18!, and the Planck black-
body spectral distribution for a given temperature. As illustrated
in the figure, the integration domain defined in Eq.~19! by a fixed
cross-section valueC and absorption cross-sectionCh

soot is the
same as for the fixed valueC/Ys and absorption cross-section
Ch5h. The absorption blackbody radiation distribution function

Fig. 1 Absorption blackbody radiation distribution function
for soot in the gas Õsoot mixture
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of sootFCh
soot(C) can therefore be represented through the classi-

cal Planck blackbody radiation functionP(h) by the following
relationship:

FCh
soot~C!5FYsh

~C!5P~C/Ys!. (20)

As was done in this study, the Planck blackbody radiation func-
tion can be calculated by numerical integration directly from its
definition @2#

P~h!5

E
0

h

Ebh~T!dh

sT 4 . (21)

Alternatively, the efficient series expansion forP(h) presented by
Chang and Rhee@22# can be employed. The result of Eq.~20! is
that a special calculation of the absorption distribution function of
soot is not needed. Rather, to determine the soot distribution func-
tion, one can use the classical definition of the Planck blackbody
radiation function defined by Eq.~21! in which the upper limit of
integration is specified as

h5
CN

c fv
. (22)

Indeed, textbook tabulated values for the Planck blackbody radia-
tion functionP as a function of the parameterlT may be used for
determination of the soot absorption blackbody distribution func-
tion, with the Planck blackbody radiation function argument
lT(5T/h) being evaluated ath5CN/c fv and the temperatureT.

Figure 2 shows the absorption blackbody distribution function
of soot calculated at 1000 K for different values of the soot vol-
ume fraction. According to Eq.~20!, all curves have the same
shape, shifted along cross-section axis. If instead of Eq.~16! the
more general expressions for the soot spectral absorption coeffi-
cient of Eqs.~14! and~17! are used to determine the soot absorp-
tion blackbody distribution function in Eq.~21!, the upper limits
of integration become, respectively,

h5S CN

f v
D ~n22k212!214n2k2

36pnk
(23)

and

h5S CN

c fv
D 1/a

. (24)

Applying the property defined by Eq.~20! to the multiplication
relation for gas mixtures given by Eq.~13!, the calculation of the
ALBDF for a mixture ofm gas species and soot is carried out as

FCh
~C!5FC1,h

~C/Y1!FC2,h
~C/Y2!¯FC2,h

~C/Ym!Fh~C/Ys!.
(25)

The assumptions inherent in the development of the SLW model
for multicomponent gas mixtures are still valid@15#, and the
model must be tested against benchmarks for accuracy. Equation
~25! will now be used for the prediction of the radiation field in
multicomponent gas mixtures with soot particles.

Model Validation
The validation of the proposed method is performed by com-

parison of model prediction of dissipation radiative source and
total radiative intensities in the mixtures of combustion gases with
soot particles with line-by-line benchmark solutions and previ-
ously published approaches. The absorption-line blackbody distri-
bution functions for H2O, CO2, and CO were determined from
correlations presented elsewhere@18,23–25#. The comparisons
with line-by-line benchmark predictions reveal the accuracy of the
model. Only emitting/absorbing~non-scattering!soot is consid-
ered in this study, as would be the case for non-agglomerated
soot. This approximation is invoked in most predictions of radia-
tive transfer in gas/soot mixtures. It should be underlined, how-
ever, that the SLW approach outlined here does not depend on the
solution method of the RTE, and is easily extended to scattering
media. Thus, if appropriate scattering coefficients and phase func-
tions for agglomerated soot can be formulated, the scattering can
be included in a straightforward manner, albeit at considerable
additional computational expense.

Isothermal Homogeneous Medium. Consider a mixture of
soot with three combustion gas species: water vapor, carbon di-
oxide, and carbon monoxide. A plane-parallel slab of thickness
L51.0 m is filled with an isothermal homogeneous mixture of
these three species at 1000 K and 1 atm total pressure. The mole
fractions of gas species included in the mixture areYH2O50.2,
YCO2

50.1, andYCO50.03. It is also assumed that the boundaries
of the layer are black and non-emitting. The SLW form of the
RTE, Eq.~6!, for gray gases can be solved analytically, and the
integrated dissipation radiative source is defined by the following
equation@15#:

Q~x!522pI b(
j 51

n

ajk j@E2~k j x!1E2~k j x2k jL !#, (26)

where E2(x) is the exponential integral@2#, and the gray gas
weightsaj were determined with Eq.~8!. The absorption black-

Fig. 2 Absorption blackbody radiation distribution function
for soot at 1000 K

Fig. 3 Line-by-line spectrum model
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body distribution function of the mixture of gases was calculated
based on the multiplication approach according to Eq.~25!.
Twenty gray gases were taken in the SLW model calculations.
The HITEMP database@26# was used for the calculation of the
absorption line blackbody distribution functions for H2O, CO2,
and CO in the model.

The benchmark prediction for this problem was obtained by the
line-by-line method also using the HITEMP spectral database. In
the line-by-line integration of the RTE, the high resolution absorp-
tion cross-section spectrum is divided into such narrow spectral
intervals of width Dh i that the variation of absorption cross-
section and spectral intensity of blackbody radiation can be ne-
glected~Fig. 3!, and they are assumed to be constant within the
interval ask i and I bi . Then the analytical solution for integrated
dissipation radiative source gives

Q~x!522p(
i

k i I bi@E2~k ix!1E2~k ix2k iL !#Dh i . (27)

The HITEMP absorption spectrum for H2O, CO2, and CO con-
tains more than 800,000 lines with intensities greater than
10225 cm2/molec at these conditions. The wavenumber interval
between adjacent spectral lines was subdivided into eight sub-
intervals. Further refinement of the spectrum yielded no appre-
ciable change in the calculated radiative dissipation source.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of model predictions for the
radiative dissipation source with the line-by-line benchmark solu-
tions for the plane layer of gas mixture with soot particles of
volume fraction in the range 1028, f v,1026. The deviation of
the SLW solution from the line-by-line result is no greater than 4
percent for thef v51028 case, and no greater than 2 percent for
f v51026. Although excellent agreement is observed in the model
predictions for all values off v , the accuracy is seen to improve at
higher values of the soot loading. Predictions made for no soot
present in the layer (f v50) ~not shown! are nearly identical
~within 1 percent!to the f v51028 results. The predictions clearly
illustrate the significant influence of soot on the radiative transfer
even at low volume fractions.

The next problem considers a homogeneous layer of 40 percent
H2O/20 percent CO2 mixture at 1250 K with soot particles
bounded by emitting and diffusely reflecting walls. The walls are
maintained at 400 K and 1500 K, respectively, with gray emissiv-
ity of 0.8. The line-by-line benchmark solution for this problem
was obtained by Denison@14#using the discrete ordinates method.
Two wall spacings,L50.1 m and 1.0 m, were examined. The
predictions were made with an angular resolution of 30 ordinates,
and a spatial resolution of 200 and 500 grid points for theL
50.1 and 1.0 cases, respectively. The linear spectral variation of

soot given by Eq.~16! was used in the benchmark predictions.
Predictions using the modeling approach described here were car-
ried out with 25 gray gases. The same spectral database was used
both for line-by-line predictions and the generation of the SLW
model parameters@23,24#. Figure 5~a!shows the radiative dissi-
pation source in the layer of thicknessL50.1 m with moderate
soot volume fractionf v51027. Comparison of the SLW model
prediction with the benchmark solution shows excellent agree-
ment even for this small layer optical thickness. Results for the
case of increased wall spacingL51.0 m and soot volume fraction
f v51026 are shown in Fig. 5~b!. For this case of higher optical
thickness the model accuracy is further improved.

Non-Isothermal Non-Homogeneous Medium. In this sec-
tion, the SLW gas/soot mixture modeling approach developed
here is compared with SNB and WSGG methods previously pub-
lished for situations of uniform and non-uniform properties and
compositions. Bressloff explored different approximations to the
spectral behavior in the solution of RTE for a binary gas mixture
with soot particles@4#. Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases~WSGG!
predictions were made using coefficients~which depend on local
thermodynamic state! of Truelove @27#. Statistical narrow band
model~SNB! predictions were made as a benchmark for compar-
ing the accuracy of WSGG model prediction.

In this study, the variation of the total radiative intensity across
a one-dimensional, homogeneous gas/soot mixture is first consid-
ered under isothermal, homogeneous conditionsT51000 K,
YH2O50.16, YCO2

50.08, L51.0 m, and three different soot vol-

ume fraction with valuesf v51025, 1026, and 1027. Figure 6
shows a comparison of SNB and WSGG predictions for local
intensity reported by Bressloff@4# with SLW model solutions
from this study which, for this case, is defined by the equation

Fig. 4 Predicted local radiative dissipation source in the iso-
thermal, homogenous gas Õsoot mixture with different soot
loadings

Fig. 5 Predicted local radiative dissipation source in a one-
dimensional layer of gas Õsoot mixture between cold and hot
walls for different soot volume fractions: „a… LÄ0.1 m, f v
Ä10À7, and „b… LÄ1.0 m, f vÄ10À6.
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I ~x!5I b(
j 51

n

aj~12e2k j x!. (28)

A line-by-line solution was also calculated for the problem as part
of this study using the HITEMP spectral database. As seen in Fig.
6, all methods give good agreement with the benchmarks, model
accuracy improving with increases in soot volume fraction. The
SLW solution exhibits excellent agreement with the LBL bench-
mark solution. There is some disagreement in both model and
benchmark predictions for this study and the WSGG and SNB
calculations of Bressloff. Differences between the predictions of
this study and the SNB ‘‘benchmark’’ calculations of Bressloff
may be explained principally by the different spectral databases
and RTE solution methods used in the two studies. The most
definitive validation of a radiative transfer model is one where the
same spectral database is used to generate model parameters and
the LBL solution, as has been done here.

The advantage of the spectral approach presented here over
traditional gray calculations with averaged properties is also
shown in Fig. 6. Often, an average absorption coefficientka is
calculated from the total emissivity« of the layer of thicknessL
from Beer’s law:

ka5
1

L
ln~12«!. (29)

While different approaches may be used to determine the total
emissivity «, it can be rigorously determined by the SLW ap-
proach with a sufficiently large number of gray gases@23,24#:

«5(
j

aj~12e2k j L!. (30)

A second averaging scheme often used in calculation of radiative
properties of high temperature gases is the Planck meankP , de-
fined as@2#

kP5

E
0

`

khI bh~T!dh

I b~T!
. (31)

It has been shown that the Planck mean absorption coefficientkP
can be rigorously calculated from the gray gas weights and corre-
sponding gray gas absorption coefficients in the SLW model by
the equation@18,25#

kP5(
j

ajk j . (32)

The predicted local intensity of radiation using these two averag-
ing techniques;~1! the average absorption coefficientka using Eq.
~30!, and~2! the Planck mean absorption coefficientkP deter-
mined using Eq.~32! ~both average coefficients calculated using
25 gray gases!, is also shown in Fig. 6. The calculated values of
average and Planck mean absorption coefficient are indicated in
the figure for each value of soot volume fraction.

The results show that neither the simple average absorption
coefficient ka nor the Planck mean absorption coefficientkP
yields accurate predictions, although the Planck mean exhibits
increasing accuracy as the soot loading increases. Neither averag-
ing scheme yields desirable accuracy over the full range of soot
volume fraction. Bressloff presented gray predictions for arbi-
trarily chosen constant values of absorption coefficient to demon-
strate the increasingly gray character of solutions with increasing
soot concentration@4#. However, guessing values of the absorp-
tion coefficient, or estimating values of either the average or
Planck mean absorption coefficient~particularly for a non-
isothermal, non-homogeneous layer! for such gray calculations
would be very difficult. Although both average and Planck mean
coefficients can be calculated ‘‘exactly’’ using the SLW approach
outlined above, the more rigorous SLW method presented here for
gas/soot mixtures yields better accuracy over the full range of soot
loading.

The radiative intensity and dissipation radiative source across a
one-dimensional layer of non-uniform gas/soot mixtures was cal-
culated for the following distribution of temperatures and gas spe-
cies

T~x!54000x~L2x!1800,K

YCO2
~x!50.4x~L2x!10.06

YH2O~x!52YCO2
~x!.

The spacing between walls wasL51.0 m, which were assumed to
be radiatively black. Together with these gas temperature-species
configurations, two spatially varying soot volume fraction con-
figurations were considered

Configuration A : f v~x!5@40x~L2x!16#31027

Configuration B: f v~x!5@40x~L2x!16#31028

The SLW RTE in this case was solved using the discrete ordinates
method. The detailed model procedure is described elsewhere
@15#. The one-dimensional discrete ordinates solutions were car-
ried out using 101 grid points and twelve gray gases in the SLW
model for the non-homogeneous, non-isothermal mixture of three
gas species and soot, requiring 3.5 s of computer time on an HP
C240 workstation. An increase in resolution to 301 grid points
yielded no appreciable change in the predictions. The comparison
with SNB and WSGG predictions obtained by Bressloff@4# for
radiative intensity and radiative dissipation source are shown in

Fig. 6 Predicted local, total radiative intensity in the one-
dimensional layer of gas Õsoot with different soot loading. The
SNB and WSGG results are from Bresloff †4‡.
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Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Although the predictions obtained ex-
hibit the same trend, significant disagreement is observed near the
wall at x51.0 m in Fig. 7. Predictions for the heavier soot loading
~Configuration B! show better agreement with the SNB simulation
of Bressloff. This is to be expected, since non-gray behavior of
the mixture has a less dominant influence. Discrepancies in the
predictions from the two studies may be the result of different
solution methods for the RTE, different spectral databases used in
the SNB and SLW model parameters, and/or inaccuracies in one
or both models. The non-uniform temperature and species concen-
tration distributions for this problem render generation of a line-
by-line benchmark computationally prohibitive.

Conclusions
A new efficient engineering approach for predicting radiative

transfer in high temperature multicomponent gas/soot mixtures
has been presented. The method draws on the framework of the
SLW model outlined in prior work, treating the mixture as a
single non-gray gas whose absorption blackbody distribution
function is calculated using the multiplication approach developed
previously. Model predictions show very good agreement with
line-by-line benchmark predictions generated using the same
spectral database. Model accuracy improves with increasing soot
loading. The model is an effective method for solution of radia-
tion problems in combustion systems.
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Nomenclature

a 5 soot dispersion constant, Eq.~17!
aj 5 gray gas weightj
c 5 constant, Eq.~16!

csoot 5 soot concentration
C 5 absorption cross-section

Ebh 5 Planck blackbody emissive power
f v 5 soot volume fraction
F 5 absorption blackbody distribution function

I h 5 spectral intensity
I bh 5 Planck blackbody intensity

k 5 imaginary part of the complex index of refraction
n 5 real part of the complex index of refraction
N 5 molar ratio
P 5 Planck blackbody radiation function
Q 5 local radiative dissipation source
T 5 local medium temperature

Yi 5 mole fraction of speciesi

Greek Symbols

« 5 total emissivity
h 5 wavenumber

kh 5 spectral absorption coefficient
ka 5 averaged absorption coefficient, Eq.~29!
kP 5 Planck mean absorption coefficient, Eq.~31!
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant

rsoot 5 soot density
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Radiation Heat Transfer Between
Fluidizing Particles and a Heat
Transfer Surface in a Fluidized
Bed
We have investigated the radiation heat transfer occurring in a gas-solid fluidized bed
between fluidizing particles and a cooled heat transfer surface. Experimental results
reveal that cooled fluidizing particles exist near the surface and suppress the radiation
heat transfer between the surface and the higher temperature particles in the depth of the
bed. The results also clarify the effects of fluidizing velocity, optical characteristics of
particles, and particle diameter on the radiation heat transfer. Based on these results, the
authors propose a model for predicting the radiation heat transfer between fluidizing
particles and a heat transfer surface.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370503#

Keywords: Fluidized Beds, Heat Transfer, Measurement Techniques, Radiation, Visual-
ization

1 Introduction
Various research has been performed on radiation heat trans-

fer between fluidizing particles and a heat transfer surface in a
gas-solid fluidized bed because it is expected that the radiation
heat transfer augments at a high temperature. As a result, a model
for the radiation heat transfer in a dilute phase where the par-
ticulate concentration is low~porosity of over 0.9!, as seen in
the upper part of a practical fluidized bed, has been established
@1–4#.

On the other hand, for the radiation heat transfer in a dense
phase, where the particulate concentration is high as seen in the
lower part of a fluidized bed~porosity of the order of 0.5!, only a
rough mechanism has been understood. The radiation heat transfer
model in which parameters, such as particle diameter, fluidizing
velocity, etc. is constructed, has not been constructed@5#. One of
the reasons for this is because the experimental results necessary
to construct the model conflict among researchers. To be specific,
the influence of the particle diameter, the fluidizing velocities and
the radiative characteristics of particles on the radiation heat trans-
fer, as well as the qualitative tendencies in the experimental re-
sults do not mutually correspond with each other.

In the experimental research concerning the radiation heat
transfer in a gas-solid fluidized bed, where the bed temperature
varies from several hundreds of degrees to over 1000°C, the ra-
diation heat transfer is separated from the total heat transfer by a
special device and measured@6–12#. The contribution of the ra-
diation heat transfer to the total heat transfer is then evaluated
from the experimental results.

In these experiments, the significant wavelength range in radia-
tion heat transfer shortens as bed temperature increases. If the
radiative characteristics of the fluidizing particles or the heat
transfer surface are not gray, the non-gray effects appear in the
experimental results of the radiation heat transfer. In this case, it is
difficult to clarify the mechanism of the radiation heat transfer
based on the radiation energy integrated over all the wavelengths.

Moreover, since the gas properties, such as kinematic viscosity
and/or density, strongly depend on gas temperature, the fluidizing
pattern may vary greatly with temperature. This means the radia-
tion energies measured at much different temperatures are influ-
enced by several parameters. Since such parameters other than the

particle diameter and the fluidizing velocity influence the radiation
heat transfer, differing results as mentioned before may occur
even among similar experiments.

When this is taken into account, a hypothesis should not be
based on experimental data measured at greatly varying tempera-
tures. Rather, an experiment performed in a monochromatic or a
narrow wavelength range is suitable in order to clarify the mecha-
nism for the radiation heat transfer.

From this point of view, we have measured the radiation that
propagates in a fluidized bed by using a visible light laser and
have verified that radiation is attenuated at an extremely short
distance in a dense phase. This study, which includes a corre-
sponding numerical analysis, reveals that the particles fluidizing
near the heat transfer surface are an important factor in the
radiation heat transfer@13#. The temperatures of the particles flu-
idizing adjacent to the heat transfer surface are different from
those in the middle of the bed due to cooling~or heating!by the
heat transfer surface. This implies that it is important to know the
temperature of the particles adjacent to the heat transfer surface or
the radiation energy emitted from the particles to evaluate the
radiation heat transfer between the particles and the heat transfer
surface.

In a later study, we have measured the radiation energy emitted
from particles fluidizing near a heated heat transfer surface in
a fluidized bed, and have evaluated the radiation heat trans-
fer between the fluidizing particles and the heat transfer surface.
We have also evaluated the effects of the particle diameter, the
bed emissivity and the fluidizing velocity on the radiation heat
transfer@14#.

However, since most practical fluidized beds are operated at a
high temperature and have a cooled heat transfer surface, it is
difficult to directly apply the results obtained in our previous
study to such fluidized beds. This is because when the bed and
surface temperatures switch, not only does the flow direction of
the radiation energy reverse, but the amount of radiation energy
exchanged between the surface and the bed changes as well.
Moreover, in the previous study, the experimental results are not
accurate enough because the temperature difference between the
heat transfer surface and the fluidized bed is small.

The purposes of this study are to clarify the mechanism for the
radiation heat transfer between a high temperature bed and a
cooled heat transfer surface in a dense phase, and to propose a
model for predicting the radiation heat transfer based on this
mechanism.
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In this study, we have made an experimental fluidized bed
having a cooled heat transfer surface, and have measured the
radiation energy emitted from the fluidizing particles on the
heat transfer surface while varying the fluidizing velocity, optical
characteristics of the particles, and the particle diameter. Based
on the measured results, the effects of such parameters on
the radiation heat transfer have been clarified, and a model for
predicting the amounts of radiation heat transfer has been
discussed.

2 Experimental Setup and Procedure

2.1 Experimental Setup. A schematic diagram of the ex-
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental fluidized
bed has a cross section of 100 mm3100 mm and a height of 1200
mm. A cooled heat transfer surface having a diameter of 45 mm is
located 60 mm above a felt sheet distributor placed on the bottom
of the bed. Two cartridge heaters are equipped to control the bed
temperature. One of the heaters is immersed in the bed and the
other is placed below the distributor.

An IR camera~IRC-160ST, Nippon Avionics! located external
to the bed is used to measure the radiation energy emitted by the
fluidizing particles on the heat transfer surface without disturbing
the bed fluidization. The IR camera provides not only an NTSC
video signal for radiation energy distribution, but also displays a
1603100 dot image with an 8-bit gray scale that can be stored as
digital data.

Since the measurements for the radiation energy are carried
out through the heat transfer surface, the surface must be trans-
parent. We have used CaF2 windows, whose transparency is
95 percent in the camera’s range of detectable wavelengths~3.0–
5.4 mm!.

The heat transfer surface is cooled by convection using low
temperature air that is generated by an air cooler~AC-70, Tohin!
applying the Joule-Thomson effect. The cooling system for the
heat transfer surface is shown in Fig. 2. The system has two cavi-
ties with CaF2 windows behind the heat transfer surface. The
cooled air~less than210°C! is blown into the inner cavity and
uniformly cools the back of the heat transfer surface, and the hot
dry gas is blown into the outer cavity so as to prevent condensa-
tion on the cavities’ windows. Thus, this system allows measure-
ment of only the radiation emitted from the fluidizing particles
adjacent to the heat transfer surface.

The bed temperature is measured by a Chromel-Alumel~CA!
thermocouple having a diameter of 0.1 mm, which is movable

along the center axis of the heat transfer surface. The temperature
of the heat transfer surface is measured by another CA thermo-
couple attached to the bed side of the surface.

2.2 Experimental Conditions and Fluidizing Particles.
All of the experiments, except for the bed emissivity measurement
which is explained in the next section, are carried out at a surface
temperatureTw of 30°C and at a bed temperatureTbed of 60°C.
The signal output of the IR camera used in this experiment is
linear when the measured radiation energy is less than the black-
body radiation of 70°C. We have allowed a margin of 10 K and
have decided on 60°C forTbed. Tw of 30°C is the minimum
temperature that can be stably maintained by the present cooling
system.

Tw is controlled by the flow rate of the air cooler.Tbed is the
temperature outside the thermal boundary layer at the height of
the heat transfer surface and is maintained constant by the two
cartridge heaters. The spatial non-uniformity of the temperature in
the bed is less than 3 K except near the heat transfer surface.

It has been experimentally confirmed that the CaF2 window
emits negligible radiation in the detectable wavelength region, if
the window is heated up to 60°C, which is the maximum tempera-
ture in the experiment.

The static bed height is fixed at 90 mm and the fluidizing ve-
locity U is varied between 1.2 and 4.0Um f , where Um f is the
minimum fluidizing velocity empirically determined by measuring
the pressure drop across the bed. Under all fluidizing velocities,
bubbling fluidization is observed. Table 1 presents the parameters
associated with the fluidizing particles used in this study, as well
as their corresponding values ofUm f and bed emissivity«bed,
which is evaluated in the camera’s range of the detectable wave-
lengths~3.0–5.4mm!.

2.3 Measurement of Bed Emissivity. «bed is defined as the
ratio of the radiation energy emitted from the isothermal, optically
thick bed to the blackbody radiation energy emitted at the bed
temperature.1 This parameter is also empirically determined as
described below.

1«beddefined in this study is independent of the volume fraction of the bed, which
varies with fluidizing velocity. This reason is as follows. The albedo and scattering
phase function of a dispersed medium is constant, being independent of its void
fraction under the assumption of independent scattering@15#, and only the extinction
coefficient is proportional to the void fraction. However, since the emissivity of an
optically thick, dispersed, isothermal medium does not depend on the extinction
coefficient @16#, the emissivity of such medium is independent of its void fraction
and is constant.Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the cooling system for the heat
transfer surface
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The experimental bed, which has been confirmed to be optically
thick by transmission measurement in advance, is used for deter-
mining «bed. The bed is isothermally heated to 60°C, and the
radiation energy emitted from the bed is measured by the IR cam-
era through the heat transfer surface. During this measurement, to
ensure that the fluidizing particles are not cooled by the heat trans-
fer surface, the hot air blower is used to maintain the heat transfer
surface at the same temperature. Using the IR camera, we have
also measured the radiation energy emitted from a pseudo-
blackbody, which is maintained at the same temperature as the
bed and is placed at the same distance from the camera. The
values of«bed listed in Table 1 are determined from these mea-
surement results according to the above definition and have an
uncertainty of 8.2 percent. The derivation of the uncertainty is
shown in the Appendix.

However, since the radiation leaving the bed includes the re-
flected background radiation, such as the radiation emitted by the
inner wall of the cooling cavity and the environment, it is neces-
sary to correct the reflected background radiation. The method
used to make the correction is shown in the Appendix.

In this study, because all of the radiation measurements use the
IR camera, not only«bed, but other radiation parameters are also
evaluated in the camera’s range of detectable wavelengths. The
significant wavelength range of the radiation heat transfer in prac-
tical fluidizing beds, which are usually operated at a high tempera-
ture, does not match the present range. It should be realized, how-
ever, that the results obtained here are applicable to any other
fluidizing bed if the radiative parameters are replaced by those in
the wavelength range of interest. The applicability to high-
temperature fluidized beds will be discussed in the next section.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Visualization of Radiation Energy. Figure 3 shows the
typical time-dependent distribution of the radiation emitted by flu-
idizing particles on the heat transfer surface, where the circle in-
dicates the transparent heat transfer surface. This distribution is
obtained from images recorded by a video tape recorder~VTR!.
The bright ~red-white! region in Fig. 3~a!, where the radiation
energy is high, indicates a bubble, which represents a space where
few particles exist, rising along the surface. Bubbles appear bright
because high-temperature fluidizing particles can be seen through
them. In the dark~black-blue!region there are low-temperature
particles. They emit little radiation, and obstruct the radiation
emitting from the high-temperature particles from the depth of the
bed as well. This proves that cooled fluidizing particles suppress
the radiation heat transfer. After the bubble is gone, the high-

temperature fluidizing particles contact the heat transfer surface
~Fig. 3~b!! and are transiently cooled by conduction during the
contact period with the surface and/or by gas convection in the
thermal boundary layer~Fig. 3~c!!.

The radiation emitted from fluidizing particles varies because
they are transiently cooled and leave the heat transfer area. Thus,
for practical purposes, the time-averaged radiation energy emitted
from the fluidizing particles is required to evaluate the radiation
heat transfer occurring between the fluidizing particles and heat

Fig. 3 Distribution of radiation energy emitted by the fluidizing
particles „Glass, dÄ200 mm,UÕUmfÄ2.0…

Table 1 Parameter associated with the employed fluidizing
particles
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transfer surface. We have derived the time-averaged radiation en-
ergy using 270 images~27 images taken every 1/50 sec310 sets!,
which are stored as digital data.

A photograph of the resultant distribution for the radiation en-
ergy is shown in Fig. 4. Since spatial non-uniformity in the dis-
tribution is evident, we use the radiation energy spatially averaged
within the indicated rectangular region~30330 dots!to evaluate
the radiation heat transfer.

3.2 Effect of Several Parameters on the Radiation Heat
Transfer. Figure 5 shows the dimensionless radiation energy,
Enet/Eb(Tbed), versus the dimensionless fluidizing velocity,
U/Um f , of glass beads with diameters of 50, 100, 200, and 400
mm. We account for the reflected background radiation as shown
in the Appendix. The error bars attached to the experimental re-
sults represent 95 percent confidence intervals. The error analysis
is explained in the Appendix.

For all particles, Enet/Eb(Tbed) increases with increasing
U/Um f at comparatively low velocities. This is because the
bubble frequency correspondingly increases. Obviously, as the
bubble frequency increases, the total time when the heat transfer
surface can detect the high temperature particles through the
bubbles also increases, and so the measured radiation energy in-
creases. Another reason is that, as the residence time of the par-
ticles near the heat transfer surface decreases, the amount of heat
taken away from the particles decreases and the emitted radiation
energy increases. However, this behavior appears to saturate at

higher fluidizing velocities. This is because the particle motion
does not dramatically vary with increasing fluidizing velocity.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the particle diameter,d, on the
dimensionless radiation energy emitted from the fluidizing par-
ticles. Error bars are not shown in this figure. The magnitude of
the 95 percent confidence interval is less than the size of the
symbols. Here the radiation energy is normalized by that emitted
from an isothermal fluidized bed at 60°C, which is equal to the
bed temperature,Tbed. By doing this, we cancel out the effect of
the differences in bed emissivity on the amount of measured ra-
diation energy.

Notice that the normalized radiation energy,Enet/«bedEb(Tbed),
increases with increasing particle diameter. As the particle diam-
eter increases, its heat capacity also increases, and therefore its
temperature does not change easily. Also the extinction coefficient
of the fluidized bed correspondingly decreases@15# and the radia-
tion emitted at the depth of the bed can reach the heat transfer
surface, thereby increasing the amount of the radiation energy.

Even if the normalized fluidizing velocities are the same be-
tween the beds having particles with different diameters, it cannot
be said that the fluidized patterns are the same. Therefore, this
figure may not correctly represent the effect of particle diameter
on the radiation energy. However, this figure gives information
regarding the effect of particle diameter because the fluidizing
patterns are not very different when the normalized fluidizing ve-
locities are the same.

Figure 7 shows the effect of bed emissivity on the radiation
energy emitted from fluidizing particles atU52.0Um f , where the
radiation energy increases with increasing bed emissivity.

The two lines indicate the limits of the emitted radiation energy
from the bed, with the upper and lower line corresponding to the
radiation energy emitted from an isothermal bed atTbed (60°C)
andTw (30°C), respectively. Since the temperature of any fluid-
izing particle is betweenTbed and Tw , the amount of radiation
energy emitted from the bed must fall between the lines.

It should be noted that the radiation energy emitted from small
particles, such as Al2O3 with d560mm and glass withd
550,100mm, are close to the lower limit, although their bed
emissivities are very different. This is because small particles cool
faster than large ones, and consequently, reduce the radiation en-
ergy from the bed. This means the radiation energies from the
beds having the same emissivities would be different depending
on the cooling rate of the particles near the heat transfer surface.

To clarify the effect of the cooled particles on the radiation heat
transfer, the radiation energy emitted from the bed to the heat
transfer surface,Enet, is normalized as

Fig. 4 Distribution of the time-averaged radiation energy emit-
ted by the fluidizing particles „Glass, dÄ200 mm,UÕUmfÄ2.0…

Fig. 5 Effect of the fluidizing velocity on the dimensionless
radiation energy

Fig. 6 Effect of the particle diameter on the dimensionless ra-
diation energy normalized by that emitted from an isothermal
fluidizing bed at 60°C
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C5
Enet2«bedEb~Tw!

«bedEb~Tbed!2«bedEb~Tw!
(1)

The physical meaning ofC is given below.
C50 means that all the particles are cooled perfectly and are at

Tw ~the lower limit in Fig. 7!, andC51 means they are not cooled
by the cooled heat transfer surface and are atTbed ~the upper limit
in Fig. 7!. In other words, when the radiation energy is not ex-
changed at all,C becomes zero, and when the radiation energy
exchange is at a maximum,C becomes unity. Thus, this dimen-
sionless radiation energyC shows the efficiency of the radiation
heat transfer.

The dimensionless radiation energy from the bed,C, is shown
versus the diameter of the fluidizing particles in Fig. 8. This figure
shows the radiation energy increases monotonically as the particle
diameter increases, and, at the same time, it becomes easy for
the radiation energy to be exchanged as the particle diameter
increases.

From this figure, it is also found thatC is almost independent
of «bed. This is becauseC chiefly depends on the particle tem-
peratures. In the present experiment, since the bed temperature is

low, the radiation heat transfer would be negligible. Therefore,
«bed does not affect the particle temperature, and consequently,C
is independent of«bed.

Figure 9 showsC for several fluidizing velocities. It is shown
that the radiation heat transfer is enhanced as the fluidizing veloc-
ity increases. As mentioned before, this is because the bubble
frequency correspondingly increases, and the particles do not cool
as quickly as their residence time near the heat transfer surface
decreases.

3.3 Applicability to High-Temperature Fluidized Beds.
All of these experiments are performed at a comparatively low
temperature where the radiation heat transfer may not be signifi-
cant, and the significant wavelength range in the radiation heat
transfer may differ from the present range, which is the detectable
range of the IR camera. However, we believe the present results
are applicable to fluidized beds operating at high temperatures.
The applicability of the present results to high-temperature fluid-
ized beds is described below.

Consider a system where the radiation heat transfer is assumed
to be one-dimensional. As the heat transfer surface has a spectral
hemispherical emissivity of«w,l and the bed has an emissivity of
«bed,l , the radiative flux exchanged between the surface and the
bed,qexc can be derived by the following equation:

qexc5E
0

` C~qb,l~Tbed!2qb,l~Tw!!

1

«bed,l
1

1

«w,l
21

dl (2)

where theqb,l(T) is the spectral blackbody flux. This equation is
derived taking into account the multiple reflections between the
heat transfer surface and the bed.

C chiefly depends on the particle temperature near the heat
transfer surface and the radiation propagation depth, i.e., the ex-
tinction and scattering coefficients of the fluidized bed. In the
present experiment, since the absolute temperature of the bed is
low, the particles near the heat transfer surface are not cooled by
radiation but are cooled by conduction while in contact with the
surface and /or convection in the thermal boundary layer. There-
fore, the particle temperature does not depend on the wavelength.
However, since the extinction and scattering coefficients depend
on the size parameter,a(5pd/l) @15#, C is a function of wave-
length.

If the wavelength-dependency ofC is weak, the integration in
Eq. ~2! can be carried out and the radiation energy exchanged
between the heat transfer surface and the fluidizing particles in a
dense phase can be obtained by using the values ofC from Fig. 8

Fig. 7 Effect of the bed emissivity on the dimensionless radia-
tion energy

Fig. 8 Effect of the particle diameter on the radiation heat
transfer efficiency

Fig. 9 Effect of the fluidizing velocity on the radiation heat
transfer efficiency
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or 9, «w,l and«bed,l . In this calculation, the temperature outside
of the thermal boundary layer at the height of the heat transfer
surface is taken forTbed because there is a slight non-uniform
distribution of temperature along the vertical position within the
bed.

Basu @7# has carried out a heat transfer experiment at high
temperatures using sand particles having an average diameter of
280 mm, which is similar to the glass particles used in this study.
He has reported that the heat transfer coefficient of a 20–30°C
surface immersed in a fluidized bed of 800–900°C is about 500
W/m2K. The contribution of the radiation heat transfer is 5–10
percent when the fluidizing velocity is 0.28 m/s. IfTbed
5900°C,Tw530°C, and the radiation contribution is 10 percent,
the radiative heat flux is estimated to be about 44 W/m2. To com-
pare this result with the present study, we have estimated the
radiative heat flux at the same condition using Eq.~2!.

In the estimation, since the dependency ofC on wavelength is
unknown, we have adopted 0.76 as the value forC, which is the
average value of the 200mm and 400mm glass particles atU
53.0Um f ~read from Fig. 9.!Furthermore, since the emissivities
of the fluidizing bed and the heat transfer surface are not given in
the literature, we have adopted 0.92 as the value for«bed ~the
average value of the 200 and 400mm glass particles shown in
Table 1!, and 1.0 as the value for«w . They are both assumed to
be independent of wavelength. Under these conditions, we esti-
mate the radiative heat flux using Eq.~2!. The resultant value of
the radiative heat flux is 75 W/m2. This is much larger than Basu’s
result. However, in the estimation, there are many unknown pa-
rameters, such as«bed and«w . Although we have set«bed50.92
referring the measured values of 3.0–5.4mm, the correct value
would be smaller because the radiative energy is chiefly ex-
changed at shorter wavelengths at 900°C, where the emission of
glass particles is lower. Moreover, the value of«w must be smaller
than unity in the experiments by Basu. Therefore, the difference
between the results for the radiative heat flux would be reduced if
the correct values have been given in the estimation using Eq.~2!.

Equation~2! can also be applied to the radiation heat transfer in
a dilute phase. Since there are no cooled particles near the heat
transfer surface, the surface detects particles being at the bed tem-
perature. That is,C51.

By substitutingC51 into Eq. ~2!, one can obtain the same
relationship as previously reported for predicting the radiation
heat transfer in the dilute phase@1–4#. This suggests a possibility
that the present model can comprehensively describe the radiation
heat transfer in a fluidized bed.

In this study, although the effects of particle diameter, bed
emissivity and fluidizing velocity onC have been evaluated, the
effects of particle shape and/or its thermophysical properties are
not yet fully understood. However, these effects have not been
significant in this experiment. The effects are considered to be
weaker than those of particle diameter, bed emissivity and fluid-
izing velocity.

As mentioned before,C chiefly depends on the particle tem-
perature near the heat transfer surface. If the fluidized bed oper-
ates at a realistic high temperature, the particles near the heat
transfer surface would be cooled more strongly by radiation heat
exchange with the heat transfer surface. Thus, the value ofC
would be smaller than those shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In the case of
small C, where the particles are small and their motion is not
active, high temperature particles are cooled rapidly after a bubble
is gone because their heat capacities are small, andC may
decrease transiently. However, once the particles are cooled, ra-
diation energy does not exchanged with the heat transfer surface,
and soC would be the same as the present results. SinceC is
shown in this study as a time-averaged value,C will not change
significantly.

In the case of largeC ~radiation energy is easily transferred!,
the particles would not cool rapidly because they are large, their
motion is active and their residence time near the heat transfer

surface is shorter than their thermal time constant. In such a situ-
ation, the particles would move away before they are cooled by
radiation heat exchange with the heat transfer surface. Although
this is not proven since the present experiment is carried out at a
low temperature, it has been observed that the particles have
moved away before being cooled.

Thus, in either case, the value ofC at a realistic high tempera-
ture is the same as the present results or slightly smaller.

4 Conclusions
To evaluate the radiation heat transfer occurring in a gas-solid

fluidized bed between the fluidizing particles and a cooled heat
transfer surface, we have used an infrared camera to measure the
radiation energies emitted by the fluidizing particles against the
heat transfer surface. It has been explained that the radiation heat
transfer is enhanced by~1! using large particles, and~2! operating
at a high fluidizing velocity as well as using a bed with a high
emissivity. By doing so, the temperature of the particles near the
heat transfer surface is not lowered, and radiation energy against
the surface is kept high.

Based on these results, we have proposed a model for predict-
ing the radiation heat transfer by obtaining its efficiency,C. For
the practical use of this model, the effect of the particulate con-
centration onC must be understood. In addition to this, future
research will aim to verify the ability to predict the radiation heat
transfer in practical fluidized beds.

This work is supported in part by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture of Japan under grant No. 06750197.

Nomenclature

C1 5 regression coefficient~Fig. 11!
C2 5 regression coefficient~Fig. 11!, K

d 5 particle diameter,mm
D 5 system output of the measured radiation energy

emitted from the fluidizing bed
Db 5 system output of the measured radiation energy

emitted from a blackbody
E 5 radiation energy emitted from the fluidizing bed, W

Eb 5 radiation energy emitted from a blackbody, W
E* 5 dimensionless radiation energy,Enet/Eb(Tbed)
qnet 5 radiative flux emitted from the fluidized bed, W/m2

qb 5 radiative flux emitted from a blackbody, W/m2

Tbed 5 bed temperature outside the thermal boundary layer
on the heat transfer surface~60°C!

Tcav 5 cavity temperature, °C
Tenv 5 environment temperature, °C
Tw 5 temperature of the heat transfer surface~30°C!
U 5 fluidizing velocity, m/s

Um f 5 minimum fluidizing velocity, m/s
s 5 uncertainty

«bed 5 bed emissivity
C 5 radiation heat transfer efficiency~Eq. ~1!!

Subscripts

gro 5 gross~including the reflected background radiation!
iso-bed 5 of the isothermal bed

net 5 net ~excluding the reflected background radiation!

Appendix

A1 Correcting for the Background Radiation. The
method used to correct for the background radiation is explained
as follows. Suppose that the fluidized bed has a diffuse surface
and its reflectivity is 12«bed. The radiosity from the bed,qgro, is
given by,

qgro5qnet1~12«bed!qback (3)

whereqback is the irradiation from the background. In this mea-
surement system,qback is
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qback5
«2S2F21qb~Tcav!1«3S3F31qb~Tenv!

S1
, (4)

where the first term on the right hand side represents the radiation
contribution coming from the inner wall of the cooling cavity
shown in Fig. 10, and the second term is that from the environ-
ment, such as the room wall.qb(Tcav) andqb(Tenv) are the black-
body radiative fluxes at the temperature of the cavity wall,Tcav,
and the environment,Tenv, respectively.S andF are the surface
area and the view factor, respectively. It is assumed here that the
emissivities of the cavity wall,«2 , and the environment,«3 , are
equal to 1 and that the windows are transparent.

The signal output of the measurement system is proportional to
the amount of measured radiation energy. Using the proportional
constantC, the output for radiation energy from the bed can be
expressed as

Dgro5C«s~qgro2qb~Ts!!, (5)

where«s is the sensor’s emissivity and is assumed to be equiva-
lent to the absorptivity, andTs is the sensor temperature. Simi-
larly, the signal output for the blackbody at the bed temperature,
Db(Tbed), is

Db~Tbed!5C«s~qb~Tbed!2qb~Ts!!. (6)

The amount of radiation emitted from the sensor,«sqb(Ts), is
not considered here becauseTs is very low ~,233 K!. Using Eqs.
~5! and ~6!, the following equation is derived.

Dgro

Db~Tbed!
5

qgro

qb~Tbed!
5

qnet

qb~Tbed!
1~12«bed!

3H S2F21

S1

qb~Tcav!

qb~Tbed!
1

S3F31

S1

qb~Tenv!

qb~Tbed!
J . (7)

As is evident from Eq.~6!,

qb~Tcav!

qb~Tbed!
5

Db~Tcav!

Db~Tbed!
,

qb~Tenv!

qb~Tbed!
5

Db~Tenv!

Db~Tbed!
, (8)

where Db(Tenv) and Db(Tcav) are the signal outputs for the
blackbody radiation atTenv andTcav, respectively. Using Eq.~8!,
the dimensionless radiative flux emitted by the bed is given by
Eq. ~7! as

qnet

qb~Tbed!
5

Dgro

Db~Tbed!
2~12«bed!

3H S2F21

S1

Db~Tcav!

Db~Tbed!
1

S3F31

S1

Db~Tenv!

Db~Tbed!
J . (9)

The second term on the right hand side of Eq.~9! represents the
correction of the background radiation.

Since the bed and the pseudo-blackbody used in this study are
the same distance from the IR camera,Enet/Eb(Tbed) is equal to
qnet/qb(Tbed), and can be evaluated by Eq.~9!.

The radiation emitted by the bed to the heat transfer surface is
observed through the three CaF2 windows by the IR camera. Tak-
ing into account the transparency of the CaF2 windows, which is
95 percent, we correct the values evaluated by Eq.~9! by dividing
by 0.953. The background radiation and the transparency of the
CaF2 windows are corrected by the same manner for not only
Enet/Eb(Tbed) in Fig. 5 but also for the other results shown in this
study.

The values ofDb(Tbed), Db(Tenv), and Db(Tcav), which are
signal outputs of the IR camera for the blackbody atTbed, Tenv,
and Tcav, respectively, are necessary to calculateEnet/Eb(Tbed).
Using the pseudo-blackbody, we have measured the radiation
emitted from the pseudo-blackbody with varying blackbody tem-
perature. Figure 11 showsDb(T) versus the blackbody tempera-
ture. The symbols are the experimental results and the line is a
regression curve, where we have chosen the regression function
by taking into account the Planck blackbody function. The uncer-
tainty for the regression coefficients,C1 and C2 , represents 95
percent confidence intervals, which are evaluated by the literature
@17#. We obtain the values ofDb(Tbed), Db(Tenv) andDb(Tcav) by
this regression function given the temperatures.

A2 Bed Emissivity. To determine«bed, the radiation en-
ergy, Eiso-bed,gro, emitted by the isothermal fluidizing bed of a
temperatureTiso-bed is measured. According to the definition of
«bed, it can be written as

«bed5
Eiso-bed,net

Eb~Tiso-bed!
. (10)

As mentioned before,

Eiso-bed,net

Eb~Tiso-bed!
5

qiso-bed,net

qb~Tiso-bed!
. (11)

Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and~11! yield

«bed5
qiso-bed,net

qb~Tiso-bed!
5

D iso-bed,gro

Db~Tiso-bed!
2~12«bed!

3H S2F21

S1

Db~Tcav!

Db~Tiso-bed!
1

S3F31

S1

Db~Tenv!

Db~Tiso-bed!
J , (12)

where D iso-bed,gro is the signal output of the IR camera for
Eiso-bed,gro. Consequently,«bed is given by

Fig. 10 Configuration for the cooling system and the back-
ground radiation

Fig. 11 System output of the IR camera versus the radiation
energy emitted by a pseudo-blackbody
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«bed5

D iso-bed,gro

Db~Tiso-bed!
2H S2F21

S1

Db~Tcav!

Db~Tiso-bed!
1

S3F31

S1

Db~Tenv!

Db~Tiso-bed!
J

12H S2F21

S1

Db~Tcav!

Db~Tiso-bed!
1

S3F31

S1

Db~Tenv!

Db~Tiso-bed!
J .

(13)

A3 Error Analysis. All error bars attached to the experi-
mental results represent 95 percent confidence intervals. The deri-
vation for the error bar ofEnet/Eb(Tbed) in Fig. 5 is described as
follows.

The uncertainty indicated by the error bar,s* , is shown by,

s* 25sbias
2 1s ran

2 , (14)

wheresbias ands ran are the uncertainties which are caused by the
bias and random errors, respectively.

Db(Tbed) andDb(Tenv), etc. inEnet/Eb(Tbed) are evaluated by
using the regression function. The bias error inEnet/Eb(Tbed)
chiefly arises from the uncertainty of the regression coefficients,
C1 andC2 in this experiment. WhenEnet/Eb(Tbed) is expressed as
E* , the bias error is given by,

sbias
2 5S ]E*

]C1
D 2

sC1
2 1S ]E*

]C2
D 2

sC2
2 , (15)

where]E* /]C1 and]E* /]C2 can be respectively expressed by,

]E*

]C1
5

]E*

]«bed

]«bed

]C1
1

]E*

]Db~Tbed!

]Db~Tbed!

]C1

1
]E*

]Db~Tcav!

]Db~Tcav!

]C1
1

]E*

]Db~Tenv!

]Db~Tenv!

]C1

(16)

]E*

]C2
5

]E*

]«bed

]«bed

]C2
1

]E*

]Db~Tbed!

]Db~Tbed!

]C2

1
]E*

]Db~Tcav!

]Db~Tcav!

]C2
1

]E*

]Db~Tenv!

]Db~Tenv!

]C2
.

(17)

The derivatives in Eqs.~16! and ~17! are numerically calculated
by using Eqs.~9! and~13!. The resultant values for]E* /]C1 and
]E* /]C2 are, respectively,

]E*

]C1
'20.2131026 E* (18)

]E*

]C2
'3.531023 E* . (19)

Consequently, the resultant bias error is

sbias'60.084E* . (20)

The random error arises from the fluctuation for the set tem-
perature, such asTbed and Tw , and/or from the noise of the IR
camera,sD . When the temperature fluctuates,T is expressed as
sT , the random error is given by,

s ran
2 5S ]E*

]Tbed
D 2

sTbed
2 1S ]E*

]Tw
D 2

sTw
2 1S ]E*

]Tcav
D 2

sTcav
2

1S ]E*

]Tenv
D 2

sTenv
2 1S ]E*

]D1D 2

sD
2 , (21)

where the derivatives in Eq.~21! are also calculated by using Eqs.
~9! and ~13!.

Since the measured results are obtained as the average values
taken from many IR images, the temperature fluctuation with high
frequencies and the camera noise,sD are negligible, and the tem-
perature fluctuation with low frequencies causes the random error.
According to our observation, the fluctuations ofTbed, Tw , Tenv
and Tcav with low frequencies are, respectively,sTbed560.2 K,
sTw560.5 K, sTcav560.5 K andsTenv560.2 K. The random
limit is

s ran560.0091. (22)

As shown by Eqs.~20! and ~22!, the bias limit is much larger
than the random limit. The error bar shown in Fig. 5 is chiefly
caused by the bias error arising from the uncertainty of the regres-
sion coefficients,sC1 andsC2 . This applies to the other results as
well.
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An Integral Formulation of
Transient Radiative Transfer
A time-dependent integral formulation is developed for modeling transient radiative
transfer. The development is based on a rigorous analysis of the wave propagation pro-
cess inside the participating media. The physical significance of the present integral
formulation is the consideration of the time-dependent domain of computation, which is
different from the domain disturbed by radiation (i.e., the wave front envelope). Numeri-
cal computations are performed for the medium that is an absorbing and isotropically
scattering one-dimensional plane slab geometry. The spatial and temporal incident ra-
diation and radiative flux distributions are presented for different boundary conditions
and for uniform and nonuniform property distribution. The transient results at large time
step are compared with steady-state solutions by the finite volume and quadrature meth-
ods and show excellent agreement. The solutions of reflecting boundary condition exhibit
distinctive behavior from that of the non-reflecting boundary.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1371230#

Keywords: Bioengineering, Heat Transfer, Microscale, Radiation, Transient

Introduction
The motivation of the current study is to utilize the unique

features of transient radiation~especially with the short pulse as
the incident source!and the characteristics of their interaction
with a participating medium: the scattered, reflected and transmit-
ted signals possess the multiple scattering induced temporal sig-
nature that persists for time periods greater than the duration of
the source pulse and is a function of the scattering and absorbing
properties of the medium, and the location in the medium where
the properties undergo changes@1#. This variation of the signal
with time is an additional parameter to compare and contrast vari-
ous radiative transfer models, either between themselves or with
experimental data for validation. Thus the transient modeling and
the examination of predictions from such models will facilitate the
identification of the accuracy of various radiative transfer models,
because if a model matches in the entire transient domain then it is
expected to match at steady-state. This may be in contrast with
steady-state modeling efforts where two models could predict
very similar steady-state results, thereby creating a dilemma about
which is the more accurate model, but could be differentiated
through the transients where the temporal history of one may not
match the experimental data.

On the other hand, most studies of radiative transfer through
participating media assume the radiation transfer to be steady-
state @2,3# since the time scale of the radiative transport is far
smaller than the time scales of the observable properties in many
engineering problems. The assumption is valid due to the large
transport speed of radiation within the medium of appropriate
length and time scales. However, in many emerging applications,
extreme length and time scales are encountered, i.e., the physical
domain may be very large or the source of disturbance is of ultra-
short time interval@4,5#. Under such circumstances, the transient
effect of radiative transfer must be considered.

The recent developments in microscale systems@6#, pulsed la-
ser interaction with materials@7,8#, optical tomography@5,9#, laser
therapy @10#, particle detection and sizing@11#, remote sensing
@12#, and many other applications have indicated that transient
radiative transfer is an important process that requires rigorous
study. For instance, one of the critically needed advancements of

optical imaging with short pulse lasers is an efficient and accurate
model for forward calculation. Without good forward calcula-
tions, the inverse analysis will not provide accurate results. Be-
sides these emerging technologies, the traditional application of
transient radiative transfer can be found, for example, in astro-
physical radiation hydrodynamics where a better model of the
transient radiative transport is needed@13#.

In the situations of dealing with extremely short time response
to radiation and extremely high rate of change of radiation, the
steady-state radiative transfer equation could not provide accurate
representations. Since a radiation beam traveling through a par-
ticipating medium in the direction ofŝ loses energy by absorption
and by out-scattering away from the direction of travel and gains
energy by emission as well as by in-scattering from other direc-
tions into the direction of travel, the radiative intensity at instantt
depends on the entire time history fromt850 to t. Such time
dependence results in a hyperbolic wave behavior in radiative
transfer and is not considered in the steady-state analysis.

In the past decades, some analytical studies and numerical mod-
els of transient radiative transfer have been conducted. A review
was presented by Mitra and Kumar@1# to compare various mod-
els. Several approximate models~e.g., the spherical harmonics
approximation method and the commonly used diffusion approxi-
mation!and the discrete ordinates method have been used to solve
the transient equation. It is shown that the predicted optical signal
characteristics~magnitudes of transmitted and reflected fluxes,
temporal shape and spread! are strongly dependent on the models
considered. Another evident drawback of the these approximate
methods is the failure to predict the correct propagation speed
within the medium, or the speed can only be predicted at high
order quadrature if the discrete ordinates method was used@14#.
Evidently, a better numerical model is still in need to advance our
understanding of the transient process. A rigorous transient model
will provide the thrust to develop, improve, and apply the new
technologies mentioned above.

The advantages of integral treatment of hyperbolic wave equa-
tion or time-dependent energy equation have been well recognized
~see@15–17#!. These prior integral treatments dealt with the ther-
mal wave problem in the conduction media, the transient energy
equation, or the convection flow. The integral treatment of the
transient radiative transfer equation has not been studied, although
researchers have used the steady-state integral formulation already
~see the reviews by@18,19#!. Among many advantages of using
the integral formulation of the transient radiative transfer, the fol-
lowings are the most significant:~1! There is no need of a special,
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high order upwind difference scheme, e.g., characteristic-based
scheme@20# total variation diminishing scheme-TVD@21#, essen-
tially non-oscillatory scheme-ENO@22#, to handle the discontinu-
ity at the wave front. Sometimes even the high order difference
schemes cannot completely avoid the oscillation~or dispersion!
errors at the wave front@23#; ~2! The integral formulation pro-
vides a sound basis for physical interpretation of the problem at
hand as the radiative transfer is a volumetric process;~3! Many
numerical methods that have previously been developed for the
steady-state integral formulation can be re-applied to treat the
transient problem, for instance, the product integration method
@24#, YIX method@25,26#, discrete exchange factor method@27#,
and the quadrature method@28#.

In this study, an integral equation formulation is developed and
used for the solution of the transient radiative transfer equation.
The integral equation is a Volterra type because the domain of
integral computation is time-dependent. This time-dependent zone
of integration is called the domain of influence and represents the
volume within which the radiation effect can reach a particular
position at a specific time. An integral analysis of the transient
problem can be considered with the domain of influence. If one of
the boundary surfaces is reflective, additional domain of influence
will arise from such boundary. The computational domain will be
the superimposed multiple domains of influence. The reflected
domain of influence will be different depending on whether the
surface is diffuse or specular. The solution of reflective boundary
condition demonstrates distinctive behavior from those of the non-
reflective boundary. The wave nature of transient radiative trans-
fer is examined and discussed. The medium under consideration is
absorbing and isotropically scattering, and the radiative properties
can be spatially non-uniform. The radiative properties are as-
sumed to be independent of the strength of the intensity@29#. The
steady-state radiative transfer equation can be easily obtained
from the present transient analysis if the propagation speed of
radiation approaches infinity.

It was pointed out by Wu@30# that a prior integral analysis by
Pomraning@31# produced similar integral formulation for the tran-
sient intensity. However, the complete solution requires the speci-
fication of the domain of influence which is obtained in this study.
The purposes of the numerical study are several folds:~1! to study
the wave behavior of the transient radiation transport process;~2!
to present a simple quadrature scheme to solve the integral for-
mulation; and~3! to assess the validity of the transient radiative
transfer equation~TRTE! and the solutions of the model by com-
paring the transient results at long time with the steady-state so-
lutions by the finite volume and quadrature methods.

Theoretical Development
The equation for transient radiative transfer of the intensity in

direction ŝ is given by@32–34#

dI~z,ŝ,t !

ds
5

DI ~z,ŝ,t !

cDt
52kI ~z,ŝ,t !1aIb~z,t !

1
s

4p E
V854p

I ~z,ŝ8,t !F~ ŝ8,ŝ!dV8, (1a)

or

]I ~z,ŝ,t !

c]t
1

]I ~z,ŝ,t !

]s
52kI ~z,ŝ,t !1aIb~z,t !

1
s

4p E
V854p

I ~z,ŝ8,t !F~ ŝ8,ŝ!dV8,

(1b)

where theD symbol represents the substantial derivative@35#.
Equation~1a! is the Lagrangian viewpoint and Eq.~1b! the Eule-
rian. The substantial derivative allows the expression of, in the
Eulerian variable, a time derivative as one follows a specific pho-

ton. It is found that the Lagrangian viewpoint can simplify the
analysis of the time-of-flight of a photon and allows for the de-
duction of the domain of influence. Since in the Lagrangian view-
point the observer is moving with the wave, the dependence upon
s andt could not be separated from each other. The dependence is
evident from the relationship ofdt5ds/c. Therefore, only one
independent variable~either t or s! is needed in the transient
analysis. When a radiation beam travels through a participating
medium, it is attenuated by absorption and by out-scattering and
at the same time gains energy by emission as well as by in-
scattering from other directions into the direction of travel. The
resulting equation is shown in Eq.~1!. Once the distanceds
through which the radiation travels along a certain path is given,
the relative locations1ds and the time intervaldt5ds/c ~hence
the instantt85t1ds/c! can be determined definitely.

The physical case under consideration in this paper is a one-
dimensional infinite slab of absorbing, non-emitting, and scatter-
ing medium. The non-emission assumption is valid in many situ-
ations where short pulse laser or light source is directed into a
cold medium or the temperature disturbance caused by the inci-
dence pulse in the material cannot be immediately revealed within
the time scale of the radiative transport. The layer width iszo in
the z direction ~see Fig. 1!. The transient radiative transfer equa-
tion can be written as~Lagrangian viewpoint!

dI~z,ŝ,t !

ds
52k~z!I ~z,ŝ,t !1

s~z!

4p E
V54p

I ~z,ŝ8,t !F~ ŝ8,ŝ!dV.

(2)

For isotropic scattering,F( ŝ8,ŝ)51. This leads to

dI~z,ŝ,t !

ds
52k~z!I ~z,ŝ,t !1

s~z!

4p
G~z,t !, (3)

whereG(z,t) is the incident radiation function~or integrated in-
tensity!. Integrating Eq.~3! on both sides, one obtains

I ~z,ŝ,t !5I ~0,ŝ,t2s/c!e2ks1e2ksE
s850

s85s s~z!

4p
G~z8,t8!eks8ds8.

(4)

When s85s, the corresponding coordinate isz85z and t85t,
which are the location and the instant under consideration~Fig. 1!.
Since the time interval betweens850 and s85s is Dt5s/c,
therefore, ats850 the same photon can be described byz850
and t85t2s/c, which is shown in Eq.~4!.

Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system
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In order to carry out the integration on the right side of Eq.~4!,
the dummy variablesz8 andt8 of the integrated intensityG should
be expressed in terms of the integrating variables8, which can
easily be found~for example, see discussion leads to Eqs.~10c!
and ~10d!!. Therefore, Eq.~4! becomes

I ~z,ŝ,t !5I ~0,ŝ,t2s/c!e2ks

1
1

4p E
0

s

s~z8!G~z2~s2s8!

3cos~ ŝ,k̂!,t2~s2s8!/c!e2k~s2s8!ds8. (5)

Physically, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! is the
contribution to the local intensity by the intensity entering the
medium from the boundary ats850, which decays exponentially
due to extinction over the optical distanceks ~Fig. 2!. Since it
takes the photon an amount of times/c to travel from the bound-
ary ~at s850! to the point under consideration~at s85s!, the
boundary contribution can only come from the radiation entering
the medium at an earlier instant oft85t2s/c. The integrand of
the second term,s(z8)G(z8,t8)ds8/4p, is the contribution from
the local scattering ats8, attenuated exponentially by extinction
over the distance between the scattering point and the point under
consideration,s2s8. Since the time interval between these two
points isDt5(s2s8)/c, only the photons at and after the instant
of t85t2(s2s8)/c and in the positionz8>z2(s2s8)cos(ŝ,k̂)
contribute to the radiative intensity at the locationz and the instant
t, I (z,ŝ,t). The integral sums all of the contributions over the
entire scattering path froms850 to s85s. Equation~5! shows
that the intensity in a certain direction depends on the time history
along the path in that direction. Furthermore,I (z,ŝ,t) depends on
the radiation emitted from the boundary at an earlier instantt

2s/c in the same direction and the entire time history of incident
radiation along the path of travel, rather than the values at the
same instantt. Thus, transient radiative transfer presents a strong
time dependence, which in turn implies a path length dependence.
It should be noted that after appropriate transformation and differ-
entiation, Eq.~5! can be reduced to Eq.~1b!.

Integrating Eq.~5! over all 4p solid angle gives

G~z,t !5E
4p

I ~0,ŝ,t2s/c!e2ksdV1
1

4p E
4p

F E
0

s

s~z8!G~z2~s2s8!cos~ ŝ,k̂!,t2~s2s8!/c!e2k~s2s8!ds8GdV

5E E
A

I ~0,ŝ,t2s/c!e2ks

s2 cos~ n̂,ŝ!dA1
1

4p E E E
V

s~z8!G~z2~s2s8!cos~ ŝ,k̂!,t2~s2s8!/c!e2k~s2s8!

~s2s8!2 dV, (6)

wheren̂ is the inward unit normal vector of the boundary surface.
Equation~6! is a general formulation, and for problems involving
explicit boundary conditions it may be reduced into a much sim-
pler form.

The following boundary conditions are considered: one surface
is black and diffusely emitting and the other is a cold and black
boundary. This boundary condition is the most general case to
consider since the collimated incident radiation will be a special
case, which leads to simpler formulation. For the diffusive sur-
face, the radiative intensity is independent of direction. Assuming
that diffuse radiation with the intensityI 0 is suddenly emitted
from the boundary atz50 at the instant oft50, then the bound-
ary radiation intensity can be expressed as

I ~0,ŝ,t !5I 0u~ t !ŝ, (7)

whereu(t) is the Heaviside unit step function defined to be

u~ t !5H 0 t,0

1 t.0

Such boundary condition has the advantage of being able to
compare with steady state solutions from other models in the long
time. In order to carry out the integration in Eq.~6!, one needs to

find the relationships among the geometrical parameters. For the
surface integral, the following relationships among the geometri-
cal parameters can be found from Fig. 2

s5Az21r 2 (8a)

cos~ n̂,ŝ!5
z

s
5

z

Az21r 2
(8b)

t185t2s/c5t2Az21r 2/c (8c)

dA52prdr. (8d)

According to boundary condition Eq.~7! and the prior discus-
sion ~after Eq. ~5!! based on the Lagrangian time-of-flight of a
photon, the integration region of the boundary integral at instantt
must meet the requirementt185t2s/c>0. Therefore, the integra-
tion region may be easily determined

s5Az21r 2<ct or r<A~ct!22z2, (9)

which shows that the integration region on the boundary surface is
a circle and the circle radius is different for different locationz
even at the same instantt.

Fig. 2 Determination of the boundary integration region
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For the volume integration in the medium, the relationships
among the geometrical parameters are as follows~see Fig. 3!:

s2s85A~z2z8!21r 2 (10a)

cos~ ŝ,k̂!5
z2z8

s2s8
5

z2z8

A~z2s8!21r 2
(10b)

z85z2~s2s8!cos~ ŝ,k̂! (10c)

t285t2~s2s8!/c5t2A~z2z8!21r 2/c (10d)

dV52prdrdz8. (10e)

In order to determine volume integration region, we consider
the scattering from an arbitrary locations8 towards locations. As
shown in Fig. 3, it takes the shortest timez8/c for the radiation
emitted from the boundary to travel to locations8 and then the
time (s2s8)/c for scattering from locations8 to s. Only when the
total travel time is less than timet, namely,@z81(s2s8)#/c<t,
then there is sufficient time for the single scattering of photon
from location s8 to s. Therefore, the volume integration region
~i.e., the domain of influence due to the scattering! is found to be

r 50 to r 5A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8! (11a)

z850 to z85z285H ~ct1z!/2 when ~ct1z!/2<z0

z0 when ~ct1z!/2.z0
,

(11b)

which shows that the volume integration region is also a function
of locationz at a certain instantt. Equation~11! shows the domain
of influence is of axisymmetric shape, i.e., a paraboloid. One can
see from Fig. 3 that for a certain locationz(,ct), the volume
integration region expressed by Eqs.~11a! and~11b!, namely the
volume surrounded byz850 and z81(s2s8)5ct, is different
from the region reached by the wave front, 0,z8,ct. In the
steady-state analysis, these two regions are identical.

By the application of the above conditions and geometrical re-
lationships, the boundary and volume integrations in Eq.~6! can
be carried out. Since the distances between the location under
consideration and any point on the boundary within the region

from r 5A(ct)22z2 to r 5` is greater thanct, namelys.ct or
t2s/c,0, the unit step functionu(t2s/c) and hence the surface
integral within this region are equal to zero. Similarly, the volume
integral within the region fromr 5A(ct2z)(ct1z22z8) to r
5` is also equal to zero. Therefore, Eq.~6! becomes

G~z,t !52pzE
r 50

A~ct!22z2
I 0uS t2

s

cDe2kAz21r 2

~z21r 2!3/2 rdr

1
1

2 Ez850

z0 E
r 50

A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8!

3

s~z8!uS t2
z81~s2s8!

c DG~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!21r 2

~z2z8!21r 2

3rdrdz8. (12)

It can be found from Fig. 2 that when the upper limit of inte-
gration for surface integral is greater then zero, (ct)22z2.0, then
s25z21r 2,(ct)2 or t2s/c.0 and henceu(t2s/c)51. When
(ct)22z2,0, then s25z2.(ct)2 or t2s/c,0 and henceu(t
2s/c)50. The instant (t2z/c), i.e., (ct)22z250, becomes a
demarcation point to the Heaviside unit step function. A similar
analysis may be applied to the volume integral. Therefore, the unit
step functions may be taken outside of the integrands, and one
obtains the following expression for integrated intensity

G~z,t !52pzI0uS t2
z

cD E
r 50

A~ct!22z2 e2kAz21r 2

~z21r 2!3/2 rdr

1
1

2
uS t2

z

cD E
z850

z28 E
r 50

A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8!

3
s~z8!G~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!21r 2

~z2z8!21r 2 rdrdz8

52pzI0uS t2
z

cD H e2kz

z
2

e2kct

ct
2kF logS ct

z D
2k~ct2z!1

k2~c2t22z2!

2•2!
2

k3~c3t32z3!

3•3!
1 . . . G J

1
1

2
uS t2

z

cD E
z850

z28 E
r 50

A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8!

3
s~z8!G~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!21r 2

~z2z8!21r 2 rdrdz8. (13)

Multiplying Eq. ~5! by cos(ŝ,k̂) and then integrating it over all
4p solid angle gives

Fig. 3 Determination of the volume integration region or the
domain of influence
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q~z,t !5E
4p

I ~z,ŝ,t !cos~ ŝ,k̂!dV
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z28 E
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3
s~z8!G~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!21r 2

@~z2z8!21r 2#3/2 r ~z2z8!drdz8.

(14)

Discussion
It’s noted that Eq.~13! is a linear Volterra integral equation of

the second kind@36#. The volume integral contains a singularity at
s85s. The resulting exponential integral in the surface integral
~the first term on the right hand side of Eqs.~13! and ~14!! is a
monotonically decreasing series which converges rapidly to an
asymptotic value when the incident radiation propagates through
an optical distance atkct>3 andkz>3. The integralG(z8,t28) in
the volume integral is a function of location and time. Because the
values of timet28 at any locationz8 in Eqs. ~13! and ~14! are
always less than those of timet at locationz ~see Eq.~10d!!, the
incident radiation at the same instant but at a different location,
G(z8,t), contributes nothing to the incident radiationG(z,t). The
present model demonstrates that the domains for both surface and
volume integrals are time dependent due to the finite propagation
speed of radiation and that the domain of volume integration~i.e.,
the domain of influence! is different from the domain disturbed by
radiation.

Equations~13! and ~14! can be applied to handle different
boundary conditions, and non-homogeneous media. The concept
of the domain of influence and the integral formulation can be
extended to treat multi-dimensional media, anisotropically scatter-
ing phase functions, etc. This will be considered in the near future.
For example, in a multi-dimensional geometry, the YIX method
@26# can be used for the volume integration. In such cases, some
portions of the surface and volume domains of influence can be
outside the physical domain of the medium. Since the portion
outside the physical domain is not considered in the integrals, the
resulting domain of influence becomes irregular and needs to be
treated carefully. Therefore, the multi-dimensional computation is
more complicated than that of the one-dimensional case.

When the propagation speed of radiation approaches infinity,
the variablet8 approaches the time instantt ~recall Eq.~10d!!. In
this case, the time dependence may be omitted and Eqs.~13! and
~14! reduce to

G~z!5I 0E E
A

e2ks

s2 cos~ n̂,ŝ!dA

1
1

4p E E E
V

s~z8!G~z2~s2s8!cos~ ŝ,k̂!!e2k~s2s8!

~s2s8!2 dV

(15)

and

q~z!5I 0E E
A

e2ks

s2 cos~ n̂,ŝ!cos~ ŝ,k̂!dA

1
1

4p E E E
V

s~z8!G~z2~s2s8!cos~ ŝ,k̂!!e2k~s2s8!

~s2s8!2

3cos~ ŝ,k̂!dV, (16)

which are the steady-state model given in the existing literature
~for example,@24,37#!.

To compare with experimental measurement of short pulse la-
ser interaction with the material, it is helpful to obtain the tran-
sient reflectance and transmittance@5#. The transient reflectance
and transmittance can be defined by using Eq.~14! for z50 and
z0 and with half-range integration. Unlike the steady-state dimen-
sionless reflectance and transmittance, the transient values will be
half-range fluxes divided by the intensity of the boundary condi-
tion or the peak intensity of an incident temporal pulse and the
resulting values are not dimensionless.

It is noteworthy that the moments of intensity~G and q! are
determined directly instead of the intensity in the integro-
differential treatments@1#. After solving for theG function, the
intensity can be readily obtained by using Eq.~5!, if needed. Com-
putationally, the integral formulation has much smaller memory
requirements than the integro-differential formulations, even
lower than the Monte Carlo method in the transient transfer analy-
sis @38#. This is because the lower dimension space variable,G, is
solved instead of the intensity.

Another distinction between the integral and integro-differential
formulations is the treatment of reflective boundary. As the elec-
tromagnetic wave hits a reflective surface, the domain of influence
will also be reflected back and overlap with the incoming domain.
In a multi-dimensional geometry with reflective boundaries, the
consideration of overlapped domains of influence will not be easy
although it is possible. The integro-differential formulation will
not have such problem.

Numerical Computation

Example Problems. The boundary conditions and the radia-
tive property distributions of the example problems are presented
in Table 1.

Case 1. One boundary is a black surface with transient unit
step function emissive power and the other boundary is cold and
black or transparent.

The mathematical description for Case 1 is given in the deriva-
tion of Eqs. ~13! and ~14!, which represent the solution. The
boundary condition allows direct comparison of the transient pro-
cess at long time with other steady state models.

Case 2. One boundary is a black surface with transient unit
step function emissive power and the other boundary is specularly
reflecting.

Reflections of radiation by a surface or an interface between
dissimilar materials are crucially important in many problems
where media of different refractive index are involved. The inci-
dent angle of a beam of radiation is identical to the reflection
angle for the specular reflection. In this case, when the radiation
emitted from one boundary travels to the reflective surface of the
other boundary, the radiative energy is reflected back. The surface
reflectivity is taken to be unity. The totalG andq are the super-
position of two components caused by both incident diffuse emis-
sion from boundary 1(z50) and specular reflection from bound-
ary 2(z5zo). These two components are calculated separately
according to Eqs.~13! and~14!. The reflected wave component is
obtained by assuming an imaginary medium in the regionzo,z
<2zo with the property distribution being the mirror image of the
actual medium in the region of 0<z<zo with z5zo as the plane
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of symmetry. The incident radiation and radiative flux in the
whole region 0<z<2zo are calculated according to Eqs.~13! and
~14! with the modified integration region

r 50 to r 5A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8! (17a)

z850 to z85z285H ~ct1z!/2 when ~ct1z!/2<2zo

2zo when ~ct1z!/2.2zo
.

(17b)

TheG andq in the real medium in the region 0<z<zo may be
obtained by the superposition, i.e.,

Gtotal~z,t !5G~z,t !1G~2zo2z,t ! (18)

qtotal~z,t !5q~z,t !2q~2zo2z,t !, (19)

where location (2zo2z) is an imaginary point symmetrical to
z(0<z<zo) aboutz5zo . The superposition principle can also be
used to treat a diffusely reflecting boundary. In the case where
both boundary surfaces are partially reflecting and partially trans-
mitting, it is important to distinct the effects of the multiple scat-
tering and the multiple reflection on the reflected and transmitted
output signals. The relative effect of reflective surface and mul-
tiple scattering was discussed in Hsu@38# with a Monte Carlo
algorithm.

Case 3. The medium is non-homogeneous with same bound-
ary conditions as given in Case 1.

For a nonhomogeneous medium, the extinction coefficientk is
a function of positionz8. Therefore, the extinction coefficientk in
the equations should be replaced by the following expression of:

k~z!5

E
s8

s

k~z8!ds8

s2s8
.

Similarly, the scattering coefficients should be replaced by
s(z) which is determined bys(z)5v(z)•k(z). Thev(z) is the
position-dependent scattering albedo.

Case 4. One boundary is subjected to the collimated radiation
and the other is cold and black or transparent.

The radiation from boundary into medium is in a uniform di-
rection. Considering the case that the incident radiation is normal
to the boundary surface,

I ~0,ŝ,t !5I 0u~ t !k̂. (20)

In this case, Eqs.~6! and ~14! can be simplified as:

G~z,t !5I 0uS t2
z

cDe2kz

1
1

2
uS t2

z

cD E
z850

z28 E
r 50

A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8!

3
s~z8!G~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!2r 2

~z2z8!21r 2 rdrdz8 (21)

q~z,t !5I 0uS t2
z

cDe2kz1
1

2
uS t2

z

cD
3E

z850

z28 E
r 50

A~ct2z!~ct1z22z8!

3
s~z8!G~z8,t28!e2kA~z2z8!2r 2

@~z2z8!21r 2#3/2 r ~z2z8!drdz8 (22)

The integration region is the same as that expressed by Eq.
~11!.

Numerical Method
Both incident radiationG(z,t) and radiative fluxq(z,t) at lo-

cationz and the instantt depend on the entire time history from
t850 to t during which the radiation field within the medium is
established. The solution of the radiation temporal and spatial
distribution requires the knowledge of the incident radiation in
different locationz8 and at different instantt28 ,G(z8,t28). The ana-
lytical solutions to these equations are impossible except the non-
scattering situation.

In this study, the medium is divided intoNzo equal elementsDz
~Nzo5100 and Dz5zo /Nzo! in the z-direction and the corre-
sponding time intervalDt which is the amount of time the elec-
tromagnetic wave travels through the element thicknessDz, i.e.,
Dt5Dz/c. c is the propagation speed of the radiation inside the
medium. It is interesting to note that the last equation is equivalent
to the unity Courant number@23#. The numerical scheme is stable
and guaranteed to converge. The coordinate of the volume ele-
ment isz5(Nz20.5)Dz with Nz51,2, . . . ,Nzo and the time of
the wave front travel after the incidence ist5NtDt, whereNt is
the number of time interval. Since the integration domain in-
creases with the increase of time, the radial division of the volume
elements in ther-coordinate in the integration equations should be
adaptive with respect to the current time and position in order to
maintain sufficient accuracy. In the computation, the volume ele-
ment in ther direction is divided intoNr elements,

Nr5Nt2Nz110.

The relation shows that at a fixed locationz ~or at a givenNz! the
number of radial elementsNr increases with the current time, i.e.,
the number of time intervalsNt . BecauseG andq depend on time
history, numerical integration has to be carried out by time step-
ping from the beginning. Namely, one first computes the values of
incident intensitiesG(z,t1) in the medium at instantt15Dt ac-
cording to the boundary conditions, then computes the values of
G(z,t2) at instantt252Dt according to both the boundary condi-
tions and the values ofG(z,t1) at instantt15Dt. The values of
G(z,t3) at instantt353Dt depends on the boundary conditions,
the prior values ofG(z,t1) and G(z,t2). The process continues
until the valueG(z,t) at the desired time instantt is obtained.
During the integration, the piecewise-constant interpolation within
the regionDz and the time intervalDt is used.

The volume integration is conducted as follows: the domain of
influence is divided into a finite number of discrete volume ele-
ments and the right hand sides of Eqs.~21! and~22!, for example,
are constructed as follows:

Table 1 Boundary and physical conditions of different case
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where Nr•Nz is the number of volume elements,s2s8 is the
relative position vector given in Eq.~10a!, K is the kernel of
integral equation, andF is the integrand. In the one-dimensional
geometry, the volume element is a ring-shape structure. To avoid
the singularity atz5z8 andr 50, each volume element is divided
into 2 sub-elements in thez-direction during the integration. Thus,
the factor of 2 appears in the right hand side of the upper limit of
the first summation sign. The division of volume elements into
sub-elements also improve the integration accuracy but doesn’t
increase the memory usage. The piecewise constant interpolation
is used across the two sub-elements.

The sole factor which influences the accuracy of integration is
the grid sizeDz. In order to examine the influence of the grid size
on the solution accuracy, the number of volume elements is
doubled~accordingly, the time interval is reduced by half! to ex-
amine the change of computation results. It is found that there is
very little difference~,0.1 percent!betweenNzo5100 andNzo
5200 for the Case 1 calculation. This is an indication that the grid
size effect is negligible in the solutions.

Results and Discussion
The G andq functions for the boundary-driven problems listed

in Table 1 are obtained by solving the one-dimensional transient
radiative transfer equations according to the numerical method
described above. The typical execution time, for example the Case
1, is about 30 minutes on a Pentium-Pro 200 MHz PC withNzo
5100 and the total time step is about 400.

Figure 4 shows the computation results ofG andq in homoge-
neous medium with a diffusely emitting boundary. In this case,
the radiation emitted from boundary 1 travels in the medium at a
finite velocity. The wave strikes the opposite boundary 2 at and
after the timet>zo /c. Since boundary 2 is non-reflecting, the
radiation penetrates through the boundary to the outside of the
medium. Figures 4~a! and 4~b!present theG andq distributions at
different instants of time inside the medium. It can be seen that a
sudden diffuse emission from one boundary gives rise to a radia-
tion wave front, which travels in the medium at a finite velocity
and disappears when it strikes boundary 2. There is an undis-
turbed regionzo.z.ct within which bothG andq are zero, i.e.,
this happens whent/Dt,zo /Dz during the computation. The in-
cident radiation at a certain location in the medium increases with
time since both the boundary region from which the radiation can
reachz and the volume region from which the in-scattering from
other directions can reachz increase. Such time dependence is
clearly demonstrated in the Eq.~1! and the integral equations. On
the other hand, the rate of increase of incident radiation decreases
with time. After the timet/Dt>3.6Nzo , the G approaches the
asymptotic value, i.e., the steady-state result. Since the radiative
flux obtained from Eq.~14! of this work represents the net flux in
the positivez-direction at a certain location, its distribution is
somewhat different from the incident radiation distribution. In
Fig. 4~b!, radiative flux decreases with time near the emitting
boundary due to the rapid increase of in-scattering from right-
hand side region of the medium.

In order to verify the computational methodology developed in
this study, the steady-state results by the finite volume and
quadrature methods are compared with the transient results at
large time. The steady-state results of incident radiation and ra-
diative flux are also plotted in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. It can be seen
that the values of transient incident radiation and radiative flux at
instant t/Dt5360 are very close to the steady-state values. The
maximum absolute difference for incident radiation between two

sets of values with 100 volume elements is only 0.0693 and the
maximum relative difference is 4.5 percent. They are 0.0122 and
0.449 percent respectively for radiative flux results. It demon-
strates that the present computation method is accurate and that
radiative transfer process in the medium when timet/Dt.4Nzo
may approach the steady state.

A more exhaustive verification of the integral solution will be
the direct comparison with the transient solutions by other meth-
ods. Currently, the transient finite volume and discrete ordinates
methods are being developed for this purpose. In a separate paper
@38# the Monte Carlo method was used to compare with the inte-
gral solutions and good agreement was reported there.

Figure 5 is the Case 2 results ofG and q in homogeneous
medium with a diffusely emitting boundary and a specularly re-
flecting boundary. It can be seen from Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!that the
G andq distributions are the same as those for Case 1 before the
wave front strikes the specular reflection boundary 2~see the
curves fort/Dt530, 60, and 90!. When the incident wave front
reaches boundary 2, the radiation is reflected back into the me-
dium. After that, a reflected wave front can be seen which travels
in the opposite direction. This reverse wave is observed at loca-
tion z/zo50.8, 0.5, and 0.2 whent/Dt5120, 150, and 180, re-
spectively. Since the incident radiation is the total intensity im-
pinging on a point from all sides, the values ofG in the reflection
affected region of Case 2 are always greater than those in the

Fig. 4 Incident radiation and radiative flux in homogeneous
medium with one diffusely emitting boundary: „a… Incident ra-
diation distribution at different time; and „b… radiative flux dis-
tribution at different time
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same region without reflection of Case 1. However, the radiative
flux decreases in the reflection affected region due to the increase
of reversed radiative flux in opposite direction caused by the re-
flection. Because the radiation is fully reflected at boundary 2,
there is no net radiative flux atz/zo51. As shown in Fig. 5~b! the
radiative flux is always zero for Case 2 at the second boundary.

The wave phenomena of radiative transfer can be clearly ob-
served if bothG andq as a function of time are plotted for Cases
1 and 2~Figs. 5~c!and 5~d!!. At a given locationz, both incident
radiation and radiative flux are equal to zero when timet is
smaller thanz/c since the radiation wave front still hasn’t arrived
at that location. The incident radiation at those locations near the
diffusely emitting boundary increases rapidly when the radiation
wave front arrives and then increases slowly as the wave front
passes over. The effect of sharp increase of incident radiation at
the instant when the wave front arrives reduces rapidly at a larger
distance ofz. The temporal radiative flux distribution in Fig. 5~d!
at locationz/zo50.005 increases instantly from zero to a maxi-
mum as soon as the wave front arrives and is followed by a
gradual decrease due to the increase of in-scattering from the op-
posite direction, i.e., the right-hand side region of the medium.
For Case 2, the incident radiation at a given location increases
with time ~see Fig. 5~c!!but the radiative flux decreases signifi-
cantly with time~see Fig. 5~d!!at the instant when the reflected

wave front propagates to the same location. The branch point on
the curves represents the instant when the wave front arrives at
that location after reflection.

Figure 6 shows the Case 3 solutions of theG andq distributions
in a nonhomogeneous medium with a larger extinction coefficient
region in the middle of the one-dimensional slab. The property
distribution simulates an optically less dense material embedded
with an optically denser second material. The incident radiation
within the optically thick region has a sudden increase near the
interface, which is caused by the increase of scattering from op-
tical thick region around that location, and then it decreases at a
much faster rate than that in the optically thin region. The latter is
caused by the much stronger exponential decay over the larger
optical distance. By taking partial differentiation ofG(z,t) with
respect to the extinction coefficientk in Eq. ~6!, it shows that the
partial differentiation of the first term on the right side of the
equation is always negative and that of the second term is either
positive or negative. This demonstrates that the contribution of
boundary emission to the incident radiation at locations, de-
creases with the increase of average extinction coefficient between
the boundary and the location under consideration. The contribu-
tion of scattering from a certain locations8 in the medium could
be either positive or negative with the increase of effective extinc-

Fig. 5 Incident radiation and radiative flux in homogeneous medium with one diffusely emitting and another reflecting
boundaries: „a… Incident radiation distribution at different time; „b… radiative flux distribution at different time; „c…
incident radiation as a function of time at different location; and „d… radiative flux as a function of time at different
location
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tion coefficient between the two pointss8 ands. This is because
the sign of the derivative of the second term of Eq.~6! depends on
the optical thickness between the two points, i.e., whetherk(s
2s8),1 or .1. If the optical thickness is less than 1, the deriva-
tive has negative sign. Therefore, whether a maximum incident
radiation occurs or not with the change of extinction coefficient in
the nonhomogeneous medium depends on the rate of the changes
of the boundary radiation and the volume in-scattering with the
increase of extinction coefficient. Under the Case 3 condition,
there is a local maximumG near the first interface between the
different optical thickness regions. It is possible that the distinc-
tive time responses of Case 3 will provide useful information to
infer the location and extent of the nonhomogeneous region inside
the medium. This will have practical applications in medical di-
agnostics, material property/defect determination, and remote
sensing, etc.

Figure 7 is the result of a homogeneous medium subjected to
the collimated radiation incidence at the boundary 1~Case 4!. In
this case, the surface integration term vanishes but the contribu-
tion from the incident collimated direction remains. The contribu-
tion of boundary emission to the intensity in the medium comes
from the parallel, collimated radiation which decays exponentially
due to extinction over the optical distancekz. A marked differ-
ence between the results of Cases 4 and 1 is that a sharp wave
front exists in the radiation wave propagation for Case 4~see Figs.
7~a! and 7~b!!. This sharp wave front advances in the medium,
which clearly separates the radiation-affected zone from the un-

affected zone, and disappears when it propagates into the second
boundary. The integro-differential treatment of the TRTE will
need a high order upwind difference scheme~e.g., TVD, ENO! to
capture the discontinuity at the wave front. The problem is similar
to the shock wave flows.

Conclusions
A new analytical model using integral formulation in conjunc-

tion with the domain of influence is presented to treat the space
and time dependent radiative transfer within the one-dimensional
medium. The domain of influence is developed by a phenomeno-
logical analysis using the Lagrangian viewpoint. The present
model describes the time dependence and wave behavior of radia-
tion propagation, which can’t be treated by the steady-state radia-
tive transfer model, and overcomes the difficulties in the existing
approximate transient radiative transfer models. The integral for-
mulation can also simulate the steady-state radiative transfer as a
special case if the intensity is independent of timet. Thus, the
current integral formulation is a general one. The formulation can
be further extended to deal with multi-dimensional, nonhomoge-
neous, and high order anisotropic phase function problems.

Numerical results are obtained for incident radiation and radia-
tive flux in the medium with different boundary conditions and
property distributions. The integral formulation predicts the time
dependence and wave behavior of radiation propagation in tran-
sient radiative transfer, which can’t be predicted accurately with
approximate models. The transient solutions have excellent agree-

Fig. 6 Incident radiation and radiative flux in non-
homogeneous medium with one diffusely emitting boundary:
„a… incident radiation distribution at different time; and „b… ra-
diative flux distribution at different time

Fig. 7 Incident radiation and radiative flux in homogeneous
medium with one collimated emitting boundary: „a… incident ra-
diation distribution at different time; and „b… radiative flux dis-
tribution at different time
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ment with the steady-state finite volume and quadrature methods’
solutions at large time step. The results reveal radiative wave
characteristics that have not been studied before. These character-
istics have important and practical applications in problems where
the spatial radiative property difference can be revealed in the
temporal radiative signature.
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Nomenclature

a 5 absorption coefficient
A 5 boundary surface area
c 5 propagation speed of radiation transport in the me-

dium
D 5 substantial derivative
F 5 integrand function
G 5 incident radiation or integrated intensity
I 5 radiation intensity

I 0 5 radiation intensity at boundaryz50
K 5 kernel function
k̂ 5 unit vector inz-direction
N 5 number of the discretized volume element or time

step
n̂ 5 inward unit normal vector of boundary surface
q 5 radiative flux
r 5 radial coordinate
s 5 geometric path length
ŝ 5 unit vector along a given direction
t 5 time

Dt 5 time of travel or time step
u 5 unit step function
V 5 volume of the medium
z 5 axial coordinate

z0 5 medium thickness
Dz 5 volume element size

Greek Symbols

k 5 extinction coefficient,k5a1s
s 5 scattering coefficient
t 5 optical thickness of the medium,kz0

F 5 scattering phase function
V 5 solid angle
v 5 scattering albedo,v5s/k

Subscripts

b 5 black body
t 5 time
z 5 volume element
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Phase Change in a Cylinder and a
Cylindrical Shell Heated With an
Axisymmetric Front Moving in the
Axial Direction
A quasi-steady phase-change problem is solved for a cylindrical shell of which the inner
or outer surface is heated with an axisymmetric ring heater moving at a constant velocity.
The body temperature is expressed in a product solution, which leads to the derivation of
a Klein-Gordon equation. A method of undetermined parameters is developed to solve
this equation, and the temperatures are derived in multiple regions in the shell. The
results are expressed in integral equations, which are none of the Fredholm or Volterra
types. Finally, a least-squares iteration method is developed to solve for the interface
positions. The four examples presented in this paper cover the phase change in cylinders
and cylindrical shells. Comparisons are made between the temperatures for materials
with and without phase change.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370499#

Keywords: Analytical, Conduction, Heat Transfer, Melting, Solidification

Introduction
In the manufacturing of rotating shafts and bearings, the rub-

bing surfaces can be hardened by heat treatment with a circular
ring of flame heaters moving at a constant velocity along the axial
direction as illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two stages for the heat
to transfer in a cylinder or cylindrical shell. In the first stage, the
material is being heated up and the body temperature is a strong
function of the initial temperature. Then, the heat transfer enters
into a quasi-steady state. In this stage, the initial temperature ef-
fect damps out exponentially, and the body temperature becomes
invariant with time in the moving coordinates of the heat source.
In practice, the first stage occurs only briefly, while the second
stage persists and dominates the effect of surface hardening.

The surface hardening of the shafts and bearings can be attrib-
uted to a diffusion-driven phase change caused by the moving
heat front. The moving heat front problems have been studied by
Rosenthal@1#, Grosh et al.@2#, Watts @3#, DesRuisseaux and
Zerkle @4#, and Yuen@5#, among others. However, no phase
change has been considered in their works. The exact solutions of
one-dimensional phase change due to a moving heat front have
been attempted by Landau@6#, Jackson@7#, and Hsieh@8#. The
solution of two-dimensional phase change in a thin plate subjected
to a cylindrical moving heat front has been obtained by Hsieh@9#.
It is noted that in the conventional method of exact solution of the
phase change imposed with a stationary condition, the problem
must be adaptable to a similarity transformation. This limits the
problem solved to a one-dimensional semi-infinite domain im-
posed with a constant-temperature boundary condition. The phase
change also occurs in a medium where the material properties are
constant and of equal values in different phase regions@10,11#.

The solutions developed by Hsieh@8,9# utilize a source-and-
sink method that has virtue of deriving a singular equation for the
temperature distribution in all phase regions@12,13#. This method
will be extended for the solution of the phase change in solid
cylinders and cylindrical shells. A method of undetermined pa-
rameters to solve a Klein–Gordon equation will be presented in
this paper. The resulting temperatures can be expressed in the
form of a nonlinear integral equation, which is none of the Fred-

holm or Volterra types. Finally, four examples are provided to
illustrate the application of the analysis to phase change studies.

Analysis
It is assumed that the phase change is diffusion-driven in a

medium of constant and equal property values in different phase
regions. The phase change is caused by an axisymmetric heat
front moving at a constant velocity,V, in the axial direction of the
cylindrical shell shown in Fig. 1. The governing diffusion equa-
tion in the fixed coordinates of the shell (z8,r 8) can be changed to
the coordinates (z,r ) moving with the heat front by using trans-
formations: z5z82Vt and r 5r 8. The governing equation for
heat transfer under a quasi-steady state can be expressed as
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whereT(z,r ) is the temperature for2`,z,` andRi,r ,Ro ,
r is the density,L is the latent heat for phase change,k is the
thermal conductivity, anda is the thermal diffusivity. For gener-
ality, the heat,q, can be applied either on the inside surface,Ri ,
or on the outside surface,Ro , as indicated in the third term on the
left hand side of this equation. For an intense heat applied on a
surface, two phase-change interfaces appear as shown in Fig. 1.
These interfaces are represented by the summation term in Eq.~1!.
In this term,j equal to a refers to the interface locatedahead of the
moving front, whileb refers to the interface locatedbehind the
front. Using the Dirac delta function for the phase change enables
the interface Stefan~flux! conditions to be incorporated into the
governing equation. It is noted that, although the analysis is de-
veloped here for the cylindrical shell, it can be applied to a solid
cylinder by means of general notations described later.

Under a quasi-steady state, the temperature and the interface
position are invariant with time. The boundary conditions in the
moving coordinates can be expressed as
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whereh is the convective heat transfer coefficient to the surround-
ing where the temperature is zero. At the interfaces, the tempera-
ture must be continuous and reach a value for the material to
change phase as

T@Sj~r !,r #5Tm , j 5a,b, (6)

where Sj denotes the positions of the interfaces andTm is the
phase-change temperature.

The quasi-steady problem above can be generalized by recast-
ing it in a dimensionless format. The following dimensionless
groups are introduced
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where St is known as the Stefan number, Pe as the Peclet number,
and Bi as the Biot number. In terms of these groups, the problem
becomes

¹2Z1 (
j 5a,b

PeZm

2Stj
d@x2uj~y!#1

~1/Yi !

1 dS y2
Yi

1 D d~x!52
Pe

2

]Z

]x
(8)

2
]Z~x,Yi !

]y
1

Bi, i

2
Z~x,Yi !50 (9)

]Z~x,1!

]y
1

Bi,o

2
Z~x,1!50 (10)

Z~2`,y!5finite (11)

Z~`,y!50 (12)

Z@uj~y!,y#5Zm , j 5a,b, (13)

where Z(x,y) is the dimensionless temperature for2`,x,`
andYi,y,1; uj (y) represents the dimensionless interface posi-
tions. The third term on the left hand side of Eq.~8! embodies two
modes of heat input. The top expression is used when the shell is
heated on the inside, while the bottom expression is used when the
shell is heated on the outside.

The dimensionless problem derived above can be solved by
assuming a product solution

Z~x,y!5e2Pe~x/4!M ~x,y! (14)

in which the M (x,y) function satisfies the following governing
equation, boundary and interface conditions:

¹2M2S Pe

4 D 2

M52ePe~x/4!H (
j 5a,b

PeZm

2Stj
d@x2uj~y!#

1
~1/Yi !

1 dS y2
Yi

1 D d~x!J (15)

2
]M ~x,Yi !

]y
1

Bi, i

2
M ~x,Yi !50 (16)

]M ~x,1!

]y
1

Bi,o

2
M ~x,1!50 (17)

M ~2`,y!50 (18)

M ~`,y!50 (19)

M @uj~y!,y#5ZmePeuj ~y!/4, j 5a,b. (20)

Equation~15! is a nonhomogeneous Klein–Gordon equation. A
method of undetermined parameters is devised to solve this equa-
tion. In this method, the equation is first recast as

LM5E, (21)

whereL is an operator,

L5¹22S Pe

4 D 2

, (22)

andE is a function representing the nonhomogeneous term on the
right hand side of Eq.~15!. An auxiliary problem is then defined
by means of a Helmholtz equation

Fig. 1 Coordinate systems used for analysis and temperature
profiles as a result of the presence of source and sink in a
medium
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¹2U1k2U50, (23)

which contains an unknown parameterk. TheU function satisfies
all the homogeneous boundary conditions related toM as follows:

2
]U~x,Yi !

]y
1

Bi, i

2
U~x,Yi !50 (24)

]U~x,1!

]y
1

Bi,o

2
U~x,1!50 (25)

U~2`,y!50 (26)

U~`,y!50. (27)

The U function can be derived as

U~x,y!5@Fn~s!cossx1Gn~s!sinsx#H~pny!, (28)

whereH(pny) represents an eigenfunction in the radial direction
of the shell. This function is given together with its characteristic
equation in Table 1. In this function, the eigenvalues,pn , are
discrete, while the eigenvalue,s, in Eq. ~28!, coming from the
solution of theU function in the axial direction, is a continuum.
The parameterk can be found by substituting~28! into ~23!; a
relation between the parameter and the eigenvalues can be estab-
lished as

k25pn
21s2. (29)

TheU function derived above can now be used to expand theM
function as

M ~x,y!5E
0

`

(
n51

`

U~x,y!ds. (30)

OperatingL on both sides of this equation and using Eqs.~21!
through~23! for simplification gives

E52E
0

`

(
n51

` Fpn
21S Pe

4 D 2

1s2G@Fn~s!cossx

1Gn~s!sinsx#H~pny!ds. (31)

It follows that

Fn~s!

Gn~s!
52

1

pn
21S Pe

4 D 2

1s2

1

pN~pn! EYi

1

y8H~pny8!

3E
2`

`

E~x8,y8!
cossx8
sinsx8

dx8dy8, (32)

whereN(pn) represents the norm integral, which has been derived
for the shell as listed in Table 1. AsE represents the nonhomoge-
neous term on the right hand side of Eq.~15!, one can derive the
expressions of the Fourier coefficients,Fn(s) andGn(s), as

Fn~s!

Gn~s!
5

1

pn
21S Pe

4 D 2

1s2

1

pN~pn! H I ~pn!

0 2
PeZm

2St

3E
e

fFe~Pe/4!ua~y8!
cossua~y8!

sinsua~y8!
2e~Pe/4!ub~y8!

cossub~y8!

sinsub~y8! G
3y8H~pny8!dy8J , (33)

Table 1 Eigenfunctions, characteristic equations, mode functions, and norm integral
expressions
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whereI (pn) is a mode function used to characterize the specific
surface that is heated on the shell. The expression ofI (pn) is
shown in Table 1. In Eq.~33!, the Stefan number is taken to be
identical in value but of different signs for the two interfaces; see
Eq. ~7g!. The integration limits in Eq.~33! are taken so thate and
f encompass the entire phase-change region. Thus in general, if
the phase change is confined to a region close to the surface as
illustrated in Fig. 2~a! and the shell is heated on the outside,e and
f take onym and 1, respectively. They are changed respectively to
Yi and ym if the shell is heated at the inside. In either case, the
radius ym refers to the maximum depth at which the material
changes phase in the shell.

On the other hand, if the phase change penetrates through the
entire thickness of the shell~see Fig. 2~b!!,eandf always equalYi
and 1, respectively, regardless of where the shell is heated. Fi-
nally, the M function can be derived, with some trigonometric
manipulations, as

M ~x,y!5
1

p (
n51

` E
s50

` 1

pn
21S Pe

4 D 2

1s2

1

N~pn!
H~pny!

3H cossxI~pn!2
PeZm

2St Ey85e

f

@e~Pe/4!ua~y8!

3coss~x2ua~y8!!2e~Pe/4!ub~y8!

3coss~x2ub~y8!!#y8H~pny8!dy8J ds. (34)

The analysis developed above is general and applicable to the
temperature in all phase regions in the shell. However, to derive
the temperature in a specific region, one must treat the integrals in
this equation with great care. The result of thes integral hinges on
the sign of the argument of the cosine functions inside the braces
@14#. Thus for phase change confined to the surface region as

shown in Fig. 2~a!, the temperature can be divided into five re-
gions and derived as follows:
Region A:

Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH eP2xI ~pn!2
PeZm

2St Ee

f

@eP2~x2ua~y8!!

2eP2~x2ub~y8!!#y8H~pny8!dy8J H~pny! (35)

Region B:

Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH eP2xI ~pn!

2
PeZm

2St F E
e

f

eP2~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

2E
e

yd~x!

eP2~x2ub~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

2E
yd~x!

f

e2P1~x2ub~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8G J H~pny!

(36)

Region C:

Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH eP2xI ~pn!

2
PeZm

2St F E
e

yd~x!

e2P1~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

1E
yd~x!

f

eP2~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

2E
e

f

e2P1~x2ub~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8G J H~pny! (37)

Region D:

Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH e2P1xI ~pn!

2
PeZm

2St F E
e

yd~x!

e2P1~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

1E
yd~x!

f

eP2~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

2E
e

f

e2P1~x2ub~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8G J H~pny! (38)

Region E:

Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH e2P1xI ~pn!2
PeZm

2St Ee

f

@e2P1~x2ua~y8!!

2e2P1~x2ub~y8!!#y8H~pny8!dy8J H~pny! (39)

If the phase change has penetrated through the entire thickness
of the shell, a sixth region must be accounted for. This region is
sandwiched in between Regions B and C as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Calling it Region F, one can derive the temperature in this region
asRegion F:

Fig. 2 Division of the domain into six regions in the moving
coordinates
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Z~x,y!5(
n51

`

CnH eP2xI ~pn!

2
PeZm

2 St F E
e

f

eP2~x2ua~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8

2E
e

f

e2P1~x2ub~y8!!y8H~pny8!dy8G J H~pny! (40)

In Eqs.~35!–~40! derived above,

Cn5
1

2Fpn
21S Pe

4 D 2G1/2

N~pn!

and P65Fpn
21S Pe

4 D 2G1/2

6S Pe

4 D .

(41a,b)

Notice that the integration limit,yd , in the integrals in Eqs.~36!–
~38! varies with the position ofx that is selected for the evaluation
of temperature. Thisyd is the intersection of the interface curve
with a line parallel to they axis at the selectedx position~see Fig.
2! and can be determined by solving the following equation im-
plicitly

uj~yd!5x, j 5a,b. (42)

Equations~35!–~40! are six nonlinear integral equations, whose
integration limits contain unknowns. They are thus none of the
Fredholm or Volterra types.

The analysis developed above for the cylindrical shell can be
readily adapted to the analysis of the phase change in a solid
cylinder. For the solid cylinder, the heat can only be applied on its
outside surface and an adiabatic condition exists aty equal to zero.
Using the adiabatic condition, the eigenfunction, characteristic
equation, mode function, and the norm expression can be derived
as summarized in Table 1. Notice that when the surfaces of the
cylinders and shells are insulated,p050 must be included as one
of the eigenvalues. Whenp0 is zero, 1/N(p0) is 2 for cylinders,
and 2/(12Yi

2) for shells.

Verification of Solution
It is easy to show that Eqs.~35!–~40! satisfy the governing

equation and boundary conditions, Eqs.~8!–~12!. As will be
shown later, Eq.~13! can be used to find the interface positions;
satisfaction of the interface condition thus comes naturally. It is
also clear that the temperatures are continuous at the interface
between different regions. Furthermore, the temperatures derived
in Eqs. ~35!–~40! can be reduced to a special case in which the
cylinders are heated but without phase change. In this case, all the
integrals in these equations vanish, and the temperatures in six
regions reduce to the temperatures in two regions. One is located
ahead of the heat front, and the other is located behind the heat
front. The resulting temperature equations are in total agreement
with those derived by Watts@3# with a Hankel transform. Better
yet, the temperatures in the infinite series in Eqs.~35!–~40! con-
verge, and this is the result that each term of the series is multi-
plied by a convergency factor@15#, a negative exponent which
diminishes rapidly with the increase of the eigenvalues.

Features of the Interface Curves
The phase-change problem studied in this work possesses some

distinct features. As shown in Appendix A, the change of the
temperature slope in thez direction is discontinuous across a
phase-change interface. This discontinuity can be expressed in
terms of the dimensionless groups as follows:

S ]ZI

]x
2

]ZII

]x D
uj

5
PeZm

2 St

1

11S duj

dy D 2 , j 5a,b, (43)

where ZI refers to the temperature in the medium in its initial
phase state andZII refers to the medium in its changed phase
state.

Equation~43! can be used to verify the continuity of the tem-
perature slope in the axial direction at the point where the phase
change makes its deepest penetration. It is expected that at this
point of maximum penetration, the Dirac delta functions, repre-
senting the source and sink, line up radially and their effects can-
cel out @12,13#; see Fig. 1. The temperature slope must therefore
be continuous in the axial direction across this point. In this case,
(duj /dy)21 must be zero, an outcome which is totally consistent
with Eq. ~43!.

Examples and Results and Discussion
The interface positions must be found before the temperature in

the shell can be evaluated. The interface positions can be deter-
mined by solving integral equations, which can be derived by
setting Z in Eqs. ~35!–~40! to Zm and solving these equations
simultaneously for the unknowns,ua(y) andub(y). These equa-
tions are nonlinear and have additional unknowns~yd ande or f !
in their integration limits. It is practically impossible to solve
them exactly. An approximate solution method is developed in
this work as described in the paragraphs that follow.

In the approximate solution, the shape and the limiting position
of the phase-change interface are determined by solving a special
case, in which the integral terms in the temperature equations are
forced to zero. This is equivalent to finding the temperature dis-
tribution when there is no phase change in the cylinders and
shells. To facilitate presentation of this method, an example is
provided.

A solid cylinder with an insulated surface is studied for phase
change; parameters used for tests are summarized in Table 2~see
Example 1!. Figure 3 gives the temperature distribution in the
cylinder without phase change. As expected, the peak temperature
in the cylinder is located at the point (x,y)5(0,1) where the
temperature has a value~4! higher than theZm value~1.6! given.

Fig. 3 Temperature curves in an insulated cylinder without
phase change

Table 2 Conditions tested in examples
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There is thus a phase change in the cylinder. Also notice that the
temperature curves behind the heat front converge to a value of 2,
a result of the cylinder being insulated. Heat is trapped inside the
cylinder, and the temperature in the cylinder eventually reaches an
equilibrium state. This equilibrium temperature is higher than the
Zm value given. Recovery of the cylinder to its initial phase state
is thus impossible.

The temperature distribution in Fig. 3 is redrawn for an iso-
therm plot shown in Fig. 4. Notice that a phase-change interface
can be taken as an isotherm at the phase-change temperature.
Since Fig. 3 is based on the solution of a special case in which the
phase change has been excluded, one can consider the isotherm
curves in Fig. 4 to be interface positions in the cylinder whose
latent heat~or PeZm /St! is zero. A finite latent heat will cause a
shift of the curves to the left. These isotherms can thus be taken as
the limiting positions of the interfaces. Better yet, these isotherm
curves provide a clue for the selection of mathematical relations to
model them. For the material ofZm equal to 1.6 as given in this
example, the isotherm plot suggests the use of an inverse cosine
function to model the interface as depicted in Fig. 5~a!.

Equations~37! and~38! can now be used to formulate the tem-
perature of the interface. For points (xi ,yi) on the interface lying
to the left of they axis, Eq.~37! can be written as

Z~xi ,yi !5(
n50

`

CnH eP2xiJ0~pn!

2
PeZm

2 St F E
0

yi

e2P1~xi2ua~y8!!y8J0~pny8!dy8

1E
yi

1

eP2~xi2ua~y8!!y8J0~pny8!dy8G J J0~pnyi !,

(44)

wherexi<0. For points on the interface to the right of they axis,
Eq. ~38! can be written as

Z~xi ,yi !5(
n50

`

CnH e2P1xiJ0~pn!

2
PeZm

2 St F E
0

yi

e2P1~xi2ua~y8!!y8J0~pny8!dy8

1E
yi

1

eP2~xi2ua~y8!!y8J0~pny8!dy8G J J0~pnyi !,

(45)

where xi.0. Residual is defined as the difference between the
input Zm and the fittedZ(xi ,yi) as follows:

R~xi ,yi !5Zm2Z~xi ,yi !. (46)

The phase-change interface position can then be determined by a
least-squares method in which the residuals are squared and
summed over all fitted points. In this effort, the parameters,a and
b, are varied for a best fit of the interface temperature.

The evaluated interface position is shown by the left curve in
Fig. 6. Here the shift of the curve due to phase change is quite
significant. In searching for this interface, six equally spaced
points from tip to toe of the curve were used for fitting. In the
numerical iteration, the increments ofa and b were taken to be
0.01. The maximum residual found at these six points is 0.021~or
1.3 percent of 1.6!. The values ofa andb found in the iteration are
summarized together with other results in Table 3. The tempera-
ture distributions in the cylinder are plotted in Fig. 7. A compari-

Fig. 4 Isotherms for the cylinder studied in Fig. 3

Fig. 5 Curves and equations used to model interfaces

Fig. 6 Limiting position of the interface and evaluated inter-
face position for the cylinder „ZmÄ1.6… studied in Fig. 3
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son of the surface temperature in this figure with that in Fig. 3
reveals that there is a marked drop of the temperature due to phase
change in the cylinder.

Example 2 deals with a situation in which the phase-change
interface can be modeled as a partial ellipse as shown in Fig. 5~b!.
Again, the cylinder is used for tests. As shown in Table 2, theZm
value for this example is changed to 2.1. Equations~36!–~38! can
now be used to write the interface temperature equations. Again, a
least-squares method is used to determine the interface position.
The results are shown in Figs. 8–10.

Figure 8 gives the evaluated interface position. With the inclu-
sion of the phase change in the analysis, the interface curve is
shown to make a left and upward shift. The interface curve now
contains two sections. As illustrated in Fig. 2~a!, ua is the section
for the material to change phase, whileub is the section for the
material to return to its initial phase. In this example, the surface
temperature drop due to phase change~Fig. 9! is very small as

compared to that in Example 1. This can be ascribed to the fact
that for the elliptic interface, the energy initially stored in phase
change is recovered when the medium is returned to its initial
phase state. Such a recovery of energy did not occur in Example 1
with an inverse cosine interface. The shape of the interface curve
thus has a major impact on the recovery of energy and tempera-
ture distribution.

Equation~43! provides an estimation of the temperature-slope
change in the axial direction across any point on the interface. It is
expected that to correctly estimate this slope change using Eq.
~43!, one must determine the interface position with great accu-
racy. A slight shift of this position can have a decisive effect on
the accuracy of the evaluated slope change. For the present case of
elliptic interface, the slope change is in qualitative agreement with
the prediction. As shown in Fig. 9, there is a noticeable change in
the surface temperature slope across the data point marked by an
arrow. At this point, the evaluated slope change is 0.33, which is
21 percent lower than the estimation. Given the nature of the
approximate solution used here, this agreement is considered fair.

Figure 10 presents the results of the temperature distributions at
various radii in the cylinder. The temperature curves far away
behind the heat front converge to a value of 2. This equilibrium
temperature is the same as the one found in Fig. 3, giving further
indication that the heat consumed in phase change has been fully
recovered. This is not so, however, for the case of the phase
change without recovery as shown in Fig. 7, where the final equi-
librium temperature is lower.

Example 3 repeats the tests with a cylindrical shell. Based on
the isotherm plot generated~not shown!, an elliptic relation~Fig.Fig. 7 Temperature distribution curves for phase change in

the cylinder „ZmÄ1.6… studied in Fig. 3

Fig. 8 Limiting position of the interface and evaluated inter-
face position for the cylinder „ZmÄ2.1… studied in Fig. 3

Fig. 9 Comparison of surface temperature distribution with
and without phase change for the cylinder „ZmÄ2.1… studied in
Fig. 3

Fig. 10 Temperature distribution curves for phase change in
the cylinder „ZmÄ2.1… studied in Fig. 3

Table 3 Values of parameters found and errors in fitted
temperatures
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5~b!! can again be used to model the interface. Conditions for the
tests are tabulated in Table 2, while the results in Table 3. Notice
that for this example, the parameters in the elliptic interface equa-
tion were computed to third decimal place. The maximum residual
is found to be 0.2 percent. The numerical data are plotted in Figs.
11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the shift of the interface position.
Figure 12 shows the temperature distributions at various radii in
the cylindrical shell. As in Example 2, the surface temperature
drop due to phase change for the cylindrical shell is negligibly
small for the elliptic interface. The change of the surface tempera-
ture slope across the trailing side of the interface cannot be visu-
alized in Fig. 12, a result of the large St number tested here.

To complete the series of tests in this paper, Example 4 is
provided. As shown in Table 2, theZm for this example is
changed from 3.2 in Example 3 to 2.8 here; other conditions re-
main the same. An inverse cosine function as shown in Fig. 5~c!
can be used to model the interface. The parameters found for this
example are tabulated in Table 3, and the temperature distribu-
tions in the cylindrical shell are plotted as shown in Fig. 13. There
is a marked drop of the temperatures due to energy storage in the
shell.

In the absence of exact and experimental data for comparison, it
is impossible to assess the temperature error in this work. Efforts
have been made to improve the confidence in the results with the
inclusion of the following tests. Prior to the solution of the prob-
lems in this paper, Watts’ data@3# have been used to test a special
case in which the cylinder was heated but without phase change.
Agreement with Watts’ data was good. Next following Finlayson
@16#, the residuals for all the examples have been evaluated as an

indication of the numerical error. As listed in Table 3, the maxi-
mum residuals are small. They range from 0.2 to 2.3 percent, the
errors for the elliptic interfaces being much smaller.

Finally, the equilibrium temperatures in the cylinders and shells
have been checked with analysis. In this effort, Watts@3# derived
the formulas for the mean temperatures in insulated cylinders and
shells atx<0. They can be modified to derive a general equation
for the cylindrical shells as

Zmean5
4

Pe~12Yi
2!

, (47)

which can be specialized to a cylinder by takingYi to be zero.
Derived on the basis of heat transfer without phase change, this
formula can only be used to check the equilibrium temperatures
where the phase changes have been fully recovered. This limits
the test to bodies with an elliptic interface at points wherex,(e
2c). Using the parameters given in Table 2, one can calculate the
equilibrium temperatures for Examples 2 and 3 to be 2 and 3.125,
respectively. They are in excellent agreement with the convergent
values calculated by applying volumetric weights to the tempera-
ture data on the left margins in Figs. 10 and 12. Better yet, this
concept can even be extended to testing the convergent tempera-
tures in Examples 1 and 4. Realizing that the difference between
these two examples and the Examples 2 and 3 is the energy stored
due to phase change without recovery, one can thus use energy
balance to equate (mcDT) to ~mL! and derive

Zmean,without recovery5Zmean,with recovery2
Zm,without recovery

St
(48)

Using this relationship yields the equilibrium temperatures for Ex-
amples 1 and 4 to be 1.68 and 2.845, respectively. Again, they are
in excellent agreement with the convergent values computed using
the data shown in Figs. 7 and 13.

Concluding Remarks and Presentation of New Dimen-
sionless Group

Example 4 discussed above suggests the existence of a dimen-
sionless group, which is unique in the solution of the present
problems. This group can be found by examining Eqs.~35!–~40!
and~43!. Here the phase change effect and the temperature-slope
change in the equations are all multiplied by a dimensionless
group of PeZm /St. This group can be reduced to

PeZm

St
5

4mL

q
(49)

for the cylinder and

Fig. 11 Limiting position of the interface and evaluated inter-
face position for a cylindrical shell „ZmÄ3.2…

Fig. 12 Temperature distribution curves for phase change in a
cylindrical shell „ZmÄ3.2…

Fig. 13 Temperature distribution curves for phase change in a
cylindrical shell „ZmÄ2.8…
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PeZm

St
5

4mL

~12Yi
2!q

(50)

for the cylindrical shell. In these two equations,m can be equated
to the product ofrVAc , which stands for the mass flow rate of the
material crossing the heat front plane. Equations~49! and ~50!
share a common dimensionless group:mL/q. This group signifies
the fraction of the heat rate applied on the surface that is con-
sumed on phase change. A large value of this group results in a
strong effect of phase change.

In the case of Example 4 discussed above, a change of theZm
from 3.2 to 2.8 reduces the value of PeZm /St by one eighth. This
lessens the phase-change effect, making the inverse cosine curve
good for modeling the phase change. This group of PeZm /St has
also be found by Hsieh@8,9# in the study of other phase-change
problems involving a moving heat front. The utility of this group
in solving such problems must not be overlooked.

In closing, it should be noted that the inverse cosine and elliptic
functions given in Fig. 5 can be generalized by inclusion of more
parameters so that these curves can be shifted and stretched in
specific directions. They can then be used to model the interface
positions when convective conditions are imposed on the surfaces.
In this case, more parameters need to be solved by least-squares.
The method remains unchanged.

Appendix A
Integrating Eq.~1! over a volume element consisting of a cir-

cular ring across the phase-change interfacea and using the di-
vergence theorem gives the relation

E
D l

¹T•n̂dl2
rVL

k E
Dr

dr50. (A1)

Across a differential interface elementD l , this equation takes the
form

DS ]T

]nDD l 5
rVL

k
Dr . (A2)

The relation betweenDr and D l in this equation can be estab-
lished geometrically as

Dr

D l
5

1

F11S dz

dr D
2G1/2. (A3)

Equation~A2! follows as

S ]TI

]n
2

]TII

]n D
Sa

5
%VL/k

F11S dSa

dr D 2G1/2, (A4)

where TI and TII have been used to represent the temperatures
where the medium is in the initial phase state and in the changed
phase state, respectively.

Equation~A4! is not convenient to use because the temperature
gradients in this equation are expressed in the normal direction to
the interface. They need to be changed to thez direction. In this
effort, the interface position is represented by anF(z,r ) function;
the interface position in thez direction is expressed as aSa(r )
function. Together, they can be expressed compactly as

F~z,r !5z2Sa~r !50. (A5)

Then,

]F

]z
51 (A6a)

and

]F

]r
52

dSa

dr
. (A6b)

The]T/]n in Eq. ~A4! can be expressed in terms of theF function
as

]Ti

]n
5¹Ti•n̂5¹Ti•

¹F

u¹Fu
, i 5I ,II. (A7)

At the interface,Ti is equal toTm , a constant. The differentials of
Ti andF vanish as

dTi5
]Ti

]z
dz1

]Ti

]r
dr50. (A8)

and

dF5
]F

]z
dz1

]F

]r
dr50. (A9)

These two equations can be used to expressdz/dr as

dz

dr
52

]Ti

]r

]Ti

]z

52

]F

]r

]F

]z

. (A10)

It follows that

]Ti

]r
5S ]F/]r

]F/]zD ]Ti

]z
. (A11)

Equations~A6a,b!and ~A11! can be used to write

¹Ti•¹F5
]Ti

]z

]F

]z
1

]Ti

]r

]F

]r
5

]Ti

]z F11S dSa

dr D 2G , i 5I ,II.

(A12)

Introducing it into~A7!, which is, in turn, into~A4! yields

1

u¹Fu F11S dSa

dr D 2G S ]TI

]z
2

]TII

]z D
Sa

5
%VL/k

F11S dSa

dr D 2G1/2.

(A13)

It is clear from Eqs.~A5! and ~A6a,b!that

u¹Fu5F S ]F

]z D 2

1S ]F

]r D 2G1/2

5F11S dSa

dr D 2G1/2

. (A14)

Equation~A13! can then be simplified as

S ]TI

]z
2

]TII

]z D
Sa

5
%VL/k

11S dSa

dr D 2 . (A15)

This equation has been derived by Patel@17#, Boley and Pagoda
@18#, and Rathjen and Jiji@19# in a stationary medium using dif-
ferent approaches. Equation~43! in this paper is just a dimension-
less version of Eq.~A15!.

Nomenclature

A 5 cross sectional area of the cylinder or the cylindrical
shell

a 5 parameter in fitted inverse cosine function
b 5 parameter in fitted inverse cosine function, or parameters

in Table 1
Bi 5 Biot number, Eq.~7!
C 5 coefficient in series and integral expansions, Eq.~41!
c 5 constant-pressure specific heat, or parameter in fitted

ellipse
d 5 parameter in fitted ellipse
E 5 nonhomogeneous term in Eq.~15!
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e 5 parameter in fitted ellipse
F 5 function defined as Eq.~A5!, or coefficient inU func-

tion, Eq. ~28!
G 5 coefficient inU function, Eq.~28!
H 5 eigenfunction in the radial direction, Table 1
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
I 5 mode function, Table 1
J 5 Bessel function of the first kind
K 5 parameter in Table 1
k 5 thermal conductivity, or unknown parameter in Eq.~23!
L 5 latent heat, or operator defined as Eq.~22!
l 5 interface element, Eq.~A2!

M 5 function in product solution, Eq.~14!
m 5 mass flow rate
N 5 norm integral, Table 1
n 5 normal direction
P 5 Eq. ~41!
p 5 discrete eigenvalue

Pe 5 Peclet number, Eq.~7!
Q 5 parameter in Table 1
q 5 heat input rate
R 5 radius of the cylinder or cylindrical shell
r 5 radial coordinate
S 5 interface position
s 5 eigenvalue in a continuum

St 5 Stefan number, Eq.~7!
T 5 temperature
U 5 function governed by a Helmholtz equation, Eq.~23!
u 5 dimensionless interface position, Eq.~7!
V 5 axial velocity of heat front
W 5 parameter in Table 1
X 5 parameter in Table 1
x 5 dimensionless axial coordinate, Eq.~7!
Y 5 ratio of inner to outer radius for cylindrical shell, Eq.

~7!, or Bessel function of the second kind
y 5 dimensionless radial coordinate, Eq.~7!
Z 5 dimensionless temperature, Eq.~7!
z 5 axial coordinate

Greek Letters

a 5 thermal diffusivity
d 5 Dirac delta function
r 5 density

Subscripts

a,b 5 interface located ahead and behind the heat front, re-
spectively

c 5 cross section

d 5 refers toy position where an interface curve intersects
with a line parallel to they axis at the selectedx posi-
tion

i,o 5 inside and outside surface, respectively
m 5 phase-change state, or the maximum depth for phase-

change penetration
n 5 related to discrete eigenvalue

6 5 expressions forP defined as Eq.~41!
0,1 5 order of Bessel function
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1 Introduction
The Knudsen number~Kn! is defined as the ratio of the mean

free path of a gas,l, to a dimension of an object which interacts
with the gas,x,

Kn5
l

x
. (1)

According to Rohsenow and Choi@1#, when fluid velocities are
small relative to the speed of sound, the dynamics of a gas can be
loosely classified into four regimes, the boundaries of which are
determined by characteristic Knudsen numbers.

When Kn,0.01, the mean free path of a gas is small compared
with the dimensions of the system, and the gas may be approxi-
mated as a continuous medium. This is known as the Continuum
regime. At slightly higher Knudsen numbers (0.01,Kn,0.1),
the gas may be regarded as a continuum at several mean free paths
distance from any adjoining medium, but near any interface, a
kinetic theory treatment must be used to describe the interaction
between individual gas molecules and the adjoining surface. This
regime is known as the Slip regime.

The Transition regime exists at higher Knudsen number levels
(0.1,Kn,3). Here the mean free path of a gas has a length
comparable with the dimensions of the system, and collisions be-
tween molecules and other molecules and collisions between mol-
ecules and the system boundaries assume equal importance in
determining gas behavior. In the Free-Molecule regime (Kn
.3), the mean free path of the gas is large compared with the
dimensions of the system, and collisions between molecules and
other molecules occur only infrequently. Flow solutions in the
free-molecule regime are performed using rarefied gas kinetic
theory @2–4#.

This study is concerned with determining the behavior of a gas
at a volatile liquid-gas interface, within the slip flow regime. More
specifically, the objective of this note is to provide simple mass,
momentum, and thermal energy boundary conditions, which when
used in conjunction with continuum transport equations, are able
to model the molecular behavior of a gas up to a liquid-gas inter-
face. For the transfer of tangential momentum and thermal energy,
these boundary conditions take the form of effective velocity and
temperature discontinuities, respectively, which occur at a liquid-
gas interface.

Mass transfer at a volatile liquid-gas interface has been previ-
ously examined by researchers such as Schrage@5#, Nabavian and
Bromley @6#, and Collier@7#. Heat and momentum transfer at a
liquid-solid interface within the Slip flow regime has also been
studied Loeb@2#, Knudsen@4#, Patterson@8#, Rohsenow and Choi
@1#, and Chapman and Cowling@9#, amongst others.

Studies of heat and momentum transfer at a liquid-gas interface
are less numerous, with the previous works falling into three main
categories. The simplest theories employ the Langmuir assump-

tion @10#, whereby the liquid and continuum vapor phases are
assumed to be separated by a discrete molecular layer. More com-
plex theories involve solving the Boltzmann equation in a region
adjacent to the liquid phase, either by the Maxwell moment
method@11#, or by more direct methods@12–15#. More recently,
the direct-simulation Monte-Carlo~DSMC! technique of Bird@16#
has been used to determine the growth rates of droplets in super-
saturated gas mixtures@17#.

The approach chosen in the present study is essentially that due
to Langmuir@10#, but includes the Schrage correction@5# to ac-
count for molecular flow towards or away from the liquid surface.
Heat and mass transfer using these methods has been previously
studied to good effect by Kang@18# and Young@19# at the surface
of a droplet, however, similar studies involving flat surfaces do
not appear to exist. A tangential momentum transfer analysis us-
ing the Langmuir technique at a liquid-gas interface has not pre-
viously been presented.

This note is divided into four sections. In the first, a kinetic
theory mass balance at the interface is performed. This analysis is
largely a summary of the work accomplished Schrage@5#, but
repeated here for completeness. This section is followed by an
examination of the tangential momentum and thermal energy
transfer that occurs at a liquid-gas interface. Finally, a short dis-
cussion of the results and some applications for the theory are
given.

2 Interface Mass Transfer
The theory of condensation and evaporation rates existing at a

liquid-gas interface presented here is largely a summary of work
performed by Schrage@5#, this work being later reviewed by Col-
lier @7#.

Figure 1~a!illustrates the variables used in this analysis. The
mass flux of molecules impacting the liquid surface isJi , how-
ever, only a proportion of these molecules,Jc , actually condense
into the liquid. The remainder of molecules,Jr , rebound from the
surface without entering the liquid. The proportion of molecules
which condense upon impact is specified by the Accommodation
Coefficientsc , which is here defined as the probability that an
impacting molecule will condense into the liquid upon contact
with the surface. The mass flux of molecules evaporating from the
surface isJe , so the net mass flux of liquid evaporation is given
by

Jt5Je2Jc5Je2scJi . (2)

By assuming that the molecules which impact the liquid
surface initially have a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and
that the gas velocity directed away from the liquid surface is
ug , the flux of molecules impacting the liquid surface is given
by @5#,

Ji5G~a!A M

2pR

P

ATo

, (3)

where
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a5ugA M

2RTo
, (4)

and for small values ofa,

G~a!512aAp. (5)

Note that Eq.~5! is an approximation to the exact solution, valid
when uau,0.1 @7#. Also, the temperature used in these equations,
To , is the average gas temperature in the vicinity of the interface,
which may not be equal to the temperature of the liquid at the
interface,Tf .

The velocity of gas evaporating from the liquid surface is re-
lated to the net evaporation rate via

ug5
Jt

rg
5

JtRTo

M P
, (6)

whererg is the density of the gas at the interface. Combining Eqs.
~2!, ~3!, ~4!, ~5!, and~6! gives the net evaporation flux rate at the
surface as

Jt5
2

22sc
S Je2scA M

2pR

P

ATo
D . (7)

In order to determineJe , we consider a liquid-gas interface
which is in dynamic equilibrium. Under these conditions, the net
evaporating mass fluxJt is zero, the temperature of the gasTo is
equal to the temperature of the liquidTf , and the pressure at the
interface is equal to the saturation pressure of the liquid corre-
sponding to the temperature at the interface. Thus, Eq.~7! can be
rearranged to yield the dynamic equilibrium evaporation rate as

Je5scA M

2pR

Psat~Tf !

ATf

. (8)

A commonly used assumption in molecular condensation theo-
ries, which we will employ here, is that the evaporation mass flux
is determined solely by conditions existing within the liquid at the
liquid-gas interface@5,7#. Thus, the liquid evaporation mass flux is
given at all times by Eq.~8!, irrespective of whether the interface
is in equilibrium or not, and is a function solely of the temperature
of the liquid at the liquid-gas interface.

Note that the pressure within the liquid is not necessarily equal
to the saturation pressure corresponding to the liquid
temperature—the saturation pressure in Eq.~8! has been empiri-
cally determined to equate evaporation and condensation mass
fluxes when the interface is in equilibrium. Indeed, generally
when condensation or evaporation are occurring at an interface,
the interface velocities are much smaller than the speed of sound
in either medium, and there is no mass flux induced pressure
discontinuity occurring across the interface.

Combining Eqs.~7! and ~8! gives the total evaporating mass
flux at a liquid-gas interface as

Jt5
2sc

22sc
A M

2pRS Psat~Tf !

ATf

2
P

ATo
D . (9)

3 Interface Tangential Momentum Transfer
The objective of this section is to determine an effective tan-

gential velocity discontinuity, which when applied using con-
tinuum equations within the body of a gas, will model the mo-
lecular behavior of the gas at a liquid-gas interface. The
magnitude of this discontinuity is determined by equating the
stress imposed on a molecular gas by a volatile liquid surface with
the stress existing at an interface between a volatile liquid and a
continuum gas.

Figure 1~b!shows variables used in this analysis. In the dia-
gram, thex coordinate is directed normal to the interface, and the
y coordinate tangential to the interface. Velocity in they direction
is represented byv. The tangential velocity of the liquid at the
interface isv f , the average tangential velocity of molecules im-
pacting the liquid isv i , and the average tangential velocity of all
gas molecules at the interface isvo . Thus, that the magnitude of
the slip velocity at the interface isvo2v f .

In general, the tangential velocity of molecules impacting the
liquid, v i , is not equal to the average tangential molecular veloc-
ity at the interface,vo , because molecules impacting the liquid
experienced their last collisions at some distance to the right of
the interface, and it is from these collisions that they have gained
their tangential velocity. Thus, the tangential velocity of mol-
ecules impacting the liquid can be represented as,

v i5vo1Ul
dv
dx

, (10)

where the distanceUl is the characteristic distance to the right of
the interface from which the impacting molecules gained their
tangential velocity.

In a simple gas, molecules experience their last collision before
impacting the interface at an average distance of 2/3l from the
liquid. The value ofU in Eq. ~10! is greater than 2/3 however,
because more than a single collision is generally required to bring
a molecule into equilibrium with its surroundings. A Chapman-
Enskog analysis for the magnitude ofU is given in Chapman and
Cowling @9#, where it is found that for spherical rigid molecules,
U50.998, or approximately unity. For polyatomic molecules, this
value represents a reasonable approximation for momentum cal-
culations, as the average momentum of molecules tangential to an
interface is not dependent on the internal molecular energy of
individual molecules@9#.

The average tangential velocity of molecules moving away
from the interface is not in general equal to the velocity of the
liquid, v f , either. This is because molecules which are moving
away from the interface may be evaporating molecules, or alter-
natively molecules which are rebounding from the interface with-
out condensing. To further complicate the situation, molecules
which rebound from the interface may do so in a manner varying
from specularly to diffusely, depending on the molecular geom-
etry of the interface.

Before examining further the conditions existing at a liquid-gas
interface, it is necessary to examine the assumptions used by pre-
vious researchers regarding the tangential stresses existing at a
solid-gas interface.

At a solid-gas interface, the stress acting on the solid due to the
gas is a result of molecules which impact with the surface, and are
accelerated towards the velocity of that surface as a result of the
impact. Chapman and Cowling@9# and Rohsenow and Choi@1#
showed that following Newton’s Second Law, the magnitude of
this stress is equal to

txy,s5Jisv* ~v i2v f !, (11)

Fig. 1 Variable definition at the liquid-gas interface. Case „a…
shows variables used in the mass transfer analysis, case „b…
shows those used in the momentum transfer analysis, and
case „c… shows those used in the heat transfer analysis.
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where they defined the Specular Reflection Coefficient for a solid-
gas interface,sv* , as the average proportion of the initial tangen-
tial momentum of a molecule which is transferred to the solid
during an impact with the interface.

Chapman and Cowling@9# and Rohsenow and Choi@1# both
assumed that the stress acting on a gas at a solid-gas interface
would be equal in magnitude to the stress acting on the solid at
that interface. This assumption was reasonable as no net mass
transfer occurs at a solid-gas interface. Employing this assump-
tion, and noting that the mass flux of molecules impacting a solid
interface is equal to the mass flux of molecules rebounding from a
solid interface, Eq.~11! is equivalent to

txy,g5Jisv* ~v i2v f !, (12)

where txy,g is the magnitude of the stress acting on a gas at a
solid-gas interface.

Equation~12! is interesting in that it can be interpreted as mol-
ecules that move away from a solid-gas interface come into equi-
librium with their surroundings at a location where the average
tangential velocity of the gas isv i . We will apply this concept,
which is a direct result of assuming that no stress discontinuity
occurs at a solid-gas interface, to molecules which move away
from a liquid-gas interface in our present analysis.

The stress acting on a gas near a liquid-gas interface,txy,v , is
composed of a component due to molecules evaporating from the
liquid, and a component due to molecules rebounding from the
interface without condensing, but after having transferred a pro-
portion of their velocity to the liquid. Using the concepts of the
previous discussion, the magnitude of this stress can be repre-
sented by

txy,g5Je~v i2v f !1Jrsv~v i2v f !. (13)

This stress is directed against the motion of the gas. Note that we
have now defined the Specular Reflection Coefficient for a vola-
tile liquid-gas interface,sv , as the average proportion of the ini-
tial tangential momentum of a molecule which is transferred to the
liquid, when the molecule rebounds from the interface. This coef-
ficient is similar to the Specular Reflection Coefficient for non-
volatile interfaces in that it represents the manner in which mol-
ecules rebound from an interface.

The stress on a liquid at a liquid-gas interface,txy, f , is also
composed of two components. One component results from mol-
ecules which condense into the liquid upon impact, and another
from molecules which rebound from the interface without con-
densing. In a similar fashion to the above, this stress can be rep-
resented by

txy, f5Jc~v i2v f !1Jrsv~v i2v f !, (14)

where we have again used the Specular Reflection Coefficient for
a volatile liquid-gas interface,sv .

Equation~14! will not be used further in this analysis, however
a comparison against Eq.~10! highlights some peculiarities of a
liquid-gas interface within the slip regime. Firstly, if no conden-
sation or evaporation occurs at the interface, then the tangential
stress on the liquid is equal to the tangential stress on the gas. This
is as expected at a solid-gas interface. Also, if the rates of evapo-
ration and condensation are equal, as in an interface which is in
dynamic equilibrium, again the stress applied to the gas phase is
equal to the stress applied to the liquid phase. However, if the
condensation and evaporation rates are different, then a stress dis-
continuity occurs at the interface, and the stresses applied to each
phase are different. This phenomenon results from forces that are
generated by molecules which must be accelerated to the velocity
of their surroundings, and highlights one of the interesting differ-
ences between volatile and non-volatile interfaces.

In this study we are only concerned with the stress imposed on
the gas at the liquid-gas interface. Using equations~2!, ~10!, and
~13!, noting that the rate of molecules rebounding from the inter-
face is given by

Jr5Ji2Jc , (15)

and defining the ratio of evaporation and condensation mass
fluxes as

f5
Je

Jc
, (16)

the shear stress imposed on the gas is given by

txy,g5Ji$fsc1sv~12sc!%S vo1Ul
dv
dx

2v f D . (17)

To determine the magnitude of the slip velocity at the interface,
we equate the value for the actual shear stress on the gas at the
interface, given by Eq.~17!, to the shear stress existing at a plane
in a Newtonian fluid,

txy5m
dv
dx

. (18)

This yields

m
dv
dx

5Ji$fsc1sv~12sc!%S vo1Ul
dv
dx

2v f D . (19)

The mass flux of molecules impacting the interface is given by
Eq. ~3! of the previous section. Using Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~6!, and
expressing the flux in terms of kinetic theory variables@9#, we find

Ji5
1

4
r c̄2

Jt

2
5

r c̄

412sc~f21!
, (20)

wherec̄ is the mean molecular speed of the gas. Also, the coeffi-
cient of viscosity can be expressed in terms of kinetic theory
variables@9#,

m5
1
2Ur c̄l. (21)

Substituting Eqs.~20! and ~21! into Eq. ~19! and rearranging
gives the interface slip velocity as

vo2v f5lUF11~12sv!~12sc!

fsc1sv~12sc!
G dv
dx

. (22)

As previously discussed, the Chapman-Enskog value ofU'1.0,
can be employed for the majority of gases. Note that ifsc50, Eq.
~22! reduces to the velocity discontinuity existing at a non-volatile
solid-gas interface@9#.

4 Interface Heat Transfer
In a similar manner to the above momentum analysis, to model

the heat transfer occurring at a liquid-gas interface using con-
tinuum equations, we assume that there exists an effective tem-
perature discontinuity across the interface. To determine the mag-
nitude of this discontinuity, we perform an energy balance on a
thin control volume which surrounds the liquid interface, using
both kinetic theory and continuum methods.

Figure 1~c!shows temperatures at a liquid-gas interface. In an
analogous manner to the velocity slip calculation, we define the
temperature of the liquid at the interface asTf , the average tem-
perature of molecules impacting the liquid asTi , and the average
temperature of all gas molecules at the interface asTo . The ve-
locity of the gas moving away from the interface is as previously
defined,ug , the velocity of liquid moving towards the interface is
uf , and the net flux of heat into the liquid is denoted byqf .

The average temperature of molecules impacting the solid is
determined using an analogous equation to the impacting tangen-
tial velocity Eq.~10!. Thus,

Ti5To1U8l
dT

dx
, (23)
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whereU8l is the characteristic distance from the interface from
which the molecules gained their temperature.

The characteristic temperature distance,U8l, is not equal to
the characteristic tangential velocity distance,Ul, as molecules
with higher temperatures have greater translational energy than
molecules with lower temperatures, and as a result can travel fur-
ther between collisions. Definingf as the ratio of characteristic
distances, we have

f 5
U8

U
'U8, (24)

where the Chapman-Enskog value forU has been used. Results
from the Chapman-Enskog analysis@9# for the transport of mo-
lecular temperature givef 5U855/2 for spherical rigid mol-
ecules. Calculating the characteristic temperature distance for
polyatomic molecules is more difficult, however, because molecu-
lar energy is composed of not only translation, but also internal
molecular energy. Eucken’s formula@9# gives an approximation
for f for polyatomic molecules as

f 5U85
9g25

4
, (25)

whereg is the ratio of specific heats of the gas,

g5
cp

cv
. (26)

To determine the flux of thermal energy transfer from the gas to
the liquid, we define the Thermal Accommodation coefficient for
a volatile liquid-gas combination,s t , as the average proportion of
thermal energy transferred to the liquid by an impacting molecule.
This coefficient is similar to the Thermal Accommodation coeffi-
cient proposed by Knudsen@4# for non-volatile surfaces, but rec-
ognizes transfer of energy from condensation as well as from
simple molecular reflection.

The volatile Thermal Accommodation coefficient is composed
of a component from molecular condensation, and one from mo-
lecular reflection. Thus, if we defines r to be the average propor-
tion of thermal energy transferred to the liquid by a molecule
which impacts the interface but rebounds, then the Thermal Ac-
commodation coefficient can be expressed as

s t5sc1~12sc!s r . (27)

As s r>0, Eq. ~27! shows thats t>sc .
We now perform a molecular energy balance on a thin control

volume which surrounds the liquid-gas interface. This gives

dE

dt
505scJiUg~Ti !2JeUg~Tf !1~12sc!s rJi~Ug~Ti !

2Ug~Tf !!2P~ug2uf !1ufr fU f~Tf !2qf , (28)

where we have assumed that the thickness of the control volume
is infinitely small, and as such, there is no energy contained within
the volume. In equation~28! r f is the density of the liquid,U f is
the internal energy of the liquid andUg is the internal energy of
the gas.

It is illustrative to outline the origins of the terms in Eq.~28!.
The first term on the right of this equation represents energy given
to the volume from molecules condensing into the interface.
These molecules have a characteristic temperature ofTi . The sec-
ond term on the right represents energy lost from the control vol-
ume via molecules which evaporate from the liquid surface. The
temperature of these molecules is the temperature of the liquid at
the interface,Tf . The third term on the right of this equation
represents energy given to the control volume as a result of mol-
ecules which impact, but do not condense into the liquid. Such
molecules give a proportion of their internal energy to the control
volume as a result of each reflection, as specified by the previ-
ously defined coefficient,s r . The third term from the right of Eq.

~28! represents the flow work performed on the surroundings as
gas is vaporized at the interface, while the second-last term rep-
resents the internal energy of liquid entering the control volume as
liquid is vaporized at the interface. The last term represents the
rate of energy conduction into the body of the liquid.

An energy balance on the same control volume, using con-
tinuum rather than kinetic theory results for the conduction of heat
through the gas phase, leads to

dE

dt
505k

dT

dx
2JtH f g~Tf !2qf , (29)

wherek is the thermal conductivity of the gas, andH f g(Tf) the
latent heat of vaporization of the gas evaluated at the temperature
of the liquid. The first term on the right of this equation represents
energy conducted from the gas into the control volume, the sec-
ond the energy lost from the control volume as a net flux of
molecules is vaporized from the liquid, and the last term, as in Eq.
~28!, the rate of energy conduction into the body of the liquid.
Note that the latent heat of vaporization takes account of the flow
work required when vaporizing the liquid. Equatingqf from Eqs.
~28! and ~29! gives

k
dT

dx
5scJiUk~Ti !2JeUg~Tf !1~12sc!s rJi~Ug~Ti !2Ug~Tf !!

1J1H f g~Tf !2P~ug2uf !1ufrU f~Tf !. (30)

In order to simplify Eq.~30!, expressions are required to relate
the kinetic theory and continuum variables. The normal velocity
of the gas at the interface is specified by Eq.~6!, while the normal
velocity of the liquid is

uf5
Jt

r t
, (31)

wherer f is the density of the liquid. For the simple kinetic theory
gas under consideration@9#, the latent heat of evaporation is given
by

H f g~Tf !5Ug~Tf !2U f~Tf !1PS RTf

M P
2

1

r f
D , (32)

and the internal energy of the gas by

U f~T!5cvT. (33)

Substituting equations~6!, ~31!, ~32!, and~33! into Eq.~30! gives

k
dT

dx
5~sc1~12sc!s r !Jicv~Ti2Tf !1Jt

R

M
~Tf2To!.

(34)

The first bracketed term on the right of this equation is the volatile
Thermal Accommodation coefficient, as defined by Eq.~27!. Sub-
stituting in this coefficient, and using Eq.~23! for the impacting
molecule temperature, Eq.~34! becomes,

To2Tf5
k2s tJicvU8l

s tJicv2RJt /M

dT

dx
. (35)

Recognizing that the specific heats for an ideal gas are related
by

cp5cv1
R

M
, (36)

that the kinetic theory thermal conductivity of a gas is@9#

k5
1
2rcvU8l c̄, (37)

and that the mass flux of impacting molecules is given by Eq.
~20!, the effective temperature discontinuity at the liquid-gas in-
terface becomes
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To2Tf5lU8F 22sc~12f!2s t

s t1sc~12f!~g21!G dT

dx
. (38)

As previously discussed, for most polyatomic molecules the Eu-
cken approximation ofU859g25/4 can be employed. Note that
if there is no net mass transfer, thenf51, and Eq.~38! yields the
same magnitude of temperature discontinuity that exists at a non-
volatile solid-gas interface@9#.

5 Model Discussion and Applications
Equations~9!, ~22!, and~38! completely specify conditions at a

volatile liquid-gas interface. Following the restrictions placed on
Eq. ~5!, these equations are valid when

uJtu,0.1A2M

RTo
P. (39)

Equations~9! and ~38! are coupled through the variablesf, To ,
andTf , so must be solved simultaneously. Equation~22! requires
f, so relies on a solution to Eq.~9!.

Figure 2 shows the non-dimensional velocity and temperature
discontinuities specified by Eqs.~22! and ~38!, plotted as a func-
tion of the evaporation to condensation ratio,f. For this figure we
have assumedsc5sv5s t51 andg55/3. As shown, the magni-
tudes of the velocity and temperature discontinuities move in op-
posite directions asf is varied. The velocity discontinuity de-
creases with increasingf as an increased movement of molecules
from the liquid into the gas causes the tangential stress resisting
the movement of the gas to increase. The temperature discontinu-
ity increases with increasingf as a higherf requires a higher heat
flux, and consequently a steeper temperature gradient within the
gas adjacent to the interface. Thus, the higher thef, the higher the
temperature of molecules impacting the liquid-gas interface is,
and the higher the temperature discontinuity.

We have used a variation of this model in the analysis of vola-
tile liquid droplet impacts with heated surfaces and shown that
non-continuum effects become important under certain conditions
@20,21#. There are other areas of heat transfer where these effects
are know to be important. One of these is in the collapse of vapor
layer films surrounding melt droplets in the triggering stage of
vapor explosions@22#. Analysis dating back to the 1980’s in three
different laboratories around the world showed that in determining
whether the vapor film collapsed or not following a triggering
event, it was essential that the molecular behavior of the volatile
interface was modeled@23–25#. However, when the mathematical
treatments used in these studies were examined in detail it was
noted that velocity slip was not included in some cases, and that
there were differences between the thermal energy treatments
used in all of them. This was the primary motivation for the first
principles treatment presented here. Another application area for

this theory is in the cooling of micro-chips. Although only pre-
liminary studies have been conducted in this field, modeling cool-
ant boiling in the narrow passages contained within these devices
will require the examined non-continuum interface effects to be
considered.

Finally, we note that there is considerable debate as to the mag-
nitude of the Accommodation and Specular Reflection coefficients
which have been used in this analysis. Rohsenow and Choi@1# list
the Specular Reflection coefficients for a number of non-volatile
gas and surface combinations. Generally these coefficients are
close to unity, sosv51 is probably an acceptable assumption for
the majority of liquid-gas combinations.

There is some experimental data available on various volatile
Accommodation coefficients@6,25–27#, but consistent results be-
tween studies are yet to be established. Also, the definitions used
for these coefficients are not always the same between publica-
tions. As previously noted,s t should be larger thansc , a result of
energy transfer between the liquid and gas phases from molecular
rebounds as well as from molecular condensation. Until more ex-
perimental investigations are conducted however, an assumption
of unity for both coefficients serves as a first approximation.

Nomenclature

c̄ 5 mean molecular speed@m/s#
cv 5 constant volume specific heat@J/kg.K#
cp 5 constant pressure specific heat@J/kg.K#
E 5 energy@J/m2#
f 5 ratio of molecular distance coefficients

H 5 enthalpy@J/kg#
J 5 mass flux@kg/m2s#
k 5 thermal conductivity@W/mK#

Kn 5 Knudsen number
M 5 molecular weight@kg/kmol#
P 5 pressure@Pa#
q 5 energy flux@J/m2s#
R 5 Universal Gas Constant@J/kmol.K#
T 5 temperature@K#
u 5 velocity normal to the interface@m/s#
U 5 molecular tangential momentum distance coefficient

U8 5 molecular thermal energy distance coefficient
U 5 internal energy@J/kg#
v 5 velocity tangential to the interface@m/s#
x 5 coordinate normal to the interface@m#
y 5 coordinate tangential to the interface@m#
g 5 ratio of specific heats
l 5 mean free path@m#
m 5 dynamic viscosity@kg/ms#
r 5 density@kg/m3#

sc 5 Accommodation Coefficient
s r 5 Thermal Accommodation Coefficient for rebounding

molecules
s t 5 Thermal Accommodation Coefficient
sv 5 Specular Reflection Coefficient
txy 5 tangential stress at interface@N/m2#
f 5 ratio of evaporating to condensing fluxes

Subscripts

c 5 condensing
e 5 evaporating
f 5 liquid
g 5 gas
i 5 impacting
o 5 average for gas at interface
r 5 rebounding
s 5 solid

sat 5 saturation
t 5 net evaporating

Fig. 2 Non-dimensional velocity and temperature discontinui-
ties at a volatile liquid-gas interface, as a function of the non-
dimensional evaporation rate, as given by Eqs. „22… and „38…,
respectively
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Flow Dynamics and Heat Transfer
of Wavy Condensate Film
Wave evolution and heat transfer behavior of a wavy condensate film down a vertical wall
have been investigated by a finite difference method, in which the algorithm is based on
the HSMAC method, and a staggered grid fixed on a physical space is employed. For the
moving interface, newly proposed methods are used. A random perturbation of the film
thickness is generated near the leading edge. The perturbation quickly diminishes once
and small-amplitude long waves are propagated downstream. Then the amplitude of the
wave increases rapidly at a certain position, and the wave shape changes from a sinu-
soidal wave to a pulse-like solitary wave which is composed of a large-amplitude wave
and capillary waves. A circulation flow occurs in the large wave and it affects the tem-
perature field. The heat transfer is enhanced by space-time film thickness variation and
convection effects.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370522#

Keywords: Condensation, Numerical Methods, Thin Films, Wavy

Introduction
Many experimental studies of film condensation and evapora-

tion show that the heat transfer is enhanced by the waves gener-
ated on the film interface. The interfacial waves are observed in
the fairly low film Reynolds number region, 10,Re~5G/m!
,350, where the flow seems to be laminar. It is often designated
as a laminar wavy flow, which is addressed in the present study.
Condensation heat transfer was measured by Shea and Krase@1#,
Slegers and Seban@2#, Ratiani and Shekriladze@3#, Gregorig et al.
@4#, and Selin@5#. Evaporation heat transfer was measured by
Struve@6# and Chun and Seban@7#. From these results it is clear
that the heat transfer coefficient of the laminar wave flow is 0–80
percent higher than that of the laminar flow with smooth surface.
Local heat transfer correlations for the wavy films has been pro-
posed by Kutateradze@8,9#, Chun and Seban@7# and Uehara and
Kinoshita @10#.

Although many experimental and theoretical studies have been
devoted, the enhancement mechanism of the wave has not been
clarified sufficiently because of the experimental and theoretical
difficulties. Accurate measurements of the velocity and tempera-
ture in such a very thin liquid film are very difficult and analytical
treatment of governing equations, which have the strong nonlin-
earity, requires many assumptions. Hirshburg and Florschuetz
@11,12#developed a wavy-film model and discussed the hydrody-
namic and heat transfer characteristics. However a parabolic ve-
locity profile and a linear temperature profile are assumed like
laminar flow, which would be different from the real situation.
Stuhlträger et al.@13,14#solves the wave shape, velocity and tem-
perature fields simultaneously, but simplified force and momen-
tum balance equations at vapor-liquid interface are used, a para-
bolic velocity profile is assumed near the interface, and mass
conservation of the liquid film is not satisfied exactly due to simu-
lation algorithm. For more realistic and accurate analysis, the
variation of the velocity and temperature fields should be solved
with a proper method and fewer assumptions.

The objectives of the present study are to simulate a two-
dimensional free convection wavy condensate film on a vertical
wall and to clarity the heat transfer enhancement mechanism with
a numerical simulation technique. Although most applications in-
volve internal flow, vapor shear can be ignored in its downstream
region because vapor velocity decreases rapidly in its entrance
region and vapor shear can be neglected. There are also many film

condensations in applications, for example condensation outside
of vertical tubes in vaporizers and heaters. The waves in the lami-
nar wavy condensate flow have two-dimensional behavior be-
cause the film is very thin and the horizontal deformation of the
vapor-liquid interface is much smaller than the streamwise defor-
mation. On the other hand, strong three-dimensionality is domi-
nant in the turbulent region, where the present simulation is not
applicable. The Navier–Stokes equations and the energy equation
are solved under the exact boundary conditions. The only assump-
tion is to neglect the tangential vapor velocity on the vapor liquid
interface. It, however, involves great difficulties in solving the
flow field, especially in applying the exact interfacial boundary
conditions, while the energy equation can be solved with conven-
tional methods. By using a newly proposed technique for the in-
terfacial boundary condition@15,16#, the difficulties have been
overcome, and the wavy condensate film flow has been simulated.
The validity of the calculation method and the good agreement
with experimental observations for falling film without phase
change have been reported elsewhere@15–17#. The algorithm of
the calculation is based on the HSMAC~highly simplified Marker
and Cell!method proposed by Hirt and Cook@18#. The energy
equation and the condensation rate are solved simultaneously, and
detailed information about wave motion, flow dynamics, and con-
densation heat transfer has been obtained. Waves are generated
near the leading edge by providing a random perturbation to the
film thickness.

Governing Equations
Figure 1 shows the physical model and the coordinate system.

Two-dimensional condensation on a vertical wall is considered.
The fluid is assumed Newtonian and the tangential vapor velocity
on the vapor-liquid interface, which causes shear stress and tan-
gential momentum change due to condensation, is neglected. Be-
cause the gradient of the interface is very small, direction the
vapor flow due to condensation can be assumed to be normal to
the interface and the tangential vapor velocity is neglected. The
wall temperature is uniform and the film surface temperature cor-
responds to the saturation temperature.

The governing equations are the continuity equation, the
Navier–Stokes equations and the energy equation. Dimensionless
equations are obtained by using the interface velocityu0, the film
thickness d0 and the wall and surface temperaturesTw8 and
Ts8 . u0 andd0 are values for smooth surface laminar film flow at
outflow boundary at the simulation region and are calculated from
the Nusselt theory.
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where the dimensionless parameters are defined as follows:

Re05
ru0d0

m
, (5)

Fr05
u0

2

d0g
. (6)

From the Nusselt’s solution there is a relation betweenu0 and
d0 as

u05
rd0

2g

2m
. (7)

Therefore

Fr05
1

2
Re0 (8)

Boundary Conditions and Initial Condition

Wall Surface. The velocity and the temperature on the wall
surface are given as follows:

u50, v50, T50, at y50 (9)

Boundary condition of the pressure is obtained by substituting Eq.
~9! into Eq. ~3!.

]p

]y
5

1

Re0

]2v
]y2 (10)

Interface. The temporal variation of the dimensionless film
thicknessd5d/d0 is calculated with the following kinematic
boundary condition.

]d

]t
5v2u

]d

]x
2mx , (11)

where2mx is dimensionless condensation rate per unit wall area
defined as follows:

2mx5
2mx8

ru0
. (12)

The condensation ratemx is obtained from the following equation:

2mx5
H

Re0PrS ]T

]yU
y5d

2
]T

]xU
y5d

]d

]xD , (13)

whereH is phase change number.

H5
cp~Ts82Tw8 !

L
. (14)

On the other hand, the following equation is obtained from Eq.
~1! and Eq.~11!:

]

]xE0

d

udy1
]d

]t
1mx50. (15)

The temporal film thickness variation is corrected with this equa-
tion, as explained later.

Including the effects of pressure and surface tension, the force
and momentum balance normal to the interface is obtained, and
the pressure at the interface is calculated with the following
equation.

p5
2]2d/]x2

We0@11~]d/]x!2#3/21
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2

11~]d/]x!2 ~R21!. (16)

The third term of the right hand expresses momentum change
caused by phase change on the interface, where it is assumed that
vapor flows into the interface from the normal direction. We0 is
the Weber number andR is density ratio, defined as

We05
ru0

2d0

s
, (17)

R5
r

rv
. (18)

From Eqs.~7! and ~17!,

We05Re0
5/3S 1

2
KaD 1/3

, (19)

Ka5
gm4

rs3 , (20)

where Ka is Kapitza number@19#. Because Re0 and We0 are de-
pendent on the wall length, the film Reynolds number Re and the
Kapitza number Ka will be used in later discussion if it is needed.

By neglecting the shear stress from the vapor phase and tangen-
tial momentum change by condensation, the force and momentum
balance in the tangential direction is

S ]u

]y
1

]v
]xD F12S ]d

]xD 2G22
]d

]x S ]u

]x
2

]v
]y D50. (21)

Temperature at the interface is given as follows:

T51 at y5d. (22)

Fig. 1 Physical model and coordinates system „prime 8 means
dimensional variables …
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Inflow Boundary. The film shape and the velocity and tem-
perature distributions in the vicinity of the leading edge are given
from the Nusselt theory. Atx5a, zero-mean fluctuationF(t) for
the film thickness is superimposed on the Nusselt film thickness
dNu,x5a as a random noise, in similar manner to that of Chang
et al. @20#.

dx5a5dNu,x5a1F~ t !. (23)

Fourier transformingF(t) in time and decomposing the Fourier
coefficient into modulus and phase components

F~ t !5E
0

`

F̂~v!exp~2 ivt !dv5E
0

`

uF̂~v!uexp~ iu~v!2 ivt !dv,

(24)

wherev is angular frequency andu~v! is the phase of the com-
plex amplitudeF̂(v). Equation~24! is approximated withM fre-
quency units of widthDv5v* /M wherev* is some high fre-
quency cutoff.

F~ t !5(
k51

M

uF̂~v!uexp~ iu~vk!2 ikDvt !Dv (25)

The phaseuk5u(vk) is taken from a random number generator
from the rangeukP@0,2p# and uF̂(v)u can be arbitrarily speci-
fied. In this paper,v* 55, M51000, anduF̂(v)u50.1 are em-
ployed.

Outflow Boundary. For thex-direcction velocityu, pressure
p, and temperatureT at the outflow boundary, the following con-
ditions are employed:

]u

]x
50,

]p

]x
50,

]T

]x
50. (26)

From the above equations, the continuity equation and the wall
boundary condition, they-direction velocity becomesv50.

Initial Condition. All of the initial conditions for the film
thickness, velocity, and temperature distributions are given by the
Nusselt solution. As an initial pressure ambient pressure,p50, is
given.

Numerical Simulation Method

Wall Surface and Film Inside. Except at the interface re-
gion the algorithm of the present calculation is based on the HS-
MAC method. Inside the liquid film and at the wall surface, the
convection terms and the diffusion terms of the Navier-Stokes
equations and the energy equations are discretized by the third-
order upward scheme and the second-order central-difference

scheme, respectively. Near the film surface, where the third-order
upwind scheme cannot be applied, the donor cell method@21,22#
is employed

Interface. At the closest grid points to the interface, the do-
nor cell method can the second-order central-difference scheme
are also employed. However, values at the grid points outside of
the liquid film, which are shown as open symbols in Fig. 2, are
unknown, though they are necessary. The value ofui ,J11, at out-
side grid points, can be extrapolated with the following proposed
scheme@16# by using the values inside of the film and the inter-
face boundary condition, Eq.~21!.

ui ,J115uiJ1
1

2 S ]u

]y U
J

1
]u

]yU
J11

DDy

5uiJ1
1

2 F ]u

]yU
J

1
]u

]yU
d

1
Dy8

3Dy/22Dy8

3S ]u

]y U
d

2
]u

]yU
~J21!

D GDy, (27)

where]u/]yud is calculated from Eq.~21!. Thex-direction surface
velocity us,i is obtained by interpolating fromuiJ and ui ,J11 .
ui 11,J is extrapolated fromuiJ andus* , which are calculated from
us,i andus,i 11. Validity of the proposed scheme and comparison
with other extrapolation methods and experimental data have been
reported elsewhere@16#.

v ( i ),(J) is calculated form the continuity equation.

ui 1 i ,J2ui ,J

Dx
1

v ~ i !,~J!2v ~ i !,~J21!

Dy
50 (28)

The y-direction surface velocityvs,( i ) is then interpolated from
v ( i ),(J) andv ( i ),(J21) .

Film Thickness. The temporal film thickness variation is
calculated from Eq.~11!. Considering the movement of a particle
which reaches a grid point~i! at new time stepn11 as shown in
Fig. 3, Eq.~11! may be rewritten and a new film thickness at~i!
may be calculated with the following equation:

d̃ ~ i !
n115d~ i !

n 1v* Dt2~d~ i !
n 2d* !2mxDt. (29)

The calculated film thickness, however, does not satisfy mass con-
servation at the new time step because of the truncation error. By
using Eq.~15! derived from the continuity equation, the corrected
value can be obtained as follows:

Fig. 2 Staggered grid near interface

Fig. 3 Temporal variation of film thickness
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Dd52~ d̃~ i !
n112d~ i !

n !2F E
0

d̃
udyU

i 11

2E
0

d̃
udyU

i
G Dt

Dx
2mxDt.

(30)

Therefore, the new film thickness which satisfies mass conserva-
tion is

d~ i !
n115 d̃ ~ i !

n111Dd. (31)

Mesh Size and Time Step. Simulation results shown later
have been obtained for the mesh size ofDx50.625 andDy
50.0833. Effects of mesh size will be discussed in the following
section with simulation for a coarser and finer mesh sizes,~Dx
51.00, Dy50.0833) and (Dx50.417, Dy50.0556). The time
step isDt50.02, which is about one-tenth of a value obtained
from stability analysis, in which constant velocities are assumed.

The flow field is considered convergent with the maximum re-
sidual of mass conservation in each cell is less than 1024. Con-
vergence of the temperature field is considered when the maxi-
mum difference between the value of computed at the present and
previous iterations is less than 1026. All computations were per-
formed on a workstation, which has a 500 MHz Alpha 21264
processor. The CUP times required for a simulation were about
100–300 hours.

Simulation Results and Discussions
Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of the instantaneous

film thickness distribution from the initial condition given by the
Nusselt solution at the time intervals of 100. The simulation
conditions are Re05100, Ka52.55310211, H50.2, Pr55, and
R5500. At t5400, waves are generated simultaneously in the
wide simulation region ofx5300–1250. In this case, random
noise at the leading edge is not imposed. Therefore these waves
are caused by spatial perturbations which are differences between
the initial condition and the numerical solution. The spatial per-
turbations grow rapidly to irregular large amplitude waves inter-
acting with each other. The line of the wave inception is, however,
carried downstream.

A simulation result in which the random noise is introduced at
x53.8 is shown in Fig. 5. Other conditions are identical to those
for Fig. 4. The location of the line of the wave inception fluctuates
betweenx5250–300, but does not flow downstream as in Fig. 4.
This wave inception is presumably caused by the random noise at
the leading edge. At the initial stage of the wave growth at
x5300–400, the wave shape is sinusoidal. The sinusoidal waves
develop rapidly to pulse-like solitary waves composed of a large

amplitude wave and small amplitude capillary waves. After the
initial rapid growth, most of the solitary waves propagate down-
stream without interaction and retain similar shape. Most of the
area is covered by the solitary waves and the region of the sinu-
soidal wave is very small as compared with the computational
region.

A simulation in which the noise is provided at little more down-
stream,x535, was also examined and the line of the wave incep-
tion fluctuated betweenx5250–300, which was identical to Fig.
5. In the case of experiments, the following situation is presumed.
External noises, which are roughness of the wall, vibration of the
wall, and turbulence of vapor flow, are given in the entire con-
densing area, from leading edge to outflow boundary, and induce
the interfacial waves. The waves move downstream and grow to
large waves. At a certain position, a developed wave flowing from
upstream is larger than one growing in downstream region. The
developed large wave moves faster than the others. It overtakes
and absorbs the smaller waves in its downstream in succession.
The remaining after the large wave passes becomes thin and wave
generation and development are suppressed. Consequently, waves
generated upstream region govern the entire condensing area. This
is the reason that the noise is generated at near the leading edge in
the present simulation. The absorption phenomena have been ex-
perimentally explored by Liu and Gollub@23#.

Because the wave amplitude near the wave inception is very
small, it is emphasized by subtracting the Nusselt film thickness
from the simulation result, as shown in Fig. 6. The solid line is the

Fig. 4 Space-time evolution of the film thickness without
noise near the leading edge „Re0Ä100, KaÄ2.55Ã10À11, H
Ä0.2, PrÄ5, RÄ500…

Fig. 5 Space-time evolution of the film thickness with noise
near the leading edge „Re0Ä100, KaÄ2.55Ã10À11, HÄ0.2,
PrÄ5, RÄ500…

Fig. 6 Wave generation and growth behavior at upstream
region
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instantaneous film thickness distribution att52000, and dashed
lines indicate the maximum and minimum film thickness distribu-
tion, dmax anddmin , for t52000–3000. The chained lines show the
spatial growth rate of a most unstable wave based on the location
of Re56.67 (x561.25), which are obtained from linear stability
theory@24#. The amplitude of the random noise atx53.8 quickly
decreases, and a very small amplitude wave is propagated down-
stream. The wave length of the noise becomes longer than the
initial perturbation. A visible wave appears aroundx5150 and the
amplitude grows rapidly. Although the wave has the regular sinu-
soidal shape att52000, irregular wave shapes are observed at
other time steps. In the region ofx561.25–270,dmax anddmin are
in good agreement with the growth rate obtained from linear sta-
bility theory. This fact implies that the initial stage of wave
growth may be explained with linear stability, in which phase
change is not considered, although condensation exists at the in-
terface and the film Reynolds number increases downstream. Be-
cause the film Reynolds number increases downstream due to
condensation and the wave growth rate increases with the increase
of the film Reynolds number, the variation ofdmax and dmin be-
comes bigger than that of the linear stability theory. According to
Pierson and Whitaker@24#, the spatial growth rate increases with
increase of film Reynolds number in the region of Re,33.

Relations between wave frequency and film Reynolds number
are shown in Fig. 7. Solid line indicates the frequency for the most
unstable wave obtained from linear stability theory. Open symbols
show experimental results@25–27# for water of 15–25°C by other
researchers, in which there is no condensation, and the wave fre-
quencies were measured just after the line of wave inception. The
present results are shown withd for sinusoidal waves and1 for
big waves, where Kapitza number corresponds to water of 20°C.
The experimental results agree well to the most unstable wave.
This fact indicates that waves generated at the initial stage are the
most unstable wave corresponding to the film Reynolds number at
the line of wave inception. The sinusoidal waves, as initial waves,
of the present simulation agree at least qualitative with the most
unstable wave although they are at lower frequency. The source of
the disagreement is considered as follows. In the case of the con-
densate film, the Reynolds number increases along flow direction.
The increase is especially remarkable in upstream region. Under
this condition, most unstable waves generated at low Reynolds
number, which have low frequency, are driven out to high film
Reynolds number region. The wave frequency does not change
with the increase of the film Reynolds number. Consequently, the
observed sinusoidal waves are at lower frequency. The wave fre-
quencies of the big waves are considerably lower than that of the
most unstable wave. This reason may also be explained as fol-
lows. Waves generated in the upstream low film Reynolds number
region propagate downstream to the high film Reynolds number
region. The wave frequency at the line of wave inception agrees

with the frequency of the most unstable wave corresponding to the
low film Reynolds number and it is much lower than that corre-
sponding to the high film Reynolds number in the downstream
region. Furthermore, waves with higher frequency than the neutral
wave diminish in the upstream region. The neutral wave fre-
quency is lower than the most unstable wave frequency in the
high Reynolds number region. Therefore, wave propagated down-
stream have lower frequency than the most unstable wave corre-
sponding to the high Reynolds number.

Figure 8 shows a relation between wave velocity and the film
Reynolds number. Experimental data by other researchers@25–
28# are indicated with open symbol and the present simulation
results are plotted withd for sinusoidal waves and1 for big
waves. The wave velocity of the sinusoidal waves agrees well
with the experimental results. The wave velocity of the big waves
has somewhat higher velocity. It is assumed that the large wave is
rolling down and accelerated by gravity.

Time averaged film thickness behavior is shown in Fig. 9. The
maximum, minimum and mean film thickness distributions fort
52000–3000,dmax, dmin , and d̄, and the instantaneous film
thickness distribution att52000d t52000are shown. The Nusselt’s
solutiondNu is also indicated for comparison. After the rapid in-
crease of the amplitude ofx5300–500, the maximum increases
gradually at downstream location. The minimum remains roughly
constant fromx5450 due to wall effects. The time averaged film
thickness is slightly thinner than the Nusselt’s solution. As shown
in Fig. 9, not all the waves reach the maximum or minimum and
the amplitude of the interacting waves atx5850–950 is smaller
than other waves.

Effects of mesh size on wave behavior are examined with finer
mesh and coarser mesh. Figure 10 shows instantaneous film thick-
ness distributions att53000 for (Dx50.417, Dy50.0556),

Fig. 7 Wave frequency of present simulation compared with
most unstable wave and experimental data

Fig. 8 Wave velocity of present simulation compared with ex-
perimental data

Fig. 9 Time averaged film thickness behavior
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(Dt50.625, Dy50.0833), and (Dx51.00, Dy50.0833).
Simulation conditions are Re0580, Ka52.55310211, H50.2,
R5500, Pr510. Because the random noise is provided at differ-
ent position due to different mesh size, inflow boundary condi-
tions for each simulation change slightly. Therefore the instanta-
neous film thickness distributions do not agree precisely. However
the wave characteristics such as wave shape, distance, and height
almost agree. The maximum, minimum and mean film thickness
distributions of the different mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 11. In
the laminar region,x50–500, where invisible waves travel, cal-
culated film thickness agree well with the Nusselt’s solution, in
which the present simulation is about 0.8 percent thinner. In the
wavy region,x5500–2000, the minimum and mean film thick-
ness of each simulation agree well within about65 percent error.
On the other hand, the maximum film thickness of the coarse
mesh (Dx51.00, Dy50.0833) is about 20 percent lower than
others inx5500–1400, and about 27 percent higher inx.1450.
However, the differences between the results of present mesh~Dx
50.625,Dy50.833!and finer mesh~Dx50.417,Dy50.0556!are
very small, within66 percent. Therefore, grid independence of
the present simulations is acceptable.

In the previous paper@17#, simulation results of falling wavy
liquid film on vertical and inclined wall are compared with experi-
mental results, in which a periodic perturbation is provided at
inflow boundary. Calculated wave height and velocity are agree
with experimental results within65 percent and25–18 percent
errors, respectively. Because wave frequency is in proportion to
wave velocity, numerical uncertainty of the frequency can be es-
timated25–18 percent.

Figure 12 shows an instantaneous streamline of the waves in
the region ofx5750–1000 att52000, shown in Fig. 9. In the
figure, a solitary wave without interaction and interacting waves
are described. The streamline is obtained for moving coordinates
with the solitary wave velocityuw51.22. In the large amplitude
wave, a large recirculating flow is observed. On the other hand,
the recirculating flow disappears in the downstream side wave of
the interacting waves. In the capillary waves, no circulation flow
is observed.

In order to investigate the heat transfer enhancement mecha-
nism, an instantaneous temperature contour line in the condensate
film, which is identical to that shown in Fig. 12, is illustrated in
Fig. 13. Strong deformation of the contour lines is observed n the
large amplitude wave. The deformations are obviously caused by
the recirculating flow shown in Fig. 12, and it is clear that the heat
transfer is enhanced by this phenomenon. The contour lines are
also dense in the wave troughs. This implies that the heat transfer
is enhanced by local thinning of the condensate film.

Instantaneous heat transfer coefficients at the wall and the
vapor-liquid interfaceaw and as are defined in following equa-
tions and they are calculated from instantaneous temperature gra-
dients at the wall and the interface.

aw5
aw8 d0

l
5

]T

]y U
y50

(32)

as5
as8d0

l
5

]T

]yU
y5d

(33)

Wherel is thermal conductivity. The variations ofaw andas in
the streamwise direction are shown in Fig. 14. The heat transfer
coefficient obtained from the Nusselt theoryaNu is also indicated.
On the wall surface,aw is higher thanaNu in the entire wave
region. On the other hand, althoughas is very high at wave

Fig. 10 Effect of mesh size on film thickness distribution

Fig. 11 Effect of mesh size on time averaged film thickness
behavior

Fig. 12 Stream line

Fig. 13 Temperature contour line

Fig. 14 Instantaneous heat transfer coefficient at the wall and
the interface
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troughs and thin film regions between large waves, it is very low
at wave crest regions. The higher value ofas at the tail of the
large wave is due to a discharge of cold liquid generated by the
recirculating flow.

The ordinary condensation heat transfer coefficient is defined
the time averaged heat flux at the wall, not the film surface. Ac-
cording to this, the time averaged dimensionless heat transfer co-
efficient is calculated from the time averaged temperature gradient
at the wall, as follows:

āw5
aw8 d0

l
5

]T̄

]y
U

y50

. (34)

Figure 15 shows the variation of the time averaged heat transfer
coefficient in the streamwise direction. For comparison,aNu and
the time averaged reciprocal of the film thicknessd21, which
represents the heat transfer coefficient for the case of the linear
temperature distribution.d21 also indicates the heat transfer en-
hancement rate caused by the local film thinning.āw includes
both the effects of local film thinning and convection. As shown
in the figure,āw is agree well withaNu in the region ofx,400
where the interface is relatively smooth, and it is higher in the
wavy region. Total heat transfer enhancement rate is about 45
percent. The film thinning effect is about 28 percent and the con-
vection effect about 17 percent. An abrupt increase ofāw at the
outflow boundary is caused by the outflow boundary condition
and this effect is limited to the vicinity of the outflow boundary.

For the wavy region, prediction equations for the local heat
transfer coefficient have been proposed by Kutateladze@8,9#,
Chun and Seban@7#, and Uehara and Kinoshita@10#. All the equa-
tions are expressed in terms of the local Nusselt number Nu as a
function of the film Reynolds number Re, as follows:

Kutateladze: Nu50.557Re20.22 (35)

Chun-Seban: Nu50.606Re20.22 (36)

Uehara-Kinoshita: Nu50.707Re20.25 (37)

Where Nu and Re are defined as follows:

Nu5
aw8

l S v2

g D 1/3

, (38)

Re5
G

m
. (39)

Nu of the simulation results is obtained from time averaged tem-
perature gradient at the wall.

Nu5~2Re0)
21/3

]T

]y
U

y50

. (40)

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the present simulation results

with the previously proposed correlations and the Nusselt’s solu-
tion. The simulation results are shown for the same Kapitza num-
ber, Ka52.55310211, and different Prandtl number liquids,
Pr51, 5, and 10. For Pr51, the phase change number is varied as
H50.05, 0.1, and 0.2, whileH50.2 for Pr55 and Pr510. In all
cases, the heat transfer is enhanced by the waves and Nu of the
present simulation becomes higher than that of the Nusselt’s so-
lution. Because of limitations of the calculation scheme, the de-
veloped wavy region of Pr51 andH50.2 could not be obtained.
In the high Reynolds number region, hang over of the wave oc-
curs. This situation cannot be simulated by the present scheme. In
the case of the constant phase change number,H50.2, the point of
departure from the Nusselt solution depends on the Prandtl num-
ber. Lower Prandlt number departs at higher Reynolds number.
When the phase change number is changed for a constant Prandtl
number, Pr51, the departure point occurs at lower film Reynolds
number for lower phase change number. In the fully developed
wavy region, the heat transfer enhancement is higher for higher
Prandtl number. The enhancement rate is about 30 percent for
Pr51, 45 percent for Pr55, and 50 percent for Pr510. Chun-
Seban and Uehara-Konoshita equations are very close and the
simulation result for Pr55 agrees well with these equations. Be-
cause the Chun-Seban and Uehara-Kinoshita equations were de-
rived from experimental data in the range of Pr51.8–5.7 and
Pr54–8 respectively, the agreement is reasonable and supports
the validity of the present simulation result. It is also in support of
experimental observations that in the laminar wavy region waves
are essentially two dimensional. In the turbulent region, however,
waves deform three dimensionally and the present simulation is
inapplicable. On the other hand, Kutateladze’s equation agrees

Fig. 15 Time averaged heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 16 Comparison of the present simulation results with the
previous correlation

Fig. 17 Effect of mesh size on Nusselt number
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with the present result of Pr51. Since detail information about
experimental data used for Eq.~35! is not given, the effect of
Prandtl number could not be explained experimentally.

Figure 17 shows effects of mesh size on Nu. Because the mesh
dependence is greater for larger Pr, the largest Pr in the present
simulation, Pr510, is examined. In the laminar region, Re,20, all
the simulations results agree well with the Nusselt’s solution,
where those are about 1 percent higher. In the wavy region, there
are small discrepancies. The result of present mesh size, (Dx
50.625, Dy50.0833), is about 3 percent higher than that of the
finer mesh,~Dx50.417,Dy50.0556!. The result of coarse mesh,
~Dx51.00,Dy50.0833!, is closer to present result in Re525–40
and becomes about 7 percent higher in Re.40. Although the
mesh dependence is slightly appears, the error is acceptable.

Conclusions
Numerical simulations for the flow dynamics and the heat

transfer of a wavy condensate film on a vertical wall have been
conducted with newly proposed methods. The following conclu-
sions are obtained.

1 Random noise introduced near the leading edge quickly di-
minishes, and small amplitude long wave propagates downstream.
The wave amplitude increases rapidly at a certain position and
grows to a pulse-like solitary wave.

2 Wave generation and the initial stage of wave growth can be
explained well by the linear stability theory although increase of
the film Reynolds number due to condensation should be consid-
ered in the downstream region.

3 In the big wave of the solitary wave, a large recirculating
flow occurs while there is no recirculation in the capillary wave.
The temperature contour lines are distorted by the recirculation.
Local film thinning by the wave also produces a dense tempera-
ture contour lines.

4 The heat transfer is enhanced by two effects: the local film
thinning and the convection in the film. The higher enhancement
rate is obtained for higher Prandtl number.

5 In the present simulation condition, the location of wave in-
ception depends on the Prandtl number and the phase change
number. The wave inception occurs at lower film Reynolds
number for higher Prandtl number, and for lower phase change
number.
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Nomenclature

Fr 5 Froude number,u0
2/(d0g)

g 5 gravitational acceleration, 9.807 m/s2

H 5 phase change number,cp(Ts82Tw8 )/L
Ka 5 Kapitza number,gm4/(rs3)

L 5 latent heat, kJ/kg
2mx 5 dimensionless condensation rate per unit wall area,

2mx8/(ru0)
Nu 5 Nusselt number,aw8 (v2/g)1/3/l

p 5 dimensionless pressure, (p82pv8)/(ru0
2)

Pr 5 Prandtl number,cpm/l
R 5 vapor-liquid density ratio,r l /rv

Re 5 film Reynolds number,G/m
Re0 5 Reynolds number,ru0

2d0 /m
t 5 dimensionless time,t8u0/d0

T 5 dimensionless temperature, (T82Tw8 )/(Ts82Tw8 )
u 5 dimensionless streamwise velocity,u8/u0

u0 5 interface velocity at outflow boundary, m/s
v 5 dimensinless transverse velocity,v8/u0

We 5 Weber number,ru0
2d0 /s

x 5 dimeionless streamwise coordinate,x8/d0
y 5 dimensionless transverse coordinate,v8/d0
a 5 dimensionless heat transfer coefficient,a8d0 /l
G 5 mass flow rate per unit film width, kg/~m s!
d 5 dimensionless film thickness,d8/d0

d0 5 film thickness at outflow boundary, m
l 5 thermal conductivity, kW/~m K!
m 5 dynamic viscosity, kg/~m s!
r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m

Subscripts

0 5 Nusselt solution at the outflow boundary
l 5 liquid
s 5 film surface
v 5 vapor
w 5 wall

Superscripts

2 5 time averaged value
8 5 dimensional value

Appendix

A. Condensation Rate, Eq.„13…. Heat flux normal to the
vapor-liquid interface which is inclined to wall by angleu is

qn852l
]T8

n8
52lS 2sinu

]T8

]x8
1cosu

]T8

]y8 D (A1)

and condensation rate per unit area of the interfacial is

2mn85
2qn8

L
. (A2)

On the other hand, condensation rate per unit area of the wall is

2mx85
2mn8

cosu
52mn8~11tan2u!0.552mn8F11S ]d8

]x8 D
2G0.5

.

(A3)

Therefore,2mx8 becomes

2mx85
2mn8

cosu
5

l

L S 2
sinu

cosu

]T8

]x8
1

]T8

]y8 D
5

l

L S 2
]d8

]x8

]T8

]x8
1

]T8

]y8 D . (A4)

It is rewritten in dimensionless form, which is Eq.~13!, as fol-
lows:

2mx5
H

Re0PrS ]T

]y U
y5d

2
]T

]xU
y5d

]d

]xD . (13)

B. Temporal Variation of Film Thickness, Eq. „15…. Inte-
grating the continuity Eq.~1! between the limity50 to y5d
gives

E
0

d]u

]x
dy1vy5d50. (A5)

From the differential and integral calculus,

]

]xE0

d

udy5uy5d

]d

]x
1E

0

d]u

]x
dy. (A6)

Using Eq.~A6! in Eq. ~A5! and substituting in Eq.~11! give

]

]xE0

d

udy1
]d

]t
1mx50. (15)
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C. Momentum Transport Due to Condensation, Eq.„16….
An equation for the force and momentum balance normal to the
vapor-liquid interface, in which phase change is not occur, is in-
troduced in books@29–30#. Additional term for the condensation
is the third term in the right hand of Eq.~16!.

The normal momentum transport due to condensation is

2mn8~v l ,n8 2vv,n8 !, (A7)

where v l ,n8 and vv,n8 are liquid and vapor normal velocities at
vapor-liquid interface with respect to a stationary observer. Con-
sidering the moving interface with a velocityVi ,n8 and the conden-
sation rate,v l ,n8 andvv,n8 are expressed as follows:

v l ,n8 5Vi ,n8 2
2mn8

r l
(A8)

vv,n8 5Vi ,n8 2
2mn8

rv
. (A9)

Substituting Eqs.~A8! and ~A9! in Eq. ~A7! gives

mn8
2

r l
S r l

rv
21D . (A10)

Using Eq.~A3! and dividing byr lu0
2 for dimensionless form give

mx
2

11~]d/]x!2 ~R21!, (A11)

which is third term in the right hand of Eq.~16!.
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Capillary Blocking in Forced
Convective Condensation in
Horizontal Miniature Channels
Forced convective condensation in miniature channels is investigated numerically. Cap-
illary blocking that occurs due to condensation in a horizontal miniature tube and be-
tween parallel plates is simulated by using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method. The effects
of vapor inlet velocity, saturation temperature, surface tension, and diameter on effective
condensation length, film thickness, and heat transfer coefficient are investigated. The film
thickness and the condensation length decrease as the hydraulic diameter or the distance
between parallel plates decreases. When the total mass flow rate drops, the condensation
length decreases significantly.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1351808#
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1 Introduction
It is very important to develop new cooling strategies for elec-

tronic devices since they are becoming more compact and rejec-
tion heat flux is increasing. Demand exists for more compact heat
transfer devices that are capable of removing large amounts of
heat over a small temperature drop. Miniature and micro heat
pipes have been and are being used in electronic cooling@1,2#. In
these applications, the heat generated in the chip is transported
away and rejected from the system through condensation. In order
to optimize the electronic cooling system performance, it is nec-
essary to gain a fundamental understanding of condensation in
miniature tubes@3#.

Flow regimes for two-phase flow in both horizontal and vertical
tubes have been studied intensively in the past. However, most
flow regime studies on two-phase flow were performed in large
diameter tubes~.10 mm i.d.!. The distinctive feature of two-
phase flow in miniature tubes is that the surface tension may play
a significant role in flow pattern transitions. Therefore, the flow
regime maps established for conventional sized tubes@4,5# may
not apply to two-phase flow in miniature tubes due to the role
surface tension has on hydrodynamics. Up to now, the data re-
garding basic flow patterns for two-phase flow with or without
heat transfer in miniature circular tubes is still very limited. Bar-
nea et al.@6# presented flow pattern transitions for gas-liquid flow
in small diameter tubes~4 to 12 mm!. It was concluded that the
effect of surface tension is important for stratified-slug transition
in horizontal flow. It should be noted that these works dealt only
with the transition of flow patterns without the effect of heat trans-
fer and phase change.

Condensation in conventional sized circular tubes has been
widely studied. A generally accepted description of forced con-
vection two-phase flow patterns in conventional size horizontal
tubes is presented by Collier and Thome@7#. Depending on ori-
entation of the tube and the mass flow rate, both the shear stress
on the liquid-vapor interface and gravitional force can play im-
portant roles on removal of condensate from the tube. Begg et al.
@3# reviewed the existing works regarding flow patterns related to
condensation and suggested that capillary blocking can occur in
miniature tubes. Due to capillary force, capillary blocking occurs
when the liquid blocks the tube cross section at some distance
from the condenser entrance. Both flow visualization and an ana-
lytical solution of condensation in miniature tubes were presented.

The analytical solution focused on the annular film condensation
only. Therefore, the model could not predict the shape of the
meniscus created complete condensation.

Numerical simulation for two-phase devices, such as heat pipes,
has advanced significantly during the past decade@1,8#. In a con-
ventional heat pipe, evaporation and condensation take place at
the interface between the vapor core and the wick. In this case the
location of the liquid-vapor interface is knowna priori and the
boundary condition at the interface can be easily specified. For
condensation in a miniature tube, both the location of the liquid-
vapor interface at the film condensation section and the length of
the condensation is unknowna priori since they are parts of the
solution. The numerical method applied in heat pipe simulation is
not applicable to predict the capillary blocking in miniature tubes.
The Volume of Fluid method~VOF, @9,10#!appeared to be a good
candidate because it can be used to determine the location of the
interface. The VOF method has been used to simulate a wide
range of problems including vaporization in laser drilling pro-
cesses@11,12#, solidification in continuous casting@13#, and
bubble growth in boiling@14,15#.

The objective of the present effort is to simulate two-
dimensional forced convective condensation in horizontal minia-
ture channels using the VOF method. The interphase mass transfer
due to condensation will be considered as a source term in the
energy equation. The effects of vapor inlet velocity, wall tempera-
ture, saturation temperature, surface tension, and hydraulic diam-
eter on condensation in both miniature tubes and between parallel
plates will also be investigated.

2 Physical Model
The physical model and geometric configuration of the conden-

sation problem in a miniature channel is shown in Fig. 1. The
miniature channel can be either a miniature circular tube with a
radius ofR or it can be two parallel plates 2R apart. The saturated
vapor enters the channel with a length ofL. Condensation takes
place on the wall of the channel since the wall temperature,Tw , is
below the saturation temperature of the working fluid,Tsat. The
condensate fluid flows toward the positivex-direction due to the
effects of shear force and surface tension. The problem of interest
is condensation in the inner surface of the miniature channel with
cocurrent vapor flow. It should be noted that the average vapor
velocity is not constant along thex-direction since condensation
occurring on the wall reduces the amount of vapor flow in the core
of the tube. The following assumptions are needed in order to
solve the condensation problem:
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1 Flow both in vapor and liquid phase is laminar and incom-
pressible, and, therefore, the density for each phase is constant.

2 The working fluid along the liquid-vapor interface is
saturated.

3 The vapor is saturated and therefore there is no temperature
gradient in vapor.

4 Since the channel is horizontal and surface tension is domi-
nant, gravitational force is negligible and the liquid film thickness
is uniform along the circumferential direction. However, for the
cases of Nusselt condensation and thermosyphon, which are ver-
tical, the effect of gravity is considered.

When condensation in a conventional sized tube is investigated,
the governing equations are often given in Cartesian coordinates
since the thickness of the film is significantly smaller than the
diameter of the tube@16–18#. For condensation in miniature
tubes, however, the thickness of the liquid film is at the same
order of magnitude as the diameter of the tube. The governing
equations and the corresponding boundary conditions for conden-
sation in miniature circular tubes must be given in cylindrical
coordinates. Since forced convection condensation between paral-
lel plates will also be investigated, the governing equations will be
written in a generalized form which will be applicable to conden-
sation in circular tubes as well as between parallel plates.

2.1 Governing Equations. In order to simplify the solving
procedure, one set of governing equations is written for both the
liquid and vapor regions. The continuity and momentum equa-
tions are

Dr

Dt
1r¹•V5 0 (1)

D~rV!

]t
52¹p1¹•t i j8 1F, (2)

where

t i j8 5mS ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D1d i j l div V. (3)

F is the body force resulting from surface tension at the interface,
which will be discussed later. The properties of the liquid-vapor
mixture are calculated using

r5~12«v!r l1«vrv (4)

m5~12«v!m l1«vmv , (5)

where«v is volume fraction of vapor and its value is zero in liquid
phase and unity in the vapor phase. For a control volume that
includes a liquid-vapor interface, the value of«v is between zero
and one.

The volume fraction of vapor,«v , satisfies the continuity equa-
tion of the vapor phase

D«v

Dt
1«v¹•V52

ṁ-

rv
, (6)

whereṁ- represents the mass production rate of condensation.
Equation~6! can be rewritten as

D«v

Dt
52

ṁ-

rv
2«v¹•V5 S«v

(7)

Similarly, the volume fraction of liquid,« l , satisfies the follow-
ing equation

D« l

Dt
1« l¹•V5

ṁ-

r l
. (8)

Substitute Eq.~4! into Eq. ~1! and considering Eq.~6!, the
continuity equation is simplified

¹•V52 S 1

rv
2

1

r l
D ṁ-. (9)

Substitute Eq.~9! into Eq. ~7!, and obtain the VOF equation

D«v

Dt
52

ṁ-

rv
1«vṁ-S 1

rv
2

1

r l
D5S«v

. (10)

The thermal conductivity and specific heat can be defined using
a similar method by which density is defined

k5~12«v!kl1«vkv . (11)

The specific heat is defined using the weight fraction of liquid
and vapor

cp5
1

r
@~12«v!r lcpl1«vrvcpv#. (12)

The total enthalpy is defined as a weighted average of the en-
thalpy of the vapor and liquid phases

H5
1

r
@rv«v~hv1hf g!1~12«v!r lhl #. (13)

Equation~13! can be rearranged as

H5h1DH, (14)

whereh andDH represent contributions of sensible enthalpy and
latent heat on the total enthalpy, i.e.,

h5
1

r
@~12«v!r lhl1«vrvhv# (15)

DH5
«vrvhf g

r
. (16)

The energy equation written in terms of enthalpy and tempera-
ture is

D~rH !

Dt
5div~k¹T! (17)

It should be pointed out that the effect of momentum recovery
on energy balance at the liquid vapor interface is neglected be-
cause~a! the vapor velocity is not very high, and~b! the density of
vapor is very low.

Substituting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~17!, one can obtain

D~rh!

Dt
5div~k¹T!1SDH , (18)

where

SDH52F ]

]t
rDH1¹•~rDHV!G . (19)

It can be seen that an additional term appears on the right hand
side of Eq.~18!. This term accounts for the effect of condensation
in the energy equation.

Substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~19! leads to

SDH52FD~«vrvhf g!

Dt
1«vrvhf g¹•VG . (20)

Fig. 1 Physical model of condensation in a miniature channel
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For incompressible flow, the density of vapor is a constant, and
Eq. ~20! is simplified

SDH52rvhf gS D«v

Dt
1«v¹•VD . (21)

Compare Eq.~6! and Eq.~21!; the mass production rate due to
condensation,ṁ-, is related to the source term in the energy
equation,SDH , using

ṁ-5
SDH

hf g
(22)

2.2 Boundary Conditions. The inlet condition for both the
circular tube and parallel plates can be written as

u5H uin,v 0,r ,R2d, x50

uin,l R2d,r ,R, x50
(23)

v50, x50 (24)

T5Tsat, x50. (25)

The boundary conditions at the wall are

u5v50, r 5R~ tube! or y5R~parallel plates! (26)

T5Tw , r 5R~ tube! or y5R~parallel plates!. (27)

The boundary condition at exit of the computational domain
can be written in a generalized form:]f/]x50 atx5L, wheref
can beu, v, or T. The boundary conditions along the line of
symmetry can be expressed as]f/]r 50 atr 50 for circular tube,
or ]f/]y50 at y50 for parallel plates.

2.3 Consideration of Liquid-Vapor Interface. The con-
servation of normal and tangential momentum for the control vol-
umes at the solid-liquid interface is automatically satisfied due to
the fact that the governing equations were written for the entire
computational domain, including liquid and vapor. The pressure
jump conditions at the liquid vapor interface due to surface ten-
sion need to be taken into account. The effect of surface tension
on pressure is modeled using the continuous surface tension
model. The model interprets surface tension as a continuous,
three-dimensional effect across the interface rather than a bound-
ary condition on the interface@19#. Forces resulting from the pres-
sure jump at the interface can be expressed as volume force using
the divergence theorem

F52sK« l¹« l , (28)

where curvature of the interface,K, is given by@19#

K5
1

unu F S n

unu
•¹ D unu2~¹•n!G . (29)

The normal direction of the liquid-vapor interface toward vapor
phase isn. It can be seen that the body force,F, will be zero
everywhere except for the control volume that includes the inter-
face. The body force,F, obtained by Eq.~28! is substituted into
the momentum Eq.~2! to solve for the velocities in the liquid and
vapor phases.

Liquid and vapor temperatures are continuous at the interface.
Therefore, the temperature at the liquid-vapor interface is ex-
pressed as

T5Tsat, (30)

whereTsat is the saturation temperature.
The energy balance at the liquid vapor interface also needs to

be satisfied. Since liquid and vapor regions are treated as one
domain, the energy balance at the liquid vapor interface is satis-
fied when the converged solution for the entire domain is
obtained.

3 A Numerical Technique to Determine the Source
Terms

3.1 Determination of S«. At the liquid-vapor interface, the
temperature is equal to the saturation temperature as stated in Eq.
~30!. The enthalpy corresponding to the above interface tempera-
ture is

h5cp~Tsat2Tref!, (31)

where Tref is the reference temperature which is defined as the
temperature at which the enthalpy is zero.

In order to set the temperature and enthalpy at the interface to
the above values, the following source term is introduced into the
enthalpy equation

SDH5A1Bh (32)

with A51010cp(Tsat2Tref) and B51010 for the cells with« be-
tween 0 and 1. By doing this, the numerical solution will yield
Eqs.~30!–~31!. This is a numerical technique to set the value of
temperature and enthalpy values at the interface.

After the temperature at the interface is set toTsat by the above
technique, Eq.~18! is used to determine theSDH

SDH5
D~rh!

Dt
2div~k¹T!. (33)

The mass sourceṁ- for VOF equation and continuity equation
is then determined using Eq.~22!.

4 Numerical Solution Procedure
Here, only the steady state solution of the condensation prob-

lem is investigated. It is impossible to solve the steady state prob-
lem directly, because the donor-acceptor model used in the VOF
method works only for transient state problems. A false transient
method@20# is employed. With this methodology, the false tran-
sient terms are included in the governing equations and a steady
state is obtained when the condensation length does not vary with
the false time. In order to accelerate convergence, the initial VOF
distribution in the channel for a specific case can be set as the
converged VOF distribution for a similar case. Numerical experi-
ments on the effect of initial VOF distribution on the final results
are performed for several cases. It is found that the final results
are the same for different initial VOF distributions which proves
that the final results are not influenced by initial conditions. The
overall numerical solution procedure for a particular time step is
outlined below:

1 Assume a value for the mass production rate,ṁ-, and com-
pute the source term for the VOF Eq.~10! and the continuity
Eq. ~9!.

2 Solve the VOF Eq.~10!.
3 Solve the continuity equation and the momentum equations.
4 Solve for the temperature distribution from Eq.~18!. For the

control volumes including the interface, the temperature is set to
the saturation temperature and Eq.~22! is used to determine the
mass production rate,ṁ-.

5 Compute the source term for the VOF Eq.~10! and the con-
tinuity Eq. ~9!.

6 Go back to step 2 until the relative residuals for the pressure
correction equation, momentum equations, and enthalpy equation
are within the limit.

After the solution for the current time step is obtained, the
computation for the next time step is performed. The above nu-
merical procedure is implemented in a commercial package@21#.
Although the VOF method has been employed in Fluent to simu-
late multiphase flow with a free surface, the interphase mass trans-
fer model was not available. Therefore, the evaporation and con-
densation phenomena cannot be simulated directly using Fluent.
To simulate condensation in miniature channels using Fluent, the
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interface mass transfer is modeled using a customized user de-
fined code. This code is compiled and linked with the remaining
Fluent objects code to create a new customized executable file.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Verification. To verify the numerical method and code,
Nusselt condensation of steam vapor on a vertical flat plate is
solved. The vapor is assumed to be at the saturation temperature
~363 K! and the wall temperature is 340 K. The effect of gravity
is included in the model since it is dominant for the vertical plate.
The comparison of liquid film thickness obtained by the present
model versus the Nusselt analysis is presented in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that the interface obtained by the present method is not very
smooth, which is due to the limitation of the donor-acceptor
method used to solve the VOF equation@15#. However, the over-
all agreement between the present result and the Nusselt analysis
is still very good.

Forced film condensation on a horizontal flat plate~Fig. 3~a!! is
then solved. The working fluid is R-113, and the velocity and
saturation temperature of vapor at infinity are assumed to be 0.3
m/s and 320.57 K. The temperature at the surface of the plate is
chosen to be 310.56 K. Fig. 3~b! shows the comparison of the film
thicknesses obtained by the present numerical solution and the
approximate solution by Shekriladze and Gomelauri@22#. The
agreement between the present results and that of Shekriladze and
Gomelauri@22# is fairly good up to 1 cm from leading edge. The
discrepancy between the present results and those of Ref.@22# for
larger x can be explained using the shear stress model used by
Shekriladze and Gomelauri@22#. The shear stress at the liquid
vapor interface is calculated using

t05 j ~U`2Us!, (34)

wherej is mass flow rate of vapor at the liquid-vapor surface due
to condensation, andUs is velocity at the liquid vapor interface.
The shear stress caused by the gradient of the horizontal velocity
was neglected, and the shear stress on the liquid-vapor interface
was assumed to be dependent on the momentum change due to
suction at the interface. This becomes more accurate when the
film thickness is very small and the condensation rate is very high.
As the film thickness increases, the rate of condensation de-
creases, and consequently the momentum transferred by the suc-
tion mass at the interface decreases. Eventually the momentum
transferred by the suction mass is no longer significant. The shear
stress on the liquid-vapor interface depends on the momentum
changes due to the velocity gradient and the suction due to con-
densation. Therefore the approximate solution in Ref.@22# over-
estimates the film thickness for largerx.

Another verification of the numerical method was performed by
simulating the condensation in a condenser section of a thermo-
syphon@16#. The geometric configuration of the problem is simi-
lar to Fig. 1, except that the tube is closed atx50 and the effect

of gravity must be taken into account. The tube is vertical, and the
gravity acts in the positivex-direction. Vapor flows toward the
negative x-direction, but the liquid flows toward the positive
x-direction due to the effect of gravity. For the complete problem
description see Ref.@16#. The radius and the length of the circular
tube areR51.21 mm andL54.0 cm, respectively. The working
fluid is methanol with a saturation temperature of 336 K and a
wall temperature of 310.8 K. The numerical results are compared
with the analytical results of Seban and Faghri@16#, and the
present results are shown in Table 1. The vapor phase Reynolds
numbers is defined as

Rev5
uin,vD

nv
, (35a)

where uin,v is the vapor velocity at the inlet of the condenser
section of the thermosyphon. The liquid phase Reynolds number
is defined as

Rev5
uldux5L

n l
, (35b)

whereul anddux5L are liquid outlet velocity and liquid film thick-
ness at the inlet of the condenser section of the thermosyphon,
respectively. The average Nusselt number in the condenser sec-
tion is

Nu5
h̄D

kl
, (35c)

Fig. 2 Comparison of liquid film thickness for Nusselt
Condensation

Fig. 3 Forced convection film condensation: „a… physical
model; „b… comparison with Shekriladze and Gomelauri †22‡

Table 1 Comparison of present results with the results of
Seban and Faghri †16‡
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where h̄ is the average heat transfer coefficient at the condenser
section.

The agreement between the present results and Ref.@16# is very
good. Also evident from Table 1 is that the effect of surface
tension is not significant for this case, because the process is
mainly dominated by gravity.

5.2 Condensation in a Miniature Circular Tube. The
condensation in horizontal miniature tubes as shown in Fig. 1 is
then investigated. The radius and the length of the tube isR
51.5 mm andL52 cm, respectively. The working fluid is water
with a saturation temperature of 363 K or 323 K. The inlet tem-
perature is always equal to the saturation temperature. The differ-
ence between the wall temperature and saturation temperature is
23 K for all cases. Thermal properties of the working fluid can be
found in Ref.@1# and will not be repeated here. After the grid size
and the time step test, the problem is solved using a non-uniform
grid of 42(x)332(r ). The grid near the wall is very fine in order
to simulate fluid flow in the liquid layer. The grid at smallx is
very fine in order to simulate the closed condensation phenomena.
After several numerical tests, the false time step used in the com-
putation isDt51026 s.

Figure 4 shows the volume fraction of water at different vapor
inlet velocities. The dark area in the figure is vapor and the gray
area is liquid. The light area that exists between the liquid and
vapor region is the liquid-vapor interface. Total mass flow rate of
liquid and vapor for both cases isṁt51025 kg/s, and the liquid
film thickness at the entrance of the tube is 0.08 mm@3#. In both
cases the capillary blocking phenomenon occurs. For the case
with vapor inlet velocity of 1.244 m/s, the condensation length
measured at the center of the tube is 4.7 mm. When the vapor inlet
velocity is reduced by half, the condensation length is reduced to
3.1 mm.

Figure 5 shows the VOF for water when the saturation tempera-
ture is reduced to 323 K. The mass flow rate of vapor in Fig. 5~a!
and~b! is the same as the mass flow rate of vapor in Fig. 4~a! and
~b!. Since the density of vapor at 323 K is significantly lower than
that at 363 K, the vapor inlet velocities in Fig. 5 are significantly

higher than those for Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 5, the liquid film is
not smooth due to the shear force induced by the high vapor
velocity. The condensation lengths for two cases are 4.6 mm and
2.7 mm respectively. Compared with the condensation length in
Fig. 4, the condensation length is not strongly affected by the
saturation temperature. For the same mass flow rate of vapor, the
condensation lengths at different saturation temperatures are very
close. The effect of vapor inlet velocity on the condensation
length for a saturation temperature of 323 K is shown in Fig. 6.
The total mass flow rate remains atṁt51025 kg/s for different
vapor inlet velocities. The condensation length increases sharply
when the vapor inlet velocity is small. The condensation length,
however, becomes a linear function of vapor inlet velocity after
the vapor inlet velocity is greater than 2.5 m/s.

The velocity vectors corresponding to the case in Fig. 4~a! and
Fig. 5~a!are shown in Fig. 7~a! and~b!. As mentioned before, the
mass flow rates for Fig. 7~a! and ~b! are the same although the
vapor inlet velocities are different. Since condensation occurs on
the wall, the vapor velocity vectors near the wall point towards
the wall. The mean vapor velocity decreases withx, due to
condensation.

Figure 8~a!shows the variation of liquid film thickness for the
cases in Fig. 4~a!and~b!. It can be seen that the behavior of liquid
film thickness is different for different vapor inlet velocities.
When the vapor inlet velocity is low, the film thickness is almost
constant before it increases sharply to block the tube. When the
vapor inlet velocity is higher, the film thickness along most of the
effective condensation length is constant. However, there is a film
thickness decrease before the sharp increase, which agrees with
Begg et al.@3#. The heat transfer coefficient based on the differ-
ence between saturation temperature and wall temperature corre-
sponding to Fig. 8~a! is shown in Fig. 8~b!. It can also be noted
that the heat transfer coefficient along the condensation length is
very high but decreases sharply when capillary blocking occurs.
For the case of high vapor inlet velocity, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient before capillary blocking is very high since the liquid film is
thinner at this location.

Fig. 4 Contour of vapor VOF at different vapor inlet velocities „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…
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The variations of liquid film thickness corresponding to the
cases in Fig. 5~a!and ~b! are shown in Fig. 9~a!. The liquid film
thickness at first decreases but then increases. Before capillary
blocking occurs in the tube, there is a decrease in liquid film
thickness. This wavy shape of liquid film shown is due to the
shear force caused by high vapor velocity. The heat transfer co-
efficients corresponding to Fig. 9~a! are shown in Fig. 9~b!. It is
also noted that the heat transfer coefficients in the condensation
length show wavy shapes due to variation in liquid film thickness.

The effect of surface tension on the liquid film thickness and
condensation length for the vapor inlet velocity of 1.244 m/s is
shown in Fig. 10~a!. In addition to the result for surface tension at
its normal value,s0 , two curves with changed surface tension but
with identical mass flow rates are also plotted in Fig. 10~a! for
comparison. It can be seen that the condensation length decreases
with an increase in the surface tension, which is in agreement with
Ref. @3#. Increasing the surface tension thins the liquid film thick-
ness, and therefore the condensation rate within the condensation
length increases. Consequently, the condensation length required
to condense the same amount of vapor decreases. The reason that
film thickness thins with increasing surface tension is that the
condensation phenomenon always tends to minimize the surface
energy at the interface. Increasing the surface tension increases
this energy. In order to reduce this energy, the radii of curvature
has to be increased which means liquid film thickness also has to
be decreased. Fig. 10~b! shows the heat transfer coefficient along
the tube for varying surface tension. The maximum heat transfer
coefficient value within the condensation length is obtained from
the case with the highest surface tension. In this case, the average
heat transfer coefficient is greater than the others. This is consis-
tent with the expectation that a higher total average heat transfer
coefficient leads to a shorter condensation length.

The effect of the radius of the miniature tube on film thickness
and the heat transfer coefficient is shown in Fig. 11. The inlet
velocities of both liquid and vapor for three cases presented in
Fig. 11 are the same, and therefore the total mass flow rate for a
smaller diameter tube is lower. As can be seen from Fig. 11~a!,
the liquid film thickness decreases with decreasing tube diameter,

because surface tension plays a more important role. The conden-
sation length also decreases with decreasing tube diameter, since
the total mass flow rate decreases with decreasing tube diameter.
Fig. 11~b!shows the effect of tube diameter on the heat transfer
coefficient. It is noticed that the heat transfer coefficient within the
condensation length is significantly higher for smaller diameter
tubes because the liquid film is thinner.

The effect of the total mass flow rate on condensation in circu-
lar miniature tubes is also investigated and the results are shown
in Fig. 12. In addition to the reference case (ṁt51025 kg/s), the
results for the reduced total mass flow rate are shown in Fig. 12. It
can be seen from Fig. 12~a! that the film thickness is significantly
increased and the condensation length is significantly reduced
with a decreasing total mass flow rate. Consequently, the heat
transfer coefficient is significantly decreased when the total mass
flow rate is reduced by one order of magnitude.

5.3 Condensation Between Parallel Plates.Condensation
phenomena in miniature channels formed by two parallel plates

Fig. 5 Contour of vapor VOF at different vapor inlet velocities „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, TsatÄ323 K, TwÄ300 K…

Fig. 6 Effect of vapor inlet velocity on the condensation
length „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, TsatÄ323 K, TwÄ300 K…
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are also investigated. The distance between plates and the length
of the channel are: 2R53 mm andL52 cm, respectively. The
effect of gravity is neglected and therefore this is an axisymmetric
problem abouty50. Only half of the domain (0,y,R) is
solved. A non-uniform grid of 42(x)332(y) with a time step of
Dt51026 is used to solve this problem. Fig. 13~a! shows the
variation of liquid film thickness along the horizontal parallel
plates for different vapor inlet velocities. The total mass flow rates
of liquid and vapor for both cases areṁt58.331024 kg/~ms!. It

is seen that the condensate film thins close to the blocking point
for both high (uin,v50.62 m/s) and low (uin,v50.2 m/s) vapor
inlet velocities. The variation of the liquid film thickness is dif-
ferent for two distinct velocities. For the lower vapor inlet veloc-
ity, film thickness decreases in the positivex-direction up to the
blocking point due to shear stress and surface tension at the block-
ing point where the curvature of the interface is large. For higher
vapor inlet velocities, the film is thin and tends to be wavy due to
the higher shear stresses. These variations of liquid film thickness

Fig. 7 Velocity vectors at different saturation temperature for miniature tube
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Fig. 8 Effect of vapor inlet velocity on condensation in minia-
ture tubes „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…: „a… film
thickness; „b… heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 9 Effect of vapor inlet velocity on condensation in minia-
ture tubes „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, TsatÄ323 K, TwÄ300 K…: „a… film
thickness; „b… heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 10 Effect of surface tension on condensation in miniature
tubes „ṁ tÄ10À5 kgÕs, u in, vÄ1.244 mÕs, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…:
„a… film thickness; „b… heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 11 Effect of diameter on the condensation in miniature
tubes „u in, vÄ1.244 mÕs, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…: „a… film thick-
ness; „b… heat transfer coefficient
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Fig. 12 Effect of total mass flow rate on the condensation in
miniature tubes „RÄ1.5 mm, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…: „a… film
thickness; „b… heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 13 Effect of vapor inlet velocity on condensation between
parallel plates „ṁ tÄ8.3Ã10À4 kgÕms, TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…:
„a… film thickness; „b… heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 14 Effect of surface tension on condensation between
parallel plates „ṁ tÄ8.3Ã10À4 kgÕms, u in, vÄ0.2 mÕs, Tsat
Ä363 K, TwÄ340 K…: „a… film thickness; „b… heat transfer
coefficient

Fig. 15 Effect of the distance between parallel plates on con-
densation „TsatÄ363 K, TwÄ340 K…: „a… film thickness; „b… heat
transfer coefficient
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were not observed for the circular tube since the surface tension
resulting from the curvature of the tube radius can suppress the
wave in the tube. The heat transfer coefficients for the cases cor-
responding to Fig. 13~a! are shown in Fig. 13~b!. The heat transfer
coefficients are highest before the blocking point, where the rate
of condensation is the greatest.

The effect of surface tension on film thickness and the conden-
sation length is shown in Fig. 14~a!. The vapor inlet velocity for
all three cases is 0.2 m/s. As can be seen from Fig. 14~a!, the
condensation length decreases with the increasing surface tension.
When the surface tension increases, the liquid film thickness be-
comes thinner at the locations closest to the blocking point. The
heat transfer coefficients along the plates for different values of
surface tension are shown in Fig. 14~b!. It is observed that the
total average heat transfer coefficient for all cases is the same,
because the vapor inlet velocities are the same.

Figure 15 shows the effect of distance between parallel plates
on condensation. The inlet velocities of liquid and vapor for dif-
ferent distances are the same, which means that the total mass
flow rate for smaller distances between parallel plates is lower. It
can be seen from Fig. 15~a! that the liquid film thickness slightly
decreases when the distance between parallel plates is reduced.
This is different from the behavior in circular tubes because sur-
face tension is less important for condensation between parallel
plates. The condensation length is reduced with decreasing dis-
tance between parallel plates, since the total mass flow rate is
lower for smaller distances between parallel plates.

6 Conclusion
Numerical simulation for condensation in horizontal miniature

circular tubes and between parallel plates with capillary blocking
is performed using the VOF method. The effects of various physi-
cal and geometric parameters on liquid film thickness, condensa-
tion length, and heat transfer coefficients for both circular tube
and parallel plates are investigated. The results show that the con-
densation length increases sharply with increasing vapor inlet ve-
locity when the vapor velocity is small. When the inlet vapor
velocity is higher, the condensation length is a linear function of
inlet vapor velocity. The condensation lengths for different satu-
ration temperatures are very close for the same mass flow rate of
vapor. The liquid film thickness is smooth for lower vapor veloci-
ties. The wavy shape of the liquid film was observed for the cases
with high vapor velocity. When the surface tension increases, the
liquid film thickness up to the blocking point decreases and the
condensation length decreases for both tubes and parallel plates.
The liquid film thickness and the condensation length decrease
with decreasing channel size. When the total mass flow rate de-
creases, the liquid film thickness increases and the condensation
length decreases.
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Nomenclature

cp 5 specific heat, J/kgK
F 5 body force, N
g 5 gravitional acceleration, m2/s
h 5 sensible enthalpy, J/kg
H 5 total enthalpy, J/kg
hc 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K

hf g 5 latent heat, J/kg
i, j 5 unit vector inx, r, ~or y! directions

k 5 thermal conductivity, W/mK
L 5 length of the tube, m

Ld 5 condensation length, m
ṁ9 5 mass flux at the interface, kg/m2s
ṁ- 5 mass source, kg/m3s

ṁt 5 total mass flow rate, kg/s
p 5 pressure, Pa
R 5 radius of the tube or one half of the distance between

parallel plates, m
r 5 radial coordinate, m
t 5 time, s

T 5 temperature, K
u 5 axial velocity, m/s
v 5 radial velocity or velocity iny direction, m/s
V 5 velocity vector,ui1 v j, m/s
x 5 axial coordinate, m
y 5 vertical coordinate for parallel plate, m

Greek Symbols

d 5 liquid film thickness, m
« 5 volume fraction of vapor
m 5 dynamic viscosity, kg/ms
r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m
s0 5 normal value of surface tension, N/m
¹ 5 gradient operator,i( ]/]x)1( j]/]y)

Subscripts

in 5 inlet
l 5 liquid

sat 5 saturation
v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
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Effective Permeability of a
Layered Porous Cavity
The feasibility of using a lumped system approach in the heat transfer analysis of a
layered porous cavity is numerically investigated in this paper. Two layered cavities are
considered; in one case the sublayers are perpendicular to the imposed temperature
gradient while in the other case they are parallel to the imposed temperature gradient.
Numerical calculations have covered a wide range of parameters (i.e., 10<Ra1<1000,
0.01<K1 /K2<100, andL1 /L~H1 /H!50.25, 0.5 and 0.75). The results are presented in
term of the effective Rayleigh number which is defined based on the effective permeability.
Two averaging techniques are used for the evaluation of the effective permeability; one is
arithmetic average and the other is harmonic average. The results show that the lumped
system approach can provide a fairly accurate prediction in heat transfer if the perme-
ability is correctly characterized. Also found is that the effective permeability of a layered
porous cavity is strongly dependent on the orientation of sublayers and the primary heat
flow direction. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1351164#

Keywords: Finite Difference, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection, Porous Media

Introduction
Over the years, heat transfer in saturated porous media has

received considerable attention because of its important applica-
tions in geophysics and energy related engineering problems. Al-
though layered porous media are frequently encountered in many
applications mentioned above, they have received relatively little
attention as compared with homogeneous porous media. To au-
thors’ knowledge, there is no correlation available for convective
heat transfer in layered porous media. As a result, for applications
involving layered porous media, a simple lumped-system ap-
proach is usually employed to expedite the heat transfer calcula-
tion, instead of a detailed analysis of energy transport in each
sublayer. Clearly, the feasibility of lumped-system approach is
largely dependent on a successful characterization of the average
properties of the system. Among the thermophysical properties
involved, permeability is one of the most important properties to
be characterized for a layered system. In this study, an attempt has
been made to characterize the effective permeability of a layered
porous cavity subject to differential heating from the vertical
walls. Based on the results obtained, the feasibility of lumped-
system approach is evaluated. To this end, a detailed numerical
analysis is performed over a wide range of parameters~i.e., 10
<Ra1<103 and 1022<K1 /K2<102! for various sublayer thick-
ness ratios,H1 /H(L1 /L)51/4, 1/2, and 3/4.

Formulation and Numerical Method
The geometry considered is a square porous cavity comprising

two sublayers~Fig. 1!. While the vertical walls are maintained
respectively at constant temperaturesTh and Tc(Th.Tc), the
horizontal walls are insulated. The sublayers have a distinct per-
meability and are saturated with the same fluid. Two layered cavi-
ties are considered in this study. For the cavity with vertical sub-
layers, the layer interface is perpendicular to the temperature
gradient imposed~Fig. 1~a!!while it is parallel to the temperature
gradient for the cavity with horizontal sublayers~Fig. 1~b!!. The
governing equations based on the Darcy’s law are given by@1,2#
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where the subscripti (51,2) denotes the sublayers. The corre-
sponding boundary and interface conditions are

„a… Vertical Layers

x50, u150, T15Th , (5a)

x5L, u250, T25Tc , (5b)
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„b… Horizontal Layers

x50, y,H2H1 , u150, T15Th ,

y.H2H1 , u250, T25Th , (6a)

x5L, y,H2H1 , u150, T15Tc ,

y.H2H1 , u250, T25Tc , (6b)

y50, v150,
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50, (6c)
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The interface conditions, Eqs.~5e!and~6e!, are formulated based
on the continuity requirements for mass flow, pressure, tempera-
ture, and heat flux. The justification of these boundary conditions
has been given by Rana et al.@3# as well as McKibbin and
O’Sullivan @4#.

After invoking Boussinesq’s approximation for the body force
term, the dimensionless governing equations in terms of stream
function are given by
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whereas the boundary and interface conditions are expressed as

„a… Vertical Layers
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„b… Horizontal Layers
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Since both sublayers are saturated with the same fluid, it is im-
portant to note thata1 /a25k1 /k2 . The interface conditions have
been implemented in the same way as described by Rana at al.@3#.
Using the imaginary nodal points, Eqs.~9e! and ~10e! can be
discretized to give

Fig. 1 A layered porous cavity subject to differential heating
from vertical walls: „a… vertical sublayers; „b… horizontal sublay-
ers.
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„a… Vertical Layers
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„b… Horizontal Layers
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where the superscript denotes the sublayer andN is the nodal
number at the interface.

The governing equations and boundary conditions are solved
using a finite difference method which has been successfully em-
ployed by the author@1,2#. Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme has
been employed in the solution procedure with a convergence cri-
terion set to be 1024 for the primary variables between two suc-
cessive iterations. Uniform grids, 51351, are used for most cal-
culations in the present study while finer grids~81381 and 101
3101! are necessary for a few cases~primarily at K1 /K250.01!
to obtain converged solutions. It should be noted that once solu-

tions converged using the grids specified above, further grid re-
finement does not produce any significant improvement in the
calculated Nusselt numbers. As an additional check on the accu-
racy of the computational results, an overall energy balance has
been performed after each calculation. For the present study, the
energy balance for most calculations is satisfied within one per-
cent~only a few cases are three percent!. All computations in the
present study have been performed on the Digital Alpha worksta-
tion. The required CPU time ranges from a few minutes to more
than an hour, depending on the base Rayleigh number and sub-
layer permeability ratio. To validate the numerical code, the solu-
tions thus obtained have been compared with those reported in the
literature for the case of a homogeneous cavity by settingK1 /K2
and a1 /a2 to unity. The agreement is very good as shown in
Fig. 2.

Results and Discussion
For a layered porous cavity, the flow and temperature profiles

are very different from those of a homogeneous one due to the
step change in permeability. In addition, the orientation and loca-
tion of the layer interface have a significant impact on the flow
and temperature fields as will be discussed separately in the fol-
lowing sections.

„a… Vertical Sublayers. When the sublayers are perpendicu-
lar to the primary heat flow direction, the results obtained are very
similar to those reported earlier by Lai and Kulacki@2#. At a small
base Rayleigh number Ra1, convection starts in the layer with a
higher permeability with the layer of lower permeability remain-
ing in the conduction mode. With an increase in the base Rayleigh
number, convective flow begins to penetrate the less permeable
sublayer~Fig. 3!. However, it should be noted that the mass trans-
fer by convective flow across the interface is minimal for
K1 /K25100. For a layered cavity ofK1 /K2@1, the second sub-
layer behaves like an impermeable layer and the convective flow
is almost completely confined to the first sublayer. The heat trans-
fer mechanism in each sublayer can be easily identified from Fig.
4. It is clear that convection is always the dominant heat transfer
mode for a layered cavity ofK1 /K2,1 and it becomes the domi-
nant mode for a layered cavity ofK1 /K2.1 only when the Ray-
leigh number is sufficiently large. For the latter case, the nearly

Fig. 2 Validation of numerical code „K 1 ÕK 2Ä1…; the result
from the present study is represented by the solid line.

Fig. 3 Flow fields in a porous cavity with vertical sublayers
„L 1 ÕLÄ0.5, DCÄ1 for K 1 ÕK 2Ë1 and DCÄ0.1 for K 1 ÕK 2Ì1…
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vertical isotherms in the second sublayer indicate that conduction
is the primary heat transfer mode in the less permeable layer.

For a fixed Rayleigh number, it is observed that the strength~in
terms of the values of stream function! of convective cell in-
creases with the thickness ratioL1 /L for K1 /K2.1, and de-
creases forK1 /K2,1 ~Fig. 5!. ForK1 /K2,1, a smaller thickness
ratio leads to a small temperature gradient across the first layer
and a higher gradient in the second layer~Fig. 6!. This has con-
sequently initiated a stronger convective cell in the second layer.
With an increase in the thickness ratio, the temperature gradient
across the first layer increases while it decreases in the second
layer. Because of the permeability contrast, the result of this
change is a slight increase in the strength of the convective cell in

the first layer, but a significant reduction in the second layer. For
K1 /K2.1, the situation is just reversed to what has been de-
scribed forK1 /K2,1.

„b… Horizontal Sublayers When the sublayers are parallel to
the primary heat flow direction, the results obtained on the other
hand bear some similarities from those reported by Lai and Ku-
lacki @1# for a layered porous cavity heated from below. Same as
the previous case, convection also starts in the sublayer with a
higher permeability~Fig. 7!. With an increase in the base Ray-
leigh number Ra1, convective flow begins to penetrate the less
permeable sublayer. ForK1 /K25100, the second~bottom! sub-
layer behaves like an impermeable wall and the flow field in the

Fig. 4 Temperature fields in a porous cavity with two vertical
sublayers „L 1 ÕLÄ0.5, DuÄ0.1…

Fig. 5 Flow fields in a porous cavity with two vertical sublay-
ers „Ra1Ä100, DCÄ0.1 for K 1 ÕK 2Ë1 and DCÄ0.1 for K 1 ÕK 2
Ì1…

Fig. 6 Temperature fields in a porous cavity with two vertical
sublayers „Ra1Ä100, DuÄ0.1…

Fig. 7 Flow fields in a porous cavity with two horizontal sub-
layers „H1 ÕHÄ0.5, DCÄ2 for K 1 ÕK 2Ë1 and DCÄ0.25 for
K 1 ÕK 2Ì1…
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first sublayer looks almost identical to that of a rectangular enclo-
sure with an aspect ratio of 0.5~Prasad and Kulacki,@8#!. The
difference in the heat transfer mode involved in each sublayer is
particularly clear in the present case~Fig. 8!. ForK1 /K2,1, heat
transfer is primarily by conduction in the less permeable~upper!
layer, thus the temperature field is characterized by near evenly
spaced isotherms. ForK1 /K2.1, on the other hand, heat transfer
is always by convection in the layer with a higher permeability
and the temperature field becomes stratified as the Rayleigh num-
ber increases.

For a given base Rayleigh number Ra1, it is observed that the
strength of convective cell increases with the thickness ratio
H1 /H for K1 /K2.1, and decreases forK1 /K2,1 ~Fig. 9!. Also

noticed is that the penetration of convective flow increases with
the thickness ratio forK1 /K2,1 and decreases forK1 /K2.1. It
is also clear from Fig. 10 that the flow penetration to the less
permeable layer is enhanced by the additional heat transfer from
the interface. ForK1 /K2,1, the contribution to total heat transfer
by conduction from the less permeable layer increases as the
thickness ratio increases, which is evident from the isotherms dis-
played in Fig. 10. On the other hand, forK1 /K2.1, the contri-
bution by convection from the more permeable layer increases as
the thickness ratio increases.

For the present study, the total heat transfer from the cavity is
of the greatest interest and is given in terms of the Nusselt num-
ber,

Nu52E
0

1 ]u

]X
dY. (13)

Physically, this represents the total heat fluxes from the cavity
wall.

It is observed that the Nusselt number for a layered cavity of
K1 /K2,1 is always greater than that of a homogeneous one
while it is constantly less for a system withK1 /K2.1. In addi-
tion, it is observed that, at a given base Rayleigh number Ra1, the

Fig. 8 Temperature fields in a porous cavity with horizontal
sublayers „H1 ÕHÄ0.5, DuÄ0.1…

Fig. 9 Flow fields in a porous cavity with horizontal sublayers
„Ra1Ä100, DCÄ5 for K 1 ÕK 2Ë1 and DCÄ0.5 for K 1 ÕK 2Ì1…

Fig. 10 Temperature fields in a porous cavity with horizontal
sublayers „Ra1Ä100, DuÄ0.1…

Fig. 11 Electric circuit analogy for natural convection in a lay-
ered porous cavity: „a… vertical sublayers; „b… horizontal sub-
layers; „c… an equivalent homogeneous layer.
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heat transfer rate is higher for a horizontally layered cavity than
that for a vertically layered cavity. As is clear from the tempera-
ture profiles~Figs. 8 and 10!, for a horizontal layered cavity, the
upper sublayer is not only subject to a differential heating from
vertical walls, but also subject to a non-uniform heating from
below due to a non-uniform temperature distribution along the
interface. As a result, a horizontally layered cavity transfers more
heat than a vertically layered cavity at a given temperature differ-
ence across the cavity.

As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to use a lumped system
analysis for problems involving a layered system. Here, two av-
eraging schemes are examined for their appropriateness in defin-
ing an effective permeability for such a system. One is based on
the arithmetic average while the other is based on the harmonic
average. The expressions for these averaging techniques are given
below.

„a… Vertical Layers

K̄A5
L1

L
K11S 12

L1

L DK2 (14a)

1

K̄H

5
L1 /L

K1

1
~12L1 /L !

K2

(14b)

„b… Horizontal Layers

K̄A5
H1

H
K11S 12

H1

H DK2 (15a)

1

K̄H

5
H1 /H

K1

1
~12H1 /H !

K2

(15b)

For flows in porous media, the flow resistance is inversely pro-
portional to the permeability. Observing the similarity between
the present problem and that of electric current in a resistance
circuit, one would attempt to define the effective permeability in
the same manner as that of the equivalent resistance of an electric
circuit. Based on the analogy of electric circuit~Fig. 11!, it is
expected that the effective permeability defined by arithmetic av-
erage should work well for a system in which heat flows in par-
allel ~e.g., a horizontally layered cavity! and the one by harmonic
average would be appropriate for a system in which heat flows in
series~e.g., a vertically layered cavity!.

The heat transfer results are summarized in Figs. 12 and 13 as
a function of the effective Rayleigh number which is defined us-
ing the effective permeability given in Eqs.~14! and ~15!. Also
shown in these figures is the numerical result obtained from a
homogeneous cavity@11#, which can be adequately correlated by

Fig. 12 Heat transfer results for a porous cavity with vertical sublayers: „a… arithmetic mean; „b… harmonic mean.
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Nu50.137 Ra0.704, for Ra.100. (16)

Since heat transfer is mainly by conduction at a small Rayleigh
number, the results obtained from the two effective permeabilities
defined above do not differ much from each other. However,
when convection becomes dominant at a large Rayleigh number,
the discrepancy between these two results begins to widen up. For
a vertically layered system, despite some scattering, the results
obtained from using the harmonic-average permeability do pro-
vide a better agreement with the correlation~Eq. ~16!! than those
using the arithmetic average. On the other hand, for a horizontally
layered system, the results based on the arithmetic-average per-
meability conform better to the correlation than those by the har-
monic average. To further confirm the results obtained above,
additional computations have been performed by Leong@12#. For
these additional cases, the cavity is evenly divided to four sublay-
ers with alternate permeabilities~i.e.,K15K3 andK25K4!. From
the results obtained, the success of using the lumped system ap-
proach has been further demonstrated. Clearly, using this ap-
proach can greatly simplify the problem. However, there is one
major drawback of this approach, that is, it completely ignores the
differences in the layer structure. For example, if a cavity has two
sublayers of the same thickness, one would obtain the same effec-

tive permeability even if the sublayers were interchanged. Al-
though the heat transfer results for these two cases might be the
same~if the lumped system approach were employed!, the flow
and temperature profiles inside the cavity would be very different
from each other.

Conclusions
Heat transfer across a layered porous cavity has been numeri-

cally examined. Based on the results obtained, the feasibility of
using lumped-system approach is the heat transfer analysis of a
layered system is evaluated. It is found that a lumped-system ap-
proach is applicable as long as the effective permeability is cor-
rectly characterized. Employing the analogy of electric circuit,
one can define the effective permeability using two averaging
techniques. As to which effective permeability to use in the analy-
sis, it is strongly dependent on the layer structure and the primary
heat flow direction. When the sublayers are parallel to the primary
heat flow direction, it is found that the effective permeability de-
fined by the arithmetic average produces very good results. On the
other hand, when the sublayers are perpendicular to the primary
heat flow, the results based on the harmonic mean permeability
have better agreement with the numerical prediction. While the

Fig. 13 Heat transfer results for a porous cavity with horizontal sublayers: „a… arithmetic mean; „b… harmonic mean.
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present study has explored a fundamental heat transfer problem in
a layered porous cavity, the study has primarily focused on the
effect of permeability contrast. Effects of other thermophysical
properties on the applicability of lumped system analysis to a
layered system await further study.

Nomenclature

H 5 height of the porous cavity,@m#
K 5 permeability,@m2#
L 5 width of the porous cavity,@m#

Rai 5 sublayer Rayleigh number,Kigb(Th2Tc)L/a iv
Ra1 5 Rayleigh number based on the first sublayer proper-

ties,K1gb(Th2Tc)L/a1v
RaA 5 Rayleigh number based on the arithmetic average

permeability,K̄Agb(Th2Tc)L/a1v
RaH 5 Rayleigh number based on the harmonic average per-

meability, K̄Hgb(Th2Tc)L/a1v
Ui 5 dimensionless velocity in thex-direction,

Ui5]C i /]Y
ui 5 Darcy velocity in thex-direction,ui5a1Ui /L, @m/s#
Vi 5 dimensionless velocity in they-direction,

Vi52]C i /]X
v i 5 Darcy velocity in they-direction,v i5a1Vi /L, @m/s#
a 5 thermal diffusivity of porous medium,k/(rcp) f ,

@m2/s#
u 5 dimensionless temperature, (T2Tc)/(Th2Tc)

C 5 dimensionless stream function

Subscript

f 5 fluid
i 5 index for sublayer (i 51,2,3,4)
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Formulation and Numerical
Solution of Non-Local Thermal
Equilibrium Equations
for Multiple Gas/Solid Porous
Metal Hydride Reactors
The assumption of local thermal equilibrium (LTE) is very common in the study of react-
ing flows in porous media. The assumption simplifies the structure of the solutions and
places fewer constraints on computational methods for the domain and boundary condi-
tions. However, in certain systems, such as gas/solid metal hydride reactors, the boundary
conditions may impose high energy transfer rates which produce slowly evolving phase
change fronts coupled with rapid kinetics. Overall performance of the systems is propor-
tional to the release or absorption of hydrogen, and this is sensitively related to tempera-
ture. Thus, capturing local departures from LTE is required. This paper directly evaluates
the influence of these effects by solving an NLTE (non-local thermal equilibrium) formu-
lation for coupled reactors as a function of the interphase heat transfer coefficient,hsf.
The reactor dynamics and overall energy balances are compared to solutions previously
obtained from LTE calculations. The results appear to be the first NLTE results for
coupled reactors. They confirm the existence of NLTE effects and suggest the magnitude
of hsf for which they can be minimized.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370521#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Phase Change, Porous Media, Sorption Heat Pump, Two-
Phase Flow

Introduction
A large literature describing computational studies of heat

pumps based upon metal hydride gas/solid reactors has evolved
during the last twenty years@1#. These heat pumps utilize the
enthalpy changeDH associated with certain metal hydride/
hydrogen reactions, such as the following:

LaNi5Hxamax
1S xbmin

2xamax

2
DH2

�
p
T

LaNi5Hxbmin

metal hydride
phase

1S xbmin
2xamax

2
DDH (1)

for heat transformation@2#. The purpose of the aforementioned
studies has been to understand the influence of the many reacting
and non-reacting subsystems upon different measures of perfor-
mance. Models of varying complexity have been formulated for
this purpose. One assumption nearly always used is

T
s
'T

f
-typically refered to aslocal thermal equilibrium.

While this assumption greatly simplifies analysis, and may be
reasonable for certain problems, there exists neither theory nor
sufficient experimental heat transfer data for powder metal hy-
dride compacts on which to universally adopt the LTE assumption
@3#. Indeed, scrutiny of the reactor dynamics in the vicinity of
high temperature reactor boundaries has shown high energy fluxes
promote the slow evolution of spatially confined phase change
fronts, as a result of large values ofDH @4#. The injection of
hydrogen at depressed or elevated temperatures was also observed

to induce the same phenomenon@5#. Such spatially concentrated
non-equilibrium behavior constitutes an important reason to study
the limitations of the LTE assumption in the analysis of metal
hydride heat pumps.

There is a well established literature on the heat and mass trans-
fer characteristics of non-equilibrium packed-beds and porous
structures for catalytic operations, reacting columns, and for wide-
spread heat and mass absorption operations@6,7,8#. However,
there have been only a few studies of this type for metal hydride
heat pumps, such as depicted in Fig. 1. Jemni and Nasrallah@9#
studied two-dimensional, two phase-temperature desorption for a
single reactor. They concluded that the difference between the
solid phase and fluid phase was important near the reactor wall
boundary. Mhimid@10# applied this work to a zeolite-water reac-
tor during desorption for very long desorption times, with similar
findings. Kuznetsov and Vafai@11# began with a general set of
mass and energy equations~again, for a single reactor!based on
the volume-averaging technique and sought to develop criteria to
distinguish among several simplifying assumptions. In the inlet
region during desorption, they concluded that non-local thermal
equilibrium effects could be predicted using the dimensionless
parameter,rH2

vcpH2
/(LRhs fdAs f /dV(c)), whereLR refers to the

reactor length.
The extension of these conclusions to predictive statements on

heat pump performance is not straightforward since the fraction of
the hydrogen inventory transferred within the finite time period of
an imposed cycle is strongly coupled to transient factors affecting
the local reaction rate through an Arrenhius type expression:

]x~r> ,t !

]t D
r>

5Ae2E–a /R̄T~r> ,t ! f @pH2
~r> ,t !,peqH2

~x!#. (2)

This observation initiated the formulation and solution of a system
of NLTE ~non-LTE! equations in order to study the influence of
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two-temperature effects on the reactor dynamics and overall per-
formance of a heat-driven cycle previously investigated from the
LTE framework.

Formulation
The heat pump system model consists of two reactors coupled

by a thin tube. The reactors are filled with a porous metal hydride
reactant. The configuration for the system and experimental char-
acterization of the reactors are described elsewhere@4,2#. The
model of the heat and mass transfer processes at the microscopic
level in the reactor matrix are developed using the representative
equivalent volume~REV! approach which, when restricted to one
dimension in cylindrical coordinates, become@12# the continuity
equation,

S Kg
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a solid phase energy equation,
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and afluid phase energy equation~assuming hydrogen is ideal!,
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The parameterhs f is an empirical parameter typically called the
interstitial convection heat transfer coefficient. A standard corre-
lation for hs f ~for spherical particles! is available@@13#, pg. 403#
NuD5hs fD/kf5211.1 ReD

0.6Pr1/3. Fukuda @14# derive a similar
relationship Nu5f (Re) for a larger class of porous materials. In
any case, the contribution from the second term is ignored in this
work due to the small values of ReD ~or ReAK) @15#.

The parameterdAs f /dV is the specific surface area; values for
cohesive materials~sintered spherical copper powders! are re-
ported to depend quite sensitively on porosity, densification his-
tory, applied tractions, internal stress history, and other factors
@16#. The product of these two has been referred to as the volu-
metric heat transfer coefficientav @14#. Variants of Eq.~4! and
Eq. ~5! are customarily referred to as the continuous solid model
@@13#, p. 402#. The difficulty in rigorously treating interphase en-
thalpy transport is not resolved in most treatments; it is handled
here heuristically through the interphase transport of sensible heat.
The source termsg and ẇ are functions of the hydride particle
density`, and the local reaction rate Eq.~2! @4#.

An order-of-magnitude prediction for NLTE effects can be ob-
tained from these correlations and the solid-phase energy equa-
tion, Eq. ~4!, using values forD in the range 10 to 100~mm!:

u T
f
2T

su;
ugu

hs fdAs f /dV
5

53107~W/m3
•K!

103~W/m2
•K!104~m2/m3!

55~K!.

(6)

Estimates forg were taken from regions of intense absorption or
desorption in the LTE calculations.

Boundary Conditions
The NLTE model assumes~‘‘assumption one’’! that the sen-

sible energy resulting from transpiration from one reactor and
injection into the otheris deposited within a macroscopically thin
boundary layer on the injection side, as depicted in Fig. 2@17#.
The degree to which energy is transferred between the incoming
phase and the resident phases can be expected to depend upon a
characteristic time which is a function of the injection velocity
and the resident matrix constituents and their thermodynamic
state. For sintered porous metal compacts it is reasonable to con-
jecture that the boundary energy transfer is dominated by pro-
cesses confined within a microscopically significant entrance
depth dr ~‘‘assumption two’’!. A value of dr 50.1 ~mm! was
used, corresponding roughly to 3–5 times the characteristic diam-
eter of the starting powder size~Fig. 1!.

From assumption one, the transport of sensible heat is repre-
sented as a boundary heat flux between fluid phases. Phenomeno-
logically this approach assumes the dominant mechanism of en-
ergy transport is from one fluid phase to the other. This avoids the
problem of introducing a ‘‘boundary’’ surface convection coeffi-
cient @8#. Assumptions one and two lead to:

2~cpf
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In Eq. ~7b! V085p@(r 081dr )22r 08
2

#L8 denotes the deposition
volume. Equation~7! uses nomenclature consistent for transpira-
tion from the refrigeratorto the regenerator. Equation~7a! and Eq.
~7b! apply to theregenerator. The remaining two boundary con-
ditions for the transpiring refrigerator are constraints on the phase
temperature gradients—i.e., the adiabatic approximations,

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the heat pump system studied in the
paper „left and middle …. Two reactors exchange hydrogen dur-
ing a cycle, and each communicates with three thermal reser-
voirs „right… photograph of experimental reactor.
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since there is no thermal connection of the boundary to the regen-
erator. When the reactors are coupled the mechanical driving po-
tentials must be equal:

p~r 08 ,t !5p~r 0 ,t !. (9)

Finally, the steady-state mass flow condition,
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must be satisfied. There are six unknowns:p, p8, T
f
, T8

f

, T
s
, andT8

s

Equation~7a! and, Eq.~7b!, Eq.~8a!, Eq.~8b!, Eq.~9!, and Eq.
~10! provide the required boundary conditions at the core.

From a physical and computational perspective, the reactor wall
boundary conditions are more difficult to treat adequately than the
coupling boundary conditions. The basic reason is illustrated in
Fig. 3, which depicts the temperature gradients expected to exist
in the local region of the reactor-wall boundary. In a one dimen-
sional geometry there is no tangential component to the hydrogen
motion. Therefore, heat transfer between the wall and fluid phase
must occur entirely through conduction,

Tw~ t !5T
f

~r c ,t !. (11)

As with the LTE model, the gradient of the solid-phase tem-
perature is postulated to depend upon a solid-solid contact con-
ductance,hcsw

(51000 (W/m2
•K)):
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Eq. ~11! and Eq.~12! are reasonable approximations for the mac-
roscopic boundary conditions.

Numerical difficulties are introduced, however, by Eq.~11!.
Near the boundary, the use of a single, spatially homogeneous

wall temperature in Eq.~11! implies the existence of a large tem-

perature gradient in the fluid phase due to the conditionT
f
→T

s
, as

shown in Fig. 3. For the most part, the gradients are also confined
in time. For this reason, and because of the low thermal conduc-
tivity of hydrogen, the gradient of the fluid phase temperature was
approximated using the same form as Eq.~12!:

2kf

]T
f

~r c ,t !

]r
fAc5hcf w

@T
f

~r c ,t !2Tw~ t !#fAc . (13)

A value of hcf w
550 (W/m2

•K) was used, selected in order to
match the ratioskf /hcf w

andks /hcsw
, whereks55 (W/m•K)—a

value consistent with measurements@3# and previously shown to
be an optimum choice@15#. Equation~12! and Eq.~13! are the
wall boundary conditions for the NLTE model, in conjunction
with the following energy balance on the reactor wall:

d~cwrwVwTw!

dt
5hcsw

@T
s

~r c ,t !2Tw~ t !#~12f!Ac1hcs f
@T

f

~r c ,t !

2Tw~ t !#fAc2h`Af~Tw~ t !2Tres!. (14)

These equations complete the boundary conditions for the NLTE
formulation.

Numerical Validation Methodology

The governing equations withp, T
f
, T

s
, and x as dependent

variables were discretized using a centered-space approach with
an explicit time integrator@12#. The approach is second order
@18#. Double-precision arithmetic was used exclusively and
bench-marked against extended-precision arithmetic; roundoff er-
ror was insignificant with this approach@19#. The discretization
can be shown by standard methods to be consistent@12#. In a
linear system the Lax-Equivalence Theorem ensures that the dem-
onstration of consistency of the finite-difference scheme in con-
junction with demonstration of stability is sufficient for the
scheme to converge@20#. While the Lax-Equivalence Theorem
does not apply to the problem here, the requirement of stability
remains a necessary condition for convergence. In the method
adopted here the following stability criterion;

Dt<lS min
i

f•m•~min
i

Dr !2

2•max
i

K•max
i

r D , i P@1,N#ø@18,N8# (15)

for the explicit scheme used was derived from a linearization of
the gas flow equation@21#, a procedure applied previously to
models of thermal plasmas@22#. The parameterl in Eq. ~15! was
included as a heuristic factor less than unity chosen to ensure

Fig. 2 Boundary region at r 08 ,t . Hydrogen at T
f
„r 0 ,t … is in-

jected into the reactor with interface phase temperatures

T
f
„r 08 ,t … and T

s
„r 08 ,t …

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of conditions existing at the micro-
scopic level dictating idealizations made for interface boundary
conditions
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global stability. The applicability of Eq.~15! as a stability crite-
rion was investigated by running a number of LTE test problems
in which the grid size and stability parameterl were varied. Two
important results from these studies are summarized in Fig. 4.

The bottom strip plot of Fig. 4 shows the instantaneous and
integral boundary transport of hydrogen~i.e., intra-reactor flow
calculated atr 0 or r 08) over a complete cycle using several values
of l. One result of this suite of calculations is thatl;1 is suffi-
cient for global stability including the boundary conditions. A
second result is that for the grid size associated withN520 con-
vergence is shown asl is decreased from unity. A value ofl
50.2 appears reasonable~the value used throughout this work!.

The top strip plot shows the residual integral error in theH2
transferred between the two reactors for two grid spacings, at
constantl. Although many possible comparative parameters can
be used to gage effects of generalized mesh refinements@23#, * ṅ
is used here in view of its fundamental importance toP and COP.
An analysis of the enthalpy balance for the system was also ex-
amined in@5# in order to verify energy conservation.

Computational Results
A direct comparison between the LTE and NLTE cases was

achieved by running two NLTE calculations withhs f

5100 (W/m2
•K) and hs f51000 (W/m2

•K). The basic param-
eters of the heat pump consisted of a temperature lift ofDT
520 (C) in a refrigeration configuration, with an ambient reser-
voir at a temperature of 20~C!, a cold bath temperature of 0~C!,
and a heat bath at 150~C!. These choices are appropriate for the
two metal hydrides, MmNi4.15Fe0.85 and LaNi4.3Al0.7, for which

equilibrium data was gathered from the literature and curved fitted
@4#. These model parameters corresponded to a heat pump con-
sisting of two optimized reactors in the sense of the optimization
parameterP2 @4,15#,

P25
energy transfered from the reactor

thermal energy stored by the reactor

5~Aw!S DT

Rr
D S tcycle

DHR
D50.74, (16)

whereAw is the area of the heat transfer boundary. The heat pump
cycle was identical for all calculations, and consisted of five sub-
cycles, as follows:t1→2 is the pre-heating phase. Waste heat is
transferred to the regenerator reactor through a thermal resistance
Rr which incorporates convection and contact resistances. The
reactors are uncoupled.t2→3 is the charging phase: the reactors
are coupled and waste heat continues to be transferred to the re-
generator, which desorbs hydrogen for absorption in the refrigera-
tor reactor. The enthalpy of absorption is rejected.t3→4 is the first
equilibration phase. Both reactors~uncoupled!are connected to
the ambient heat bath.t4→5 is the activecoolingphase. The reac-
tors are again coupled. Desorption of hydrogen in the refrigerator
causes heat to be absorbed from the cold space. Hydrogen is ab-
sorbed in the regenerator; the enthalpy of absorption is rejected.
t5→6 is the secondequilibrationphase. The reactors are connected
to the ambient heat bath and returned to the initial state.

An overall summary of the two NLTE calculations with the
baseline LTE calculation is given in Table 1. From a system-
optimization standpoint the NLTE calculations do not differ sub-

Fig. 4 Stability and convergence study of numerical method. Bottom plot: Effect of l on boundary trans-
port of H 2, for varying l and constant zone size of DrÄ0.40 „mm…. Top plot: variation in integral error for two
grid sizes.
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stantially in predicted performance from the LTE calculation.The
essential conclusion is that for a reasonable lower bound of hs f

•dAs f /dV5106 (W/m(c)
3
•K) for powder metal hydride compacts,

power and efficiency may be predicted using the LTE formulation.
The conclusion is parenthetically restricted to the system opti-
mized in the sense ofP250.74@4#, the heat-driven cycle, and the
present kinetic model.

Integral performance is not necessarily indicative of the pres-
ence or absence of NLTE behavior. Perhaps the most straightfor-
ward means of depicting this is through Figs. 5 and 6, which show

the phase temperature difference fieldsT
f
2T

s
for the two values of

hs f used. Fig. 5, (hs f5100), clearly shows that LTE is violated:
phase temperature differences of610 ~K! are observed in the
regenerator. Here, departures from LTE are widespread through
the majority of the reacting matrix, and are particularly evident in
regions where reaction fronts form. These NLTE regions are out-
lined with dashed rectangles in Fig. 5. The phase temperature
differences in the refrigerator are smaller and more localized. Fig-
ure 6 (hs f51000) shows phase temperature differences of the
order 61 ~K!. In both calculations the magnitudes of the phase
temperature differences are in agreement with Eq.~6!.

Figure 7 is a field plot forhs f5100 of the mass source termẇ,
which is directly proportional to the rate of absorption or desorp-
tion ~Eq. ~2!!. In conjunction with Fig. 5 it shows that in regions

of desorption,T
f
,T

s
; regions of absorption are primarily charac-

terized byT
f
.T

s
. The former effect is due to the much greater

solid-phase thermal conductivity. The phase change fronts de-
duced from theẇ fields are qualitatively similar to those from the
LTE calculation.

An overall assessment of differences is presented in the con-
centration field plot in Fig. 8, again for the case ofhs f5100. In
particular, the dashed contours in Fig. 8 are calculated from the
LTE calculation and have been overlain on the solid NLTE con-
tours. There are few notable differences. The core absorption front
during t4→5(150– 225 (s)) does advance further in the LTE case.

Fig. 5 Temperature difference, T
T
ÀT

s
, field for h sf

Ä100 „WÕm2"K…

Fig. 6 Temperature difference, T
T
ÀT

s
, field for h sf

Ä1000 „WÕm2"K… . Dashed lines demarcate regions of signifi-
cant NLTE effects.

Fig. 7 Hydrogen desorption rate, ẇ for h sfÄ100 „WÕm2"K…

Fig. 8 Overlay of hydrogen concentration, x for h sf
Ä100 „WÕm2"K… „solid… with LTE „dashed…

Table 1 Calculation summary
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However, it is difficult to separate boundary condition effects
due to Eq.~7! from intrinsic differences due to the governing
equations.

This information can be used to shed further light on criteria for
LTE. For high energy density reactors, it might be supposed at
least two such criteria exist—one applicable at boundaries, and
one dependent upon bulk material parameters and conditions. The
dimensionless inlet condition arrived at in Kuznetsov and Vafai
@11# can be written,

rvcpH2

LRav
!1. (17)

This is a criterion of the boundary condition type. The physical
interpretation is a rate of advection of sensible heat scaled to the
fluid residence time in the reactor, compared with the rate of bulk
heat transfer.

By forming the ratio of dimensionless heat fluxes in the bound-
ary region using Eq.~7!, one can define the following dimension-
less parameter:

Lrb5
def kscp fr fv f

kfdav
, (18)

whered denotes the depth of the NLTE region. A comparison of
the two parameters is shown in Fig. 9. An initial flow-stabilization
transient is followed by a long period of quasi-static hydrogen
transfer between reactors.~The final cutoff is due to depletion of
hydrogen in the refrigerator reactor, and is not pertinent.! The
quantity Lrb may be useful for gaging local thermal equilibrium in
the injection region, as well as for estimatingd.

Conclusions
A NLTE model for two coupled reactors was formulated and

solved for a complete heat pump cycle, using two different values
of hs f . The solutions were compared to previous LTE results
using integral heat pump measures, such as COP and average
thermal power, as well as through field plots which illustrate the
differences in reactor dynamics.

For the parameters investigated—which correspond to a mod-
erately optimized reactor in the sense ofP2—it was found that
NLTE effects are present, but are predominately confined to the
regenerator reactor, and to the injection boundary and the reactor
wall regions. These NLTE effects do not substantially alter the
coefficient of performance or average cooling power predicted for
the heat pump~,10 percent!. For the particular heat pump exam-
ined, it may be concluded that LTE models are sufficient for
the prediction of both heat pump performance and the reactor
dynamics.

Nomenclature

A 5 reaction prefactor, (kmoleH /kmoleh•s)
COP 5 coefficient of performance

c 5 heat capacity, (W•s/kg•K)
E–a 5 activation energy, (J/kmoleH2

)
g 5 heat generation term, (J/s•m~c!

3 )
h` 5 exterior heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2

•C)
hcsw 5 solid-phase/wall heat transfer coefficient
hcf w 5 fluid-phase/wall heat transfer coefficient
hs f 5 interstitial heat transfer coefficient

ke f f 5 stagnant~or effective!thermal conductivity,
(W/m•K)

kf 5 thermal conductivity H2, 1021(W/m•K)
K 5 permeability,~m2!

Lr b 5 dimensionless parameter defined in paper
LTE 5 local thermal equilibrium

NLTE 5 nonlocal thermal equilibrium
NuD 5 interstitial Nusselt number based upon particle

diameter,hs fD/kf
P 5 average cooling power, (W/kgh)

peqH2 5 equilibrium hydride pressure,~N/m2!
Quseful 5 useful thermal energy,~J!

Qhot 5 thermal energy from source atThot , ~J!
r 5 radial space coordinate,~m!

R̄ 5 perfect gas constant, 8314 (J/kmole•K)
Rr 5 thermal containment resistance, (m2

•K/W) or
~K/W!

REV 5 representative equivalent volume
t 5 time coordinate,~s!

T(r ,t) 5 temperature,~K!

T
s

5 temperature function for solid phase,~K!

T
f

5 temperature function for fluid phase,~K!
Tw(t) 5 average wall temperature,~K!
Tcold 5 temperature of cold reservoir,~C!
Thot 5 temperature of hot reservoir,~C!

Tcycle 5 characteristic cycle time
v 5 Darcy filtration velocity,~m/s!
x 5 absorbed hydrogen concentration,

(kmoleH /kmoleh)
xamax

to xbmin 5 plateau region of the metal hydride
DH 5 a2b phase transition enthalpy change,

(J/kmoleH2
)

Dr 5 mesh size
DS 5 entropy change, (J/kmole•K)

Dxmax 5 theoretical hydrogen, (kmoleH /kmoleh)
Dmax 5 reactor hydrogen inventory, (kmoleH2

)
dr 5 energy deposition depth,~m!

dAs f /dV(c) 5 specific surface area, (m2/m~c!
3 )

av 5 volumetric heat transfer coefficient, (W/m3
•K)

m 5 viscosity (Pa•s)
g 5 molecular weight,~kg/kmole!
f 5 porosity, (mpore

3 /m~c!
3 )

ẇ 5 field source term for hydrogen, (kgH2
/m~c!

3
•s)

` 5 hydride particle density, (particlesh /m~c!
3 )

l 5 time step limiter
P2 5 reactor optimization parameter;E(16)

Superscripts and Accents

8 5 refers to regenerator property
i 5 pertaining to thei-phase

Subscript

~c! 5 refers to continuum
H2 5 hydrogen

R 5 reactor

Fig. 9 Comparison of two dimensionless criteria for local ther-
mal equilibrium near the regenerator injection boundary
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w 5 reactor wall
h 5 hydride
H 5 atomic hydrogen
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Thermal Interaction at the
Interface Between a Porous
Medium and an Impermeable
Wall
The present work investigates a heat transfer phenomenon at the interface between a
porous medium and an impermeable wall subject to a constant heat flux at the bottom.
Currently, two possible thermal boundary conditions (which are called the First Ap-
proach and the Second Approach) at the interface are used interchangeably for the
thermal analysis of convection in a channel filled with a porous medium. The focus of this
paper is to determine which of these thermal boundary conditions is more appropriate in
accurately predicting the heat transfer characteristics in a porous channel. To this end,
we numerically examine the heat transfer at the interface between a microchannel heat
sink (an ideally organized porous medium) and a finite-thickness substrate. From the
examination, it is clarified that the heat flux distribution at the interface is not uniform for
an impermeable wall with finite thickness. This means that a non-uniform distribution of
the heat flux (First Approach) is physically reasonable. When the First Approach is
applied to the thermal boundary condition, an additional boundary condition based on
the local thermal equilibrium assumption at the interface is used. This additional bound-
ary condition is applicable except in the case of a very thin impermeable wall. Hence, for
practical situations, the First Approach with a local thermal equilibrium assumption at
the interface is suggested as an appropriate thermal boundary condition. In order to
confirm our suggestion, convective flows both in a microchannel heat sink and in a
sintered porous channel subject to a constant heat flux condition are analyzed by using
the two Approaches separately as a thermal boundary condition at the interface. The
analytically obtained thermal resistance of the microchannel heat sink and the numeri-
cally obtained overall Nusselt number for the sintered porous channel are shown to be in
close agreement with available experimental results when our suggestion for the thermal
boundary condition at the interface is applied.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370504#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Interface, Microscale, Packed Beds, Porous Media

1 Introduction
The present work investigates a heat transfer phenomenon at

the interface between a porous medium and an impermeable wall.
In general, a porous medium has many tortuous fluid passages. As
a result, by using the porous medium as a transport medium, the
heat exchange between the solid matrix and the fluid phase flow-
ing through the porous medium is significantly enhanced due to
the large heat transfer area and the thermal dispersion effect.
Therefore, utilization of porous insertions is a promising means of
augmenting heat transfer in high heat flux applications. However,
the actual mechanism of heat and fluid flow in the porous medium
has not been completely clarified because of the complex structure
of the porous medium. Above all, since the thermal interaction at
the interface between the porous medium and the impermeable
wall is frequently encountered in engineering applications, under-
standing the mechanism of the heat and fluid flow at this interface
is necessary to predict accurately the thermal performance of
packed bed heat exchangers, heat pipes, porous heat sinks, and
insulating materials, etc.~Fig. 1!.

Much relevant research has been conducted. At first, the prime
issue was, under the local thermal equilibrium assumption,
whether the temperature profile at the interface is continuous or
discontinuous. Sahraoui and Kaviany@1,2# showed that the phase

distribution nonuniformities near bounding surfaces result in an-
isotropy and nonuniformity of the effective thermal conductivity
tensor for a circular cylinder-packed structure. The temperature
profile at the interface is continuous as it should be if the effective
thermal conductivity of the porous medium is a function of the
location, while the temperature profile is no longer continuous if
the effective thermal conductivity is treated as a constant. Since
the mid 90’s, due to the temperature difference between the fluid
and solid phases of the porous medium, many research projects
using the two-equation model for heat transfer, which treats the
fluid and solid regions separately, have been conducted. Hence,
how the heat that flows from the impermeable wall to the porous
medium is distributed along the interface between the solid matrix
and the fluid phase became a new issue. Amiri et al.@3# proposed
two Approaches for the heat transfer at the interface. The First
Approach is based on the assumption that the heat flux is divided
between the solid matrix and the fluid phase depending on the
physical values of their effective conductivities. The mathematical
expression for the First Approach is as follows:

q952ks*
]^T&s

]y U
wall

2kf*
]^T& f

]y U
wall

. (1)

The Second Approach is to assume that each of the individual
phases at the interface between the porous medium and the im-
permeable wall receives an equal amount of the heat flux and the
corresponding mathematical expression is as follows:
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q952ks

]^T&s

]y U
wall

52kf

]^T& f

]y U
wall

. (2)

Amiri et al. @3# numerically obtained the wall temperature and the
heat transfer coefficient of the packed bed by applying the Second
Approach to the thermal boundary condition and they showed that
their numerical results agreed with available experimental results.
On the other hand, Hwang et al.@4# used the First Approach in the
thermal analysis of the sintered porous channel and they showed
that their numerical results agreed with their experimental results.
As the two research endeavors stated above show, the heat trans-
fer mechanism at the interface between the porous medium and
the impermeable wall remains to be clarified. Since the boundary
condition affects the final solution significantly, determination of
the appropriate boundary condition at the interface is very impor-
tant in the thermal analysis of the porous medium.

The purpose of the present study is to determine which of the
two Approaches better describes the heat transfer phenomena at
the interface. When a constant heat flux is applied to an imperme-
able wall, the wall is typically modeled as having zero-thickness,
even though in reality it has finite thickness. Hence, in Section 2,
to have an insight into the heat transfer mechanism at the interface
on a microscopic level, direct numerical simulations for the
forced-convection heat transfer in a microchannel heat sink~an
ideally organized porous medium! with a finite-thickness substrate
subject to a constant heat flux at the bottom are performed. Effects
of the conductivity ratio, the substrate thickness, and the porosity
on the heat flux distribution and the temperature difference be-
tween the fluid and solid phases at the porous/solid interface are
examined. The results of this examination yield the answer to the
question as to which interface boundary condition is more appro-
priate for heat transfer study in porous media. In order to confirm
the findings in Section 2, the macroscopic heat and fluid flow in a
microchannel heat sink~Section 3!and in a sintered porous chan-
nel ~Section 4!are analyzed by applying the two Approaches
separately as a thermal boundary condition at the interface be-
tween the porous medium and the impermeable wall which is

modeled as having zero-thickness. The analytical results for the
thermal resistance and the numerical results for the overall Nus-
selt number are compared with the available experimental data in
Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Through this comparison,
the boundary conditions proven appropriate in Section 2 are vali-
dated and suggested for use in future investigations.

2 Heat Transfer at the Microchannel Heat SinkÕ
Substrate Interface

Since a porous medium has a complex structure, it is difficult to
investigate the microscopic heat and fluid flow in the porous me-
dium. Koh and Colony@5# pointed out that the heat and fluid flow
in a microchannel heat sink is similar to that in a porous medium
in view of the small dimensions of channels and fins. Hence, by
performing the numerical simulation for the heat transfer at the
interface between the microchannel heat sink and the substrate,
we investigate the heat transfer mechanism at the interface be-
tween the porous medium and the impermeable wall and suggest
appropriate thermal boundary conditions at the interface.

The problem under consideration in this Section concerns the
forced convective flow through a microchannel heat sink, as
shown in Fig. 2. The top surface is insulated and the bottom
surface of the substrate is uniformly heated. Water passes through
the microchannel and takes heat away from a heat-dissipating
component attached at the bottom of the substrate. In general, the
substrate has finite thickness and thermally interacts with the heat
sink. Therefore, the heat sink and the substrate are included in the
calculation domain as shown in the enlarged picture in Fig. 2. In
analyzing the conjugate heat transfer problem, the flow is assumed
to be hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed laminar
and all physical properties are assumed to be constant. The veloc-
ity distribution in the rectangular duct has already been published
by Shah and London@6# and this is transformed according to the
coordinates shown in Fig. 2 as follows:

u~y,z!52
4~dp/dx!wc

2

m fp
3 (

n51,3,¯

`
1

n3 ~21!~n21!/2

3F 12

coshS np

wc
S y2

H

2 D D
coshS npH

2wc
D G cosS np

wc
zD . (3)

Fig. 1 Heat transfer at the interface between the porous me-
dium and the impermeable wall †1‡

Fig. 2 Microchannel heat sink
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The energy equation and boundary conditions are as follows:

k
]2T

]y2 1k
]2T

]z2 5r fcfu
]T

]x
(4)

]T

]zU
z50

5
]T

]zU
z5~wc1ww!/2

50 (5a)

2k
]T

]yU
y52s

5q9 (5b)

]T

]yU
y5H

50. (5c)

To obtain the temperature distribution, the energy equation~4!
with boundary conditions~5a!–~5c! is solved by using the control-
volume-based finite difference method for the domain including
the fluid and solid phases@7#. The thermal conductivity is deter-
mined according to the physical property of the phase at the loca-
tion and the thermal conductivity at the interface between the two
phases is determined by the harmonic mean formulation. In order
to predict the flow and temperature fields accurately, a fine grid is
used near the interface. A grid size of 40390 (z3y) is selected,
above which the overall Nusselt number of the microchannel heat
sink changes less than 1 percent. From the numerical solution for
the temperature distribution near the interface, we can calculate
the heat flux distribution at the interface between the microchan-
nel heat sink and the substrate. This heat flux distribution will
clearly indicate which boundary condition is physically appropri-
ate at the interface.

If the substrate has zero-thickness, the uniform heat flux bound-
ary condition at the bottom of the substrate can be directly applied
to the interface. In this case the Second Approach can appropri-
ately describe the heat transfer phenomena at the interface. How-
ever, the substrate in reality has finite thickness and the heat flux
distribution at the interface is by no means uniform for a practical
range of parameters as shown in Fig. 3. This means that the Sec-
ond Approach is not applicable to practical problems. On the
other hand, the First Approach, based on the energy balance for
the representative elementary volume in the porous medium, is
physically reasonable.

If the First Approach is to be applied as the thermal boundary
condition, an additional boundary condition is required because
the energy equation is a second order differential equation. Previ-
ous studies@4,8,9#based on the First Approach used an additional
condition that the volume-averaged temperature of the solid phase
is identical to that of the fluid phase at the interface. To check the
validity of the additional condition, the nondimensionalized tem-
perature difference between the two phases at the interface,DT , is
defined as follows:

DT5
^T& f2^T&s

Tw2Tb
U

interface

. (6)

Figure 4 shows effects of the thermal conductivity, the thickness
of the substrate, and the width ratio~porosity!of the microchannel
heat sink (wc /(wc1ww)) on DT . As shown in Fig.’s 4~a!and~c!,
effects of the thermal conductivity and the width ratio are not
significant at all. On the other hand, Fig. 4~b! shows that the
temperature difference at the interface remains almost constant for
s/H.0.1 but increases with decreasings/H for s/H,0.1. This
implies that there is a limit fors/H below which the First Ap-
proach in combination with the local thermal equilibrium assump-
tion at the interface may not be applicable as the thermal bound-
ary condition at the interface. However, most applications of the
porous medium use impermeable walls which fall under the cat-
egory ofs/H>0.1.

Therefore, for practical situations, appropriate thermal bound-
ary conditions at the interface between the porous medium and the
impermeable wall are as follows:

q952kf*
]^T& f

]y U
wall

2ks*
]^T&s

]y U
wall

(7a)

^T& f uwall5^T&suwall . (7b)

3 Thermal Resistance of Microchannel Heat Sink
In Section 2, appropriate thermal boundary conditions at the

interface between the porous medium and the impermeable wall
are suggested. In this Section, the microchannel heat sink shown
in Fig. 2 is treated as a porous medium and analytical results of
the thermal resistance obtained by using the two Approaches
separately as a boundary condition at the interface are compared

Fig. 3 Effects of parameters on the heat flux distribution at the
interface: „a… thermal conductivity „s ÕHÄ1, w c Õ„w c¿w w…

Ä0.5…; „b… thickness of the substrate „k s Õk fÄ100, w c Õ„w c
¿w w…Ä0.5…; and „c… width ratio of the microchannel heat sink
„k s Õk fÄ100, s ÕHÄ1… †asÄ2, HÄ100 „mm… , k fÄ0.59 „WÕm°C…‡.
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with the available experimental data of Tuckerman and Pease
@10#. It is shown that the thermal resistance from the First Ap-
proach is in good agreement with the experimental data, in con-
trast with the Second Approach, thus validating our findings in
Section 2.

Research which treats the microchannel heat sink as a porous
medium has been conducted by Kim and his coworkers@8,9#. In
this study, the methodology introduced by them for obtaining ana-
lytical solutions for velocity and temperature distributions is used.

However, in order to apply the heat flux boundary condition prop-
erly, nondimensionalization of the temperature is changed as
follows:

us5
^T&s

q9H

~12«!ks

, u f5
^T& f

q9H

~12«!ks

. (8)

Nondimensionalized governing equations and boundary condi-
tions are as follows:

The momentum equation:

U5Da
d2U

dY22P. (9)

The energy equation for the solid region:

d2us

dY2 5Bi~us2u f !. (10)

The energy equation for the fluid region:

U5Bi~us2u f !1C
d2u f

dY2 . (11)

Boundary conditions atY50:

U50

152C
]u f

]Y
2

]us

]Y
, u f5us for First approach

(12)

152
kf

~12«!ks

]uf

]Y
52

1

~12«!

]us

]Y
for Second approach

Boundary conditions atY51:

U50

dus

dY
5

du f

dY
50. (13)

Analytical solutions for velocity and temperature distributions can
be obtained by solving governing Eqs.~9!–~11! with boundary
conditions~12!, ~13!. The analytical solution for the velocity dis-
tribution is:

U5P5 coshSA 1

Da
YD 1

12coshSA 1

Da
D

sinhSA 1

Da
D

3sinhSA 1

Da
YD 216 (14)

where

P5

sinhSA 1

Da
D

2ADaH coshSA 1

Da
D 21J 2sinhSA 1

Da
D . (15)

Analytical solutions for temperature distributions are

Fig. 4 Effects of parameters on DT ; „a… thermal conductivity;
„b… thickness of the substrate; and „c… width ratio of the micro-
channel heat sink †asÄ2, HÄ100 „mm… , k fÄ0.59 „WÕm°C…‡.
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Analytical solutions for temperature distributions have a unique
form regardless of the Approach that is applied to the thermal
boundary condition at the interface. The coefficientC3 changes
according to the Approach. In the case of the First Approach,

C35

2
C
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P

Bi~11C!H Bi~11C!2
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DaJ
.

In the case of the Second Approach,
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Since boundary conditions of Neumann type are used, the con-
stant termC2 remains undetermined and a unique temperature
distribution for each phase cannot be obtained. Therefore, to
eliminate the constant term, the thermal resistance, which is a
function of the temperature difference, is obtained~Eqs.~27!–~29!
in @8#! and this is compared with the experimental results of Tuck-
erman and Pease@10#. Tuckerman and Pease used three different
microchannel heat sinks whose substrates come within the cat-
egory ofs/H>0.1 (s/H50.25, 0.394, 0.325), for which boundary
conditions~7a! and ~7b! based on the First Approach are appli-
cable. As shown in Fig. 5, the thermal resistance from the First
Approach is in good agreement with the experimental results, in
contrast with the Second Approach.
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4 Overall Nusselt Number of Sintered Porous Channel
In Section 3, thermal boundary conditions suggested through

direct numerical simulations in Section 2 are shown to be valid for
theoretical analysis of the forced convection in the microchannel
heat sink through the comparison with the available experimental
data. In this Section, we demonstrate that the First Approach is a
physically appropriate boundary condition for investigating forced
convection not only in an ideally organized porous medium with
an impermeable wall like the microchannel heat sink, but also in
the complexly structured sintered porous channel with an imper-
meable wall.

Figure 6 shows the heat transfer problem in the porous channel.
The top surface is insulated and the bottom surface of the imper-
meable wall is uniformly heated. Air passes through the porous
channel and takes heat away from a heat-dissipating component
attached at the bottom of the impermeable wall. For the heat trans-
fer problem shown in Fig. 6, Hwang and Chao@11# published
their numerical and experimental results for the wall temperature
distribution and the overall Nusselt number of the porous channel.
In this study, we conduct numerical simulations for the porous
channel as Hwang and Chao did. However, we use different ther-
mal boundary conditions at the bottom surface of the porous chan-
nel by applying the two Approaches. We numerically obtain the
overall Nusselt number of the porous channel and compare it with
the experimental results of Hwang and Chao. New thermal bound-
ary conditions from the two Approaches are as follows:

in the case of the First Approach:

152
kf*

ks*
1

Bi

]u f

]YU
Y50

2
1

Bi

]us

]YU
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(18a)

u f uY505usuY50 (18b)

in the case of the Second Approach:
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1
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]u f

]YU
Y50

52
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1

Bi

]us

]YU
Y50

. (19)

The effective thermal conductivity of the fluid,kf* , includes the
thermal dispersion effect. To calculate the thermal dispersion ef-
fect, the Van Driest type of wall function is used as follows@11#:

kf* 5«~kf1Dtr fcfdpul! (20)

where

l5 H 12exp@2y/~vdp!# for 0<y< 1
2 H

12exp@2~H2y!/~vdp!# for 1
2 H<y<H.

Hwang and Chao proposed appropriate values ofDt , v as 0.375,
1.5 for which their numerical results are in good agreement with
their experimental results in their paper. However, Kim and Kim
@12#pointed out that the numerical simulation of Hwang and Chao
is in error and newly suggested 1.4, 1.5 as appropriate values of
Dt , v. In this study,Dt51.4 andv51.5 are used in the numeri-
cal simulation and the resultant overall Nusselt number of the
porous channel is compared with the available experimental re-
sults. As in Section 3, the impermeable wall used by Hwang and
Chao is thicker than 0.1 times the channel height (s/H50.2).
Figure 7 shows the comparison between numerical results and
experimental results for the overall Nusselt number. In the case of
the First Approach, numerical results are in good agreement with
experimental results whenDt51.4 andv51.5, while in the case
of the Second Approach, numerical results deviate from experi-
mental results significantly for any values ofDt , v. Conse-
quently, it is verified that the First Approach in combination with
the local thermal equilibrium assumption at the interface can ap-
propriately describe the heat transfer phenomenon at the interface
for practical situations such as the microchannel heat sink and the
sintered porous channel.

5 Conclusion
In this work, a heat transfer phenomenon at the interface be-

tween a porous medium and an impermeable wall subject to a
constant heat flux at the bottom is investigated. To this end, we
numerically examine the heat transfer at the interface between a
microchannel heat sink~an ideally organized porous medium! and
a finite-thickness substrate. From the examination, it is clarified
that the heat flux distribution at the interface is not uniform for the
impermeable wall with finite thickness. This means that the First
Approach is physically reasonable. When the First Approach is
applied to the thermal boundary condition, an additional boundary
condition based on the local thermal equilibrium assumption at
the interface is used. This additional boundary condition is appli-
cable except in the case of a very thin impermeable wall. Hence,

Fig. 5 Comparison with the experimental results for thermal
resistance of the microchannel heat sink

Fig. 6 Sintered porous channel

Fig. 7 Overall Nusselt number of the sintered porous channel
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for practical situations, appropriate thermal boundary conditions
at the interface between the porous medium and the impermeable
wall are formulated as Eqs.~7a! and~7b!. In order to validate our
suggestion, convective flows both in a microchannel heat sink and
in a sintered porous channel are analyzed by using the two Ap-
proaches separately as a thermal boundary condition at the inter-
face. The analytically obtained thermal resistance of the micro-
channel heat sink and the numerically obtained overall Nusselt
number for the sintered porous channel are shown to be in close
agreement with available experimental results when our sugges-
tion for the thermal boundary condition at the interface is applied.
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Nomenclature

c 5 specific heat
C 5 effective conductivity ratio, (5«kf /(12«)ks)

dp/dx 5 pressure drop
Bi 5 equivalent Biot number, (5hlaH2/ks* )
dp 5 average bead diameter
Da 5 Darcy number, (5K/«H2)
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of the sintered porous channel
Dt 5 empirical constant of the Van Driest model
hm 5 heat transfer coefficient based on the bulk mean

temperature
H 5 channel height
k 5 thermal conductivity

kf* 5 effective thermal conductivity of the fluid
ks* 5 effective thermal conductivity of the solid
K 5 permeability

Nu`,0 5 overall Nusselt number, (52Hhm /«kf)
P 5 dimensionless pressure drop, (5K(dp/dx)/«m fum)

q9 5 heat flux
Re 5 Reynolds number, (5«r fumdp /m f)

s 5 substrate thickness
T 5 temperature

Tb 5 bulk mean temperature
Tw 5 wall temperature

u 5 fluid velocity
um 5 mean velocity of the fluid
U 5 dimensionless fluid velocity, (5u/um)

v 5 empirical constant of the Van Driest model
wc 5 channel width
ww 5 thickness of the fin

x,y,z 5 Cartesian coordinate system
Y 5 dimensionlessy-coordinate, (5y/H)
Z 5 dimensionlessz-coordinate, (5z/H)

as 5 aspect ratio, (5H/wc)
« 5 porosity
m 5 viscous coefficient
u 5 dimensionless temperature
r 5 density

DT 5 nondimensionalized temperature difference between
the two phases at the interface

^ & f 5 volume-averaged value over the fluid region
^ &s 5 volume-averaged value over the solid region

Subscripts

f 5 fluid
s 5 solid
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Experimental Study of Water
Sprays for the Attenuation of Fire
Thermal Radiation
A laboratory experimental work is carried out to investigate the attenuation ability of
water sprays subjected to thermal radiation. The objective is to analyze the key param-
eters involved in the mitigation properties of this fire protection technique. The spectral
transmittances of two types of sprayers, TG03 and TG05, are measured with a Fourier
infrared spectrometer under various conditions. The wavelength range varies from 1.5 to
12 mm. The influence on the transmittance of both the flow rate and the pressure ranging
from 1 to 7 bars, as well as the effect of the number of spray nozzles are considered. The
results clearly show the advantage of small drops with high concentration. An investiga-
tion on the multi-ramp curtain configuration also provides valuable information on the
mitigation behavior of the whole spray. Key guidelines are provided for fire protection
engineering. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1371921#

Keywords: Droplet, Experimental, Heat Transfer, Radiation, Sprays

1 Introduction

Over years, many studies have been carried out to find the most
effective methods of protection for storage tanks, distribution sys-
tems and other sensitive areas against the risk of fire. In the tech-
nology of safety that has evolved, a most important part is played
by water sprays, which can be used in fixed protection systems in
at least three distinct ways. First they can be used alone for the
direct extinction of fires. Secondly, water sprays can be used for
surface cooling, to inhibit the spread of fire. Finally, they can be
used to provide a water curtain~i.e., series of spray nozzles! that
will present a continuous barrier to obstruct the passage of flame
and thermal heat. This last application of water sprays~Fig. 1! for
fire radiation attenuation was investigated through the European
research project ASTRRE~1994–1997!. Most of the past works
on the use of water sprays in fire protection are theoretically
based. Among others, Thomas@1#, Ravigururajan and Beltran@2#,
and Coppalle et al.@3#. Water spray is a two-phase participating
medium composed of polydisperse droplets and water vapor. A
spray curtain attenuates thermal radiation by the combined ab-
sorption and scattering mechanisms due to water droplets, as well
as by water vapor absorption mainly. Theoretical analyses have
helped understanding the main parameters controlling the attenu-
ation efficiency of a spray~Dembele et al.@4#; Dembele@5#!.
However few experimental studies have supported the theoretical
works. The main purpose of the experimental work presented here
is to fully analyze the optical behavior of water sprays when sub-
jected to thermal radiation. We investigate the influence on the
attenuation ability of many parameters such as the droplet size and
distribution, the spray nozzle type, feeding pressure and flow rate.
Series of similar sprayers as well as mixed water sprays are ana-
lyzed. Useful information is provided regarding the mitigation
power of these arrangements. The wavelength dependency of the
spray attenuation properties is also clearly shown through the re-
sults. This study is probably among the first to deeply investigate
experimentally the spectral attenuation features of water sprays.
Key guidelines are suggested for fire protection engineers using
water sprays.

2 Experimental Water Spray Facility

Facility Description. Figure 2 presents the experimental fa-
cility used to analyze the attenuation performance of water sprays
by measuring the fraction of the infrared collimated radiation
transmitted through the spray, i.e., transmittance. It is composed
of three main parts: the Fourier spectrometer, the water spray and
the detection system. The spectrometer FTS 60 A, manufactured
by Bio-Rad Inc., is based on Fourier transform spectroscopy and
the wavelength range considered here varies from 1.5 to 12mm.
The source of radiation is a tungsten filament inside a silica tube.
Its emission spectrum is close to that of a blackbody at 1300°C.
The solid angle of the collimated beam reaching the spray is de-
termined by selecting one of the four movable holes~1.2, 2.7, 4,
and 7 mm diameter!of the entrance slit, Fig. 3. The spectrometer
uses the Michelson interferometer principle and the exit infrared
beam is measured by a detector as a function of path difference
between the fixed and movable mirrors. The detection system,
Fig. 3, is composed of a spherical mirror collecting the beams and
concentrating them on a quantic detector HgCdTe. This system is
mounted on a rotating arm for off-incidence measurements, i.e.,
scattering effect quantification. The spectrometer and the detec-
tion system are connected to a central computer for monitoring
and data processing. Spray nozzles, movable in the vertical direc-
tion ~y in Fig. 2!, are fed with water at a pressure ranging from 1
to 7 bars. These nozzles generate the water spray. The pressure
difference at the nozzle exit breaks up the liquid mass and pro-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division November 8,
1999; revision received November 15, 2000. Associate Editor: J. Gore. Fig. 1 Protecting plants with water sprays technique
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Fig. 2 Laboratory experimental water spray facility and measurement parameters

Fig. 3 The Fourier spectrometer and the detection system
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duce droplets characterized by their size and distribution. Two
tubes purged by dry air are used on both the spectrometer and
detection sides to prevent any absorption by ambient air. There-
fore only the spray gases absorption and droplets extinction are
considered in the transmittance spectra. An optical alignment pro-
cedure of the whole system is carried out by using both the spec-
trometer and an external mirror laser beams.

Spray Nozzles. Spray nozzles differ according to their spray
pattern, flow capacity, spray angle, the velocity and impact of the
sprays and the size and distribution of the liquid particles~drop-
lets!. In our investigation, the nozzles were chosen according to
some practical considerations related to the available measure-
ment environment. Sprayers with low volume flow rates were
chosen to avoid important splashes on the water receptacle that
can affect the spectrometer’s components. Also the sprayers se-
lected provide small drops. It is important to recall that small
droplets at high concentration should achieve a better attenuation
efficiency. Round pattern spray nozzles have been chosen because
of their axisymetric property leading to major simplifications in
the hydrodynamic modelling~St. Georges@6#!. Even if hydrody-
namic modelling was not part of our work, others modellers could
easily use the radiation measurements presented here when there

is a need to couple the radiative and hydrodynamic behaviors.
Two classes of industrial round pattern nozzles, so-called TG03
and TG05, all manufactured by Spraying Systems Co. are inves-
tigated here. The exit diameters of the nozzles TG03 and TG05
are respectively 0.41 mm and 0.51 mm. Figure 4 presents a pho-
tography of the nozzle and the pressure-flow rate curves for each
sprayer. These curves were determined experimentally prior to
each set of tests, and compared with that provided by the manu-
facturer to detect any nozzle defect. The flow number FN~ratio of
the volume flow rate to the square root of the pressure! is a con-
stant characteristic parameter for each nozzle and has the values
of 6.698 1029 and 1.123 1028 m3/sAPa, respectively for TG03
and TG05.

Measurement Procedure. The water spray transmittance is
measured with the experimental facility, Fig. 2, by two steps. In a
first step, a measurement of the infrared signal is carried out with-
out the water spray; this signal is known as the ‘‘background.’’ In
the second step, the nozzle is fed with water~spray on!and only
the transmitted beam through the spray is measured by the detec-
tion system. The ratio of the signal measured with the spray acti-
vated to the ‘‘background’’ signal provides the transmittance of

Fig. 4 Characteristics of the spray nozzles tested
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the spray. Transmittance measurements are functions of many pa-
rameters. Only the following four parameters are considered here:
the nozzle pressure~Pr! or flow rate~Q!, the vertical position~y!
measured from the nozzle exit, the angle of measurement~inci-
dent or off-normal directions! and the spectrometer spectral
resolution.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion
A triangular instrument line shape~ILS! is chosen for the spec-

trometer. A spectral resolution of 25 cm21 of the spectrometer is
also taken for reasonable measurement time. This time is to be
multiplied by five for measurements at 2 cm21. A lower value of
the resolution, i.e., higher spectral resolution involves enormous
measurement time since the displacement of the movable mirror
~Fig. 3! is larger and an important number of data points is re-
quired. Each single transmittance spectrum measured by the spec-
trometer is the average of 200 co-added measurements. This av-
eraging process is performed by the spectrometer and improved
the ratio signal/noise of the interferogram. For a fixed set of the
experiment parameters, each single spectrum recorded by the
spectrometer was measured 15 times in similar conditions and
then averaged. The uncertainties due to random errors are as-
sessed through the standard deviation, which is the measure of the
dispersion. The standard deviation, function of the measurement
parameters is defined ass5A1/n21( i 51

n (Tn2T̄r)
2, whereT̄r is

the mean value of then measurements.
The 95 percent confidence interval limits are given by62s.

Figure 5 presents the confidence interval limit 2s for a sprayer
TG03 at the positiony5200 mm from the spray nozzle, in the
incident or normal direction. The values are spectrally dependent.
The precision limit on the spectral transmittance is less than61.2
percent at 7 bars,60.6 percent at 5 bars and60.5 percent at 1
bar. The bias limit with the spectrometer was found to be about
60.2 on transmittance values. The maximum of the spectral over-
all uncertainty would therefore be about61.21 at 7 bars. For the
sprayer TG05, the standard deviation curves show the same fea-
tures as those presented for the sprayer TG03.

3.1 Effect of the Vertical Position on the Attenuation
For a given nozzle and pressure, the vertical position,y in Fig. 2,
is varied and the transmittances spectra measured in the incident

direction. The objectives of these measurements are to quantify
the effect of this vertical position on the attenuation, to select a
position for all data set record and also to identify the position
from which the transmittances do not vary. The relative pressure
was varied from 1 to 5 bars and three vertical positions selected:
y5200, 300, and 350 mm. Figure 6 presents the experimental
curves for the nozzle TG03 at the pressures of 1 and 5 bars. At a
given pressure, the curves show that the transmittances are very
close, independently of the vertical position. At 1 bar~three
curves located around 90 percent transmittance!, the relative dif-
ferences between spectral transmittances, taking values at 200 mm
as reference do not exceed 2 percent for 300 and 350 mm. At 5
bars, the three curves close to 70 percent transmittance, the same
differences do not exceed 7 percent and there is not a major dif-
ference between the results. Similar conclusions are found for the
nozzle TG05. The major conclusion from these results on the
effect of the vertical position is that for the sprayers TG03 and
TG05, the droplet distribution as well as the spray pattern are
nearly stable over 200 mm. This stabilization corresponds, from
the hydrodynamics point of view, to a balance between the com-
peting effects of air entrainment and radially outbound droplet
motion. These conclusions are valid for more other industrial
sprayers. Even if the numerical values of the stabilization position
may vary from one nozzle to another, there does exist a position
for which the spray properties are stable. Afterwards in this paper,
results will be shown only for the vertical position of 200 mm.

3.2 Effect of the Pressure on the Attenuation of a Single
Nozzle Water Spray. In this section, we analyze the influence
of the pressure on the attenuation ability of the water spray pro-
vided by a single sprayer TG03 and TG05. Figures 7 and 8 show
the transmittance spectra respectively for the nozzle TG03 and
TG05 in the incident direction at 200 mm. Values of the total
transmittance~Trtot! are calculated by integrating the spectral
transmittances. These curves reveal two types of zones in the
attenuation spectrum of a water spray:

• Continuous zones corresponding to the wavelength range
where the spray attenuation is mainly due to absorption and scat-
tering by liquid droplets~liquid phase!. The gas contribution is
negligible in these regions.

• Zones presenting the absorption bands of the gas@centred at

Fig. 5 Standard deviation curves for the spray nozzle TG03
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1.9, 2.7, and 6.3mm for H2O and 4.3mm for CO2#. Both the
liquid and gaseous phases of the spray attenuate simultaneously
radiation in these bands.

The total transmittance of a single sprayer TG03~Fig. 7! varies
from 90 percent at 1 bar~0.14 l/min! to 66 percent at 7 bars~0.33
l/min!. An attenuation value of about 35 percent can be achieved
with this type of sprayer in the absence of important evaporation.
The width of the spray TG03 is of about 240 mm and its relative
humidity measured by a hygrometer is of 80 percent. Figure 8
shows the results for the nozzle TG05. Similar attenuation values
are obtained for a given pressure, compared to TG03, but with
flow rates 1.5 times greater. In the light of these curves, the clear
tendency is that, for each spray nozzle, an increase in pressure
~and flow rate!leads to higher attenuation power~i.e., lower trans-

mittance values!. This fact can be explained by the combined
effects of the following two parameters controlling the droplets
~liquid phase!attenuation: their size and number density or con-
centration. The concentrationC ~kg/m3! is related to the number
of particles per unit volume~N! by C5(%pd3N)/6, whered is
the droplet diameter and% the liquid density~water!. An increase
in pressure and flow rate leads to finer drops and greater number
density ~N! and concentration. All these will result in higher at-
tenuation efficiency. For a deeper understanding of these experi-
mental results, Fig. 9 presents the volumetric fraction distribution
at the positiony5200 mm obtained by phase-Doppler anemom-
etry for a nozzle TG03 at the Von Karman Institute. The laser
anemometer called the Phase Doppler Particle Analyser of Aero-
metric Inc., measures the diameter and the velocity of a droplet

Fig. 6 Influence of the vertical position on the transmittance spectra of a single sprayer TG03

Fig. 7 Influence of the pressure on the transmittance of a single spray TG03
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located at the intersection of two laser beams. The results show
that in general an increase in the pressure from 1 to 7 bars, results
in a displacement of the distribution pattern towards smaller drops
with higher volumetric fraction. In Fig. 7, the mean Rosin-
Rammler diameters~MRD! are 187, 135, 115, and 104mm re-
spectively for the pressures of 1, 3, 5, and 7 bars. The mean
volumetric diameters~MVD! for the nozzle TG05 are respectively
550, 375, 300, and 220mm for the same pressures. The higher
attenuation obtained with small droplets can be theoretically ex-
plained. For a monodispersion of droplets characterized by a di-
ameter~d! and concentration~C!, the extinction coefficient in m21

unit ~sum of the scattering and absorption coefficients! is given by
Kext53QextC/2%d, whereQext is the extinction efficiency factor
obtained by the Mie theory in general.

This equation suggests in a straightforward manner that a si-
multaneous increase in the concentration of drops and decrease in
their diameters will lead to a higher extinction coefficient. More-
over, to fully analyze theoretically the scattering mechanism, Fig-
ure 10 shows the spectral scattering phase functions~obtained by
Mie theory, Dembele et al.@4#! for three droplets diameters~10,
100, 300mm! at 10mm wavelength. The phase function describes
the angular distribution of scattered radiation. It is highly peaked

Fig. 8 Influence of the pressure on the transmittance of a single spray TG05

Fig. 9 Droplets volumetric fraction distribution of a sprayer TG03
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forward ~i.e., concentrated in incident or normal directions 180
→0! for d5300 and 100mm because of light diffraction occur-
ring in directions close to the incident one. For the diameterd
510mm, the scattered radiation distribution is more uniform in
off-normal directions, with some backscattered fraction~angles
between 0 and 180 deg!. Therefore in terms of attenuation by
scattering, smaller droplets are more efficient than larger ones
since they scatter in off-normal directions with some backscatter-
ing. These theoretical analyses also support the experimental re-
sults shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

3.3 Quantification of Scattered Radiation. Measurements
of scattered radiation have been carried out for both types of
sprayers TG03 and TG05, by rotating the movable arm supporting
the detection system~Fig. 2!. The objective of these off-normal
transmittance measurements is to quantify the angular distribution
of the scattered energy. Figure 11 presents typical results obtained
with the sprayer TG03~similar to those obtained with TG05! at 2
and 5 bars. The major scattering region is between 1.5 and 3.5
degrees. This confirms that for the droplet distribution pattern
encountered here~MRD of 160mm at 2 bars, MRD5115mm at 5
bars!the scattering is mainly in directions close to the incident or
normal direction~i.e., perpendicular and co-planar to the spray
axis!. At a given angle, the energy transmitted in off-normal di-
rections is greater at 5 bars compared to 2 bars because of the
effect of small drops. The ratio of transmittances reaches 2 at 3.5
deg. At 5 bars, the number of these finer drops is more important.
Above 3.5 deg, the measured transmittance is low~,0.1 percent!
and the noises of measurements are important. These experimen-
tal results are in good agreement with the phase function diagram
shown in Fig. 10. Moreover, as expected an increase in pressure
strengthen the scattering in off-normal directions. Because of the
small droplets at high concentration, scattering occurs mainly in
these off-normal directions. The ratio between total transmittances
at 5 and 2 bars is always greater than 1~Fig. 11!.

3.4 Transmittance Spectra of a Series of Similar Nozzles
A water curtain is in practice formed by a series of nozzles ar-
ranged on a ramp~Fig. 1 shows a single or mono-ramp curtain!.
The investigation in this section is carried out for a series of
nozzles~aligned in the direction of the incident beam, Fig. 2!. The

Fig. 10 Mie phase function of a water droplet at the wave-
length lÄ10 mm

Fig. 11 Angular distribution of scattered radiation for a
sprayer TG03

Fig. 12 Influence of the pressure on the transmittance of 2 sprayers TG03 in series. Spacing
between nozzles 50 mm.
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objective is to quantify and analyze the influence of this arrange-
ment, i.e., bi and tri-ramp curtain, on the attenuation behavior.
The spacing between two successive nozzles is 50 mm and mea-
surements are carried out for the incident direction. Figures 12
and 13 present the influence of the pressure on the transmittance,
respectively for 2 nozzles~bi-ramp, double flow rate! and 3
nozzles~tri-ramp, triple flow rate! in series. The width of the
spray at 7 bars is 240 mm for a single sprayer TG03. For 2 and 3
nozzles, this width is 290 and 340 mm respectively. At 7 bars
~maximum attenuation for the pressure range presented!, the total
transmittance which was 66 percent for a single sprayer TG03,
falls to 55 percent and 43 percent respectively for 2 and 3 nozzles.
For the sprayer TG05, the total transmittance~curves not pre-
sented here!at 7 bars varies from 66 percent~1 nozzle! to 59
percent ~2 nozzles!and 47 percent~3 nozzles!. These curves
clearly show, as expected that an increase in the number of ramp
~i.e., nozzles!improves the attenuation but at the price of higher
flow rate. To further analyze this effect, the variation of the opti-
cal path (t52 ln(Trtot)) is shown in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively
for nozzles TG03 and TG05. We note that at the lowest pressure
of 1 bar, the optical thickness varies slightly linearly with the
number of nozzles~i.e., flow rate!. For higher pressures~3, 5, and
7 bars!, the optical thickness does not increase proportionally with
the flow rate and the attenuation is smaller than what we should
expect by adding single optical thicknesses. This important behav-
ior of multi-ramp spray could be explained by the hydrodynamic
interaction between sprays provided by each nozzle. In the region
where two adjacent sprays interact, droplet coalescence occurs,
increasing the droplet sizes. As a result of larger drop sizes with
lower number density, the attenuation efficiency will be lower
than expected by adding the effects of the two sprays. Then an
increase in the spacing between nozzles~achieved here by de-
creasing the pressure! improves the attenuation since the coales-
cence effects become negligible.

3.5 Investigation of the Flow Rate Effect on the Attenua-
tion. For a given spray nozzle, the results have shown that an
increase in both pressure and flow rate improves the attenuation.
The drops size and distribution as well as the liquid quantity play
a role. The aim of this part is to assess the contribution to the
mitigation power, due on one hand to the drops size and concen-

Fig. 13 Influence of the pressure on the transmittance of 3 sprayers TG03 in series

Fig. 14 Influence of the number of nozzles on the optical
thickness of the sprayer TG03

Fig. 15 Influence of the number of nozzles on the optical
thickness of the sprayer TG05
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tration, and on another hand to the quantity of liquid used. The
influence of the flow rate is investigated here by comparing the
transmittance spectra of water sprays provided by nozzles TG03
and TG05, for the same flow rate. Figure 16 presents the results
for identical flow rates of 0.28 l/min and 0.31 l/min. At 0.28 l/min,
the total transmittance is 73.6 percent for the sprayer TG03~Pr55
bars!and 87.7 percent for the TG05 one. The same transmittances
at 0.31 l/min are respectively 70 percent and 85.4 percent for
TG03 and TG05. These results clearly show that for the same flow
rate, the attenuation is better with the sprayer TG03 than TG05,
because of the finer drops at higher concentration obtained with
the former. An important conclusion can be underlined from these

experimental results: as far as the attenuation ability of a water
spray is concerned, the most important thing is rather the way
water is distributed into droplets than the quantity of water used.

3.6 Investigation of the Attenuation Efficiency of Mixed
Sprayers. The idea behind the results presented in this section is
linked to the practical use of water spray curtain in industrial
environment. The previous results have clearly shown that small
droplets at high concentration can achieve good attenuation per-
formance. However in a large scale environment, this type of
spray could be blown by a strong wind, contrary to spray of large
drops ~less efficient in terms of attenuation! which are more

Fig. 16 Effect of the flow rate on the transmittance spectra of the sprayers TG03 and TG05

Fig. 17 Influence of the pressure on the transmittance of a mixed water spray: TG05-TG03-
TG05. Spacing between 2 successive nozzles 50 mm.
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stable. A practical suggestion is to use mixed sprayers on a multi-
ramp configuration. For example on a tri-ramp water curtain, the
two boundary ramps will use sprayers of large drops for more
stability while the central one will use nozzles with finer drops for
higher attenuation. This configuration is reproduced in laboratory
by using three sprayers in series: two TG05 providing larger drops
on boundaries and one TG03~finer drops! in the middle. The
spacing between two successive nozzles is 50 mm. Figure 17
presents the transmittance results obtained for the pressures of 1,
3, 4, and 5 bars. Logically, because of the finer drops provided by
TG03 nozzle, the attenuation should be higher~transmittance
lower! than that obtained with three sprayers TG05. With three
sprayers TG05 in series, the total transmittance values are 78.9
percent, 60.4 percent, 52.2 percent, and 47.2 percent respectively
for the pressures of 1, 3, 4, and 5 bars. At 1 bar, the transmittances
are slightly identical. However for the pressures of 3, 4, and 5
bars, despite the contribution of TG03, the attenuation obtained
with the mixed sprayers is lower than that with 3 nozzles TG05.
One explanation to this key behavior of mixed water sprays is
related to the hydrodynamics of the whole spray. The finer drops
~TG03! in the central zone of the mixed spray are accelerated
~high velocities!in the spray, dragged by the large drops from
neighboring sprays. The number density of these small drops will
therefore decrease in the spray, leading to a lower attenuation
value. Thus these small drops, expected to the attenuation, will
has a low number density in the spray and not contribute to the
mitigation. Thus in the practical use of mixed sprayers in industry,
special consideration should be given to the hydrodynamic
mechanisms involved.

4 Conclusions
The experimental work presented in this paper has provided

useful and valuable information about the attenuation parameters
of a water spray subjected to thermal radiation. The spectral trans-
mittances curves have clearly shown that the attenuation spectrum
of a water spray comprises a continuous zone~attenuation due to

water droplets!and zones where both the gases~water vapor and
carbon dioxide!and the droplets mitigate radiation. A theoretical
analysis on the water vapor contribution in the total attenuation
power of a spray is presented in Dembele et al.@4#. The experi-
mental results have also shown that for a given sprayer, an in-
crease in pressure and flow rate improves the attenuation because
of the finer drops in high concentration. Through the transmittance
curves of the spray TG03 and TG05, we have identified the key
parameters controlling the attenuation of a water spray curtain: the
size and concentration of the droplets, the molar fraction of the
gases, and the width of the curtain. An analysis of the influence of
the flow rate has proved that for the same quantity of water, the
sprayer TG03 with finer drops achieves higher attenuation than
the TG05 type, which provides larger drops. Therefore to improve
the efficiency of a water spray curtain, the key element is the way
that water is sprayed into droplets, rather than the quantity of
water delivered. An investigation of series of similar nozzles and
mixed sprayers has also shown that the hydrodynamic interaction
between the sprays of each single nozzle can deeply modify the
attenuation ability of the whole curtain. Information provided in
this study can be used as practical guidelines for fire protection
engineers in the choice of spray nozzles. It can also serve as a
validation database for water spray modellers.
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Injection Effects on the Heat
Transfer and Product Yields of
FCC Riser Reactors
A three-phase reacting flow computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computer code was used
to study the major effects of spray injection parameters on mixing, heat transfer, vapor-
ization, and reaction product yields in fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) riser reactors.
The CFD code was validated using experimental or field data. A number of computations
were performed with varied injection parameters, including injection velocity, injection
angle, and droplet size. Local optimum operating windows for spray injection parameters
were identified, and the sensitivity of local optima to variation in spray parameters was
also investigated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370509#
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Introduction
The rapid advance in the performance of computers has made

possible a concurrent advance in computational approaches to
simulate complex multiphase reacting flows. In many reacting
flow systems of practical interest, the multiphase fluid dynamics
and interaction between phases have a significant impact on heat
transfer, flow development, and chemical kinetics because rel-
evant flow properties, such as temperature, particle/droplet con-
centration, and gaseous mixture composition, change from point
to point throughout the flowfield. The fluid catalytic cracking
~FCC! process developed in the 1940s is a typical example. The
FCC process using heated catalyst particles to vaporize liquid oil
and crack the heavy oil vapor into lighter products is extensively
used in the modern refinery industry. Currently, FCC operating
capacity is estimated at 12,800,000 barrels per day worldwide and
4,400,000 barrels per day in the U.S. The FCC units in U.S. re-
fineries produce about 40 percent of the nation’s gasoline pool. It
is also estimated that the U.S. will need about 200,000 barrels per
day of additional capacity in the next few years. Over the years,
refineries have greatly improved the FCC process to compete in
the global markets and meet more stringent environmental regu-
lations. In the past, the development of catalysts had the most
significant impact on the improvement of FCC technology. Re-
cently, refiners have become interested in the advancement of the
feed injection system. Detailed knowledge of the relationships
between process operating parameters and conditions within the
system is needed to facilitate and speed up the development of
new and/or upgraded FCC systems. Bienstock et al.@1# suggested
that such knowledge can be obtained by using computer
simulations.

Computer simulation of an FCC system began with kinetic cal-
culation. Weekman and Nace@2# developed a three-lump cracking
model to study gasoline production of an FCC unit. Later, Dave
et al. @3# improved the model by adding the deactivation effect of
coke on cracking reactions. Recently, Nigam and Klein@4# and
Quann and Jaffe@5# developed ways to approach chemical kinet-
ics computation and model building for cracking reaction systems

with thousands of oil species. These kinetic computations are all
based on simplified or assumed flow fields. In the last decade,
with the advancement of computational techniques and computer
hardware, computational fluid dynamics~CFD! codes were used
to simulate FCC flows. The solid/gas flow hydrodynamics of ris-
ers has been modeled by a number of research groups. Sinclair
and Jackson applied a granular flow model and demonstrated the
lateral segregation of solids observed in experiments@6#. Pita and
Sundaresan investigated effects of different inlet configuration on
the flow pattern development@7#. Neri and Gidaspow compared
modeling results with experimental data with a reasonable agree-
ment and described the most significant features of the two-phase
flow riser hydrodynamics, including the time-averaged core-
annular flow regimes and the radial and axial nonhomogeneity of
the flow @8#. Theologos and Markatos@9# used a commercial CFD
code to study two-phase~gas/solid!reacting flow in FCC riser
reactors. Weekman and Nace’s kinetic model was used to account
for the cracking reactions of the oil species in the FCC flow. Both
gas and solid phases were treated as continua~Eulerian approach!
in the flow. Empirical drag and heat transfer correlations were
used for the phase interaction processes. A calibrated friction fac-
tor was used to predict pressure drop and total void fraction.
Later, Theologos et al.@10# extended the riser flow simulation
with a ten-lump kinetic model developed by Jacob et al.@11#. Gao
et al. @12# used a three-dimensional two-phase flow-reaction CFD
code to predict the performance of FCC riser reactors. The CFD
code used a 13-lump kinetic model for cracking reactions. Again,
an Eulerian approach was employed for the formulation of both
gas and solid phase flows. An additional solid turbulent kinetic
energy equation was added to thek2« turbulent model to account
for particle diffusion. Both CFD codes were validated with some
experimental data but have yet to include a spray vaporization
model for the feed injection process, which is very important for
commercial-scale risers.

Since 1994, Argonne National Laboratory~ANL! has been
working with refining industry partners to develop a validated,
three-dimensional, three-phase~gas/droplet/particle!, reacting
flow CFD code for the simulation of FCC riser reactors. The
computer code was originally a general CFD code for two-phase
flows ~gas/liquid or gas/solid!. It had been successfully validated
@13# and used to predict characteristics of two-phase reacting
flows in coal-fired combustors@14#, air-breathing jet engines@15#,
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and internal combustion engines@16#. The code was greatly en-
hanced for the simulation of FCC riser flows. First, the two-phase
flow simulation was expanded to three-phase. Then, additional
models relevant to the FCC process were developed and added to
the code. Among them are spray vaporization, particle-solid inter-
actions, particle-droplet heat transfer, general lumped kinetics,
and coke transport models. The complexity of the three-phase
FCC riser flow also makes numerical calculations difficult. Sev-
eral useful numerical techniques were developed for the compu-
tation. Among them are the sectional approach and the blocked
cells technique for complex geometries, the kinetic-flow decou-
pling approach for the calculation of a large number of reacting
species, and the improved exit boundary conditions for enhanced
numerical convergence. The code was validated with
experimental/test data from the literature and with data obtained
from pilot and commercial-scale FCC units. The validated code
was used to perform parametric studies to evaluate the effects of
the design and operating conditions on the FCC product yields.
Based on the needs and interest of industrial partners, the spray
injection effects on the performance of a commercial-scale FCC
riser unit were investigated. This paper presents the results of the
study.

Technical Approach

Figure 1 shows a simple flow chart of the technical approach
for this study. First, the research staff of ANL and the industrial
partners jointly selected an FCC riser unit, examined the flow
characteristics, and determined the major fluid elements and flow
processes to be modeled. Next, an ANL CFD code was selected
and modified for the FCC riser flow simulation. After checking
the numerical convergence of the CFD simulation, the modified
code and its new models were validated with available test data.
Then the validated code, called ICRKFLO, was used to conduct a
parametric and optimization study, and the results were evaluated
to develop improved FCC riser designs and better operating
strategies.

FCC Riser Flow. An FCC unit converts heavy oils to lighter
products by catalytic and thermal cracking processes. The inputs
for an FCC unit are gas oils with high boiling temperatures~above
620K or 650°F!, as well as the heaviest portion of crude oil. The
oil products and catalyst particles are separated at the end of the
riser in a separator. Most of the products can be blended into
distillate~such as diesel fuel!, gasoline, or liquid propane gas. The

Fig. 1 Development of CFD simulation for FCC riser units
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remainder forms light gases~used for refinery fuel to power fur-
naces!and coke~a solid which is deposited on the catalyst during
the reaction!. Coke is a solid by-product of feedstock cracking
reactions on acid sites of the FCC catalyst that adheres to the
catalyst surface, reducing the active catalyst surface area and thus
the effectiveness of the catalyst in cracking the feedstock. There-
fore, the catalyst must be regenerated before being used again in
the reactor. This is done by burning off the coke with air in an-
other part of the FCC unit, called the regenerator. The hot regen-
erated catalyst provides the heat for vaporization and the endot-
hermic cracking reactions of crude oil in the riser. A typical FCC
unit consisting of riser reactor, stripper/separator, and regenerator
is shown in Fig. 2. In this study, the focus is on the riser reactor.

A typical pilot-scale FCC riser and its mixing, vaporization,
and cracking processes are also illustrated in Fig. 2. The catalyst
stream of regenerated hot catalyst particles and a small amount of
carrier gas steam enter from the lower right side of the riser. The
inert lift gas stream of nitrogen enters the riser from the bottom to
lift the catalyst particles up the riser before the hot particles are
mixed with the feed oil. The feed oil stream is injected from the
lower left side of the riser, forming a spray of droplets in the riser.

The mixing process includes the combined effects of interfacial
interactions~momentum, heat, and mass transfer between phases!,
flow convection, and turbulent diffusion of gas, oil droplets~solid
circles!, and catalyst particles~hollow circles!. During the mixing
process, the heat carried by the catalyst particles is transferred to
the gas and the oil droplets. Under typical operating conditions of
an FCC riser reactor, the catalyst temperature is much higher than
the boiling point of the feed oil. Consequently, the vaporization
process is dominated and characterized by the heat transfer rate to
oil droplets.

During the vaporization process, a liquid oil droplet~dark col-
ored circle! is releasing oil vapor~light colored ellipse! in the
presence of a hot catalyst particle. Following the vaporization
process, the cracking process takes place. In general, the product
yields are represented by lumped species, which are defined by
boiling ranges or hydrocarbon types@9,10,12#. The selection of
the oil species lumps is arbitrary and depends heavily on the ap-
plication. Four lumps, including feed oil, gasoline~or light oil!,
dry gas, and coke, are shown in Fig. 2. Feed oil vapor~larger
ellipse!contacts a catalyst particle, and the cracking reactions on
the catalyst surface convert the feed oil vapor to light oil vapor
and dry gas~smaller ellipses!. Coke~dark circle!is a by-product
of the process. Interfacial drag, heat transfer, and droplet vapor-
ization processes have an impact on the performance of a riser
reactor. This impact becomes very large for commercial-scale
risers.

Governing Equations. FCC riser flow includes three phases:
catalyst particles, feed oil droplets, and gaseous species. To evalu-
ate the impacts of injection parameters, i.e., injection velocity and
droplet size, on the product yields of an FCC riser, a CFD simu-
lation needs to include all three phases.

The gas phase includes the lift and carrier gases and oil vapor.
The lift and carrier gases are generally steam and nitrogen respec-
tively. The number of oil vapor species can be thousands@4#. Due
to the limitation of computer speed and memory space, and the
severe problem of numerical instability, a CFD simulation usually
only includes a few lumped species. ICRKFLO uses a hybrid
approach to include tens of oil lumps and avoid numerical insta-
bility problems. The approach includes two computational steps.
In the first step, three oil lumps~feed oil, light oil, and dry gas!, a
lift gas, a carrier gas, and catalyst particles are included in a fully
coupled CFD calculation. In the second step, transport and reac-
tion of tens of oil lumps~or subspecies!are computed based on
the flow field calculated in the first step. The feed oil lump in-
cludes the oil species of boiling temperature higher than 494 K~or
430°F!; the light oil lump includes those of boiling temperature
between room temperature and 494 K~or 430°F!; and the dry gas
includes those of boiling temperature below room temperature.
Similarly, the subspecies can be defined based on boiling ranges
that depend on the number of subspecies to be considered.

In this study, the main purpose of the simulations is to deter-
mine concentrations of various oil species~feed oil vapor, light oil
vapor, dry gas, nitrogen, or steam! in an FCC unit, especially at
the riser exit. Since species concentrations depend on other gas,
droplet, and particle properties, the CFD code needs to solve for
the flow properties of all three phases.

In the gas phase calculations, gas properties, including pressure
p, densityr, velocity components~ui , i 51,2,3!, temperatureT,
enthalpy h, and species concentrations (f n), are governing by
equations of state, and the conservation equationsof mass,mo-
mentum, andenergy. Equation~1! is the ideal gas law that corre-
lates pressure with temperature, density, and species composi-
tions. Equation~2! is the caloric equation that relates enthalpy and
temperature. The conservation equations for mass~species!, mo-
mentum, and energy are expressed as elliptic-type partial differ-
ential equations. For convenience in numerical formulation, the
gas phase conservation equations are put in a common form, Eq.
~3!.

p5rRT(
n

~ f n /Mn! (1)

h5(
n

f nCpn~T2To! (2)

(
i 51

3
]

]xi
S uruij2Gj

]j

]xi
D5Sj (3)

In the above equations,Mi and Cpi are molecular weight and
specific heat of a gas speciesn, respectively,R is the universal gas
constant,To is the reference temperature,j is a general flow prop-
erty that represents scalar, velocity components, or enthalpy,xi ,
i 51 – 3, are coordinates,u is gas volume fraction,ui are velocity
components,G is effective~turbulent and laminar! diffusivity, and
Sj is the sum of source terms. A multiphase k-« model was used
to calculate turbulent diffusivity, and other phenomenological
models were developed to determine the source terms.

The solid phase is very dense in the riser. Its volume fraction
ranges from 2 to 40 percent. The liquid phase is also dense near
the injection location. ICRKFLO uses an Eulerian approach for
the particle/droplet phase formulation by dividing droplets/
particles into size groups. Figure 3 shows a typical droplet number
density distribution versus size at the injection location in which
droplets are divided into five size groups, represented by the
dashed line rectangles. The arrows indicate the effects of the va-

Fig. 2 A typical FCC unit
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porization process. Vaporization causes droplets to shift from
larger to smaller size groups at a computed rate and also results in
transfer of vapor from the droplets into the gas phase. For each
size group, the Eulerian approach treats the particles/droplets as a
continuum ~having the same fluid properties!. Droplet/particle
properties, including number density, velocity components, tem-
perature, and coke concentration~for particles only!, are governed
by the conservation equationsof mass,momentum, andenergy.

Similar to the gas phase formulation, the governing transport
equations for the liquid and particle phases are put in a common
form. Eq. ~4! shows the equations for thekth size group.

(
i 51

3
]

]xi
S nkui ,kj2Tj

]nkj

]xi
D5Sj (4)

in which nk is the droplet or particle number density,ui ,k , i
51 – 3, droplet or particle velocity components,G is droplet or
particle diffusivity, andSj is the sum of source terms. The formu-
lation and computer code allow for a size distribution of both
droplets and particles; however, in this study only one size group
of particles was used, although a size distribution of five droplet
size groups was used. A size distribution of five droplet size
groups was used because a droplet size distribution is a required
component of the vaporization model, which shifts the distribu-
tion toward the smaller droplet sizes in order to balance mass in
the vaporization mass transfer between the droplet and gas phases.
Again, phenomenological models were needed to determine the
source terms.

Phenomenological Models. Phenomenological models are
used to define the diffusivity and source terms of the governing
equations. ICRKFLO uses six major phenomenological models: a
lumped integral~as opposed to differential! reaction model, a coke
interphase transfer and transport model, a two-parameter turbu-
lence model modified for multiphase flows, an interfacial drag and
heat transfer model, a droplet/particle turbulent dispersion model,
and a droplet vaporization model. The primary interfacial transfer
models for momentum, heat, and mass that greatly influence de-
velopment of flow patterns and cracking processes in an FCC riser
are presented in the following sections.

Interfacial Drag Model. Empirical equations are commonly
used to correlate the drag force with the slip velocity~the velocity
difference between the gas and solid phases, with components
ud i!. Drag force is a vector defined by three orthogonal compo-
nents in three spatial directions (xi), which have similar formula-
tions. For a single droplet or particle in the gas, thexi-direction
drag force (Fd,x) of gas exerted on the droplet or particle can be
expressed as Eq.~5!.

Fd,x5
1
2 ruu1,kuu1,kpr 2Cd (5)

The empirical drag coefficient,Cd , is given in Eq.~6!. It in-
cludes two major effects, one is viscous, based on a correlation
using the Reynolds number based on slip velocity, Red , and the
other is the vaporization effect represented by a transfer number
B. In Eq. ~7!,L is the latent heat of a droplet andTb is the phase
change temperature of a droplet@18#.

Cd5
24

Red

~110.15 Red
0.687!

11B
(6)

Red5
2ruudu

m
and B5H Cp~T2Tb!/L vaporization

0 otherwise
(7)

Interfacial Heat Transfer Model. Empirical equations are also
used to correlate the interfacial heat transfer with the slip velocity.
For a single particle or droplet in the gas, the heat transfer be-
tween the gas and the particle or droplet, when droplets are not
vaporizing, is expressed as

qc52prlNud~T2Tk!d~Tb! (8)

in which l is thermal conductivity of the gas; Nud is an empirical
Nusselt formula, Eq.~9!; Tk is the droplet/particle temperature;
and d(Tb) is a step function, which changes from one to zero
when a droplet or particle reaches its phase change temperature
@18#. In Eq. ~9!,Sc is the Schmidt number, andD is the mass
diffusivity of a species. After the droplet temperature reaches the
boiling temperature, further heat transfer from the gas to particles
goes into droplet vaporization. In this case, the step function
d(Tb) makesqc zero forTk equal toTb .

Nud5H 210.552 Red
1/2 Sc1/3 vaporization

210.654 Red
1/2 Sc1/3 otherwise

and Sc5
m

rD
(9)

Droplet Vaporization Model. The source term in the gas con-
tinuity equation is the vaporization rate of the droplets per unit
volume. The droplet vaporization model is based on the funda-
mental physics of stationary single droplet vaporization and then
modified for large groups of droplets in a convective environment
using correlations. Direct interactions between droplets~colli-
sions!are not significant and not modeled; however, droplets do
interact with each other indirectly through their effects on the gas
phase, and a collision heat transfer model between droplets and
catalyst particles is included@17#. Because gas phase properties,
such as specific heat, heat transfer coefficients, etc., may be func-
tions of local gas phase properties, different size droplets will
respond differently to varying local conditions. The basic vapor-
ization model is characterized briefly as follows. Williams gave
the classical solution of the droplet vaporization rate for a single
stationary droplet@18#. A correction for the convection effect,
sometimes referred to as the Ranz-Marshall model@19#, can be
applied to the stationary solution to yield an empirical correlation
for vaporization in a flow, Eq.~10!. The correction adds a Nusselt
number, Nud , to the stationary solution.

dm

dt
54pr ~l/Cp!ln~11B!Nud (10)

The total vaporization rate at a point per unit volume of physi-
cal space is determined by integrating the product of single drop-
let vaporization rate and the spray distribution function over the
droplet size distribution.

Lumped Integral Reaction Model.In the FCC reacting flow
calculations, ICRKFLO uses a lumped cracking reaction model,
based on lumped kinetics modeling work by Weekman and Nace
@2# and by Dave et al.@3# and a new integral reacting-flow time-
scale-conversion method@13#, for the simulation of FCC riser
flows. The model considers four lumped oil components in two
cracking reactions. The four lumps include feed oil with a higher
boiling point, light oil with a lower boiling point, dry gas~includ-

Fig. 3 Droplet number density distribution function
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ing oil vapor of carbon number C5 and below!, and coke as a
by-product of the cracking reaction. The cut-off boiling tempera-
ture between feed and light oil lumps is chosen according to the
feed stock and riser operating conditions. Two cracking reactions
include ~a! one that converts feed oil to light oil, dry gas, and
coke, and~b! another that converts light oil to dry gas and coke.
Reaction rates of these reactions are expressed respectively in
Arrhenius’ formula.

Many reacting flow calculations suffer severe numerical stiff-
ness problems due to the difference of the flow and the reaction
time scales. A time scale bridging integral as opposed to a differ-
ential approach was developed to overcome these numerical prob-
lems. The integral approach converts the reaction time scale used
in the above formulation to the flow time scale of the hydrody-
namic calculations@20#.

Subspecies Formation and Transport Computation. The
major gaseous species in the flow calculation include feed oil,
light oil, dry gas, and inert gas. However, within these species
lumps exist a very large number of oil species produced from
numerous kinetic reactions in the riser. These species are not in-
cluded in the flow calculation because of numerical stiffness prob-
lems. The formation and transport of the oil species have a strong
impact on the flow field because of the significant density changes
between feed oil and products. This density change effect is rep-
resented by the 4-lump model in the flow calculation. Assuming
the 4-lump flow field solution is adequate to account for the den-
sity change effect, one can decouple the solution routines of the
transport equations of individual species or large numbers of
groups of lumped species from the flow calculation and solve the
transport equations on a pre-determined flow field. This second
stage of reaction and transport computation is referred to as a
subspecies computation. Free from the interactions of the pressure
and velocity fluctuations, the calculation of the decoupled species
transport equations becomes very stable numerically. This tech-
nique is the essence of the hybrid approach to solving governing
equations for a complex multiphase reacting flow field combined
with solving for the local reaction kinetics and transport equations
of a large number of subspecies or lumped subspecies groups,
simply called lumps. The details are described in Chang et al.
@21#.

Numerical Scheme

Computational Grid and Numerical Convergence. The
CFD code uses a control volume approach to convert the govern-
ing equations to algebraic equations on a discretized grid system.
The grid system is staggered and consists of four grids: three
staggeredxi-momentum grids, one for each spatial direction, and
a scalar grid for all the other equations. The algebraic equations
are solved iteratively with the boundary conditions. There are two
major iteration routines in the multiphase reacting flow simula-
tion. The first is for the gas flow calculation, and the second is for
the droplet and particle flow calculation. In the calculations, Pa-
tankar’s SIMPLER computational scheme is used to solve the
pressure linked momentum equations@22#.

In order to conserve computational time and still provide ad-
equately accurate results, grid sensitivity studies were conducted
to choose final grids that gave grid-independent numerical results
to three significant decimal digits upon further grid refinement. An
important feature of the control volume approach used in the com-
putational scheme is that it is conservative in terms of mass, en-
ergy, species, and all variables solved for via the transport equa-
tions, both locally and globally, to a very high degree regardless
of grid size. This feature helps to ensure that results are physically
realistic regardless of grid size and that trends in parametric stud-
ies are relatively independent of grid size even for relatively
coarse grids. For the purposes of the current study, little would be
gained from attempting to refine the grid to make results grid-
independent to more than three significant digits.

The simulated FCC reactor flow includes four gas species, five
droplet size groups, a single particle size group, and a coke spe-
cies carried by particles. In the ICRKFLO code, a calculation is
considered to have converged if the local and global mass bal-
ances of the three phases are smaller than a set of predetermined
criteria. For this simulation, convergence criteria, defined by av-
erage mass residual of all computational cells, are 10210 ~in di-
mensionless form, normalized by the inlet mass flow rate! for the
gas phase and 1028 for both the liquid and solid phases. Most
computations in the current study, except those near physical op-
erating limits, were robust enough to drive the residuals down to
the level of double precision round-off error of one to three low
order digits, as shown in Fig. 4. Generally in this application, with
reasonable boundary conditions~e.g., inlet flow rates, etc.!, a con-
verged solution can be obtained in about 1000 global iterations.
Each global iteration includes ten gas phase iterations and three
liquid and solid phase iterations. On a Pentium™III 600 computer
with 256 megabytes of random access memory, using a 32-bit
FORTRAN compiler, this computation takes four to eight hours
on a 110-by-26-by-26 cell grid.

Results and Discussion
The FCC process is used to convert feed oil into more valuable

light products. Many interacting phenomena occur in the mixing
zone, including those affecting the crude oil mass distribution,
droplet heating, onset of vaporization, and subsequent cracking
reactions. Achieving an understanding of these complex local in-
teractions as they relate to reactor performance is a very difficult
undertaking. Simulation provides a tool that can generate an enor-
mous amount of data on conditions and system-state evolution as
a multiphase mixture flows through the riser reactor, and also can
provide insight into these processes.

Code Validation. The CFD code has been validated by com-
parison between computational results and experimental data ob-
tained by an industrial member of a cooperative research agree-
ment. Both pilot-scale and commercial-scale experimental data
have been used. A methodology for extracting kinetic constants
based on experimental data has been developed@23#. The detailed
validation strategies will be elaborated in a separate paper. Com-
parison of computational results with data in the open literature
has also been done whenever possible. The predicted product
yields, pressure, temperature, and other flow properties showed
good agreement with experimental data@20,21,24#. An example
of one of many graphs that generically compares computed data
against measured data is shown in Fig. 5.

Riser Flow Patterns. Numerical simulations were performed
for various FCC riser flows. Typical flow patterns in an FCC riser
are presented in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!. A grayscale key is
plotted on the right side of the property figure indicating the cor-
responding shade for the property value. Riser dimensions are

Fig. 4 Typical convergence history
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proprietary information of a petroleum company and will not be
discussed here. All the numbers are normalized. In this riser con-
figuration, the catalyst is introduced from the right side near the
bottom and the feed oil is injected from the bottom around the
centerline. The regions where most of the catalyst and feed oil
mixing and interaction take place are called mixing zones. The
lower 1/5 section of the riser is shown in these figures to provide
a more detailed picture of mixing zones. The gas velocity, tem-
perature, density, pressure, and particle number density are shown
in Fig. 6~a!. The velocity field is plotted as velocity vectors. The
vector length is proportional to velocity magnitude. The gas ve-
locity field in the mixing zone of the riser is highly influenced by
the addition of new mass in the gas phase from vaporizing oil
droplets. The vaporizing droplets cause expansion of the gas and
therefore an increase in gas velocity. The patterns of the gas tem-
perature and density distributions correspond to the patterns of
droplet and particle number distributions in the mixing zone. In
the locations where particle number density is higher, the gas
temperature is higher due to heat transfer between the hot particles
and gas. In the locations where droplet number density is higher,
the gas temperature is lower due to vaporization. The catalyst
particles are injected from the right side near the bottom of the
riser. Some of them are accumulated in the left corner and some
of them are pushed by the oil vapor to the right side along the
riser.

Figure 6~b!shows the droplet number density with five differ-
ent droplet sizes. It is clear that almost all the droplets are vapor-
ized in the mixing zone. The droplets with smaller size react more
quickly to drag effects and tend to follow the gas flow. They are
also dispersed more rapidly by turbulence in the gas phase and
therefore spread more across the riser while the larger droplets are
pushed to the left side of the riser through interaction with the
catalyst/gas mixture flow near its inlet. As shown in Fig. 6~c!, a
large amount of vaporization occurs in the left corner because of
the large droplet number density. Once the feed oil is vaporized,
cracking reactions take place to convert feed oil into light oil and
dry gas. Coke is produced during cracking. All these figures show
that the flow pattern in strongly affected by the interactions of
multiphase hydrodynamics, droplet vaporization, and chemical ki-
netics in FCC riser reactors.

Effects of Droplet Vaporization on Flow Patterns. The
flow patterns in Figure 6 indicate strong effects of the droplet
distribution in the riser. These effects are further demonstrated in
Figs. 7 and 8, which include the distributions of mid-size droplet
number density, particle number density, and gas temperatures.
The riser dimension and input conditions are the same, and there
is no cracking reaction for both figures. The only difference is that
droplets are not vaporized in Fig. 7 but are vaporized in Fig. 8.
Mass entering the gas phase from vaporizing droplets dramatically

changes flow patterns, resulting in significant differences in cata-
lyst particle and temperature distributions. Consequently, cold
flow parametric mixing studies with no vaporization~no mass
transfer from liquid to gas phase! cannot be used as a basis to
predict the flow in an FCC riser and the efficiency of FCC crack-
ing reactions.

Some aspects of the interaction of the vaporization process with
the general flow hydrodynamics and heat transfer are seen more
clearly when a computational experiment is conducted where only
mono-sized droplets of the largest size are injected at the droplet/
lift gas inlet. In this case smaller droplets do not enter the system
at the inlet, but exist in the system only as a result of droplet
shrinkage during the vaporization process. Some of the primary
results of such a computation for reacting flow in a pilot-scale
riser are shown in Fig. 9. The lower 1/5 of the riser is shown in
the figure. Several observations can be made about the interrela-
tions between the feed oil droplet and catalyst flow and the va-
porization process. The initial catalyst distribution is asymmetric
over the cross-section because catalyst particles come in from one
side only. However, in a pilot-scale system the cross-section dis-
tribution of catalyst tends to even out fairly quickly due to the
dispersion of particles through interaction with the gas phase tur-
bulence, as indicated in Fig. 9~a!. Large droplets are less affected
by drag than either smaller droplets or the smaller catalyst par-
ticles, and therefore once the cross-section distribution of large
droplets is established, it tends to persist as large droplets travel
up the riser, as shown in Fig. 9~b!. Momentum exchange between
large numbers of catalyst particles and lift gas and feed oil vapor
induces a gas flow to the left, which is also transferred to large
droplets and causes a high concentration of large droplets on the
left side of the tube. Nearly all the large droplets vaporize before
reaching about 1/7 of the tube length. As seen in Fig. 9~c! no
droplets of the smallest size group exist at the bottom of the riser
tube. First, there is a preheating delay before the large droplets
injected at the droplet inlet begin to vaporize, and then there is a
delay time while the large droplets vaporize and shrink into the
smallest size group before any significant number of small drop-
lets appear in Fig. 9~c!. The smallest droplets are more affected by
drag and turbulent dispersion through interaction with the gas
phase. Therefore, although there is a higher concentration of small
droplets on the left side of the riser, as expected from the distri-
bution of larger droplets from which they come, turbulent disper-
sion makes their cross-section distribution much more uniform
than that of the largest droplets.

It is worth noting that the smallest droplet group has a number
density maximum located at about 1/10 the distance up the riser.
Two factors cause number densities in the smallest group to drop
after this region of maximum number density. First, the smallest
droplets disappear because they vaporize completely. Second, as
feed oil vapor is deposited into the gas phase due to vaporization,
the acceleration caused by this expansion also accelerates and
spreads out the droplets, causing the number density to drop. Fi-
nally, it should be noted that a few percent of the original feed oil
mass injected still exists in the presence of small droplets as far as
2/3 up the length of the riser tube~not shown in the figure!.
Therefore, reaction models for the feed oil vapor must either ex-
plicitly or implicitly take into account the vaporization delay of
the feed oil.

Parametric Effects on FCC Product Yields. In this re-
search, the effects of spray injection parameters, including feed oil
injection velocity, droplet size, and injection angle, on the product
yields of a commercial-scale FCC riser were investigated; the
computational results are presented in the following sections. In
this riser, the catalyst particles are introduced from the bottom of
the riser and the feed oil is injected from the side walls of the riser
at a small distance above the bottom of the riser. To demonstrate
the parametric effects, gasoline yield as a mass fraction, which is
a very important product, will be used as one of the examples.

Fig. 5 Comparison of calculated and measured product yields
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Fig. 6 „a… FCC riser flow pattern; „b… FCC riser flow pattern; „c… FCC riser flow pattern
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Effect of Feed Oil Injection Velocity.Figure 10 shows the
percent of gasoline yield as a function of feed droplet injection
velocity. High gasoline yield is, in general, considered desirable,
although a similar study could be used to look for optima in yields
of diesel fuel or heating oil if those or other products were con-
sidered to be of prime importance due to changes in seasonal
market demand. Yield curves are shown over a wide spray injec-

tion velocity range for four cases of different inlet mass mean
droplet sizes. The spray injection velocities cannot be related di-
rectly to flow velocities in a nozzle because the spray injection
velocity is a device-level simulation parameter that specifies a
mean spray velocity after the spray has already formed. In a real
device, this velocity would vary greatly depending on the mea-
surement point in relation to the nozzle outlet. Thus, these veloci-
ties are in the range that would be encountered in actual equip-
ment, but they are not nozzle velocities; their significance is to
show trends. The trends shown in the gasoline yield curves reveal
a number of characteristics and relationships that are both impor-
tant and physically reasonable.

First, there is an injection velocity that is optimal for gasoline
yield for each mean droplet size. Reasons for the existence of
these optima were presented previously. Second, the optimum
spray injection velocity increases with decreasing mean droplet
size. Optimal performance should reasonably be expected to re-
quire that the spray penetrate to the center of the reactor and be
fairly evenly distributed over the reactor cross-section. Droplet
drag reduces cross-stream droplet velocities more rapidly for
smaller droplets than for larger ones, thus requiring higher veloci-
ties for smaller droplets to reach the reactor center. Finally, the
breadth of the optimum increases as the mean droplet size of the
droplet size distribution decreases within the range of droplet
sizes tested. A combination of reasons may account for this char-
acteristic. Because the spray consists of a size distribution, larger
droplets, which can carry a substantial percent of the total droplet
mass of the spray, do exist in sprays with the smaller mean droplet
sizes. Therefore, each spray will have a range of penetration
depths into the cross-section, based on its size distribution. Be-
cause small droplets carry much less mass~order r 3!, the size
distribution must consist of a much larger portion of droplets that
are small or have relatively low velocities in order to achieve a
fairly even coverage of crude oil vapor over the cross-section
during the vaporization process. Once cross stream slip is reduced
to near zero and droplets are turned into the downstream, further
mixing of droplet number density over the cross-section is prima-
rily due to interaction with gas phase turbulence, which is a slow
process compared to the convective cross-stream transport result-
ing from spray momentum.

The broadening of the gasoline yield and crude conversion op-
tima for smaller mean droplet sizes in the tested cases is very
significant. This finding indicates that a droplet size distribution
with the smallest mean droplet size that still allows sufficient
numbers of droplets to reach the centerline of the reactor under
normal operating conditions will be the least sensitive to yield or
conversion reductions when operating at slightly off-optimum
conditions. A note of caution, however, is in order regarding the
apparent relation between the breadth of the injection velocity
optimum and the mean droplet size. This particular characteristic

Fig. 7 FCC riser flow without droplet vaporization and crack-
ing reactions

Fig. 8 FCC riser flow with droplet vaporization and without
cracking reactions

Fig. 9 Catalyst particle and droplet distributions for mono-
sized large droplet injection: „a… catalyst; „b… largest droplets;
„c… smallest droplets

Fig. 10 Effects of droplet injection velocity on gasoline yield
for four mean droplet diameters
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has been tested only for a normal size distribution of droplets in
the spray. Further study is required for a variety of size distribu-
tions to determine the effect of the size distribution on the breadth
of the injection velocity optimum in relation to mean droplet size.

Another way of evaluating the effectiveness of the spray oper-
ating conditions is to determine the distance from the spray injec-
tors for a given percentage of the spray mass to vaporize. In a
simulation, the amount of unvaporized droplet mass crossing a
plane of grid cells at any downstream location is easy to calculate.
The downstream distance traveled by the droplets from the injec-
tor entry to a point where 99 percent of the spray mass is vapor-
ized is shown in Fig. 11, which depicts curves plotted as a func-
tion of droplet injection velocity. For the larger droplet sizes,
these curves correlate very well~in the inverse!with the curves
for gasoline yield. This correspondence for the larger droplet sizes
means that those factors relating to the spray distribution over the
cross-section of the reactor that prolong the vaporization process
are apparently the primary factors that limit the extent of the crude
oil cracking reactions, which are endothermic. For example, local
high concentrations of droplet number density in some regions
can rapidly use up the locally available heat from near-field hot
catalyst particles, extending vaporization time and limiting the
heat available for cracking reactions during the residence time in
the reactor.

This observation does not hold for the smallest mean droplet
diameter spray of 60 microns. For the smallest mean droplet di-
ameter spray, the vaporization distance is nearly constant over the
velocity injection range. Smaller droplets reach vaporization tem-
perature faster and vaporize faster~the spray mass has a much
higher surface-to-volume ratio for small droplets!. Vertically con-
veyed heat carrier catalyst particles tend to form a characteristic
slightly U-shaped number density distribution, which means that
somewhat more heat sources are available at shallow penetration
depths. This heat is sufficient for vaporization in a fairly short and
uniform distance, but it is not sufficient to drive the endothermic
cracking reactions to the same level of completeness for the shal-
lower penetration depths of the bulk of the droplet mass at lower
injection velocities. As shown in Fig. 10, gasoline yields drop off
at lower injection velocities for the smallest mean droplet size,
even though the vaporization distance is nearly constant over this
range. This characteristic is also a consequence of the relatively
slow cross-stream turbulent mixing process relative to initial spray
penetration and the short reactor residence time~on the order of 1
second with a travel distance on the order of 10 diameters down-
stream, which is insufficient to achieve a well developed flow!.

Effects of Mean Droplet Diameter.Another view of the data
presented above can be obtained by plotting gasoline yield and
vaporization distance against the mean droplet diameter, for the
most reasonable injection velocities of the representative
commercial-scale FCC riser that were determined previously. This
view of the data poses an important question about the sensitivity

of local optima in mean droplet size to variations in mean droplet
size. Figure 12 shows that local optima occur only for the 30 m/s
and 50 m/s injection velocities, and that the optimum size in-
creases as the injection velocity decreases. This inverse relation-
ship is again a consequence of the requirement to have droplets
penetrate to the center to achieve good performance, as well as the
relationship between the effects of droplet drag force and droplet
inertia. Note, however, that the highest gasoline yields occur for
small droplets at high injection velocities.

For all but the 30 m/s injection velocity, Fig. 12 shows a fairly
rapid decrease from the maximum in gasoline yield as the mean
droplet diameter increases. This characteristic appears to be a con-
sequence of a poor distribution of droplet mass due to over-
penetration of the spray. The effect can also be seen clearly in Fig.
13, which indicates that the vaporization distance increases very
rapidly for mean droplet diameters over 100 microns and for the
70 and 90 m/s injection velocities. For 30 m/s and 50 m/s injec-
tion velocities, the vaporization distance increases more slowly,
although these curves still have a slope that increases with mean
droplet size.

Fig. 11 Vaporization distance as a function of feed oil spray
inlet velocity

Fig. 12 Effects of droplet size on gasoline yield

Fig. 13 Effect of droplet size on vaporization

Fig. 14 Injection angle effect on vaporization for 100 micron
mean diameter and 50 m Õs injection velocity
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Effects of Injection Angle. For a constant spray mass flow
rate, the injection angle measured from the vertical essentially
changes the path length and consequent travel time to the center
of the reactor. Effects of injection angle are presented in Fig. 14
for sprays of 100 micron mean diameter at the optimum injection
velocity ~50 m/s!. It shows a significant decrease in the vaporiza-
tion distance as the injection angle is increased to 90 degrees
~perpendicular to the stream-wise direction!. Figure 15, which
presents the gasoline yields with the injection angles, indicates
that there is a small increase in gasoline yield as the injection
angle is increased to 90 deg. The difference over the entire injec-
tion angle range of 30 to 90 deg is less than 2 percent in gasoline
yield. Such an increase, though small, may be considered signifi-
cant when large quantities of crude oil are processed. However,
realizing such an increase in an actual unit, rather than in a tightly
controlled simulation, could require tighter than feasible controls
on the operating conditions of the real unit to keep it near opti-
mum conditions. This possible control difficulty arises because
the angled injection with longer path lengths to the reactor center
allows higher velocity injection~more mass flow from a given
nozzle type!with a smaller cross-stream velocity component. In
this case, more overall production per day may possibly be ob-
tained from the unit without significant loss in gasoline yield due
to over-penetration of the sprays. Therefore, the optimum operat-
ing conditions for spray angle may depend on whether the goal is
to optimize the production rate of the FCC unit or to optimize the
percent of gasoline or other product yields.

Effect of Poor Distribution of Spray over Reactor Cross-
Section.. When spray parameters are set to achieve a relatively
even mass distribution of droplets over the reactor cross-section,
measures of performance for the reactor tend to be near the opti-
mum, and other factors may have a more controlling influence on
deviations of performance about the optimum. Spray conditions
that poorly distribute droplet number density over the reactor
cross-section, however, have a major negative impact on vapor-
ization and product yields. Figure 16 shows the development of
normalized droplet mass deviation about the mean over a reactor
cross-section from the spray injection point to a little over one
meter downstream, where vaporization is well underway. The

cases shown are for 100 micron mean diameter droplets at three
nominal injection velocities: 10, 30, and 50 m/s. Near the injec-
tors, the spray is penetrating into the riser interior, so the droplet
mass is not evenly distributed. As the spray penetrates, the devia-
tion drops off until it levels out about a meter downstream. The
droplet mass deviation for the 10 m/s injection velocity levels out
at about 15 percent higher than the deviation for the 50 m/s injec-
tion velocity. At the lower injection velocity, the gasoline yield
drops over 25 percent~see Fig. 10!. These results show that con-
ditions producing more uniform feed oil mass distributions over

Fig. 15 Injection angle effect on gasoline yield for 100 micron
mean diameter and 50 m Õs injection velocity

Fig. 16 Droplet mass deviation over cross-section for 100 mi-
cron mean diameter droplets

Fig. 17 Droplet number density for two injection velocities

Fig. 18 Temperature distribution for two injection velocities
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the reactor cross-section normal to the primary flow direction are
directly related to significantly higher gasoline yields.

Figures 17 and 18 graphically illustrate two conditions in the
reactor interior that, in part, account for this drastic change in
performance. Figure 17 shows a two-dimensional grayscale plot
of droplet number density for the lowest and highest injection
velocity cases. This figure illustrates that droplets do not penetrate
evenly over the cross-section for the low injection velocity case;
turbulent mixing does not bring droplets into the middle to any
significant degree; and, being concentrated near the riser walls,
the droplets will rapidly use the heat available in this region to
heat up and vaporize, thus slowing the vaporization process and
allowing droplets to persist significantly farther downstream.

Figure 18 shows the effect of a poor droplet distribution on the
temperature field. In the 10 m/s case, the temperature in the outer
region drops to a low value very close to the injectors and remains
relatively high in the central region over most of the reactor
length. The energy available in this hotter central region is not
effectively used for cracking reactions because most of the crude
oil vapor is deposited in the near-wall region and does not mix
rapidly enough into the center during the short reactor residence
time. The 50 m/s injection case, however, has a well distributed
crude oil droplet mass, and locally available heat from the catalyst
goes into droplet heating, vaporization, and subsequent cracking
reactions fairly evenly over the cross-section. This process yields
a much more uniform temperature profile for most of the length of
the reactor and near optimum product yields for this mean droplet
size.

Conclusions
Argonne National Laboratory has developed a copyrighted

CFD code, ICRKFLO, for analysis and development of advanced
multiphase reacting flow systems. It employs a hybrid
hydrodynamic-chemical kinetic coupling technique and has been
successfully applied to the simulation of petroleum fluid catalytic
cracking risers. Governing equations are solved for flow proper-
ties of all three phases~gas, liquid, and solid! locally in an FCC
riser flow, with models governing the transport of catalyst par-
ticles and feed oil droplets, the vaporization of the feed oil drop-
lets, the cracking of the oil vapor, and the formation and deposi-
tion of coke on particles. The code was validated by comparing
computational results with experimental data for various cases.

The validated code was used to study the interactions of multi-
phase hydrodynamics, droplet vaporization, and chemical kinetics
in a pilot-scale FCC riser reactor. Results of this study showed
that the hydrodynamics of mixing among the phases and inter-
phase exchange rates in the entry region~or mixing zone!of the
riser play an important role in the initial development of the flow
and cracking processes within the riser. The mixing zone perfor-
mance becomes even more important on commercial scale units
because of the change in aspect ratio of the riser, with consequent
large changes in internal flow patterns. Decreasing the residence
time in a riser also magnifies the effects of mixing on perfor-
mance. In the parametric studies, local optimum operating win-
dows for spray injection parameters, including spray injection ve-
locity, droplet size, and injection angle, were identified, and the
sensitivity of local optima to variation in these parameters was
also investigated. The CFD code developed in this research can be
a very useful tool to use in optimizing riser performance for spe-
cific operating conditions and performance goals, such as maxi-
mizing valuable product yields.
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Nomenclature

C 5 coke species
Cd 5 drag coefficient
Cp 5 specific heat~J/kg K!
F 5 drag force~N!
m 5 droplet mass~kg!
M 5 molecular weight~kg!
nk 5 droplet or particle number density~number of

droplets/m3!
r 5 droplet radius~m!
R 5 gas constant~J/kmol-K!
S 5 source term of a governing equation
T 5 temperature~K!
t 5 time ~s!

ui 5 velocity component in thexi-direction ~m/s!
xi 5 i th coordinate~m!

Greek Symbols

G 5 effective diffusivity ~pa-s!
u 5 gas void fraction
r 5 gas density~kg/m3!
j 5 general variable for 1,u, v, h, f, k, or «
m 5 dynamic viscosity~kg/m•s!

Subscripts

o 5 reference value
d 5 droplet
i 5 coordinate direction
k 5 size groupk of droplets or particles
d 5 slip property
j 5 general variable for 1,u, v, h, f, k, or «
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Adaptive Neurocontrol of Heat
Exchangers
This paper investigates the use of adaptive artificial neural networks (ANNs) to control
the exit air temperature of a compact heat exchanger. The controllers, based on an
internal model control scheme, can be adapted on-line on the basis of different perfor-
mance criteria. By numerical simulation a methodology by which the weights and biases
of the neural network are modified according to these criteria was developed. An ANN
controller for an air-water compact heat exchanger in an experimental facility is then
implemented. The parameters of the neural net are modified using three criteria: minimi-
zation of target error, stabilization of the closed-loop performance of the controller, and
minimization of a performance index that we have taken to be the energy consumption. It
is shown that the neural network is able to control the air exit temperature in the heat
exchanger. The neurocontroller is able to adapt to major structural changes in the system
as well as to simultaneously minimize the amount of energy used.
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1 Introduction
Most thermal systems present nonlinear dynamical characteris-

tics that make them difficult to control. Heat exchangers~HXs!
are one of these thermal components that present nonlinear behav-
ior mainly due to complicated hydrodynamics and temperature
dependence of fluid properties@1#. Because of these complexities
the dynamics of HXs are difficult to model using first principles.
This is not because the individual phenomena that play a role in
the dynamics are not understood, but when they are all combined,
the result is a complex system that is not easy to compute numeri-
cally @2#. For this reason, much of the information available about
specific HXs is in the form of correlations that predict the steady
state heat transfer@3#. On the other hand, even though numerical
simulations based on simplifying assumptions may be possible
@4#, they are slow and thus not suitable for real-time control pur-
poses. There is also need for a model that can adjust to the
changes in the thermal system that occur over time, such as the
those due to fouling in HXs.

The application of artificial neural networks~ANNs! to the
simulation and control of thermal systems is currently of great
research interest. This is a powerful technique to predict the re-
sponse of physical systems that are too complex to be modeled
from first principle analysis. They have been used to model the
steady state@2# and dynamic@5# behaviors of HXs. They have
also been applied to thermal systems for control purposes. Mar-
wah et al.@6# address issues involved in the modeling of elec-
tronic manufacturing processes for optimization and control using
artificial neural networks. Blazina and Bolf@7# used ANNs as a
feedforward control for a two-stage heat exchange process; Ay-
oubi @8# used dynamic multilayer perceptron networks as the pre-
dictive model in model-based predictive control of a water-steam
HX; Nahas et al.@9# used internal model control and ANNs to
control the models of a continuous stirred tank reactor and a pH
neutralization process; Chen et al.@10# used an adaptive single
neuron to control a nonlinear and open-loop unstable model of a
continuous stirred tank reactor. In this work, we deal mainly with
the dynamics and control of thermal processes using ANNs. The

interested readers are referred to Haykin@11# for further informa-
tion about steady-state simulations and learning algorithms for
ANNs.

It has been shown@12# that a trained ANN, even though its
steady-state predictions may be accurate, may be unstable when
used as part of a control system. Since we are interested in the
on-line adaptation of an ANN controller, we will train it not only
to minimize the target error but also to increase the stability of the
resulting controller. In addition, in order to handle any optimal
condition or conditions that may be imposed on the control, we
will minimize a third criterion that in general can be user-defined.
As a specific example that may be useful in certain applications,
we will minimize the use of energy in the thermal system, though
any other criterion can be used instead. The experimental facility
in which the control system is installed uses a single-row fin-tube
heat exchanger with water and air as the in-tube and over-tube
fluids, respectively.

2 Neurocontrol
There are several control schemes that use ANNs as the dy-

namic model and/or the controller of a physical system@13#. Here,
we have chosen to use the internal model control~IMC! approach
because of its good characteristics of adaptation, robustness, and
stability. The main objective of this paper is to show the excellent
adaptive characteristics of neurocontrollers applied to thermal sys-
tems. We refer the reader to Dı´az et al. @5# for details on the
implementation of neuro-controllers for temperature control in
heat exchangers, and to Dı´az et al.@12# for the stabilization of
their closed-loop performance during training. The ANNs in the
previous work were all trained off-line before use; the present
work is directed towards on-line adaptation of the ANN for opti-
mum performance. The ANN is trained while it is performing its
control function.

2.1 Internal Model Control. The idea behind IMC, shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 1, is to have a model of a plant, indicated
asANN1 , in parallel with a real system. The difference between
the output of the real system and the model is used as the feed-
back for a controller, shown asANN2 , that is located in the for-
ward path of the control scheme. In this case,ANN1 andANN2
are neural networks. We first trainANN1 to learn the dynamics of
the plant.ANN2 is then trained to learn its inverse dynamics in
order to be used as a nonlinear controller. In the experiments, we
trainedANN1 andANN2 with information of the exit air tempera-
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ture from the heat exchanger,Tout
a , and the air speed,va , while

keeping the inlet air and water temperatures and the water flow
rate constant. These data were obtained by making measurements
of the system subject to small increments in the set target point
temperature. As we are working with a model of the plant, and
since ANNs provide only an approximation to the behavior of the
real system, we use a one-parameter filter,F, preceding the con-
troller in the forward path which accounts for plant-model mis-
match. An integral control structure,I, was also added in parallel
with the action ofF to help to obtain an offset-free controlling
action. The filterF and the integral controlI help the system to
reach the actual setpoint temperature even with the destabilizing
action of the noise embedded in the experimental measurements.

2.2 Adaptive Control. Adaptive control consists of auto-
matically adjusting in real time the parameters of a controller so
that a desired level of performance of a control system is achieved
when the parameters of the process being controlled are unknown
or vary with respect to time. The way to evaluate the performance
of a control system is by selecting an index that will be compared
with its desired value, the difference being fed back to activate the
process of adaptation. The difference between conventional and
adaptive control schemes is that the former reacts to disturbances
acting upon the controlled variables and the latter to disturbances
acting upon the parameters of the process@14#. Figure 2~a!shows
the schematic of a non-adaptive controller compared to an adap-
tive controller shown in Fig. 2~b!. In the present case, the adapta-
tion is achieved by modifying the weights and biases of the two
neural networksANN1 and ANN2 . It is done by carrying out
single additional training cycles until the performance criteria are
satisfied.

There are some issues relating to the different time scales in-
volved in the problem that have to be addressed here. For in-
stance, the plant has its own time scale for changes in its vari-
ables, and possibly more than one. On the other hand, the
controller acts on actuators that have their own particular reaction
time. Finally, if we want to implement an adaptive control system,
we need to know how longANN1 and ANN2 take to finish the
adaptation process. Thus, if the adaptation period is long enough
so that the physical system deviates from the desired set point in a
significant way, we need a back-up controller that will keep the
system as close as possible to the set point until adaptation is
completed. In the experiments, the time scale of the adaptation
process is the largest, that of the physical system intermediate, and
the reaction time of the actuator smallest. Thus, we use a PID
controller to keep the system under control until the ANNs adapt
to the new operating characteristics of the plant. Because the plant
may have a very different behavior due to its new characteristics,
the PID controller keeps the system close to the set point. The
constants of the PID controller are chosen, and kept fixed, for a

certain behavior of the plant which may not be suitable for the
system after the disturbance is applied; we only use it until the
ANN controller has learned the new behavior.

2.3 Simultaneous Minimization Criteria. One of the pur-
poses of training an ANN is to minimize the target error between
some known output and the prediction of the ANN with respect to
a certain input. Since this ANN, if used as a controller within a
closed-loop control system, may produce a dynamically unstable
behavior, we must continuously check the stability of the closed
loop system when training the ANN. For stability purposes, the
closed-loop controller was treated as a nonlinear map that is iter-
ated in time@12#. Its stability is checked by obtaining the spectral
radius,r, of the Jacobian matrix of the map;r ,1 indicates sta-
bility. As we modify the parameters of the ANN with respect to
the target error and the spectral radius, we can also simultaneously
consider other optimality criteria. For instance, we can use an
index corresponding to the energy consumption for the particular
plant and drive the system to an operating point where we achieve
the desired temperature, obtain at the same time a stable control-
ler, and also use the minimum rate of energy. If there are other
functions that are needed to be minimized or maximized simulta-
neously, they can be treated in the same way.

3 Development of a Neurocontroller
The techniques and methodology for adaptive training of the

ANN will be developed and shown here first using numerical
simulations on examples with known analytic dynamic models.
Different adaptation criteria will be considered. The results ap-
plied to a real heat exchanger test facility and its dynamic control
will be shown in a later section.

3.1 Single Adaptation Criterion. We start with a simple
example in which we track the behavior of a nonlinear dynamical
system described byẏ1ay35x(t), wherex(t) is a forcing func-
tion taken to bex(t)5sin(t), anda is a parameter. We takea
51 for tP@0,25# anda54 for tP(25,50#. This represents a sud-
den change in system characteristics. A 2-5-1 ANN, i.e. one with
an input layer with two input nodes, a hidden layer with five
nodes and an output layer with one output node, is used to learn
the behavior of the dynamical system. Att525 the parametera of
the system is modified and the ANN is expected to adapt until it

Fig. 1 IMC with integral control

Fig. 2 Controllers: „a… non-adaptive, „b… adaptive
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learns the new behavior of the system. The inputs to the ANN are
yi andxi and the output isyi 11, wherei is a discrete time index.

Figures 3~a!and ~b! show the results of tracking the outputyi

compared with the numerical solution. In Fig. 3~a! the adaptation
process is turned on for errors larger than five percent. It is seen
that the overall behavior of the system is captured by the ANN,
but there are still some discrepancies close to maximum values of
the function. In Fig. 3~b!the ANN is adapted for errors larger than
one percent. It is seen that the prediction is much closer to the
numerical, but the program takes 20 percent longer to run. Thus, if
we are performing an on-line adaptation there is a compromise
between the error obtained and the length of the adaptation period.

3.2 Two Adaptation Criteria. We now examine the adap-
tation of ANNs using two criteria: one for accuracy in prediction
and the other for stability. In this example we train a 2-4-1 neural
network to learn the fixed point of the differential equationẏ1y
5x2, wherex2 is a constant, andy(0) is the same constant. This
can be implemented with an ANN by providing only one set of
values as the training data, i.e., inputsyi50.49,xi50.7 and out-
put yi 1150.49. First we train the ANN for reduction of target
error, and once this is less than 1023, we train it for stability.

From the stability perspective, we view the ANN as an iterated
map, i.e., we supply the input valuesxi andyi and we obtain an
output. This output becomes the input for the next iteration of the
map. The value ofxi remains constant and the values ofyi iterate.
The spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix of the map,r, is calcu-
lated to determine the stability.

We first train the ANN to make sure thatr .1 with a target
error less than 1023, and then we use the ANN as a dynamical
system. As we expect, the system is unstable. In order to stabilize
it at the correct fixed point, we modify the weights and biases of
the ANN until r is sufficiently less than unity~we choser ,0.9 as
a sufficiency criterion!. We use a gradient descent method to
modify the weights and biases of the ANN. As the target error
might increase due to the fact that we are training in the direction
of decreasingr, we need to retrain the ANN to reduce the target
error again. Thus there is an alternating process of training with
respect to the two different criteria until we obtain the desired
value of the target error withr ,1. Figure 4 shows the behavior of
the dynamical system during this training process. The parameters
of the ANN chosen maker 54.7 so that it is unstable to the
iterative process. The system goes from theyi50.49 ati 50 for
which the error was zero to the pointa at i 550. This fixed point
is stable withr ,1, but is not the state that is desired. So we turn
on the adaptation routine for the reduction ofr to below unity

along with reduction of error to bring the system back to pointb
whereyi50.49. This occurs at abouti 577. Thus it takes about 27
iterations for the system to stabilize at the desired fixed point.

There is a need for a back-up controller that will keep the
system close to the set point when either the controller or the
model of the plant is going through the adaptation process with
respect to any of the chosen criteria. The process described in this
section can also be used to modify the parameters~biases and
weights!of the ANN controller with respect to several adaptation
criteria.

3.3 Adaptation Criteria With Optimization. We now de-
velop a third example showing the use of adaptive rules for driv-
ing a dynamical system composed by an ANN to a desired fixed
point. We train an ANN with the functiony51/x with x
P@0.1,10#. Each point of this curve is a fixed point of the ANN.
The inputs of the ANN areyi andxi and the output isyi 11. We
select an initial condition within the given range of the variables.
We check the stability of the system and the target error, but we
want at the same time to drive the system to the maximum of the
unrelated functionz5x(12x)y(12y). For this purpose we ap-
ply a gradient ascend method to modify the current values ofxi

andyi so that the dynamical system maximizesz. Figure 5 shows
the behavior of the system during this process in (x,y,z) space. It
moves from the initial condition along the given curve until it
finds the maximum of the functionz. Figure 6 shows the values of

Fig. 3 Tracking of a dynamical system by an ANN; „a… adapta-
tion for target error Ð5 percent; „b… adaptation for target error
Ð1 percent; — numerical solution; –– ANN prediction

Fig. 4 Result of using a 2-4-1 ANN as an iterated map; i is the
time index and y i¿1 is the output

Fig. 5 Simultaneous optimization criteria; training curve is
continuous line, path of dynamical system is shown with ¿
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x, y, andz at each iterationi. It is observed that since the spectral
radius of the system was kept below unity, the maximum value of
z is also a stable fixed point of the system.

4 Experimental Verification
We will now use the ANN training technique described above

to control the exit air temperature of a heat exchanger. The ex-
perimental setup consists of a variable speed wind tunnel facility,
shown in Fig. 7, with a water-to-air fin-tube heat exchanger as
described by Zhao@15#. Thermocouples are used to measure the
inlet and outlet temperature of the air and water side. The motion
of the air in the tunnel is due to a blower that is controlled by a
variable speed drive that can be operated manually or automati-
cally from a personal computer. The air speed can be controlled
within a certain range and is measured using a Pitot tube located
upstream of the heat exchanger. The calibration of the air flow

measurements was performed using average air velocities based
on ASHRAE test codes. A single-point temperature measurement
is used upstream of the heat exchanger and five thermocouples
connected in parallel are used to obtain theTout

a measurement.
Information about inlet and outlet temperatures of both the air and
water side,Tin

a andTin
w respectively, the mass flow rate of water,

ṁw , the air speed,va , and the timet at which the measurements
were taken are sent to the PC that also serves as a controller.Tin

w

is varied by using a heater with a PID-controlled electrical resis-
tance.ṁw is modified by an electronic valve so that the percentage
of opening can be controlled as desired from the PC. The data
acquisition board used can obtain measurements of up to 16 dif-
ferent channels, simultaneously. LabVIEW is used to acquire and
send data to the experimental system and a program written in C
interfaces with it to perform the desired control action.

4.1 Change in the Set Point. The first test corresponds to a
sudden change in the set point ofTout

a . Figure 8 shows a typical
result of this experiment. The curve on the top shows the values of
Tout

a and that on the bottom shows the values of the control vari-
ableva . The experiment consists on turning on the controller at
an outlet air temperature close to 34°C. The volumetric flow rate
of water in the system was kept constant at 2.7131024 m3/s. If
the adaptation criteria are not matched, i.e., stability and target
error, then the controller starts the adaptation process to let a PID
controller keep the physical plant as close as possible to the set
point temperature until the adaptation criteria are satisfied. It is
possible to see that, during approximately the first 30 seconds of
the test, the controller is adapting and then it stabilizes the plant at
the desired set point temperature. Att570 s, we change the set
point to 33°C. The controller detects an abrupt change in target
error and starts another adaptation process. During this adaptation
period, the PID controller takes over again and tries to keep the
system close to the set point. At approximatelyt590 s the con-
troller regains control of the system and stabilizes it at the new set
point. It is observed thatva increases by approximately 50
percent.

4.2 Disturbance Rejection. The response of the controller
to four different kinds of disturbances were determined.

(a) Water-Side Disturbance.The testing procedure is similar
to the case of change in the set point. We turn on the controller
and it adapts until the adaptation criteria are matched. The initial
oscillations are mainly due to the action of a PID controller that
controls the system while the neurocontroller adapts. It reacts to
an arbitrary initial condition of the system that might not be ex-
actly at the set point temperature. The neurocontroller then keeps
the system close toTout

a 534°C, at which point we apply a distur-

Fig. 6 x , y , and z versus discrete time index

Fig. 7 Schematic of test facility: „a… wind tunnel; „b… heat ex-
changer connections

Fig. 8 Response to change in the Tout
a set point
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bance which consists of shutting off the water. Figure 9 shows the
results of this experiment. The first 50 s is under the action of PID
control, after which the neurocontroller takes over. Att5100 s we
shut the water flow rate for a period of 30 s. The neurocontroller
works until t5110 s at which point it hands the control action to
PID while it is itself adapting. Att5130 s the water flow resumes.
Meanwhile, the PID has tried to keep the reference temperature by
reducingva to its minimum possible value but is unable to main-
tain Tout

a without the water flow. Adaptation of the neurocontroller
is complete aroundt5170 s after which it takes over the control
action. The graph also shows the water outlet temperatureTout

w

during the same period. Betweent5100 s andt5130 s there is no
water flow so that the water outlet temperature remains constant.
When water flow is resumed the cold water that was stagnant
inside the HX flows past the thermocouple followed by the hot
water that was stagnant in the heater; the resulting blip inTout

w can
be seen. The temperature oscillations are due to these portions of
cold and hot water repeatedly passing by the thermocouple while
circulating within the closed loop. It is observed thatva has a
similar oscillatory behavior.

(b) Air-Side Disturbance. We now perform perhaps the
most difficult test for the controller by reducing the inlet air area
of the wind tunnel representing a structural change in the thermal
system. We do this in two ways, once gradually and then
suddenly.

Figure 10 shows the results of the gradual reduction. The first
30 s is under PID control, and the neurocontroller gains control of
the system at that point. Fromt5100 s until t5220 s we gradu-
ally block the inlet area until there is only one-half of the initial
area left. As this happens, the neurocontroller increasesva to keep
the system at 34°C. There is a point at approximatelyt5190 s
where the ANN model is not able to characterize the system and
an adaptation process begins; the neurocontroller adapts until
aboutt5260 s. After it has learned, the new relation betweenTout

a

andva takes over the control action to stabilize the system. It is
observed that there are some oscillations of the temperature be-
tweent5330 s andt5390 s butTout

a finally settles down to the set
point.

To further test the adaptive ability of the controller, the previ-

ous experiment is repeated but with suddenly blocking one-half
the inlet air area. We let the controller keep the system stable at
Tout

a 534°C and then block the inlet. The controller adapts until it
is able to return the system to the same outlet air temperature.
Figure 11 shows the results obtained for this test. For the first 50
s the controller adapts until it learns the behavior of the system
and then it keeps it stable at 34°C. Att5150 s, the inlet area is
blocked and we let the controller adapt until it learns the new
characteristics of the system. It is seen thatva increases approxi-
mately 50 percent. Finally at aboutt5240 s, the neurocontroller
regains the control of the plant and stabilizes the system at the set
point.

4.3 Energy Consumption. In order to minimize the energy
consumption of the system, the main components that consume
energy in the experimental facility need to be identified, and they
are the hydraulic pump, the fan and the electric heater. Measure-
ments of the voltage and current for these three components were
made and the amount of energy consumed by each one of them
could be determined. Different operating points ofṁw and ṁa
were chosen for taking the measurements and the results indicated
that the electric heater was the thermal component that consumed
the most energy. Thus, we use the measurements taken from this
component to develop a surface withE5E(ṁw ,ṁa), whereE is
the power consumed. Figure 12 shows the corresponding surface.
As expected, the lowerṁw andṁa , the lower is the use of energy.

Fig. 9 Response to water-side disturbance

Fig. 10 Response to air-side disturbance; gradual reduction
of the inlet air area

Fig. 11 Response to air-side disturbance; sudden reduction of
the inlet air area
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We use this surface now to find the value of the energy for each
sampled measurement during the operation of the system and to
determine the direction of minimal use of energy. We let the
controller drive the system in this direction. If the controller
senses that the system is behaving in a different way, it will adapt
to the new characteristics of the system.

In addition to the two previous adaptation criteria for the
weights and biases of the ANNs, i.e., low target error and stable
operation, we added the third which is the minimization of energy
consumption. We let the controller stabilize the system atTout

a

534°C and then turn on the training using the third criterion.
Figure 13 shows the results obtained. The controller is supposed
to keep the system stable at the sameTout

a . The minimization of
energy routine reduces theṁw so that the controller has to reduce
ṁa . The disturbance is not strong enough to make the controller
detect a change in the system characteristics so no adaptation is
needed, and the system is successfully kept at the set point.

It is noted that in the present study, there is essentially one
controlled parameter~exit air temperature! and one controlling
parameter~air flow!, and several other operating parameters re-
main constant. This is however not a limitation of the adaptive
neurocontroller strategy. As already shown in the case where a
disturbance in the water flow is introduced~Fig. 9!, the additional
training due to the changed water flow and its effect on the exit air
temperature provides the needed modulation of the neurocontrol-
ler. However, it is true that for general multiple controlling and
controlled-parameter problems, the control strategy does become
more complex and requires further study.

5 Conclusions
It has been previously shown that ANNs are a powerful tech-

nique to model and control nonlinear systems. They can be trained
to give small errors in prediction and a stable closed-loop feed-
back control operation. However, one of the main advantages of
ANNs is that they are easy to adapt such that their parameters can
be modified on-line. We have shown how this can be done in also
minimizing some other index, such as energy consumption, at the
same time. The neurocontroller was able to control the experimen-
tal facility and adapt to its new conditions for disturbances in the
air and water flow rates. It was also able to learn and control the
plant behavior for a change in the set point of the temperature.
The methodology is fairly general; the same procedure can be
used, for example, for the adaptive and stable control of other
thermal systems while at the same time minimizing the energy
used. The results of this study suggest that ANNs are useful for
the control of thermal systems that may change over time.
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Nomenclature

a 5 parameter of the analytical model
E 5 power consumed@kW#
F 5 filter for control scheme
I 5 integral control
i 5 discrete time index

ṁ 5 mass flow rate@kg/s#
r 5 spectral radius of Jacobian matrix
T 5 temperature@°C#

Tref 5 reference temperature@°C#
t 5 time @s#
u 5 control action
v 5 air speed@m/s#
x 5 control variable
y 5 controlled variable
z 5 optimization variable

Subscripts and Superscripts

a 5 air side
in 5 inlet

out 5 outlet
w 5 water side
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Computation of Flow and Heat
Transfer in Two-Pass Channels
With 60 deg Ribs
Numerical predictions of three-dimensional flow and heat transfer are presented for a
two-pass square channel with and without 60 deg angled parallel ribs. Square sectioned
ribs were employed along one side surface. The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio
~e/Dh! is 0.125 and the rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e) is 10. The computation results were
compared with the experimental data of Ekkad and Han [1] at a Reynolds number (Re) of
30,000. A multi-block numerical method was used with a chimera domain decomposition
technique. The finite analytic method solved the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes equa-
tion in conjunction with a near-wall second-order Reynolds stress (second-moment) clo-
sure model, and a two-layer k-« isotropic eddy viscosity model. Comparing the second-
moment and two-layer calculations with the experimental data clearly demonstrated that
the angled rib turbulators and the 180 deg sharp turn of the channel produced strong
non-isotropic turbulence and heat fluxes, which significantly affected the flow fields and
heat transfer coefficients. The near-wall second-moment closure model provides an im-
proved heat transfer prediction in comparison with the k-« model.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1371931#

Keywords: Computational, Cooling, Heat Transfer Enhancement, Turbines, Turbulence

Introduction
Advanced gas turbine blades are designed to operate with a

high inlet temperature that is far above the allowable metal tem-
perature. Sophisticated cooling techniques such as film cooling
and convective internal cooling are essential for maintaining ac-
ceptable blade life. For the internal cooling of the blades, the heat
transfer augmentation is achieved by using repeated ribs as turbu-
lence promoters. The presence of the ribs leads to a complex flow
field such as flow separation and reattachment between the ribs,
which produces a high turbulence level that leads to high heat
transfer coefficients. Detailed information about the flow and heat
transfer characteristics in a ribbed channel is very important in
designing gas turbine engines.

Han and Park@2# performed experimental studies on heat trans-
fer characteristics in channels with 30 deg, 45 deg, 60 deg angled
ribs and normal ribs. Bonhoff et al.@3# and Schabacker et al.@4#
studied the flow characteristics in square channels with 45 deg
angled ribs. Tse and Steuber@5# investigated flow characteristics
in a serpentine coolant passage with angled ribs~45 deg!using
LDV. Wagner et al.@6# and Johnson et al.@7# studied surface heat
transfer coefficients in a multi-pass square channel with normal
and 45 deg angled ribs, respectively. The recent experimental
work of Ekkad and Han@1# provided the most detailed heat trans-
fer coefficient distribution in two-pass square channels with and
without rib turbulators using a liquid crystal transient technique.
Their study motivated further numerical investigation and so was
used as the basis for the verification of the present calculation.

The earlier computational studies on internal coolant passages
with ribs have mostly been restricted to two-dimensional flows. In
recent years, some researchers have reported three-dimensional
studies. Prakash and Zerkle@8# performed the calculation of flow
and heat transfer in a ribbed rectangular duct~only one rib-pitch
was investigated!. Turbulence was modeled with thek-« model in
conjunction with the wall function. They concluded the low Rey-
nolds number model was necessary to get better results and Rey-
nolds stress model was required to capture the anisotropic effects

around the ribs. Stephens and Shih@9# investigated three-
dimensional flow and heat transfer in a rectangular duct~one pass!
in which one wall was roughened with five equally-spaced 90 deg
square ribs. They used a low-Reynolds numberk-v turbulence
model. Rigby et al.@10# presented the numerical results for flow
and heat transfer in a straight channel~one pass!with 90 deg
parallel ribs using ak-v turbulence model. They compared their
data with Ekkad and Han@1# experimental data. The heat transfer
coefficient between the ribs showed good agreement with the ex-
perimental data. However, the heat transfer coefficient on the top
of the ribs was underestimated by this model. Stephens et al.@11#
investigated flow and heat transfer characteristics in a straight
duct~one pass!with inclined, 45 deg rounded ribs on two opposite
walls using a low-Reynolds numberk-v turbulence model and
provided important features for inclined rib ducts. Iacovides@12#
calculated the periodic flow and heat transfer through the square-
cross-sectioned duct~one pass!with rib-roughened walls. He em-
ployed two turbulence models; ak-« with a one-equation model
of a k transport across the near-wall region and a low-Re differ-
ential stress model~DSM!. He concluded that the DSM thermal
computations were clearly superior to those of the
k-«/one-equation model, even though the heat transfer coefficient
results were not as close to the experimental data as the flow
prediction.

Bonhoff et al.@13# presented the heat transfer predictions for
U-shaped coolant channels with 45 deg angled ribs. The Reynolds
stress model~RSM! in FLUENT was used for the calculation.
Rigby @14# presented a numerical prediction of flow and heat
transfer in a ribbed~90 deg rib!coolant passage with a 180 deg
turn. The computation was performed using ak-v turbulence
model, and the heat transfer coefficient was overpredicted for the
stationary case and underpredicted for the rotating case compared
to experimental data. Iacovides and Raisee@15# explored turbu-
lence modeling issues related to the computation of flow and heat
transfer in internal cooling passages of turbine blades with normal
ribs ~90 deg!. They tested four turbulence models: zonalk-«, a
low-Re k-«, a zonal differential stress model~DSM!, and a
low-Re DSM. They found that zonal models underpredict surface
heat transfer coefficients because they ignored the effects of trans-
port on the near-wall turbulence scale. The low-Re closures were
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found to be able to reproduce the correct surface heat transfer
coefficients. In their results, they found that the low-Re DSM
model reproduced the turbulence field more faithfully than the
k-« model.

There are three main reasons why extensive numerical studies
of the flow and heat transfer in ribbed ducts with sharp 180 deg
turn have not been possible to date. First, detailed experimental
data around/on the ribs was not available. The second, as indi-
cated in Iacovides and Raisee@15# and Stephen et al.@11#, wall
function approach was inappropriate when there were flow sepa-
rations. Moreover, the simple isotropic eddy viscosity model
could not capture the physically reasonable flow and heat transfer
behavior induced by the anisotropic characteristic of turbulent
flow around the ribs and the 180 deg sharp turn region. Third, for
flows within a strong curvature, which cause flow separation, it
has been necessary to employ high order schemes for the discreti-
zation of convective transport.

However, recent computational work by Chen et al.@16,17#
demonstrated the superiority of the second-order Reynolds stress
closure over simplerk-« isotropic eddy viscosity models using
the finite analytic method in rotating two-pass square channels
with smooth walls. Encouraged by this successful result, this
model has been used to predict the flow and heat transfer in ribbed
channels. This paper presents the prediction of flow and heat
transfer characteristic in a two-pass square channel, with and
without 60 deg angled parallel ribs, that was experimentally in-
vestigated by Ekkad and Han@1#. The computation was performed
by a two-layerk-« eddy viscosity model and also a near-wall
second-moment turbulence closure model in order to assess its
effectiveness. The governing equations for this model were de-
scribed in detail in Chen et al.@16# and will not be repeated here.
For completeness, we will briefly summarize the numerical
method in the following section.

Chimera Rans Method
In the present study, the chimera RANS method of Chen

@18,19#and Chen, Jang and Han@16# was employed for the cal-
culation of fluid flow and heat transfer in stationary ribbed chan-
nels. The present method solved the mean flow and turbulence
quantities in arbitrary combinations of embedded, overlapped, or
matched grids using a chimera domain decomposition approach.
In this approach, the solution domain was first decomposed into a
number of smaller blocks to facilitate efficient adaptation of dif-
ferent block geometries, flow solvers, and boundary conditions for
calculations involving complex configurations and flow condi-
tions. Within each computational block, the finite-analytic nu-
merical method of Chen and Chen@20# and Chen, Patel, and Ju
@21# was employed to solve the unsteady RANS equations on a
general curvilinear, body-fitted coordinate system. The coupling
between the pressure and velocity was accomplished using a hy-
brid PISO/SIMPLER algorithm given by Chen and Patel@22# and
Chen and Korpus@23#. The method satisfied continuity of mass by
requiring the contravariant velocities to have a vanishing diver-
gence at each time step. Pressure was solved by using the concept
of pseudo-velocities and, when combined with the finite-analytic
discretization gives the Poisson equation for pressure. To ensure
the proper conservation of mass and momentum between the link-
ing grid blocks, the grid-interface conservation techniques of
Hubbard and Chen@24# and Chen and Chen@20# were employed
to eliminate the unphysical mass source resulting from the inter-
polation errors between the chimera grid blocks. More detailed
descriptions of the chimera RANS method were given in Chen
and Chen@20# and Chen and Liu@25#.

Results and Discussion
Calculations were performed for the two-pass square channel

with angled~60 deg!ribbed wall as tested by Ekkad and Han@1#.

Fig. 1 Geometry and numerical grid
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Figure 1 shows the geometry and the numerical grids for the one
side ribbed channels. The ribbed side wall was denoted as the
bottom surface and the opposite side wall was denoted as the top
surface. The other two side walls were denoted as the inner and
outer surfaces. A total of nine ribs were simulated. Four ribs in the
first passage were angled away from the divider wall and four ribs
in the second passage were angled toward the divider wall. There
was a 90 deg rib in the turn region. All ribs were inclined, with
respect to the flow, at an angle~a! of 60 deg except for the rib in
the bend.

The length of the duct was 8.6105Dh . The length from the inlet
to the first rib (L1) was 3.5Dh and the length from the last rib in
the first passage to the outer surface in the bend (L2) was
0.6395Dh . The length from the divider wall tip to the outer sur-
face in the bend (L3) was 1Dh . The divider wall thickness~d!
was 0.25Dh . The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (e/Dh)
was 0.125 and the rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e) was 10. The arc
length ~S! was measured from the middle of the turn. PositiveS
indicated the second passage and negativeS indicated the first
passage.

A fully developed turbulent boundary layer profile was used at
the inlet of the duct in the present calculations. Since the fully
developed profiles for mean flow and turbulence quantities were
not known analytically, a separate calculation was performed for a
straight duct to provide the inlet conditions at the duct entrance.
The flow was assumed to be parabolic at the exit of the duct with
zero-gradient boundary conditions for mean velocity and all tur-
bulence quantities, while linear extrapolation was used for the
pressure field. All walls including the rib surfaces were heated to
a constant temperature. The coolant fluid at the entrance of the

duct was air, at a uniform temperature,To ~i.e., u5(T2To)/(Tw
2To)50! and the wall temperature, including the ribs, was kept
constant atT5Tw (u51).

The Nusselt numbers presented herein were normalized with a
smooth tube correlation~Kays and Crawford@26#! for fully devel-
oped, non-rotating, turbulent flow

Nuo50.0176 Re0.8.

The present numerical grid was generated using an interactive
gridding code GRIDGEN developed by Steinbrenner et al.@27# It
was then reblocked into several interlocked computational blocks
to facilitate the implementation of near-wall turbulence models
and specification of boundary conditions. To provide adequate
resolutions of the viscous sublayer and buffer layer adjacent to a
solid surface, the minimum grid spacing in the near-wall region
was maintained at 1024 of the body length which corresponded to
a wall coordinatey1 of the order of 0.1. In all calculations, the
root-mean-square~rms!and maximum absolute errors for both the
mean flow and turbulence quantities were monitored for each
computational block to ensure complete convergence of the nu-
merical solutions. A convergence criterion of 1025 was used for
the maximum rms error in all computational blocks.

Fig. 2 Streamwise velocity vector midway between the top
and bottom surface: „a… smooth duct; and „b… 60 deg angled
ribbed duct.

Fig. 3 Streamwise velocity and temperature fields midway be-
tween the inner and outer surfaces for 60 deg angled ribbed
duct
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A grid-refinement study was performed using four different
grid distributions. In the first test, three grid systems 21321
3416, 413413416, 613613416 ~416 in the streamwise direc-
tion and 21, 41, and 61 in each of the two cross-stream directions!
were evaluated. The maximum improvement in the spanwise av-
eraged Nusselt number ratio was about 40 percent when the nu-
merical grid was refined from 213213416 to 413413416. Fur-
ther grid refinement to 613613416 produced only 4 percent
improvement in the straight regions and 10 percent improvement
in the bend for the predicted spanwise averaged Nusselt number
ratio. In the second test, two grid systems of 413413208 and
413413416 were examined to determine the grid resolution in
the axial direction. The Nusselt number ratio was improved by 5
percent with 413413416 compared to 413413208. As indi-
cated in Stephens et al.@11#, the Nusselt number is more sensitive
to the grid spacing in the cross-stream direction than in the
streamwise direction. The findings from this investigation showed
that the grid system 413413261 for the straight regions and 61
3613155 for the bend regions was nearly grid independent. All
the results in the following discussions were based on the 41
3413261 for the straight regions and 613613155 distributions
for the bend regions using the Chimera method. The grid was
divided into five computational blocks with a total grid point of
approximately 1,020,000 points.

Mean Velocity and Temperature Fields. The three-
dimensional mean flow and temperature fields for a two-pass
square channels with and without 60 deg angled parallel ribs are
presented in this section. For the sake of brevity, we will only
present the details of the flow and temperature fields for the
second-moment solutions, since the second-order Reynolds stress
model produced more accurate results for all test cases. The two-
layer k–« results will be discussed only in the comparison of
Nusselt number ratio distributions to quantify the effects of Rey-
nolds stress anisotropy.

The velocity vector distributions in the planes midway between
the top and bottom surfaces are shown in Fig. 2. For the smooth
channel case~Fig. 2~a!!, the velocity profiles were flat before the
turn. As the fluids approached the bend region, the flow showed
an acceleration near the inner surface and a deceleration near the
outer surface. This phenomenon was caused by the favorable and
adverse pressure gradients along the inner and outer surface, re-
spectively. Due to the inability of the flow to follow the sharp
turn, a large separation bubble existed near the tip of the divider
wall. Immediately downstream of the sharp turn, the pressure dis-
tributions along the inner and outer surfaces were completely op-
posite of those in the first passage. Thus, the acceleration was now
occurring near the outer surface and deceleration occurred near
the inner surface as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The separation bubble
occurring in the bend still existed along the inner surface after
bend. The reattachment length was about 1.8Dh away from the
divider wall tip which is consistent with Liou and Tzeng@28#
experimental data. For the 60 deg angled ribbed duct case, veloc-
ity vector distribution midway between the top and bottom surface
are shown in Fig. 2~b!. Unlike the smooth duct case, separation
bubbles did not exist near the divider wall tip in the bend region.
Even immediately downstream of the bend, there were no separa-
tion bubble. This phenomenon was caused by two factors. First, it
is attributed to the effect of the rib-induced secondary flow up-
stream of the bend, which pushed the fluid in the core toward the
divider wall and thus, weakened the development of the
curvature-induced radial velocity component in the bend. Second,
the centrifugal effect was reduced due to the presence of the ribs
in the bend. Figure 3 shows the streamwise velocity and tempera-
ture profiles at both the first and second passages in the planes
midway between the inner and outer surfaces. The reversal flow
occurred immediately downstream of the ribs. In the first passage,
the reattachment length was about 3.1 times the rib height, which
was consistent with the Ekkad and Han@1# data. Immediately

Fig. 4 Secondary flows and temperature fields „uÄ„TÀTo…Õ„TwÀTo…… for smooth duct
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upstream of the ribs, however, there was no separation, such as
that generally found in a 90 deg normal ribbed channel case~Fig.
3~a!!. After the bend, a strong flow impingement occurred on the
bottom surface between ribs 6 and 7, which was due to the bend
effect. Temperature fields on the bottom surface were disturbed by
the presence of the ribs~Fig. 3~b!!. The periodic ribs broke the
laminar sublayer and created local wall turbulence due to the flow
separation and reattachment between the ribs. This caused thinner
thermal boundary layer on the bottom surface~Fig. 3~b!!. After
the bend, much higher temperature gradient could be seen on the
bottom surface due to the centrifugal effect in the bend.

In order to facilitate a more detailed understanding of the three-
dimensional flow field, the secondary flow and temperature fields
are also presented. Figure 4 shows the cross-stream velocity vec-
tors and isothermal contours for a smooth channel at selected
planes of 2.7Dh and 1.2Dh ~sections A and B!away from the

divider wall tip in the first passage, 45 deg and 135 deg cross
section~sections C and D!in the bend, and 1Dh and 2.5Dh ~sec-
tions E and F!away from the divider wall tip in the second pas-
sage. In the first passage, at sections A and B in Fig. 4~a!, four
corner vortices were generated as a result of the Reynolds stress
anisotropy in the straight duct. The magnitude of those vortices
was less than 0.02Wb . Thus, it cannot be clearly seen in this
figure. In the bend, the centrifugal forces and the associated pres-
sure gradients~low pressure near the inner surface, high pressure
near the outer surface! produced two counter-rotating vortices as
shown in Fig. 4~a!-sections C and D, which transported fluid from
the core toward the outer surface. After the turn, the counter-
rotating vortex pair was pushed toward the outer surface as shown
in Fig. 4~a!-section E and was limited to half of the cross-section
by the separating bubble mentioned earlier. Down stream of the
separation bubble~Fig. 4~a!-section F!, the counter-rotating vor-

Fig. 5 Secondary flow and temperature fields „uÄ„TÀTo…Õ„TwÀTo…… for 60 deg angled ribbed duct: „a… secondary flow; „b…
temperature.
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Fig. 6 Reynolds stress components at selected cross section for smooth duct: „a… uu ÕWb
2; „b… vv ÕWb

2; and „c… ww ÕWb
2
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tex pair was again pushed toward the inner surface because the
pressure gradient was recovered on the inner surface. Temperature
fields were presented at the same locations as shown in Fig. 4~b!.
It was observed that the temperature fields were dependent on the
secondary flow patterns. Thus, in the bend, the core fluid was
pushed toward the outer surface due to the two counter-rotating
vortices and generated a high temperature gradient near the outer
surface. After the bend, high temperature gradients still remained
near the outer surface~section E!. Farther downstream~section F!,
it was seen that temperature distributions were mixed.

Figure 5 shows the cross-stream velocity vectors and the iso-
thermal contour for the 60 deg angled ribbed channel at selected
planes. Section I is on the top of rib 2 and section J is on the
midway between ribs 3 and 4 in the first passage. Section K is on
the top of rib 5 in the center of the bend. Section L is on the
midway between ribs 6 and 7 and section M is on the top of rib 8
in the second passage. Sections I and J in Fig. 5~a!-1 show that the
60 deg angled one-side ribbed channel produced one large vortex
in the first passage. These figures also show that the angled ribs

induced the fast flow near the bottom surface between the ribs,
which impinged on the outer surface and then returned along the
top surface. Instead of the two counter-rotating vortices in the
bend as was observed in the smooth channel, one strong vortex
was generated near the top of rib 5 due to the combined effect of
centrifugal induced vortex in the bend and rib-induced vortex up-
stream. Figure 5~a!-2 shows the secondary flow pattern in the
second passage. It was more complicated due to the bend effect.
In section L between ribs 6 and 7, three vortices were generated.
It can be seen velocity magnitude was very high near all four
surfaces. Farther downstream~section M in Fig. 5~a!-2!, rib-
induced secondary flow tried to overcome the bend effect. Thus,
one large vortex started to appear and simultaneously the other
vortices began to disappear. The secondary flow structure gener-
ated in the first passage transported the cooler fluid from the core
toward the top and inner surfaces. This led to steep temperature
gradients as shown in Fig. 5~b!-1. In the bend the cooler fluid was
pushed toward the outer surface due to the secondary flow char-

Fig. 7 Reynolds stress components midway between the inner and outer surface for 60 deg angled ribbed duct: „a… uu ÕWb
2; „b…

vv ÕWb
2; and „c… ww ÕWb

2 .
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acteristic in this region. In the second passage, the secondary
flows pushed the cooler fluid toward the outer surface, which was
opposite to that seen in the first passage.

Reynolds Stresses. The calculated Reynolds stress normal
components are presented in Figs. 6–8. Figure 6 shows the Rey-
nolds stress components for the smooth channel at selected cross
sections~A, B, C, D, E, F are the same locations as defined in Fig.
4!. In the first passage, the levels of turbulence intensity
(Aww/Wb , Avv/Wb , and Auu/Wb! were about 5 percent–10
percent near the wall and diminished gradually toward the core
region of the duct. Near the wall, a higher degree of anisotropy
(2<ww/uu<3) occurred compared to the of core region
(ww/vv;1.6) in the first passage. This anisotropic turbulent
structure caused four pairs of counter-rotating corner vortices at
the straight duct~Chen et al.@17#!. In the bend, the patterns of

Reynolds stresses were dramatically changed. This was clearly
caused by the pressure-driven cross-stream flow with the presence
of two strong counter-rotating vortices. Relatively high levels of
turbulence intensity~15 percent–25 percent! arose near the outer
surface, whereas lower values~8 percent–15 percent! were ob-
served near the inner surface. However, the degree of anisotropy
(ww/vv) near the inner surface was as high as 4.2 at a 45 deg
cross section in the bend. In the second passage, the turning
geometry-induced separating recirculation flow and the reattach-
ment of separating shear flow contributed to the increase of the

turbulence level. The peak turbulence intensity (Aww/Wb
'30 percent) occurred around the shear layer bounding the recir-
culation zone as shown in Fig. 6~c!-section E. The degree of an-
isotropy ~1<ww/vv or ww/uu<3! in the second passage was
not much higher than that of the bend region.

Fig. 8 Reynolds stress components at selected cross section for 60 deg angled ribbed duct: „a… uu ÕWb
2 ; „b… vv ÕWb

2 ; and „c…
ww ÕWb

2 .
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Figure 7 shows the Reynolds stress normal components mid-
way between the inner and outer surfaces in the first and second
passage for a 60 deg angled ribbed channel. A close examination
of the overall Reynolds stresses characteristics in the ribbed chan-
nel indicated that the ribs produced a high level of turbulence with
enhanced heat transfer. In the first passage, turbulence intensity
(Aww/Wb) was as high as 29 percent immediately downstream of
the ribs and diminished gradually toward the smooth top surface,
(Aww/Wb;6 percent). A high degree of anisotropy~2.3
<ww/uu or ww/vv<3! was also observed downstream of each
rib. In the second passage, the level of turbulence intensity in-
creased due to the bend effect.Aww/Wb , Avv/Wb , andAuu/Wb
were about 27 percent–43 percent in the region between ribs 6
and 7. The high turbulence intensity forAww/Wb occurred im-
mediately on the top of rib 6 and was transported downstream
~Fig. 7~c!!. However, the high turbulence intensity forAvv/Wb
occurred near the bottom surface, in the region between ribs 6 and

7 due to the rib-induced fast flow between the ribs~Fig. 7~b!!.
Farther downstream in the second passage, turbulence intensity
level decreased to 16 percent–37 percent. The degree of the an-
isotropy was similar to that of the first passage. Figure 8 shows
the Reynolds stress components for a 60 deg angled ribbed chan-
nel at selected cross sections~I, J, K, L, M are the same locations
as those defined in Fig. 5!. In the first passage, high turbulence
intensities~15 percent–26 percent! occurred on the top of the ribs
and in the regions of reattachment between the ribs. These Rey-
nolds stresses were transported toward the outer surface and then
to the top surface due to the rib-induced secondary flow patterns
in the first passage. Thus, the turbulence level was relatively high
near the bottom and outer surfaces and low near the top and inner
surfaces. In the first passage, the degree of anisotropy was about
1<ww/uu or ww/vv<2.4. In the bend, turbulence level was still
high on the top of rib: where the turbulence intensity was about 30
percent–41 percent. The secondary flow in the bend transported
the high Reynolds stresses toward the inner and top surfaces. In
the second passage, the peak turbulence intensity~;42 percent!
for Aww/Wb occurred around the core region in section L~be-
tween ribs 6 and 7!, ~Fig. 8~c!-2!. The reason for this is high shear
layer in that location, which was caused by the bend effect. For
theAvv/Wb case, high turbulence intensity~40 percent!occurred
near the bottom surface due to the rib-induced secondary flow
between the ribs. Farther downstream, the general turbulence level

Fig. 9 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for smooth
duct: „a… two-layer model „k -«…; „b… second-moment model;
and „c… Ekkad and Han †1‡.

Fig. 8 „Continued .…
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was down to about 10 percent–30 percent. The degree of the
anisotropy~ww/uu or ww/vv! in the second passage was about
1;2.

Surface Heat Transfer. Figure 9 shows the Nusselt number
ratio contour plots on the bottom surfaces in a two-pass smooth
channel at Re530,000. The entrance and exit regions were cut off
to focus on the bend effect. As the flow approached the 180 deg
turn, the Nusselt number ratio reached the fully developed flow
Nusselt number (Nuo) for a smooth circular tube. In the bend, the
turn effect was attributed to the secondary flows induced by the
centrifugal forces. Thus, high heat transfer was observed near the
outer surface in the bend due to the flow impingement. As the
flow entered the second passage, another flow impingement was
observed near the outer surface caused by the centrifugal force
created by the 180 deg sharp turn. Farther downstream in the
second passage, the Nusselt number ratios decreased as the effect
of the turn reduced. Two-layer calculations predicted well the heat
transfer behavior in the first passage, while it underpredicted the
Nusselt number ratio in the bend and second passage. Whereas,
the second-moment calculation results were in good agreement
with the Ekkad and Han@1# data. Figure 10 shows the detailed
Nusselt number ratio distributions in a two-pass channel with 60
deg parallel ribs. The highest Nusselt number ratios were obtained
on the top of ribs in both passages of the channel. Heat transfer
distribution between the ribs in the first passage was periodic in
Ekkad and Han@1#. However, the calculation results did not show

the periodic Nusselt number distributions in the first passage. The
reason was that the flow in the passage with 60 deg parallel ribs
arrangement required at least eight ribs to achieve a fully devel-
oped flow conditions because the angled rib-induced secondary
flow was developed and became stronger along the channel, as
indicated by Han and Park@2#. For this reason, the heat transfer
results, even for the second-moment calculations showed slightly
lower values and the reattachment point between the ribs was a
little farther away from the ribs compared to Ekkad and Han@1#
data. In the second passage, the Nusselt number ratios were higher
near the outer surface and decreased toward the inner surface.

Figure 11 presents an enlarged view of the detailed Nusselt
number ratio distributions on all four surfaces around ribs 1, 2,
and 3 in the first passage and ribs 7, 8, and 9 in the second passage
in a two-pass channel with 60 deg parallel ribs. The highest heat
transfer coefficients in the first passage took place on the front
side of the rib due to flow impingement~Fig. 11~a!!. It can be
clearly seen that there was a flow separation and reattachment on
the top of the rib~Fig. 11~a!!. In the regions between the ribs, the
heat transfer was higher next to the inner surface because the flow
reattachment took place there, so that the thermal boundary layer
was thinner~Fig. 11~a!!. Due to the rib-induced secondary flow
characteristics of this configuration, the heat transfer decreased
diagonally downstream of the rib leading edge to upstream of the
next rib trailing edge. Another high heat transfer spot was seen on
the outer surface next to the bottom surface, which was caused by
the impingement of secondary flow~Fig. 5~a!-1!. Heat transfer on
the top surface was lower than the inner and outer surface~Fig.
11~b!!.

In the second passage, due to the centrifugal force in the bend,
the Nusselt number ratio increased over all four surfaces. The
Nusselt number ratios on the inner and bottom surfaces are higher
than that of the first passage due to the strong flow impingement
and reattachment. High heat transfer was observed even on the top
surface caused by flow impingement due to the turn effect.

Spanwise-Averaged and Regional-Averaged Heat Transfer
Distribution. The spanwise average Nusselt number ratios on
the bottom surfaces for a two-pass smooth channel is shown in
Fig. 12~a!. Comparisons were made between the calculations and
the experimental data of Ekkad and Han@1#. The numerical re-
sults obtained from both the second-moment closure model and
the two-layer eddy viscosity models were presented to facilitate a
detailed assessment of the effect of the Reynolds stress anisot-
ropy. In the first passage, the heat transfer coefficient decreased
and approached the fully developed value. The heat transfer in the
bend and the second passage was high because of the secondary
flows induced by the centrifugal force in the bend. Figure 12~b!
shows the spanwise average and regional average Nusselt number
ratios on the bottom surface~ribbed surface!for a two-pass chan-
nel with 60 deg parallel ribs. The Ekkad and Han@1# regional-
averaged data were also plotted for comparisons. The spanwise-
averaged Nusselt number distributions on the ribbed surface show
the periodic spikes, where the higher ones were caused by the
flow impingement on the ribs and the smaller ones were caused by
the flow reattachment between the ribs. The Nusselt number ratios
were low immediately upstream and downstream of the ribs. In
the bend and second passage, the Nusselt number ratios increased
due to the turning effect.

The predicted Nusselt number ratios by the second-moment
closure model were close to the Ekkad and Han@1# data. As a
conclusion from Figures 9, 10, and 12, the heat transfer prediction
by a two-layer model was good just for the first passage in a
smooth channel. However, the two-layer model failed to capture
the steep increases of the heat transfer in the bend and second
passage for the smooth channel, and in the ribbed channel. On the
other hand, the near-wall second-moment solutions were in con-
siderably better agreement with the experimental data for both
cases. Since both the two-layer and second-moment calculations
were performed using the same numerical method and grids, the

Fig. 10 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for 60 deg
angled ribbed duct: „a… two-layer model „k -«…; „b… second-
moment model; and „c… Ekkad and Han †1‡.
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improved prediction could clearly be attributed to the inclusion of
the Reynolds stress anisotropy in the present second-order Rey-
nolds stress closure model.

Conclusions
Numerical prediction of flow and heat transfer are presented for

a two-pass square channel with a 60 deg angled ribbed wall. The
method solved Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations in
conjunction with a near-wall second-order Reynolds stress closure
model for accurate resolution of the turbulent flow and thermal
fields produced by angled ribs and 180 deg sharp turn. Calcula-
tions were also performed using a two-layer isotropic eddy vis-

cosity model to facilitate a detailed assessment of the second-
order effects due to the Reynolds stress anisotropy.

The obtained numerical results clearly demonstrate the superi-
ority of the present second-order Reynolds stress closure models
over simpler isotropic eddy viscosity models. In general, the
second-moment solutions exhibit a significant level of anisotropy
in the normal components of a Reynolds stress tensor. For the
ribbed two-pass square channels considered here, the angled ribs
with a high blockage ratio and a 180 deg sharp turn produced
strong non-isotropic turbulence that significantly influence the de-
velopment of momentum and thermal boundary layers along the
duct. Specially, in the bend, the higher level of anisotropy of
Reynolds stresses occurred in all of the regions which rendered

Fig. 11 Enlarged view of detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for 60 deg angled ribbed duct
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the isotropic eddy viscosity model failed to predict the complex
flow behaviors. Therefore, it is important to employ second-
moment closure models that solve each individual Reynolds stress
component directly from their respective transport equations. The
present near-wall second-moment closure model accurately pre-
dicts the complex three-dimensional flow and heat transfer char-
acteristics resulting from the angled ribs and strong wall curva-
tures. It provides the most reliable numerical predictions, which
are in good agreement with the experimental data of Ekkad and
Han @1#.
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Nomenclature

d 5 divider wall thickness
Dh ,D 5 hydraulic diameter

e 5 rib height
P 5 rib pitch
H 5 heat transfer coefficient
K 5 thermal conductivity of coolant
L 5 length of the duct

L1 5 length from the inlet to the first rib
L2 5 length from the last rib in the first passage to the

outer surface in the bend
L3 5 length from the divider wall tip to the outer surface in

the bend
Nu 5 local Nusselt number,hDh /K

Nuo 5 Nusselt number in fully-developed turbulent non-
rotating tube flow

Pr 5 Prandtl number
Re 5 Reynolds number,rWbDh /m

S 5 streamwise distance
T 5 local coolant temperature

To 5 coolant temperature at inlet
Tw 5 wall temperature
Wb 5 bulk velocity in streamwise direction

a 5 rib angle
r 5 density of coolant

Dr/r 5 coolant-to-wall density ratio, (Tw2To)/Tw
u 5 dimensionless temperature, (T2To)/(Tw2To)
m 5 dynamic viscosity of coolant
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Modeling Dynamic Electrical
Resistance During Resistance
Spot Welding
Dynamic electrical resistance during resistance spot welding has been quantitatively
modeled and analyzed in this work. A determination of dynamic resistance is necessary
for predicting the transport processes and monitoring the weld quality during resistance
spot welding. In this study, dynamic resistance is obtained by taking the sum of
temperature-dependent bulk resistance of the workpieces and contact resistances at the
faying surface and electrode-workpiece interface within an effective area corresponding
to the electrode tip where welding current primarily flows. A contact resistance is com-
posed of constriction and film resistances, which are functions of hardness, temperature,
electrode force, and surface conditions. The temperature is determined from the previous
study in predicting unsteady, axisymmetric mass, momentum, heat, species transport, and
magnetic field intensity with a mushy-zone phase change in workpieces, and temperature
and magnetic fields in the electrodes of different geometries. The predicted nugget thick-
ness and dynamic resistance versus time show quite good agreement with available ex-
perimental data. Excluding expulsion, the dynamic resistance curve can be divided into
four stages. A rapid decrease of dynamic resistance in stage 1 is attributed to decreases
in contact resistances at the faying surface and electrode-workpiece interface. In stage 2,
the increase in dynamic resistance results from the primary increase of bulk resistance in
the workpieces and an increase of the sum of contact resistances at the faying surface and
electrode-workpiece interface. Dynamic resistance in stage 3 decreases, because increas-
ing rate of bulk resistance in the workpieces and contact resistances decrease. In stage 4
the decrease of dynamic resistance is mainly due to the formation of the molten nugget at
the faying surface. The molten nugget is found to occur in stage 4 rather than stage 2 or
3 as qualitatively proposed in the literature. The effects of different parameters on the
dynamic resistance curve are also presented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370502#

Keywords: Contact Resistance, Electric Fields, Heat Transfer, Manufacturing

Introduction
Resistance spot welding has been widely used in joining thin

workpieces due to its light weight and easy manufacturing. Water-
cooled copper electrodes apply a load to squeeze the workpieces.
In addition to produce an intimate contact between workpieces to
allow the current to flow, the electrode force also serves to break
up any surface oxides or films on the faying surface. A voltage is
applied across the ends of electrodes. In view of the induced cur-
rent flow, electrical contact resistance at the faying surface results
in the greatest heat generation and temperature near the interface.
Melting begins either in the center of the contact patch at the
faying surface or near the periphery between the electrode and
workpiece. The molten nugget grows until current flow is termi-
nated. The electrode force continues to be applied until cooling
has been finished.

Evidently, electrical resistance is the most important factor af-
fecting resistance spot welding. A rigorous study of electrical re-
sistance is necessary not only for an understanding but also for a
monitoring of the process to obtain good weld quality@1,2#. Aside
from studying static electrical resistance affected by different
electrode forces and workpieces in different thicknesses, Roberts
@3# experimentally found that dynamic resistance cannot be con-
sidered as a constant during resistance spot welding. The dynamic
resistance was equal to the sum of the bulk resistance of the two
workpieces, and contact resistances at the faying surface and two
electrode-workpiece interfaces. An initial drop of dynamic resis-

tance was attributed to the rupture of the surface film. After the
initial breakdown of contact resistance, the resistance increased
slightly with time in welding aluminum using cleaned electrode
tips, while the resistance tended to decrease in welding stainless
steel and aluminum with contaminated electrodes. Dynamic resis-
tance curves for welding low-carbon steel showed an increase and
subsequent decrease after the breakdown of contact resistance.
The rise in dynamic resistance after the breakdown of contact
resistance was proposed to be due to the heating of the workpiece,
and the subsequent fall after the maximum resistance has been
reached may be attributed to two causes; the growth of the nugget
diameter and the increasing penetration of the electrodes into the
workpiece. Both produced increasing current carrying areas. At a
given instant, the greater the welding current, the lower the
resistance.

Bhattacharya and Andrews@4# obtained the similar dynamic
resistance curve to monitor the quality of spot welds in mild steel,
stainless steel and aluminum. In general, a contact resistance must
experience~a! fritting or electrical breakdown of contact insula-
tion, ~b! softening, and~c! melting. In welding mild steel, the
initial steep fall was followed by a trough and a distinct peak.
Neither aluminum nor stainless steel showed this peak. Dynamic
resistance can be divided into three stages. The decrease of dy-
namic resistance in Region I was due to the breakdown of contact
insulation or fritting; in Region II the increase of dynamic resis-
tance was attributed to the temperature coefficient of constriction
resistance@5,6#; the diminishing dynamic resistance in Region III
resulted from the growth of fused metallic bond. They proposed a
detailed interpretation by using concepts of softening and melting
voltages. In contrast to stainless steel and aluminum alloy and
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many other materials, the dynamic resistance curve for mild steel
permitted correlation with nugget growth and offered a means of
monitoring weld quality.

Savage et al.@7# extensively measured dynamic resistance
curves for different welding currents, electrode forces, and mate-
rial combinations of uncoated and galvanized auto-body steels
with degreased or pickled surface conditions. The shape of the
dynamic resistance curve differed markedly with the surface con-
ditions and different material combinations. The typical dynamic
resistance curves of steel-to-steel welds made from as-received
stock agreed with the curves presented by Roberts@3#. Expulsion
was found to occur for high welding current and time. If the
nugget grows to a size such that it can no longer be contained by
the surrounding solid metal under the compressive electrode
force, expulsion will occur. The dynamic resistance curve of the
plain carbon AK material interpreted by Dickinson et al.@8# can
also be divided into five stages. Stage I reflects the breakdown of
insulating layers or fritting. The contacts then become workpiece-
workpiece contacts. In Stage II, contact resistance at the faying
surface decreases due to the competition between the softening of
contact spots and increases of bulk resistances in the surface film
and workpieces with temperature. The increase of dynamic resis-
tance in Stage III results from an increase of resistivity with tem-
perature. The end of this stage corresponds to the local melting
beginning to occur at the contact spots. Dynamic resistance in
Stage IV results from a competition between the increased resis-
tivity of bulk workpieces and decreased contact resistance at the
faying surface from additional melting and softening. Stage V
shows that contact resistance at the faying surface decreases due
to the growth of the molten nugget and mechanical collapse. Vari-
ables including current level, electrode force, and material being
welded can cause significant variations in the shape of the dy-
namic resistance curve.

Dynamic resistance is usually calculated by dividing the weld
voltage by current. Most investigations measured the dynamic im-
pedance rather than resistance, because a phase shift existed be-
tween voltage and current. At a small phase shift which is a func-
tion of resistance of the load and inductance, the impedance and
resistance are nearly equivalent. To avoid the error induced by
inductance, only one data point of dynamic resistance is available
per half cycle. Applying a method to reduce the discrepancy,
Gedeon and Eagar@9# and Gedeon et al.@10# found that the gen-
eralized dynamic resistance curve can be divided into four, six or
eight stages depending on if the steels were uncoated, gal-
vannealed, or hot-dipped. Weld quality thus can be more success-
fully monitored by using multiple sensors simultaneously measur-
ing dynamic resistance, voltage, current, and electrode
displacement.

A number of experimental studies have been carried out to
quantify electrical contact resistance of sheet steels@11–14#. The
contact resistance was found to decrease both with electrode force
and temperature. It has been unclear if the contact resistance at the
faying surface was greater than that at the electrode-workpiece
interface, as discussed by Vogler and Sheppard@15#. Contact re-
sistances at the faying surface and electrode-workpiece interface
in welding aluminum alloys can cover a very wide range in mag-
nitude as measured by Thornton et al.@16#. The decrease in con-
tact resistance which usually occurs with an increase in electrode
force may not occur with aluminum alloys. James et al.@17# mea-
sured contact resistances at the faying surface and electrode-
workpiece interface in welding pre-treated and abraded aluminum
alloy strip with different geometries of electrodes. With conven-
tional domed electrodes, the contact resistance was much larger at
the faying surface than that at the electrode-workpiece interface.
When the coating was removed the difference between the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface became much smaller.

Evidently, a quantitative and theoretical interpretation of the
complicated dynamic resistance curve is needed to clarify the ob-
served results. Holm@18# first pointed out that a constriction re-

sistance will arise when current flows from one conductor of in-
finite extent to another through a finite area of perfect electrical
contact. For a clean metal contact the contact resistance is simply
a constriction resistance. If a film is present, the contact resistance
consists of the constriction and film resistance. Greenwood@19#
derived a general equation to find the constriction resistance of a
cluster of contact spots. It was shown that the resistance may be
regarded as the sum of the parallel resistance of contact spots.
Although the theoretical analysis has been provided for a long
time, a rigorous determination associated with experimental va-
lidification during resistance spot welding has not been found yet.
This becomes the objective in this work.

In this study, a model including constriction and film resis-
tances to determine dynamic resistance affected by hardness, tem-
perature, electrode force, and surface conditions during resistance
spot welding is proposed. The effects of rupture, softening, heat-
ing and melting of surface films at the faying surface and
electrode-workpiece interface, as well as the heating and melting
of bulk workpieces on dynamic resistance are accounted. The pre-
dicted results with the temperature obtained from the previous
study@6# are compared with available experimental data. The sig-
nificance and mechanism of dynamic resistance together with bulk
and contact resistances therefore are revealed.

System Model and Analysis
Resistance spot welding is accomplished by the heat generated

from temperature-dependent electrical contact resistance at the
faying surface. Temperatures are obtained by solving axisymmet-
ric, unsteady equations of mass, momentum, energy, species, and
magnetic field intensity in the workpieces and electrodes@6#.
Modeling electrical contact resistance is described as follows:

Electrical Contact Resistance. A local electrical contact re-
sistance at the faying surface or electrode-workpiece interface can
be simulated by

R̃c5
1

2as̃
1

s̃

pa2s̃ f
, (1)

where the first and last terms on the right-hand side represent
constriction and film resistances, respectively@18#. Each contact
spot is considered as a circle with an effective radius

a5A W

pnH̃v

, (2)

which shows that the size of a contact spot is a function of elec-
trode force, hardness, and the total number of contact spots
@18,19,20#. Temperature-dependent hardness indicates that contact
area increases with time. In view of temperature-dependent elec-
trical properties and hardness, the model presented by Eqs.~1! and
~2! involves transient coupling between thermal-mechanical ef-
fects. In this work, the distribution of contact spots is considered
to be uniform and the number of contact spots remains the same
during the welding process. Considering a loadW53000 N, hard-
nessH̃v553109 N/m2 and choosing the number of contact spots
n1510 implying the total number of contact spotsn514940, Eq.
~2! leads to an effective radius a53.631026 m as a reasonable
comparison to the electrode radius ofr o53.0531023 m. Substi-
tuting Eq.~2! into Eq.~1!, local contact resistance in a dimension-
less form becomes

Rc5R1

AnHv

s
1R2

snHv

s f
, (3)

where dimensionless parameters governing constriction and film
resistances are, respectively, defined as
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R1[
1

2R̃0s̃ liq

ApH̃v0

W
, R2[

r 0H̃v0

WR̃0s̃ liq

. (4)

In Eq. ~3! temperature-dependent electrical conductivities of
workpieces and surface film and hardness can be found by curve-
fitting experimental data provided by Ono et al.@21#, Boyer and
Gall @22#, Touloukian@23#, and Grange et al.@24#, respectively. A
local equivalent contact electrical conductivity related to contact
resistance from Eq.~3! yields

sc5
Ef

E* RcAc
, (5)

whereAc is a local area through which electric current flows.

Numerical Simulation. Resistance spot welding is analyzed
by setting a cylindrical coordinate system with the origin on the
intersection of the axisymmetric axis and bottom electrode-
workpiece interface, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Except for proposing
more relevant and accurate electrical resistances to replace film
resistance decreasing linearly with increasing temperature@25–
28#, the major assumptions made are the same as those proposed
by Wei et al.@6#. They are that the mushy zone is a porous me-
dium in a local thermal and phase equilibrium. Mean values of
properties within the temperature range considered are chosen and
allowed to be distinct between phases. Solid solutal diffusion is
neglected.

Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions in Work-
pieces. With the above assumptions, the dimensionless continu-
ity, momentum, energy, species, magnetic field intensity equa-
tions @6,29,30#, respectively, become
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where dimensionless parameters are defined as
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All the lengths in Eqs.~6!–~11! are nondimensionalized by the
maximum radius of the electroder 0 . The last term on the right-
hand side of Eq.~9! combines heat generation at contact surfaces
and in bulk workpieces. Boundary conditions are the same as the
previous work@6# and described briefly as follow:

(a) The Electrode-Workpiece Interface, z50, l, 0<r<r e .
Boundary conditions are

um5vm5
] f m

a

]z
50 (13)

K
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where Eq.~13! allows for the molten region possibly occurring on
the interface. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~14!

Fig. 1 Sketch for resistance spot welding and coordinate
system
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represents the heat generated due to contact resistance. Eq.~15!
reflects a discontinuity of temperatures across the interface. Con-
tinuities of tangential electric and magnetic field intensities across
the interface are governed by Eqs.~16! and ~17!, respectively
@31,32#.

(b) The Surfaces Between Workpieces and Surroundings, z
50, l, r e,r<r b.

um5
]vm

]z
5

] f m
a

]z
50 (18)

6K
]T

]z
5Bi0ks~T21! (19)

H52
1

2r
(20)

Eq. ~18! also accounts for the molten region possibly occurring
near the surfaces between workpieces and surroundings. Eq.~20!
is a result of negligible electric current escaped to the surround-
ings.

(c) The Workpiece Surface0<z< l , r 5r b.

um5vm50, f m
a 51, H52

1

2r b
(21)

2K
]T

]r
5ksBi0~T21! (22)

(d) The Axisymmetric Axis,0<z< l , r 50.

]

]r
~um ,vm ,hm , f m

a !50, H50 (23)

Magnetic field intensity must vanish at the axisymmetric axis to
avoid infinite electric currents.

Supplementary Relationships. In Eq. ~10! the fraction of
solutea in the solid or liquid is found by

f s
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kpf m
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a5
f m

a

11 f s~kp21!
(24)

where equilibrium partition coefficientkp represents the ratio of
solute contents in the solid and liquid at the same temperature.
Determinations of distinct regions of the mushy zone, full liquid
and solid have been presented in details by Bennon and Incropera
@29,30#.

Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions in Elec-
trode. Since the electrode is irregular in shape, an immobiliza-
tion transformation can be effectively used for facilitating numeri-
cal computation. Energy and magnetic field intensity equations of
the upper electrode, respectively, yield
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Independent variables in Eqs.~25! and ~26! are chosen to be

j5
r 2r c~z!

r s~z!2r c~z!
, z5z2 l , (27)

which impliesr s51 for z> l 1 , r c50 for 0<z< l 11 l 2 . Bound-
ary conditions are as follows:

(a) The Top Surface of the Upper Electrode,z5 l 11 l 21 l 3
1 l 4 , 0<j<1.

2
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where Eq.~29! is obtained by assuming uniform current across the
top surface. Magnetic field intensityHE50 at j50 is satisfied
because of negligible currents in the coolant hole.

(b) Boundaries l11 l 21 l 3<z< l 11 l 21 l 31 l 4. At the inner
and outer surfaces of the upper electrode boundary conditions
yield
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(c) Boundaries l11 l 2<z< l 11 l 21 l 3. At the surface of the
coolant hole energy balance yields
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where r c is evaluated atz5 l 11 l 21 l 3 . Boundary conditions at
the outer surface of the electrode are the same as Eq.~31!.

(d) The Boundary l1<z< l 11 l 2.

]TE

]j
50, H50 at j50 (33)

Other conditions are the same as Eq.~31!.

(e) The Boundary0<z< l 1.
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while other conditions are the same as Eq.~33!.
Initial conditions areum5vm5H5HE50, f m

a 51, hm5R, TE
51 at t50.

Solution Methodology. Each of conservation Eqs.~6!–~11!,
~25!, and~26! can be cast in the form

]rf

]t
1¹.~rVmf!5¹.~Gf¹f!1Sf . (35)

The control-volume, implicit finite-difference scheme with stag-
gered grids@33# was used. A grid system 50353 in workpieces
and 27372 in the electrode were selected. The axial direction is
divided into uniform spaces while the spacing ratio in the radial
direction is 0.95. A dimensionless uniform time step was 2
31025. A test of grid refinement is shown in Table 1. The maxi-
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mum deviation of the computed resistances by using grid systems
of 50353 and 72375 is less than 1 percent. Solution procedure is
described in the following paragraph.

Temperature and magnetic field intensity in the electrodes are
determined from Eqs.~25! and ~26! subject to boundary condi-
tions ~14!–~17!, while the continuity, momentum, energy, species
and magnetic field intensity transport governed by Eqs.~6!–~11!
in the workpieces were solved by satisfying other boundary con-
ditions. The convergence tolerances for global energy and veloc-
ity components and enthalpy, concentration, and magnetic inten-
sity fields were 1022 and 1023, respectively. Otherwise, equations
for the electrode were solved again and the process was repeated.
If solutions converged, temperature distributions were used to cal-
culate resistances. Computations then proceeded to the next time.
Number of iterations at each time were around 100. The global
energy balance was that heat generation in the workpieces and
electrodes should be equal to the total internal energy rise and
heat convected to the electrodes, coolant hole, and surroundings.
Considering 1500 time steps, the execution time by using an IBM
RS6000 computer was about 4 hours.

Results and Discussion
In this study, the unsteady variation of electrical resistance dur-

ing resistance spot welding is quantitatively determined by incor-
porating in the previous work@6# predicting axisymmetric un-
steady mass, momentum, energy, species and magnetic field
intensity transport in the workpieces and electrodes. Electrical re-
sistivity of the insulating surface film on a contact surface is much
greater than that of the workpieces. An increase of temperature
results in electrical resistivity of the surface film to decrease while
bulk resistivity of the workpieces to increase. Hardness decreases
with increasing temperature. The size of a contact spot on the
contact surface is a function of the electrode force, total number of
contact spots, and hardness. Interactions between these factors
affecting the change of electrical resistance during spot welding
~see Eq.~3!! are therefore studied in the present work.

This model is confirmed from a good agreement with a mea-
sured relationship between nugget thickness and time provided by
Gould @25# in welding AISI 1008, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case,
solute concentrationf̂ m,0

a 50.32 wt percent of Mn in a Fe-Mn al-
loy, total thickness of the two workpiecesl 50.715, electrode tip
radius r e50.9, dimensionless parameter governing welding cur-
rent ~or Lorentz force!Lo56.173108, and constriction and film
resistance parametersR15100 and R2550. Temperature-
dependent electrical conductivities and hardness are presented in
Appendix. This work shows a better agreement with the experi-
mental result than the one-dimensional prediction from Gould
@25#, and three-dimensional prediction from Wei et al.@6#. The
former neglected heat transfer in the radial direction so that thick-
nesses of the nugget are overestimated. The latter assumed an
inaccurate electrical resistance, where the film resistance de-
creases linearly with increasing temperature and bulk resistivity of
the workpieces remains constant.

Figure 3 shows that the predicted dimensionless dynamic resis-
tance curve agrees quite well with the experimental result from
Savage et al.@7# in welding uncleaned steels by choosing work-

piece thickness of 0.89 mm, the number of contact pointsn1

510, andr 052.78 mm, Lo54.673108, I 58700A, R1540, and
R2530. The trend of the dynamic resistance curve also agrees
with that presented by, for example, Roberts@3#, Bhattacharya and
Andrews@4#, and Dickinson et al.@8#. In this work, the dynamic
resistance represents the total electrical resistance, which is the
sum of bulk resistance in the workpieces, contact resistance at the
faying surface and two times of contact resistance at the electrode-
workpiece interface. After taking a sum of local resistances of
grid points in series along the axial direction between the elec-

Fig. 2 Comparisons of dimensionless nugget thickness ver-
sus time in welding AISI 1008 steel between one and three-
dimensional predictions from Gould †25‡, Wei et al. †6‡ and this
work, and measurement from Gould †25‡

Fig. 3 A comparison of dimensionless dynamic resistance
versus time between the measurement from Savage et al. †7‡
and prediction from this work in welding not cleaned steels
with welding current of 8700 amps

Table 1 Test of convergence
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trode tips for any given radius less than the electrode tip radius
through which electric current primarily flows, the resulting resis-
tances for all radii were added in parallel to give the total bulk
resistance. The total contact resistance at the faying surface or
electrode-workpiece interface was obtained by summing local
contact resistances in parallel for all radii less than the electrode
tip radius.

Typical values of dimensionless parameters estimated from
pure iron and manganese and its alloy are listed in Table 2. The
variations of dimensionless bulk resistance in workpieces, contact
resistances at the faying surface and electrode-workpiece inter-
face, and the resulting dynamic resistance with time are shown in
Fig. 4. It can be seen that contact resistance at the faying surface
decreases rapidly in an early stage until the minimum value at a
dimensionless time 0.02 is reached. Contact resistance then in-
creases and reaches a local maximum value at a dimensionless
time of 0.05. Thereafter, it decreases gradually and finds an in-
flection point at a dimensionless time of 0.125. As can be seen
from Eq. ~3!, contact resistance is composed of constriction and
film resistances. The latter overrides the former in the early stage
of welding. Because both electrical resistivity and hardness of the
surface film on the contact surface decrease with increasing tem-
perature, film resistance decreases in the early stage. The drop of
contact resistance in the early stage therefore is a result of rapid
decrease in film resistance. Since electrical resistivity of work-
pieces increases and hardness decreases with increasing tempera-
ture, constriction resistance or contact resistance at the faying sur-
face exhibits a local maximum within a certain range of
temperature in an intermediate stage. The inflection point of con-
tact resistance at the faying surface at dimensionless time of 0.125
is due to an initiation of the molten nugget. A similar trend can be
seen for the contact resistance at the electrode-workpiece inter-
face. As welding time is large, contact resistance at the faying
surface becomes lower than that at the electrode-workpiece inter-
face. This is attributed to a more marked softening and earlier

melting at the faying surface. It is also found that bulk resistance
of the workpieces increases while the increasing rate decreases
with increasing time or temperature.

The resulting dynamic resistance curve therefore can be divided
into four regions. In the first stage, the rapid drop of dynamic
resistance results from decreases in film resistances at the faying

Fig. 4 Unsteady variations of dimensionless dynamic resis-
tance, bulk resistance, and contact resistances at the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface

Table 2 Typical values of dimensionless parameters
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surface and electrode-workpiece interface. In the second stage,
dynamic resistance increases with time. High increasing rate of
dynamic resistance at the beginning of this stage is a result of
increases in bulk resistance and contact resistances at the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface. Near the end of this
stage the reduction of increasing rate of contact resistance at the
faying surface decreases the increase of dynamic resistance until
the maximum is reached. In the third stage, dynamic resistance
decreases as time proceeds. This is because the decreases in con-
tact resistance at the faying surface and electrode-workpiece in-
terface are greater than the increase in bulk resistivity. Decreases
in contact resistances are due to an incessant increase in the soften
area. The fourth stage starts from a marked drop accompanying
with an inflection at a dimensionless time of 0.125, where the
molten nugget initiates. It should be noted that the molten nugget
takes place in this stage rather than the second region, as proposed
by Dickinson et al.@8#. As time further increases, expulsion will
take place. In view of mechanical collapse, expulsion cannot be
treated in the present work.

Provided that bulk resistivity of the workpieces is a constant at
the ambient temperature~namely, s5s(20°C)!, the predicted
variations of dynamic resistance, bulk resistance in workpieces
and resistances at contact surfaces with time are shown in Fig. 5.
Instead of a local maximum within an intermediate stage as shown
in previous figure~Fig. 4!, contact resistances at the faying surface
and electrode-workpiece interface monotonically decrease with
time. This is due to the ignorance of the increase in bulk resistiv-
ity with temperature in constriction resistance. Contact resistances
decrease solely from the reduction of hardness. Therefore, the
local maximum of the dynamic resistance curve disappears and
dynamic resistance becomes rather flat in the intermediate stage of
welding time. Temperature-dependent bulk resistivity of the
workpieces exhibits a significant effect on the shape of the dy-
namic resistance curve.

The surface contaminant and oxide layer can be removed by
alkaline degreasing or acid pickling. In the case of a vanished film
resistance or film thicknesss50, rapid decreases of contact resis-
tances and dynamic resistance in the early stage disappears, as
shown in Fig. 6. Contact resistances at the faying surface and
electrode-workpiece interface thus increase and then decrease
with increasing time. The corresponding dynamic resistance curve
increases with time until the maximum value is reached. Referring

to Fig. 4, contact resistance at the faying surface exhibits a more
pronounced rise. The effects of the parameter governing constric-
tion resistance on the dynamic resistance curve are shown in Fig.
7. It can also be considered that contact resistance decreases as
electrode force increases. A decrease in the parameter governing
constriction resistance decreases dynamic resistance and its varia-
tion, which imply a delay of the formation of the molten nugget.

Comparing to Fig. 4 (Prm533104), Figure 8 shows that a
decrease in magnetic Prandtl number (Prm5104) reduces the in-
crease of constriction resistance. This is attributed to low tempera-
tures at the faying surface. Wei et al.@6# found that a decrease of
magnetic Prandtl number induces a highly concentrated current
density near the periphery between the electrode and workpiece
surface. Different patterns of electrical currents result in different
dynamic resistance curves.

Fig. 5 Unsteady variations of dimensionless dynamic resis-
tance, bulk resistance, and contact resistances at the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface, ssÄss„20°C….

Fig. 6 Unsteady variations of dimensionless dynamic resis-
tance, bulk resistance, and contact resistances at the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface for vanished film re-
sistance

Fig. 7 Dimensionless dynamic resistance curve for different
values of dimensionless constriction resistance parameter
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Figure 9 shows that a decrease in the number of contact spots
increases dynamic resistance and its variation with time and de-
creases the time for the minimal value to occur. In Fig. 10, it
shows that as welding current increases or the parameter govern-
ing welding current increases to 43107, dynamic resistance shifts
to left as a result of a rapid increase of temperature. Moreover, the
variations of dynamic resistance with time increase with the pa-
rameter governing welding current. No weld forms within the
range of welding time considered in this figure in the case of the
parameter governing welding current Lo523107.

Conclusions
In this study, dynamic electrical resistance affected by hard-

ness, temperature, electrode force and surface conditions during
resistance spot welding has been quantitatively modeled and ana-
lyzed. The temperature is obtained from the previous study pre-
dicting axisymmetric, unsteady transport processes in the work-
pieces and electrodes during resistance spot welding. The
conclusions drawn are the following:

1 The predicted nugget thickness and dynamic resistance ver-
sus time agree quite well with available experimental data. Dy-
namic resistance is defined by taking the sum of the total bulk
resistance in the workpieces and contact resistances at the faying
surface and two electrode-workpiece interfaces within an effective
area corresponding to the electrode tip where welding current pri-
marily flows. The total bulk resistance is obtained by adding
temperature-dependent resistance at each grid point in series for
any given radius less than the electrode tip radius and then sum-
ming the resulting resistances of all radial locations in parallel.
The total contact resistance at the faying surface or electrode-
workpiece interface is determined by adding all local contact re-
sistances in parallel within the electrode tip radius.

2 This model considers electrical resistivity of the insulating
surface film to be much greater than that of the workpieces. An
increase of temperature decreases and increases resistivities of the
surface film and workpieces, respectively. Hardness decreases
with increasing temperature. The size of a contact spot on a con-
tact surface is a function of electrode force, hardness, and total
number of contact spots.

3 Contact resistance at the faying surface or electrode-
workpiece interface is determined by taking the sum of constric-
tion and film resistances. A rapid drop of contact resistances in an
early stage results from the decrease of film resistance, where both
resistivity and hardness decrease as temperature increases. Con-
tact resistance exhibits a local maximum in an intermediate stage,
since constriction resistance can be increased or decreased by
competing increased resistivity and decreased hardness with in-
creasing temperature. The increasing rate of resistivity in work-
pieces gradually reduces as time or temperature becomes high.

4 Without film resistance the rapid decrease of contact resis-
tance in the early stage disappears. Provided that resistivity of
workpieces is independent of temperature, the local maximum of
contact resistance disappears. Even though contact resistance at

Fig. 8 Unsteady variations of dimensionless dynamic resis-
tance, bulk resistance, and contact resistances at the faying
surface and electrode-workpiece interface by decreasing mag-
netic Prandtl number from Pr mÄ3Ã104

„see Fig. 4… to 104

Fig. 9 Dimensionless dynamic resistance curve for different
numbers of contact spots at the faying surface

Fig. 10 Dimensionless dynamic resistance curve for different
values of dimensionless parameter governing welding current
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the faying surface is higher than that at the electrode-workpiece
interface in the early stage, the opposite result is found in the
range of large welding time. The distribution of electric current
affects contact resistance at the faying surface. A decrease in mag-
netic Prandtl number enhances current density near the outer edge
between the electrode and workpiece. This leads to lower tem-
perature and contact resistance at the faying surface.

5 Excluding expulsion, dynamic resistance versus time can be
divided into four stages: Stage 1 is the decrease of dynamic resis-
tance due to decreases in contact resistances at the faying surface
and electrode-workpiece interface; an increase in dynamic resis-
tance in stage 2 results from the primary increase of bulk resis-
tance in the workpieces and an increase in the sum of contact
resistances at the faying surface and electrode-workpiece inter-
face; dynamic resistance in stage 3 decreases because the increas-
ing rate of bulk resistance of workpieces and contact resistances
decrease; in stage 4 the decrease of dynamic resistance is mainly
due to a formation of the molten nugget at the faying surface. The
molten nugget is initiated in stage 4 in contrast to stage 2 or 3 as
qualitatively proposed in the literature.

6 The rapid drop of the dynamic resistance curve in the early
stage is absent if film resistance is ignored. The local maximum of
the dynamic resistance curve disappears if electrical resistivity of
constriction resistance is independent of temperature. Dynamic
resistance and its variation with time increase while the time at
which the minimum value occurs decreases with increasing the
parameters governing constriction resistance and decreasing the
number of contact spots. The variation of dynamic resistance with
time decreases with welding current.

7 This resistance model can also be used for a simulation of
transport phenomena involving high electric current passing
through the contact surface between two workpieces.

Appendix
Curve-fitting dimensionless temperature-dependent electrical

conductivities and hardness from experimental data are as fol-
lows:

~a! Electrical conductivity of workpiece AISI 1008
Solid @22#

ss5
1

0.1110.275~T21!
for 1<T<3.5 (A1)

ss5
1

1

ssol
10.07147~T2Tsol!

for 3.5<T<Tsol (A2)

Liquid @21#

s l5
1

110.034~T2Tliq!
for T>Tliq (A3)

while electrical conductivity in the mushy zones5gsssol1gl for
Tsol,T,Tliq .

~b! Film electrical resistivity of iron oxide@23#

1

s f
5175483e22.64301T (A4)

~c! Hardness of workpieces AISI 1026@24#

Hv52.0657e20.610487T20.065 (A5)

Nomenclature

Bi0E 5 h̃0Er 0 / k̃E
BiE 5 h̃Er 0 / k̃S
Biw 5 h̃wr 0 / k̃E
Bi0 5 h̃0r 0 / k̃S

C 5 specific heat ratio, as defined in Eq.~12!
Da 5 Darcy number
E* 5 r 0R̃0s̃ liq
Ef 5 « f /r 0

f 5 mass fraction of liquid or solid
F0 5 dimensionless parameter, as defined in Eq.~12!
f a

5 solute mass fraction5 f̂ a/ f̂ m,0
a

f̂ a 5 solute mass fraction
f̂ m,0

a
5 initial solute content

g 5 volume fraction or gravitational acceleration
h 5 enthalpy,h5h̃/hf , or heat transfer coefficient
H 5 magnetic field intensity inu direction,

H5H̃pr 0 /I
Hv 5 hardness
hf 5 fusion latent heat at eutectic point, J/kg
hl 5 RCT1R(12C)Te11
hs 5 RT
I,j 5 welding current, amp, electric current density,j

5 j̃ pr 0
2/I

K 5 gl1gsks
kE 5 thermal conductivity ratio5 k̃E / k̃s
ks 5 thermal conductivity ratio5 k̃s / k̃l
kp 5 equilibrium partition coefficient
K0 5 permeability constant, m2

l 5 distance between electrodes
l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 ,l 4 5 length, as illustrated in Fig. 1

Lo 5 dimensionless parameter, as defined in Eq.~12!
M 5 2(drc /dz1jdN/dz)/N
N 5 r s(z)2r c(z)
n 5 total number of contact spots

n1 5 number of contact spots in the first control vol-
ume near axisymmetric axis

Prm 5 magnetic Prandtl number5h̃ l /ã l
R 5 c̃sT̃0 /hf or resistance

Rd 5 dynamic resistance,Rd5R̃d /R̃0
RE 5 c̃ET̃0 /hf
r 0 5 dimensional electrode radius, as illustrated in Fig.

1
R̃0 5 electrical contact resistance at faying surface at

T0
s 5 film thickness
T 5 temperature5T̃/T̃0

Te 5 eutectic temperature
u,v 5 axial and radial velocity,u5ũr 0 /ã l , v5 ṽr 0 /ã l

V 5 velocity vector
W 5 electrode force

bS ,bT 5 solutal and thermal expansion coefficient
d 5 nugget thickness

« f ,« f E 5 effective thickness of heat source at faying sur-
face and electrode-workpiece interface, m

h̃ l 5 magnetic diffusivity of liquid51/s̃ liqm0m rl
hE 5 h̃E /h̃ l , whereh̃E51/sEm0m rE
u0 5 dimensionless temperature ratio, as defined in Eq.

~12!
m r 5 relative magnetic permeability,

m r5gl1gsm rs /m rl
m0 5 free magnetic permeability, N/amp2

r 5 dimensional and dimensionless density,r5 r̃/ r̃ l
s 5 electrical conductivity,s5s̃/s̃ liq5gsssol1gl ,

mho/m
S 5 dimensionless parameter, as defined in Eq.~12!
t 5 dimensionless time,t5tã l /r 0

2

Superscript

a 5 solute
; 5 dimensional quantity
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Subscript

E 5 electrode
l, liq 5 liquid and liquidus

m 5 mixture
s, sol 5 solid and solidus

w 5 water or coolant
0 5 ambient
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An Experimental Investigation of
Heat Affected Zone Formation and
Morphology Development During
Laser Processing of Metal Powder
Mixtures
Laser-induced melting and subsequent resolidification of a metal powder mixture consist-
ing of low and high melting temperature materials was experimentally examined. First,
the onset of melting for the low melting point material was determined and correlated
with dimensionless parameters. Next, the morphologies of the heat affected zones were
categorized and finally, a process map for use in rapid prototyping technology was
developed. The results indicate a strong dependence of the system behavior on the laser-
material coupling efficiency and in turn, the ratio of the laser beam radius to particle size.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370508#

Introduction
Melting and resolidification within a porous medium that is

composed of multiple solid materials possessing different melting
temperatures is relevant to nuclear reactor design@1#, soil engi-
neering@2#, the manufacture of composite materials@3# and rapid
prototyping methods@4,5#.

In this study, attention is given to the case where heating is
achieved with a scanning laser beam delivered to the top surface
of a powder layer. Hence, the study is pertinent to Selective Laser
Sintering~SLS! which is a net shape, rapid prototyping technol-
ogy. Details of the SLS process have been discussed elsewhere@6#
and will not be repeated here.

In SLS, objects are fabricated by first irradiating the top surface
of loose powder with a scanning laser beam, forming a slender
heat affected zone~HAZ! of bonded material. The laser-fabricated
HAZ’s are formed adjacent to one another to eventually form a
thin ~fractions of mm!layer of solid material. Individual layers are
fabricated, one atop another, until a three-dimensional object is
built ~ideally of full density and to net shape.! Ultimately, both the
dimensions and properties of the fabricated object are governed
by ~a! the bulk properties of the raw material,~b! the morphology
of each HAZ,~c! the manner in which the HAZ’s are intercon-
nected within a layer, and~d! the layer-to-layer bonding charac-
teristics. The first step in developing a predictive capability to
relate the part properties and finish to the processing conditions is
the ability topredict or correlate the formation and evolution of
individual HAZ’s.

Considerable progress has been made recently regarding the
thermal aspects of HAZ formation in laser-irradiated polymer
powders based upon development of unique models for net shape
evolution during non-isothermal heating of polymer powder re-
gions @7–9#. The focus of the present study is to evaluate HAZ
formation in metal powder systems. When metal parts are fabri-
cated using SLS, a mixture of melting and non-melting material is
typically used@10#. As will become evident, use of mixtures of
metal powders results in HAZ morphologies that are fundamen-
tally different than those that evolve in single component pow-
ders. The heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena are extremely
complex and include effects ranging from laser-material coupling

in non-stationary, multiphase~solid, liquid and gas!systems to
capillary-induced flow in a non-stationary porous matrix that is
itself undergoing solid-liquid phase change. The entire phase
change history~melting through resolidification! may occur in
fractions of a second. Details of the heat transfer and fluid me-
chanics phenomena that drive HAZ formation in laser-irradiated
metal powders have been investigated to a limited extent@11#.

The objective of this study is to experimentally investigate
HAZ development in laser-irradiated metal powder mixtures. The
onset of HAZ formation is correlated with dimensionless param-
eters, as is the ultimate HAZ morphology that evolves in response
to laser heating, material melting, flow of the molten as well as the
entrained solid material, and resolidification.

Experiments
To produce HAZ’s using laser irradiation for net shape manu-

facturing purposes, it is desirable to utilize powder mixtures that
consist of low- and high-melting temperature metals because
when single material powders are melted, randomly-shaped
HAZ’s ~and in turn, poor part dimensional tolerance and surface
finish! typically are formed. For similar reasons, it is a require-
ment that the low melting point material readily infiltrate into the
non-melting skeletal structure that is formed by the second, high
melting point material. Hence, the molten phase must wet the
non-melting material, and possess a relatively low viscosity. Be-
cause of these restrictions, a rather small set of material pairs can,
unfortunately, be used@10#.

In this study, a mixture of nickel braze~Nicrobraz LM manu-
factured by Wall Colmonoy Corp.,Tm51273 K! and AISI 1018
carbon steel (Tm51795 K!was used. Micrographs of the unproc-
essed powders are shown in Fig. 1 and the powder properties are
listed in Table 1@12–18#.

The experimental apparatus is discussed elsewhere@8,11# and
consists of a CW, 50 W~max.!CO2 laser~Synrad 48-5!operating
at a wavelength of 10.6 microns. The gaussian beam is focussed
onto the powder by a set of infrared lenses and computer-
controlled scanning mirrors~a Synrad SH marking head! so that
the scanning speed and the minimum spot size (r min
51.27lf /r max) @19# can be varied. The laser beam spot size could
be enlarged by changing the working distance between the mate-
rial and the focal point of the lens system.

The powder mixture was held within a 25 mm350 mm
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310 mm pocket milled into a steel block. The pre-mixed powder
~without a wetting agent or flux! was poured into the pocket and
carefully leveled with a straight edge. The powder was irradiated,
the HAZ ~if formed! was photographed within the surrounding
loose powder and was subsequently removed from the loose pow-
der and archived. The onset of melting~and hence HAZ forma-
tion! for a particular scanning speed and beam size was deter-
mined by gradually increasing the laser power~allowing the
powder to cool to room temperature between experiments! until a

very fine and porous HAZ could be removed from the loose pow-
der. The initial temperature for each experiment was uniform at
approximately 300 K.

Experiments were performed using a range of processing pa-
rameters and powder mixtures, as shown in Table 2. The powder
mixtures were characterized byX50.30, 0.50, 0.65, 0.70, and
unity. The effective specific heat and effective density of the po-
rous medium were estimated by volume-averaging the properties
of the nickel braze, the 1018 steel, and atmospheric pressure air.
Properties were evaluated at 600 K, which is approximately mid-
way between the initial temperature and melting temperature of
the nickel braze. The effective thermal conductivity was calcu-
lated based upon a series resistance approximation for the powder
morphology@20#. The series resistance approximation yields rea-
sonable predictions for the measured effective thermal conductiv-
ity of metal powders@21# although other models for the effective
thermal conductivity could be used as well. The effective viscos-
ity of the mixture was determined bymeff5m@12V/Vcrit#

22 ~for
V,Vcrit! andmeff→` ~for V.Vcrit! whereVcrit50.62 @22#.

Results
A series of preliminary experiments was performed under~a!

atmospheric~b! modest vacuum (P>0.05 atm) conditions by
placing the powder in a vacuum chamber fabricated of infrared-
transparent Zn-Se windows, and~c! under conditions with a 1 atm
nitrogen wash. Little sensitivity to the atmospheric conditions was
observed for the formation of a single HAZ. Figure 2 includes a
micrograph of a typical cross section of a HAZ formed in atmo-
spheric conditions. The HAZ morphology is extremely complex
with regions of very high~dark! and very low porosity. It is evi-
dent that the molten nickel braze wets the solid steel particles~see
the marked area on the lower right! and has infiltrated certain
regions of the non-melting matrix to form zones of full density
~lower left!. The ability of the molten braze to wet and infiltrate
the non-melting phase to form a single HAZ is not apparently
affected by oxidation, although the top surfaces of the HAZ’s
were oxidized and~using our experimental apparatus! good layer-
to-layer bonding could not be readily achieved.

HAZ Formation. Analytical solutions of the heat equation
can be used to predict the thermal response of materials to scan-
ning laser irradiation. In particular, Cline and Anthony@23#, Lax
@24# and Nissim et al.@25# provide solutions for the local maxi-
mum temperatures that evolve during laser irradiation of a semi-
infinite medium~neglecting surface heat losses due to convection
and radiation!.

For the experiments associated with the formation of the HAZ,
the maximum local temperatures will correspond to the melting
temperature of the nickel braze. The results of Nissim et al.@25#
can be used to predict the dimensionless laser power~Bi! and
dimensionless laser scanning velocity~Pe!associated with the on-
set of melting where

Fig. 1 Micrographs of the nickel braze powder „top… and AISI
1018 carbon steel powder „bottom…

Table 1 Properties „at 600 K…

Table 2 Ranges of processing parameters
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Bi5 Ph/prkeff~Tm2Ti ! (1)

and

Pe5Ur/aeff . (2)

The theoretical~using h50.5! @12# and experimental results for
the onset of melting are shown in Fig. 3. The size ratio (Sz
54r 2/d2) is used to distinguish the various experimental results
associated with different laser beam radii.

Note that the value of Sz changes modestly as the fraction of
nickel is varied since the nickel particles are, on average, slightly
smaller than the steel particles. Each Sz value shown corresponds
to a different laser beam diameter and actual Sz values are: 18
,Sz,25 for Sz522, 139,Sz,192 for Sz5170, 336,Sz,393
for Sz5350, 1273,Sz,1764 for Sz51500, 5668,Sz,7856 for
Sz56700, 17,836,Sz,24,720 for Sz521,000. Although there is
considerable uncertainty in the value ofh @12# the coupling effi-
ciency should be the same from experiment-to-experiment for a
particular Sz value since the data in Fig. 3 are all associated with
the same initial and maximum temperature. There may be slight
variation in the value ofh as X is varied, and the change in the
value ofh may be responsible for some of the data scatter evident
within a particular Sz data set. The uncertainty in the measured
data was determined using standard procedures@26#. Estimated
uncertainties in the primitive variables are approximately610
percent~with the exception ofTi , Tm , andV, which are approxi-
mately 61, 2 and 5 percent respectively! resulting in Bi
'624 percent and Pe'622 percent.

As expected, the results indicate that higher temperatures are
more readily achieved at higher laser power~large Bi!and slower
scanning speeds~small Pe!. When Sz is large~6700 and 21,000!,
the powder layer behaves nearly as a continuum, and the onset of
melting may be predicted to within the experimental accuracy
using the solution to the energy equation. However, the experi-
mental data reveals very high sensitivity to Sz as the beam diam-
eter approaches that of the particle diameter~small Sz!.

The high sensitivity of the results to Sz can be attributed to a
variety of factors. At large Sz, the powder may be considered to
be a semi-infinite, opaque and rough sheet with, in turn, relatively
high coupling efficiency@12#. As Sz becomes smaller, the dimen-
sions of the interstitial regions between particles becomes signifi-
cant ~relative to the laser beam diameter! and the material~when
considered to be a continuum! will begin to behave as a semi-
transparent medium; requiring higher laser irradiation~Bi! in or-
der to achieve the same maximum temperatures at a particular
scanning speed~Pe! @27#. As Sz approaches unity, an irradiated

Fig. 2 Micrographs of a cross section of a HAZ. Note the high porosity „dark…
regions evident under low magnification „top…. Note the unmolten AISI steel
with surrounding resolidified nickel braze „bottom left… and the wetting of the
solid steel particle by the molten nickel „bottom right ….

Fig. 3 Predicted and measured onset of melting for the nickel
powder
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particle directly beneath the beam will be a poor absorber of laser
irradiation due to the extremely low~0.05! absorptivity of nickel
~and iron! to 10.6 micron irradiation@13#. Additional effects are
discussed in@12#. In addition to the probable high sensitivity ofh
to Sz, local spatial temperature gradients will increase as Sz be-
comes smaller. Large temperature gradients will, in turn, produce
highly non-uniform differential expansion of individual particles
which will affect the particle-to-particle thermal contact resistance
and in turn the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed.
As Sz approaches unity, an individually-heated particle will pos-
sess considerable exposed surface area and, in turn, large area for
heat losses that would require additional laser energy~larger Bi!
to increase the particle temperature at a given scanning speed
~Pe!.

In an attempt to better collapse the experimental data, the issue
of laser-material coupling was accounted for in an approximate
manner. Specifically, at large Sz~Sz.(150016700)/254100),
the material is treated as a continuum and interparticle spacing
leads to enhanced absorption of the laser irradiation; the powder
layer was assigned a coupling efficiency ofh50.5 based upon the
measurements reported in@12#. For Sz522, the material and was
assigned a coupling efficiency based upon the measured infrared
absorptivity of bulk nickel to irradiation of 10.6 microns (a
'0.05) @13#. The value ofh was varied linearly in the 22,Sz
,4200 range. The data of Fig. 3 are re-plotted in Fig. 4.

The results shown in Fig. 4 are in good agreement with the
theoretical prediction~except for the Sz522 results!, showing that
changes in the laser-material coupling efficiency is a primary rea-
son for the high sensitivity of the thermal response to Sz. Of
course, results similar to Fig. 4 might be achieved for processing
other materials and may be used in order to determine appropriate
processing conditions when formation of a HAZ is desired.

HAZ Morphologies. The results of the preceding section are
associated with the onset of the formation of a HAZ~onset of
melting of the nickel braze! in a multiple metal powder induced
by laser heating. At higher laser heating rates~or slower scanning
velocities!significant amounts of nickel are melted and the molten
braze infiltrates into the steel matrix by capillary action@11#.
Upon cooling, the nickel solidifies and a HAZ is formed. As will
become evident, the resulting HAZ morphologies range from the
geometrically simple to the extremely complex.

Significant melting rates lead to an increase in the local density
beneath the laser beam and a depression of the top surface of the
powder~or, as will become evident, a stationary top surface but a
highly porous HAZ!. For a densified HAZ, advection of the mol-
ten nickel can induce motion of the non-molten steel particles by
surface tension and viscous forces. As will become evident, this
‘‘entrainment’’ effect can lead to the development of significant
‘‘slip planes’’ within the porous medium away from the HAZ and,
in turn, a decrease in the ability of the medium to conduct thermal
energy laterally away from the centerline of the laser scan. As the
nickel melts, the laser-material coupling efficiency is expected to
decrease dramatically~at large Sz!with high reflectivities associ-
ated with the~potentially!smooth liquid metal surface.

Although limited progress in predicting the sensitivity of the
metal HAZ morphology~shape!to different processing conditions
has been made@11#, the simple HAZ geometries that were pre-
dicted by Zhang et al. do not correspond particularly well to the
richly-textured HAZ morphologies that are observed experimen-
tally. In this section, different HAZ morphologies are presented,
the morphologies are categorized by their appearance, and the
HAZ morphologies are correlated with dimensionless processing
parameters.

Figure 5 includes top views of various HAZ’s within the pow-
der bed~left column! as well as the extracted HAZ’s~right col-
umn! for small Sz. The scanning direction is left-to-right with a
laser power of 31 W, a beam radius of 0.13 mm and a scanning
velocity of 0.54 mm/s~Pe51.2, Bi520 and Sz522!. From top-
to-bottom,X50.3, 0.5, 0.7 and unity.

At X50.3, a groove that is only several laser beam diameters in
width ~and depth!is formed within the powder matrix. Material
previously within the groove volume has been wicked into the
surrounding powder and high temperatures~sufficient to melt the
nickel but not the steel! propagate outward from the center of the
laser scanning line. The resulting HAZ~right column!is approxi-
mately 100 beam diameters wide, is~for the most part!of the
same porosity as the initial powder layer~i.e., the top surface of
the powder did not slump!, and has outer boundaries that are
well-defined~a uniform HAZ width exists in the middle 1/3 of the
scanning length!. The same uniform initial and final porosity of
the HAZ is expected, based upon the non-melting behavior of the
steel and the results of Dosanjh@1# as well as Mughal and Plumb
@3#.

Fig. 4 Predicted and measured onset of melting for the nickel
powder with dependence of h with Sz. hÄ0.02746¿0.00012 Sz
for 22Ë SzË4100.

Fig. 5 Observed HAZ morphologies for „top to bottom… X
Ä0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1. Bi Ä19, PeÄ1.1, SzÄ22.
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As the nickel mass fraction is increased toX50.5 ~second row!
more material is melted along the laser scan line. However, now
the surface tension forces cause the molten metal to form a
‘‘bead’’ while advection of the metal to the center of the line scan
entrains unmolten steel powder leading to the development of a
slip plane between HAZ and the surrounding loose powder. The
increased centerline melting and reduced lateral thermal conduc-
tance result in a narrower HAZ~right column! with noticeably
rougher surface finish. As X is increased further,~0.7 and unity!
significant porosity is established in regions adjacent to the HAZ,
and the HAZ morphology becomes ‘‘ragged’’ as the molten
nickel agglomerates into globules which sink into the loose pow-
der. The HAZ’s associated with the high nickel content results are
undesirable in any net shape manufacturing technology.

During fabrication of objects using laser powder methods,
small diameter laser beams~such as those used to produce the
results in Fig. 5!might be used to sculpt the edges of the part,
while a larger diameter beam could be used tobroadly brushthe
interior regions of the object. The results of Fig. 6 are associated
with large Sz. Specifically, a laser power of 45 W, a beam radius
of 4.1 mm and a scanning velocity of 0.54 mm/s~Pe535, Bi
515 and Sz521,000! are used. As in Fig. 4, the nickel mass
fractions areX50.3, 0.5, 0.7 and unity.

A comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that, although a larger
beam was used in Fig. 6~30 times larger than in Fig. 5!, the
resulting HAZ sizes and shapes are remarkably similar for the
0.30 nickel mass fraction cases. Use of the larger beam reduces
the peak intensity of the beam, and the thin groove evident in Fig.
5 is not formed. The extractedX50.30 HAZ is highly porous~for
all practical purposes it has the same porosity as the loose powder
and has asponge-liketexture and appearance!.

As the mass fraction of the low melting temperature material is
increased, more liquid will form due to laser heating and a com-
plex herringboneHAZ morphology develops. Visual observation
of the powder during laser scanning revealed that as molten nickel
is pulled from regions ahead of the laser beam to beneath the
beam~by surface tension forces!, solid loose steel powder is en-
trained in the molten nickel flow. The entrainment of solid mate-
rial induces the formation of crescent-shaped waves in the loose
powder layer ahead of the laser beam~see theX50.7 results!. The
entrainment leads to slip plane development within the powder
bed ahead of the beam, which in turn reduces lateral thermal
conductance in the powder layer and temporarily cuts off the sup-
ply of loose powder that can be entrained to areas beneath the

beam. Entrainment of loose powder resumes when the moving
laser beam heats and melts additional powder at a downstream
scanning location. Finally, forX51.0, the HAZ that is formed
consists of small, loose beads of solid nickel formed by surface
tension forces. The beads rest in a semi-circular shell of sintered
nickel powder particles, leading to apeapod morphology so-
named since at intermediate Sz values, a single line of uniform
diameter, spherical metal droplets form within a rigid semi-
circular shell ofsponge-likematerial.

Several hundred experiments were performed, HAZ’s were ex-
tracted and archived, and 6 major HAZ morphologies were iden-
tified for the nickel braze, 1018 steel material pair. Thegrooved
morphology~Fig. 7 top row!has been discussed in relation to the
X50.3 results of Fig. 5. Thespongemorphology~Fig. 7 second
row! is similar to the grooved morphology, but does not have a
fully molten region or regions of extremely high local porosity.
This morphology is similar to theX50.3 results shown in Fig. 6.

The herringbonemorphology has been discussed in conjunc-
tion with theX50.5 and 0.7 results of Fig. 6 and is shown in the
third row of Fig. 7. The periodicity and magnitude of the ripples
varies with the processing conditions and the mass fraction of the
melting material. In some cases, the magnitude of the rippling
becomes so severe that afishcale structure results with the
samples breaking into individual, but uniformly-shapedscales
when extracted from the powder bed. Note that the material pref-
erentially advects to the starting location of the laser scan~LHS!
since material is entrained from all directions when initially
heated.

The preferential advection of material to locations near the ini-
tiation of the laser scan is more evident in thetubemorphology of
the fourth row of Fig. 7~note the thin bridge of material connect-
ing the starting location with the remainder of the HAZ!. The
cross section of the tube is circular. Thepin morphology~fifth row
of Fig. 7! is desirable. It consists of a continuous line of solid
metal ~both resolidified nickel and steel! surrounded by a porous
region of resolidified nickel in an unmolten steel matrix. The re-
sulting pin HAZ lies beneath the original surface of the loose
powder bed. Finally, theballedmorphology~last row of Fig. 7!is
undesirable, and consists of resolidified nickel regions that are

Fig. 6 Observed HAZ morphologies for „top to bottom… X
Ä0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1. Bi Ä15, PeÄ35, SzÄ21,000.

Fig. 7 Classification of 6 major HAZ morphologies. Top to bot-
tom: grooved, sponge, herringbone, tube, pin, balled. The HAZ
is shown in top view in the powder „left…, top view out of the
powder „middle… and side view „right….
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deformed by surface tension forces. Thepeapodmorphology of
the X51.0 results of Fig. 6 is a subset of theballed morphology.

The 6 major HAZ morphologies, obtained under a very wide
variety of processing conditions~for several hundred experi-
ments!, were catalogued. Different dimensionless parameters were
considered in an attempt to collapse the observed morphology
types into a reasonable form. This effort builds upon our previous
research where the details of the morphology were not of concern,
governing equations could be written to describe the physical pro-
cesses, the equations were solved and normalized, and the predic-
tions of HAZ size were reported in appropriate dimensionless
form @11#.

The results shown in Fig. 8 were obtained by a trial-and-error
approach. In addition to Bi, Pe, and Sz, four additional parameters
were deemed to be significant once the liquid phase is induced.
The Stefan and Prandtl numbers include the effects of the latent
heat of fusion and molten material motion on the development of
temperatures within the system, while the Marangoni and Bond
numbers describe the effects of surface tension forces within the
liquid phase and the corresponding convective flow within the
molten material. These parameters have been used to describe
similar physical processes~such as surface rippling! in other sys-
tems, such as those that occur during welding or beam processing
of metals @28,29#. Different combinations of the dimensionless
parameters were formed to investigate which were best at describ-
ing the morphological outcome of a laser scan. As shown in Fig.
8, it was observed that Bi/~PeSte!and Ma/~BoPr!collapse the data
to a reasonable degree of usefulness. The results of Fig. 8 are
applicable in the range 0.3<X<0.7. Note that the balled mor-
phology is not included since the results for this morphology are
poorly-correlated with the dimensionless parameters used. The
lack of correlation is attributed to a high degree of variation in the
laser-material coupling efficiency as the material is fully melted
into a spherical shape.

Summary and Conclusions
This study was motivated by an evolving manufacturing tech-

nology and has been performed in order to provide~a! insight into
the rich physical phenomena associated with laser heating of a
multiple metal powder matrix,~b! a methodology whereby the
onset of the formation of head affected zones~HAZs! may be

predicted, and~c! a process map whereby major HAZ morpholo-
gies may be correlated with appropriate dimensionless parameters.

The thermal response of the powdered material was investi-
gated by determining the onset of melting of the nickel powder.
When the laser beam is of the same order size as the powder
diameter~small Sz!, the material’s thermal response cannot be
predicted accurately unless the sensitivity of the laser coupling
efficiency~h! to Sz is accounted for. In general, the powder layer
cannot be treated as a continuum with respect to the laser beam.
When the coupling efficiency’s dependence upon Sz is taken into
account, the experimental data collapse to a reasonable degree.

The morphologies of HAZ’s that are formed by laser heating of
the material are extremely complex and varied. In general, a
tradeoff exists between forming HAZ’s of high density and of
high accuracy dimensional accuracy. Six major and distinct HAZ
types were identified and the type of HAZ formed was correlated
with dimensionless processing parameters. Remarkably different
HAZ morphologies develop as both the powder mixture and beam
size is varied. The ability to predict the HAZ morphologies is
limited since, as the HAZ morphologies change, the effective
thermal transport properties within the medium are affected sig-
nificantly, as is the laser-material coupling efficiency. All of these
properties will vary during the process and are coupled to one
other.

As in most thermal processing investigations, a wide variety of
solid and gas phase chemistries may be considered. The results
obtained in this study are limited to the particular materials~and
powder size distributions! processed under atmospheric condi-
tions. Although particular results will change as different solids
and/or gases are considered, the methodologies used here may
serve as a guide for improving the design of processes involving
laser heating and melting of metal powders.
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Nomenclature

Bi 5 Biot number@5Ph/(prkeff(Tm-Ti))#
Bo 5 Bond number@5rNigr2/s#

Fig. 8 Process map for 0.3 ÏXÏ0.7
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c 5 specific heat
d 5 mean particle diameter
g 5 gravitational acceleration
k 5 thermal conductivity

Ma 5 Marangoni number@52ds/dT(Tm2Ti)r /(meffaeff)#
P 5 laser power

Pe 5 Peclet number@5Ur/aeff#
Pr 5 Prandtl number@5meffceff /keff#
r 5 beam radius

Ste 5 Stefan number@5lX/ceff(Tm2To)#
Sz 5 size ratio@54r 2/d2#
T 5 temperature
U 5 laser scanning speed
V 5 volume fraction of steel
X 5 mass fraction of nickel

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity, material absorptivity
h 5 laser-material coupling efficiency
l 5 latent heat of fusion
m 5 dynamic viscosity
r 5 density
s 5 surface tension

Subscripts

crit 5 critical
eff 5 effective

i 5 initial
m 5 melting

Ni 5 nickel
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Using the Concept of Information
to Optimally Design Experiments
With Uncertain Parameters
When thermal systems are described by models, it is necessary to know the properties and
parameters of the model to ensure accurate results. These properties are usually deter-
mined from experiments designed to maximize the precision of the estimated properties.
Achieving such high precision requires that all of the other properties be known with
certainty. This paper describes a method of design and estimation based upon Fisher’s
concept of information that achieves good precision in estimating thermal properties even
when the other parameters are known only approximately.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370520#
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Webster@1# defines an experiment as ‘‘an operation carried out
under controlled conditions in order to discover an unknown ef-
fect or law, to test or establish a hypothesis, or to illustrate a
known law.’’ Today, enough is known about most physical pro-
cesses that we can formulate mathematical models to describe the
process with reasonable accuracyif the model parameters are
known. Thus, most experiments are performed to deduce the
properties or parameters of such models either to validate the
model or to permit its use in prediction or interpolation. The de-
termination of a model’s parameters requires~1! that the experi-
ments be designed to achieve maximum precision; and~2! that the
parameter be estimated with as much precision as possible from
the data. Because of constraints on the experiment, these two pre-
cisions are rarely equal and the latter is often much less than the
former. In addition to the sought after parameters, the model will
generally involve other parameters which arepresumed to be
known but are in fact uncertain. When the thermal response is
highly nonlinear in either the parameters to be estimated or in the
uncertain parameters the precisions can differ substantially. In the
example presented in this paper, the thermal conductivity will be
estimated from an experiment involving convective boundary
conditions. Any imprecision in the knowledge of the boundary
condition will be reflected in a reduced precision of the estimate
of the conductivity. Thus it is necessary to utilize an approach
which will minimize the dependence of the precision of the
estimation upon the uncertainty of thepresumed to be known
parameters.

Emery et al.@2,3# presented a method, termed the ‘‘Extended
Information Method,’’ for designing an experiment, by which the
effect of uncertainty in thepresumed to be knownparameters was
reduced. This method was shown to be very effective when the
sensor location and sampling times were chosen appropriately, but
to be of reduced effectiveness for non-optimal experiment de-
signs. The reason for its reduced performance was not clear. This
paper summarizes the use of Fisher’s concept of information in
designing experiments and shows that the reduced performance of
the ‘‘Extended Information Method’’ is caused by the correlation
inherently induced by the uncertain parameters.

The experimenter must be careful to distinguish between accu-
racy and precision. Accuracy refers to how close the estimated
parameter is to the true value, while precision refers to how
closely grouped different estimates of the parameter will be, i.e.,
the standard deviation of the estimate. Accuracy is strongly af-

fected by bias errors, inexactness in measurements, etc., and can
only be improved by careful attention to all of the details of the
experiment and measurement system. Precision, on the other
hand, can often be improved by careful design of the experimental
protocol by use of statistical techniques. As a simple but non-
trivial example, consider the measurement of the length of a bar.
The precision of the estimated length, as defined by the standard
deviation of the estimated length, can be improved by averaging
several readings. Since the standard deviation of the average is
given by s/AN, wheres is the standard deviation of individual
readings andN is the number of readings, extremely high preci-
sion can be achieved by basing the average on a large number of
readings. Although in principle,N can be chosen large enough to
yield nearly a zero standard deviation of the average, the im-
proved precision must be balanced against the cost of the mea-
surements. However, if the measuring device produces an errone-
ous measurement, nothing about the design for increased
precision can eliminate this biased reading. The result of an ex-
periment designed to produce a high level of precision by suitable
averaging will be a precise but inaccurate estimate. Accordingly,
in the development described in this paper it is assumed that all
errors in accuracy have been eliminated.

The precision of the experimental design is measured by the
standard deviation of the estimate of the value of the parameter.
Given a parameterP, a function of two variablesx1 andx2 , the
variance ofP is given by the generalized variance equation@4#

sP
2 5S ]P

]x1
D 2

s11
2 12S ]P

]x1
D S ]P

]x2
Ds12

2 1S ]P

]x2
D 2

s22
2 , (1)

wheres i j
2 represents the covariance ofxi andxj . Following Fish-

er’s suggestion@5#, the inverse of the variance is termed theIn-
formation,I ~sometimes called theprecision!.

I[1/sP
2 (2)

and the aim will be to maximizeI by ~1! the choice of the ex-
periment to be performed, the sensor locations, the reading times,
and the responses sensed~e.g., temperature or heat flux!, and~2!
by the choice of the method to estimate the parameter from the
data taking into account the uncertainty in other parameters. This
approach will be demonstrated by the example of estimating the
thermal conductivity of a material from transient temperature
readings.
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The Example Experiment
Consider a one-dimensional problem with constant properties

and time independent boundary conditions. The region is a slab of
thicknessL, an initial temperature of zero, with convection to a
zero temperature atx50 with a convective coefficient ofh0 , and
at x5L either a prescribed heat flux,Q, or convection from a
fixed temperature of unity with a convective coefficient ofh0 .
The transient temperature histories will be measured atx50 and
L and the conductivity will be inferred from these measurements.
The measured temperatures will be simulated by adding a zero
mean, uncorrelated, gaussian noise withse /Tmax of 1 percent to
the theoretical values based upon a Biot number of 1 or 10 at both
x50 and L, or a flux of QL/k51. There is uncertainty in the
convective heat transfer coefficient atx50 but not atx5L.

Design of the Experiment
The temperature is a function of geometry, boundary and initial

conditions, and properties. All variables that influence the tem-
perature are referred to as ‘‘parameters.’’

T5F~x,y,z,t,P,B,Q!, (3)

whereP represents a vector of the parameters which we wish to
estimate,B represents those which may be uncertain, andQ rep-
resents the fixed parameters whose values are certain. EitherB or
Q may be an empty set.T is assumed to be well behaved in
Hadamard’s sense, i.e.,T is a smooth and well behaved function
of all of the parameters and in particular, small changes in any
parameter will produce correspondingly small changes inT. The
statistics ofP are defined in terms of the probability density dis-
tribution f (P) by

P̄5E@P#5E Pf ~P!dP

sP
2 5E ~P2P̄!2f ~P!dP (4)

The estimate ofP will be denoted asP̂ and the optimal design will
be based upon minimizing the variance ofP̂. We need to recog-
nize that the optimal design cannot be developed without consid-
ering howP̂ is to be obtained from the data.

In the development that follows,P andB will be scalars,P and
B, representing the thermal conductivity,k, and the heat transfer
coefficient,h0 , respectively. The extension to vectors of param-
eters is straightforward.

Consider two methods of determiningP̂, the least squares
method and the inverse method. For the usual least squares
method the measured temperature is represented by the first term
of the Taylor series aboutP̄

T5F~ P̄,B̄!1e

5T̄1
]T

]PU
P̄

~P2 P̄!1e, (5)

wheree represents a zero mean, random measurement error.P̂ is
that value ofP which minimizes the weighted least squares error

LS~P!5~T2 T̄!TW21~T2 T̄!, (6)

whereW is the covariance matrix ofT whose elements are given
by

Wi j 5se
2d i j . (7)

The variance ofP̂ is @6#

S[var@ P̂#5F S ]T

]PD T

W21S ]T

]PD G21

. (8)

While it is clear that the precision is improved by minimizing
]P/]T, the search for the sensor locations and sampling times
which would yield this minimum is no easy task. The search,
which involves specifying the sensor positions and the sampling
times, is complicated because the partial derivatives,]T/ ]P are
evaluated atP̄ which is unknown. In addition, this approach re-
quires linearizing the temperature and for the highly non-linear
relationship betweenT andP raises questions about the accuracy
of the approach@7#, although it can be shown that the weighted
least squares method produces an unbiased estimate@8#.

There is another way of approaching the problem. Equation~3!
can be inverted, at least in principle, to yield the point estimators

Pi5G~Ti ,B̄!. (9)

If for each measured temperature,Ti , we solve for the corre-
sponding value,Pi , we may fit these values to a constant,P̂,
using weighted least squares~this is equivalent to a weighted av-
erage!. The variance ofP̂ is identical to that given by Eq.~8.!

If Ti is correlated withTj because of correlated errors, thenPi
will also be correlated withPj . If there is no correlation, each
new data point,Tk , or each new estimation,Pk , will increase the
information by 1/se

2 or 1/sPk

2 respectively, and reduceS accord-
ingly. However, if a correlation exists, each new data point con-
tributes a reduced amount of information, and as the correlation
approaches unity the contribution becomes zero and the precision
of P̂ is not increased. Although correlated errors can be treated by
assuming that they obey some growth law, such as the autoregres-
sive moving average@9#, it is better to treat the entire problem as
being represented by a stochastic differential Eq.@10,11#, but this
may lead to a totally intractable problem.

Information
In view of the above noted obstacles in choosing an experimen-

tal protocol which will reduceS, let us approach the problem by
determining how the data contribute toS. The Crame´r-Rao theo-
rem @6,7,8# for unbiased estimators~which the weighted least
squares will be,only if iterated to convergence! gives an upper
bound to the precision

S21<I[2EF ]2

]P2 ln f ~TuP!G (10a)

[2EF ]2

]P2 ln f ~T,P!G , (10b)

where f (TuP) is the marginal conditional probability density for
T given the parametersP and the expectation is taken over all
values ofP. Eq.~10a! applies whenP is assumed to be constant,
but unknown while Eq.~10b! applies whenP is assumed to be a
random variable. From Bayes’ law for conditional probabilities,

f ~T,P!5 f ~TuP! f ~P! (10c)

and the only difference between Eq.~10a! and ~10b! is f (P),
termed the ‘‘prior’’ probability ofP which represents our knowl-
edge aboutP before we begin the experiment.

Marginalization
Now consider the case where there is uncertainty aboutB. The

Taylor series in terms ofP andB is

T5T̄1
]T

]PU
P̄

~P2 P̄!1
]T

]BU
B̄

~B2B̄!1e. (11)

If one has little knowledge aboutB, then the experiment must be
designed to determine bothB and P, for instance using the
D-optimality approach@12,13#.

If the analyst has some idea about the value ofB as defined by
a prior probability density distribution, then the problem can be
approached from a Bayesian point of view. The uncertain param-
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eterB clearly affects the solution, yet it is a parameter which we
are not seeking. Such parameters are called ‘‘nuisance’’ param-
eters and their effects are accounted for by integrating over all
values ofB to obtain the marginal probabilityf (TuP) which is
defined as

f ~TuP!5E
B
f ~T,BuP!dB. (12a)

It is usual to assume that the measurement errors are Gaussian and
uncorrelated. On the other hand,f (B) may take a number of
forms, e.g., gamma, beta, uniform, laplacian, or gaussian. The
power of Eq. ~10! is that it permits us to consider a realistic
distribution forB. For example; ifB represents the emissivity, it is
restricted to the range of 0 to 1 and a gamma or beta distribution
may be most appropriate.

Lacking specific information aboutB it is common to assume
either that ~a! B is a constant but unknown for whichf (B)
5constant~maximal ignorance! or ~b! thatB is a random variable
with f (B)5N(B̄,sB

2) @14#. If e and B are gaussian and uncorre-
lated and if the temperature can be represented by Eq.~11! ~i.e.,
linear inP andB!, the joint pdff (T,P,B) can be factored to yield

f ~TuP!5NS T̄1
]T

]PU
P̄

~P2 P̄!,WD
3E

Bmin

Bmax

NS AS ]T

]BD T

se
2S T2 T̄2

]T

]PU
P̄

~P2 P̄!,AD dB,

(12b)

where

Wi j 5se
2d i j 1S ]Ti

]B D S ]Tj

]B DsB
2 (12c)

andA215spr@B#221(]T/ ]B)Tse
22(]T/ ]B). If B is a constant,

but unknown,spr@B# is set to` in A. f (TuP) is dependent upon
P through T̄1]T/ ]Pu P̄(P2 P̄) in the first term and through the
rather complicated argument of the distribution in the integral. If
the range of the integration,Bmin to Bmax is sufficiently wide about
the mean value, the integral equals unity and is independent ofP.
Otherwise, the integral is a function ofP and the differentiation
required in Eq.~10! to evaluateI can be exceedingly difficult. As
long as the measured temperatures do not differ too much fromT̄
andP is close toP̄, then if Bmin<B̄23sB andBmax>B̄13sB the
integral will be unity. This range must be physically realizable.
For example, since the convective heat transfer coefficient must
be positive, this limits the uncertainty inh to be such thath̄
23sh.0.

Equation~10! also requires a knowledge off (P). If P is as-
sumed to be constant but unknown andT and B are gaussian
variables, Eq.~10a! reduces to an equality@6#

S215I5S ]T

]PD T

W21S ]T

]PD , (13)

whereW is given by Eq.~12c!. Eq.~13! provides an upper bound
to the precision. In many cases the achievable precision is signifi-
cantly less. Because of the terms]T/ ]P, I is automatically most
sensitive to the dominant parameters of the model. From Eq.
~12c!, we see that there is a correlation and it depends uponsB .
When there is no uncertainty inB, W is diagonal and each data
point will contribute to the reduction ofS. But whenB is uncer-
tain, the temperatures are correlated through the off-diagonal
terms ofW and the precision of the estimate,P̂, will be reduced.

The result presented herein are based upon the Crame´r-Rao
theorem for unbiased estimators. Other estimators exist that have
tighter bounds@6#. Biased estimators may also yield better preci-
sion @6,8,15#. The question of whether a more precise but biased
~i.e., inaccurate!estimator is to be preferred to a less precise but

unbiased estimator is a philosophical one and must be examined
for each individual case and no general rules can be established.
Most experimentalists prefer unbiased estimators based upon
eliminating instrument bias, particularly since it is not often pos-
sible to uniquely characterize the effect of the bias on the esti-
mated parameter. It must be remembered that using the least
squares method for non-linear models introduces bias through the
neglect of the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion
and that the maximum likelihood method introduces bias unless
the number of readings are large.

Information Results
Figure 1~a!depicts the information contributed by each tem-

perature reading as a function of sensor position and sampling
time for an applied heat flux atx5L when there is no uncertainty
in h for Bi0510. The normalized steady state sensitivities atx
5L arek]T/]k521 andh]T/]h521/Bi so this experiment is a
realistic one for estimatingk when Bi is much greater than 1.
Because the temperatures are uncorrelated, the total information is
simply the sum of the information provided by each sampled tem-
perature. From the figure it is clear that the ideal sensor position is
at x5L and that the readings should be taken at long times. In
fact, I is a maximum at steady state and has the value of
(x/L2)/se

2.
If instead of applying a constant heat flux, the slab is heated by

convection atx5L, the information history is as shown on Figure
1~b!. Here we see that the information content rises very rapidly to
a relatively constant value and that the sensors should be placed at
x5L. However, the information contributed by each reading is

Fig. 1 „a… Information contributed by each temperature read-
ing as a function of sensor position and sampling time for a
heat flux applied at xÄL for Bi 0Ä10 and shÄ0; and „b… infor-
mation contributed by each temperature reading as a function
of sensor position and sampling time for convection at xÄL for
Bi0ÄBiLÄ10 and shÄ0.
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more than an order of magnitude less than for the applied flux
case and to achieve equal precision we will need to sample ap-
proximately 20 times more temperatures.

If there is uncertainty about the convection coefficient atx
50, the situation changes dramatically as shown in Fig. 2. For the
prescribed heat flux, a sensor atx5L is still preferable, but the
information has been reduced by almost an order of magnitude
and, more importantly, now shows a definite peak in time. The
rapid reduction in information after the peak at Fo50.75 and the
essentially zero information at steady state is due to the correla-
tion caused bysB . Clearly the readings should now be concen-
trated near Fo50.75 where the information is maximum and read-
ing should not be taken at longer times where they contribute little
to the precision of the estimate of the conductivity. The convec-

tive boundary condition, Fig. 2~b!, shows a similar peak but a
slower reduction and some information can be gained from read-
ings taken at longer times.

In principle one can compensate for the reduced information
~and thus poor precision! by increasing the number of sampled
temperatures near the peaks shown in Fig. 2. This point will be
further discussed in the section on Higher Sampling Rates.

Because of the low sensitivity toh0 when Bi0510 the conduc-
tivity k can be accurately estimated using either point estimators
or the minimum variance approach. However, this low sensitivity
does not eliminate the correlation produced bysh shown in Fig. 2.
When the sensitivity toh0 is high, e.g., for Bi051, then not only
is the information reduced, but it proves to be difficult to estimate
k. The information for Bi051 is illustrated in Fig. 2~c!and a
comparison with Fig. 2~a! shows that~a! the information atx
5L is reduced and~b! there is now a very small amount of infor-
mation available atx50. The discussion in the rest of the paper is
directed towards this case of Bi051.

Estimating k̂
The conductivity can be estimated in two ways,~a! the mini-

mum variance approach and~b! point estimators. Minimizing the
variance yields the estimatorP̂ given by

P̂5E@PuT!5E P f~PuT!dP (14a)

5E
B
E P f~P,BuT!dPdB (14b)

Fig. 2 „a… Information contributed by each temperature read-
ing for a heat flux applied at xÄL for Bi 0Ä10 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1;
„b… information contributed by each temperature reading for
convection at xÄL for Bi 0ÄBiLÄ10, and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1; and „c…
information contributed by each temperature reading for con-
vection at xÄL for Bi 0ÄBiLÄ1, and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1.

Fig. 3 „a… Values of LS as a function of k and h for a heat flux
applied at xÄL using 20 temperatures measured at xÄL at
equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä4.0 for Bi 0Ä1 and shÄ0;
and „b… locus of minimum values of LS for a heat flux applied at
xÄL as a function of k and h using 20 temperatures measured
at xÄL at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä4.0 for Bi 0Ä1
and shÄ0.
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and the integration is taken over the range ofB as described in the
section above on marginalization.f (PuT) must be determined
from Bayes’ rule for conditional probabilities and involves some
rather complicated computations, almost always numerical.

If both T andP are Gaussian thenP̂ and its precision are given
by

P̂5SS ]T

]PD T

W21T
(14c)

S215spr
22@P#1S ]T

]PD T

WS ]T

]PD
~if P is a constant, not a random variable, setspr@P#5`!. In
more general situations, because of the difficulty in evaluating
f (PuT), it is common to have recourse to the maximum likeli-
hood method in whichP̂ is found by minimizing

L~P!5 ln f ~TuP! (15a)

52
1

2
ln~ uWu!2

1

2
~T2T̄!TW21~T2T̄!, (15b)

where in Eq.~15b! a gaussian distribution forT has been as-
sumed.uWu is the determinant ofW whereW is given by Eq.
~12c! and the integration has been taken overB. The maximum
likelihood method has some undesirable characteristics for small
samples, but for reasonably large numbers of samples and whenT
andP are gaussian, it gives an unbiased estimation ofP and has a
precision ofS5I21

When uWu is a constant, then the first term of Eq.~15b!may be
ignored. When it is a function ofP and B, its effect must be
considered. However, in most of our studies its effect has been
found to be minimal, but for large uncertainties inB its inclusion
in Eq. ~15! produces a slightly reduced dependence ofP̂ on B.

Fig. 4 Locus of minimum values of LS for a heat flux applied
at xÄL as a function k and h using 20 temperatures measured
at xÄL at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä2.0 for Bi 0Ä1
and shÄ0

Fig. 5 „a… Values of L for a heat flux applied at xÄL as a function of k and h using 20 temperatures measured at xÄL at equal time
increments from 0 to Fo Ä4.0 for Bi 0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1; „b… locus of minimum values of L for a heat flux applied at xÄL as a
function of k and h using 20 temperatures measured at xÄL at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä4.0 for Bi 0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0
Ä0.1; „c… locus of minimum values of L for a heat flux applied at xÄL as a function of k and h using 20 temperatures measured at
xÄL at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä2.0 for Bi 0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1; and „d… locus of minimum values of L for a heat flux
applied at xÄL as a function of k and h using 20 temperatures measured at xÄ0 at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä4.0 for
Bi0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1.
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The computation ofTi and]Ti /]B in Eq. ~12c! must be done
for each sampling time and assumed value ofk. For complex
systems, the computation can be very expensive. Ifh is known
precisely, thenL reduces toLSwhose minimization requires only
a line search over the possible values ofk. Furthermore, sinceh is
known, the integration in Eqs.~12a! and ~14b! is not needed.
Whenh is uncertain, then we must not only perform the integra-
tions, but must search over bothk and h to find the minimum
point. In addition, minimizingL involves invertingW which, be-
cause it is a highly correlated covariance matrix due to the term
involving sh in Eq. ~12c!, is a very ill-conditioned matrix. Be-
cause of the expense of the computations, it is of interest to de-
termine how strongly the value ofh affects the results. Figure 3~a!
depicts the variation ofLS with k and h when the effect of a
variableh is ignored~i.e., sh50!. The contours, displayed under-
neath the surface, are shown in Fig. 3~b! with the locus of the
minimum values ofLS, i.e., 10., the values ofk for eachh, dis-
played. It is seen that the estimated value ofk varies very strongly
with h and for some values ofh no solution can be found.

Referring to Fig. 2~a!, it is seen that very little information was
contributed from the temperatures sampled at times greater than a
Fourier number of 2.0. Let the 20 points be taken during the time
of maximum information. The results are depicted on Fig. 4 and
the estimates ofk are improved for temperatures measured atx
5L, but are still too dependent upon the choice ofh.

Let us examine what happens when we minimizeL whereW
includes the uncertainty inh. Figure 5 illustrates this behavior.k̂
is now virtually independent of the choice ofh, although there are
small differences in accuracy as a function of sensor position and
time. All of the figures depict equal contour levels. Using tem-
peratures measured at long times, Fig. 5~b! clearly shows the de-
grading effect of measurements taken when the information con-
tent is low.

A noticeable improvement occurs when sampling is restricted
to times of maximal information, Fig. 5~c!. Since there is some
information available atx50 ~Fig. 2~c!! it is of interest to see
whether the conductivity can be estimated using such minimal
information. Figure 5~d! displays the values ofL for this case and
the value ofk is estimated well but the lack of information leads
to a lower level of precision than that obtained using data from
x5L.

The second approach to estimating the conductivity is to deter-
mine Pi by solving the inverse equation, Eq.~9!. The results are
shown on Fig. 6 where the values are tightly grouped about the
mean regardless of the sampling period. Both sets of data are
weighted least squares fit to determinek̂ and the statistics of the fit
are listed in Table 1.k̂ refers to values fit withW given by Eq.
~12c!, k̂d using only the diagonal terms ofW and k̄ to an un-
weighted fit.

As expected, estimatingki using the correct value ofh yields
good results regardless of the fitting method. However, ifh is
incorrectly specified, the results differ substantially as shown in
Table 2. When the estimates are based upon temperature readings
for which the information content is high, the values obtained
using Eq.~12c! are good regardless of the period over which the
readings were taken. When the off-diagonal terms ofW dominate
the weighting and the assumed value ofh is in error, the values of
ki tend to diverge with time. A good rule of thumb is to use only
those point estimates which show scatter about some mean value
and do not show a diverging trend.

The very good results obtained from the maximum likelihood
principle usingW from Eq. ~12c! and measuring temperatures at
times of maximal information, are typical of the different prob-
lems that we have examined. These problems involved one- and
two-dimensional temperature calculations with uncertainties in
convective heat transfer coefficients, ambient temperatures, sur-
face emissivity, applied heat fluxes, specific heat capacities, and
sensor locations.

Higher Sampling Rates
It is clear from what has been developed thus far, that the

precision is a function both of the design~e.g., boundary condi-
tions, sensor locations, etc.! and the number of readings,N. If for
a specific design, the precision is not sufficient, then the most
obvious tactic is to increaseN. However, if the information is
concentrated in a relatively short time period, increasingN means
reducing the interval between the readings, i.e., increasing the
sampling rate. This increased sampling rate involves two impor-
tant aspects:~1! the measuring device must be capable of respond-
ing accurately to the higher rate, and~2! the use of Eq.~15!
requires handling ever larger matrices sinceW is of order N
3N. Probably more importantly, the increased sampling rate will
generally increase the degree of serial correlation in bothe andB
and thus the ill-conditioning of the covariance matrix. Serially
correlated data is fairly extensively treated in the literature where
a common approach is to assume that the correlation depends only
on u i 2 j u, wherei andj denote the samples, and to assume that the
correlation is zero whenu i 2 j u exceeds a certain value specified in
an ad-hoc fashion by the experimenter, thus producing a banded
covariance matrix. Because of the form of the correlation of Eq.
~12c!, the band is generally so wide that the method is not robust.

In the Extended Information Method of Emery et al.@2,3# the
problem was approached by simply ignoring the correlations and
treatingW as a diagonal matrix, that is

Wi j 5se
2d i j 1S ]Ti

]B D S ]Ti

]B DsB
2. (16)

We have found through examining a wide range of problems that
Eq. ~16! generally gives a reasonably accurate estimate of the

Fig. 6 Values of k i computed from Eq. „9… for a sensor at
xÄL

Table 1 Statistics for estimation of k for temperatures mea-
sured at x for 20 equal time increments using hÄh̄

Table 2 Statistics for estimation of k for temperatures mea-
sured at x for 20 equal time increments using hÄ1.1h̄
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information and often can be used to obtain a preliminary estimate
of the parameter. The question is how to know when Eq.~16! is
sufficient. Figure 7~a! illustrates the estimation ofk when this
diagonal form ofW matrix is used.

Comparing Fig. 7~a!with Fig. 4~b!, shows that the sensitivity to
the assumed value ofh is unacceptably high and Eq.~16! offers
no improvement over usingLS. Fortunately, it is easy to deter-
mine when Eq.~16! can be used. SinceL is asymptotically gauss-
ian, if W is an accurate representation of the covariance, then
F(5LS(P̂)/se

2) has a chi-squared distribution with a mean equal
to the number of degrees of freedom and a variance of 2N@16#. If
W is not accurate and there is a high degree of correlation, thenF
will be a much smaller value. Our tests of different problems have
demonstrated that whenever the values differ at the 90 percent
level of significance, that Eq.~15!, with the off-diagonal elements
of W, must be used for the estimation.

However, even in these cases Eq.~16! does give a sufficiently
accurate indication of the information content of each reading, as
shown in Fig. 7~b!to produce an effective experiment design,
compare with Fig. 2~c!. Schlegel@17# showed that the precision
determined using only the diagonal elements is always less than
that based upon the full matrix, and thus Eq.~16! gives a conser-
vative estimate of the precision.

Non-Linearities
One point not addressed is the effect of the non-linear nature of

the dependence of the parameters on the temperature. Most of the
development of parameter estimation assumes that the parameters
are linear functions of the data or that a linearized solution is

possible. One of the problems caused by the nonlinearity is the
existence of multiple minima ofL andLS. The existence of mul-
tiple minima affects both the parameter estimation and the experi-
ment design based upon the information content. Because of the
highly nonlinear nature of heat transfer, this problem occurs quite
often and considerable care must be exercised. Since the global
minimum does yield the optimal estimate of the parameter, the
more critical question is whether the design is adversely affected
by the non-linearities. Emery@2# has examined the case of the
convective boundary condition whereI varied strongly with po-
sition ~Fig. 1~b!! and showed that regions of high nonlinearity
were also regions of low information and regions of moderate to
high amounts of information were quite linear. Since the amount
of information is proportional to the sensitivity, i.e., to]T/]P, it
is clear from Eq.~5!, that this finding is general. Thus we specu-
late that basing sensor placement and sampling times on designs
which yielded maximal values of information would avoid the
problem of non-linearities. This has proven true for all of the
cases we have studied, but remains in question for more complex
problem, particularly when seeking to estimate multiple
parameters.

Conclusions
The design of an experiment must consider the process of esti-

mation and must balance two conflicting needs. First, one wishes
to use data whose information content has not been seriously de-
graded by uncertainty in some parameters. Thus, in the example
problem a sensor atx5L is preferable to one atx50, Fig. 2~a!.
On the other hand, the estimation should be done with data which
is associated with a covariance matrixW which contains suffi-
cient information about the effect of the uncertain parameter to
result inL being insensitive to the uncertain parameter, the sensor
at x50 in this case. The recommended procedure is to choose
several sets of data which have reasonable amounts of information
then to use each set with a simulated noise to determine which
provides the best estimates.

The estimation of one or more properties can be done with
confidence, even if other required parameters are uncertain, when
Eq. ~15! is used. The drawback is that the full covariance matrix
must be inverted and it is not possible to predict in advance what
the contribution from any single temperature reading is because of
its serial correlation with the other temperatures. Figure 2~a!
shows that the information drops and then recovers slightly as
time proceeds. We have found that the best design is based upon
the initial high information zone with decreasing emphasis on the
region of recovered information since that is when the correlation
increases to an unsatisfactory level.

When the degree of correlation is sufficiently small, Eq.~16!
can be used, at least to design the experiment and often to esti-
mate the parameter. In this case, the temperature readings are
independent and the contribution to the total information can be
estimated independently of the other readings. This provides one
with a computationally acceptable method of designing the ex-
periment, even if Eq.~15! must be used to perform the actual
estimation.

When the effect of the uncertain parameter is large, then there
is no choice but to design an experiment to estimate bothP andB.
This can be done using theD-optimality metric as described in
@12,13#.

Nomenclature

B 5 vector of uncertain parameters
Bi0, BiL 5 Biot number atx50 andL respectively

E@x# 5 expected value ofx
f (P) 5 probability density~pdf! of P

F0 5 Fourier number
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal Conductivity
I 5 information

Fig. 7 „a… Locus of minimum values of L for a heat flux applied
at xÄL as a function of k and h using 20 temperatures mea-
sured at xÄL at equal time increments from 0 to Fo Ä2.0 for
Bi0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1 using Eq. „16…; and „b… increment of In-
formation provided by a temperature read at Fo for a heat flux
applied at L for Bi 0Ä1 and sh Õh̄ 0Ä0.1 using Eq. „16….
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N(a,b) 5 Gaussian distribution with a mean ofa and a vari-
ance ofb

P 5 vector of sought after parameters
P̄ 5 mean value ofP
P̂ 5 estimated value ofP
Q 5 vector of certain parameters
T 5 temperature
T 5 vector of temperatures

TT 5 transpose ofT
W 5 covariance matrix ofT
e 5 noise

sB 5 standard deviation ofB
se 5 standard deviation of the noise

spr@x# 5 standard deviation of the prior distribution ofx
S 5 covariance matrix ofP̂
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The temperature distribution in a concentric annular fin with a
step change in thickness (AFST) has been obtained analytically.
The optimum design of such fins has been performed using
Lagrange multiplier technique considering either the fin volume
or the rate of heat transfer as the constraint. It has been demon-
strated that the optimum AFSTs transfer more heat compared to
optimum annular disc fins for a given fin volume as well as for
given fin volume and fin length.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1351165#

Keywords: Analytical, Augmentation, Conduction, Finned Sur-
faces, Heat Transfer, Optimization

Introduction
Concentric annular or radial fins are employed to improve the

rate of heat transfer from the external surface of a circular tube.
Such fins are commonly used in finned tube cross-flow heat ex-
changers. The analysis of concentric annular fins with common
profile shapes namely, rectangular, triangular, concave and con-
vex parabolic and hyperbolic are available in a number of refer-
ences@1,2#. Substantial amount of research endeavors have also
been made to find out the optimal dimensions of radial fins so that
the rate of heat transfer can be maximized for a given fin volume
or the fin volume can be minimized for a specified heat duty.
Based on calculus of variation, the profile of optimum radial fin
has been determined@3–6#. However, the use of fins with opti-
mum profile is restricted due to the associated difficulty of manu-
facturing. In a parallel effort, optimum dimensions of radial fins
have been determined where profile shapes have been specified
apriori. Brown@7# has provided the optimum design of radial fins
with a rectangular profile. Ulman and Kalman@8# determined op-
timum dimensions of annular fins with triangular, parabolic as

well as hyperbolic profiles using numerical techniques. Kundu
and Das@9# have determined the optimum dimensions of eccentric
annular disc fins and demonstrated that for a given volume such
fins can dissipate more heat compared to concentric annular disc
fins when there is a space restriction on one side of the tube.
Hollands and Stedman@10# has proposed a design of longitudinal
fin with a step reduction in thickness towards the fin tip. For
identical efficiency such a fin requires less material compared to a
constant thickness fin. A similar profile can also be adopted for
radial fins.

In the present work the thermal analysis of concentric annular
fins with a step change in thickness~AFST! is presented. The
temperature distribution in the fin is obtained as a closed form
expression based on one-dimensional conduction. Optimum de-
sign of AFSTs have been made both with and without a restriction
on fin length. It has further been shown that AFSTs promise ma-
terial saving when used in lieu of constant thickness annular fins.

Mathematical Analysis
Figure 1 schematically depicts a concentric AFST. The fin has

a constant thicknesst from the fin base up to radiusr 1 , beyond
that the fin thickness ispt(0,p<1) up to the tip. It is assumed
that the fin exchanges heat with ambient medium~existing at con-
stant temperature! solely by convection and the coefficient of con-
vective heat transfer is uniform along the fin surface. The non-
dimensional temperature of the fin is as follows:

u15
T12Ta

Tb2Ta
; u25

T22Ta

Tb2Ta
, (1)

whereTa is the ambient temperature,Tb is the fin base tempera-
ture, andT1 andT2 are the local fin temperature for the intervals
r i<r<r 1 and r 1<r<r 2 , respectively.

Under steady state operation and for constant conductivity
of the fin material, following differential equations in dimension-
less form may be obtained for the temperature functionsu1
andu2 .

F d

dR S R
du1

dR D
d

dR S R
du2

dR D G5F Z0
2Ru1

Z0
2Ru2

p
G 1<R<R1

R1<R<R2 ; 0,p<1, (2)

where

Z05ABi

T
, T5

t

r i
, Bi5

hri

k
, R5

r

r i
, R15

r 1

r i

and R25
r 2

r i
.

The above governing differential equation is subjected to the
following boundary condition
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at R51, u1~R!51 (3)

at R5R1 , u1~R!5u2~R! (4)

and
du1

dR
5p

du2

dR
2Bi1~12p!u1 (5)

at R5R2 ,
du2

dR
52Bi2u2 , (6)

whereBi15hjr i /k, Bi25htr i /k, andhj andht are the heat trans-
fer coefficients at the junction and tip respectively. Equation~6!
can take care of no loss or convective condition at the tip. It may
be noted that the boundary conditions Eq.~4! and Eq.~5! indicates
the continuity of temperature and heat flux at the intermediate
radiusR1 , where the step change in thickness occurs.

Solving Eq.~2! along with the boundary conditions, the tem-
perature profile can be written as

u1~R!5
D1~R!@~D38~R1!1Bi1!p2D28~R1!2Bi1#1pD18~R1!D2~R!

pD38~R1!2D28~R1!2Bi11pBi1
(7)

u2~R!5
D18~R1!D3~R!

pD38~R1!2D28~R1!2Bi11pBi1
, (8)

where
D1~R!5

I 0~Z0R!K0~Z0R1!2I 0~Z0R1!K0~Z0R!

I 0~Z0!K0~Z0R1!2I 0~Z0R1!K0~Z0!
(9)

D2~R!5
I 0~Z0!K0~Z0R!2I 0~Z0R!K0~Z0!

I 0~Z0!K0~Z0R1!2I 0~Z0R1!K0~Z0!
(10)

D3~R!5
Z0F11ApBi2F2

Z0F31ApBi2F4

(11)

F15I 0S Z0R

Ap
D K1S Z0R2

Ap
D 1I 1S Z0R2

Ap
D K0S Z0R

Ap
D (12)

F25I 0S Z0R2

Ap
D K0S Z0R

Ap
D 1I 0S Z0R

Ap
D K0S Z0R2

Ap
D (13)

F35I 0S Z0R1

Ap
D K1S Z0R2

Ap
D 1I 1S Z0R2

Ap
D K0S Z0R1

Ap
D (14)

and

F45I 0S Z0R2

Ap
D K0S Z0R1

Ap
D 2I 0S Z0R1

Ap
D K0S Z0R2

Ap
D , (15)

where I and K are the modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind respectively. The prime means derivative with re-
spect toR.

Heat transfer rate through the fin baseq, is given by

Q5
q

4pr ik~Tb2Ta!
52T

du1

dRU
R51

52T
B1

B2
, (16)

where

B15U D18~1! D28~1! 0

2D18~R1! 2D28~R1!2Bi1 D38~R1!1Bi1

0 2p 1
U (17)

B25U1 2Bi1 2Bi1

0 p 1

1 D28~R1! D38~R1!
U (18)

D18~R!5Z0F I 1~Z0R!K0~Z0R1!1I 0~Z0R1!K1~Z0R!

I 0~Z0!K0~Z0R1!2I 0~Z0R1!K0~Z0! G (19)

D28~R!52Z0F I 0~Z0!K1~Z0R!1I 1~Z0R!K0~Z0!

I 0~Z0!K0~Z0R1!2I 0~Z0R1!K0~Z0!G (20)

and

D38~R!5
Z0
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3U Z0 0 ApBi2

I 0~Z0R2 /Ap! I 1~Z0R/Ap! I 1~Z0R2 /Ap!

2K0~Z0R2 /Ap! K1~Z0R/Ap! K1~Z0R2 /Ap!

Z0 0 ApBi

I 0~Z0R2 /Ap! I 0~Z0R1 /Ap! 2I 1~Z0R2 /Ap!

K0~Z0R2 /Ap! K0~Z0R1 /Ap! K1~Z0R2 /Ap!

U .

(21)
The rate of heat transfer through the fin becomes maximum if

its surface is maintained at its base temperature.

Qi5
qi

4pr ik~Tb2Ta!
5

R2
212Bi1TR1~12p!12pR2Bi2T21

2
.

(22)

The fin efficiency is defined in a conventional manner as
follows:

h5
Q

Qi
. (23)

Optimization
Based on the above analysis the optimum design of the fins can

be achieved for a better utilization of the fin material.Fig. 1 Annular fin with a step change in thickness
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The fin volume can be expressed in a dimensionless form

U5
V

2pr i
3 5T@R11pR2

22pR1
221#. (24)

If the base radius (r i), the surface heat transfer coefficients and
the thermal conductivity are specified, both the fin volume and the
rate heat transfer depend ont, p, r 1 , and r 2 . This constitutes a
four variable one constraint optimization problem treating either
the fin volume or the rate of heat transfer as the constraint equa-
tion. Following the methodology of Stoecker@11# the condition of
optimality can be derived using Lagrange multipliers. Elimination
of the multiplier gives the following expressions:

F T
]B1

]R1
1Q

]B2

]R1
22R1T~12p!

T
]B1

]R2
1Q

]B2

]R2
2pTR2

T
]B1

]p
1Q

]B2

]p
2T~R1

22R2
2!

G F R1
21pR2

22pR1
221

T
]B1

]T
1Q

]B2

]T
1B1

G
5F 0

0
0
G . (25)

The above equation is a non-homogeneous nonlinear algebraic
equation. The optimum fin dimensions can be obtained either by
maximizing heat transfer rate for a given fin volume or minimiz-
ing fin volume for a given heat transfer duty. Therefore, the real
roots of Eq.~25! can be determined by solving either Eq.~16! or
Eq. ~24! according to the requirement of the designers. This has
been done by an iterative technique known as Newton-Raphson
method@13#. During computations the initial values of the real
roots have been chosen in such a way that at each step of this
iteration the convergence criteria@13# is satisfied. Finally, the
above solution gives the optimum values ofT, p, R1 , andR2 . It
may also be mentioned that caution has to be taken for the selec-
tion of the initial values of the roots nearer to the optimum values
otherwise the solution may be diverged.

Results and Discussion
From the above analysis the thermal performance as well as the

optimum dimensions of radial fins with a step change in thickness
have been determined for a wide range of parameters. Some typi-
cal results are discussed below. All the computations in the
present work are based onBi15Bi25Bi, unless otherwise
mentioned.

In Fig. 2 the temperature profile of a typical AFST with a step
change in thickness at the midlength of the fin and for a thickness
ratio ~p! of 0.5 has been depicted. The temperature profile of a
constant thickness annular fin with the same volume and Biot
number has also been presented beside a comparison. In case of

the AFST, an abrupt change in temperature gradient is observed
where the step change in thickness occurs. However, at any radial
distance the temperature of the AFST is higher than that of the
constant thickness fin indicating a higher rate of heat dissipation
from the former. It may be mentioned that the Schmidt criteria
@12# for an optimum fin is a constant temperature gradient. How-
ever, for an annular disc fin the temperature gradient decreases
from the base to the tip. On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows that a

Fig. 2 Temperature distribution of AFST

Fig. 3 Comparison between concentric fins and AFSTs with
same fin volume and outer radius

Fig. 4 Variation of optimum design parameters of AFSTs with
fin volume: „a… maximum heat transfer rate; „b… optimum radius
ratio; and „c… optimum fin thickness
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step reduction in thickness improves the temperature gradient to-
wards the fin tip and thereby provides a better design.

In Fig. 3, the thermal efficiency of a radial fin with a step
change in thickness has been depicted as a function of Biot num-
ber for different fin volumes, while the ratio of thickness~p! and
both the intermediate and outer radius have been kept constant.
For the sake of comparison the efficiency curves of constant thick-
ness radial fins with identical volume, inner and outer radii have
been plotted in the same figure. Efficiency of the fins of both the
type decreases with Biot number as expected. Interestingly, for
the range of geometrical parameters selected, a step change
in thickness results in an increase in efficiency for the same fin
volume.

Figure 4 depicts the variation of different optimum parameters
of both AFSTs and radial disc fins as a function of fin volume. It
may be noted from Fig. 4~a! that the maximum rate of heat dis-
sipation from AFST is more than that of a radial disc fin of iden-
tical volume for any given Biot number. Figure 4~b! depicts the
variation of the outer radius and intermediate radius of optimum
AFSTs as a function of fin volume. The variation of the outer
radius (R0)opt of radial disc fins is also plotted in the same figure.
It is interesting to note that (R0)opt will have a value in between
(R1)opt and (R2)opt . Finally, Fig. 4~c!indicates that the thickness
of an optimum radial fin is higher than the tip thickness but lower
than the root thickness of an optimum AFST with identical fin
volume.

The above study shows that for a given fin volume, a higher
rate of heat transfer is possible from an AFST compared to a
radial disc fin. However, an AFST also requires a larger fin length
to maximize the rate of heat transfer. This may restrict the use of
AFSTs. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to study whether ma-
terial savings can still be obtained when the outer radii of AFSTs
are made fixed. To this end, maximum rate of heat transfer from
AFSTs have been determined keeping both the fin volume and the
outer radius constant. The condition for optimality can be derived
in a similar way as has been done for deriving Eq.~25!. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. It may be noted that for a given fin
volume and outer radius the maximum rate of heat transfer from
an AFST is more than that from a radial disc fin. However, the
difference decreases with the decrease of Biot number.

Conclusion
In the present work a design modification of concentric annular

fins has been suggested in which a step reduction in fin thickness
is provided towards the fin tip. Based on one-dimensional conduc-
tion an analytical expression has been obtained for the tempera-
ture distribution. The temperature distribution is continuous but
experiences a change in slope where the step change in thickness
occurs.

A scheme for optimizing the design of AFSTs has been pre-
sented. It has been shown that an optimum AFST can have a

higher rate of heat transfer compared to an optimum annular disc
fin of identical volume. However, the length of the former is
more. It has subsequently been shown that even for a restricted fin
length, AFSTs can be designed to dissipate more heat compared
to constant thickness annular fins of same volume.

The performance of a fin can be improved further if the thick-
ness is reduced in several steps in lieu of one. The present meth-
odology can be extended to study a fin with multiple step change
in thickness.
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A small calibrator has been constructed to facilitate wide-band
liquid crystal temperature measurements on complex, curved sur-
faces. The calibrator’s size, 21.3 mm by 20.3 mm by 10.0 mm
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Fig. 5 Variation of the maximum rate of heat dissipation with
volume for a restricted fin length
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thick, makes it ideal for in-situ calibrations at multiple sites on
curved surfaces. Its design utilizes the heating/cooling ability of a
thermoelectric cooler, and its temperature is quickly and accu-
rately controlled by computer. To test the calibrator’s accuracy, a
liquid crystal sample was calibrated. Subsequent comparisons to
thermistor measurements of a uniform temperature copper block
painted with liquid crystals showed the calibration to be accurate
to 1/20.1°C between the red start and the approximate blue start
temperatures, and the maximum error was less than1/20.3°C in
the dark blue/violet region.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370505#

Introduction
Thermochromic liquid crystals~TLCs! are liquid substances

with special molecular orientations that are sensitive to tempera-
ture. As the temperature changes, the optical properties of the
crystal change, and the wavelength of reflected light changes.
Typically, the color changes from red to violet with increasing
temperature. TLCs have been used for temperature measurements
for many years, particularly in the narrow band or single color
mode@1–6#. Wide band or multi-color utilization of TLCs is more
desirable in many cases because it provides a large, continuous
temperature field@7–10#. However, the wide band technique can
suffer from large uncertainties unless the colors of the TLCs are
carefully calibrated with temperature. Typically, the colors, or R,
G, and B values, of each pixel in a liquid crystal image, are
converted to hue~H!, saturation~S!, and intensity~I! or value~V!.
The hue has been found to be a monotonic, though non-linear,
function of temperature.

Previous investigators have shown that a hue vs. temperature
calibration is highly dependent on lighting and viewing angles
@9,11#. They also showed a strong dependence on the ambient
lighting conditions and the transparent surfaces through which the
crystals are viewed. To reduce the effects of all of these param-
eters, it is best to calibrate the crystals in-situ using the same
experimental set-up for both the calibration and the temperature
measurement. If a measurement surface is curved or if the surface
is illuminated non-uniformly, multiple calibrations should be per-
formed at multiple positions on the surface. A TLC mini calibra-
tor measuring 21.3 mm by 20.3 mm by 10.0 mm thick has been
built for the purpose of making multiple in-situ calibrations in
complex geometries.

The mini calibrator is computer controlled and utilizes a Peltier
device, a thermoelectric cooler~TEC!, to heat and cool a small
liquid crystal sample. In addition to the advantages listed above,
the mini calibrator can be controlled quickly and accurately. Cali-
brations require many temperature points to resolve the nonlinear
hue vs. temperature curve. A typical calibration for a crystal with
a bandwidth of 5°C requires 40–50 points and can be completed
in less than 30 minutes. Hysteresis effects may arise from over-
shooting a desired set temperature for the crystal before setting the
temperature. Baughn et al.@12# reported calibration hysteresis er-
ror which is strongly dependent on the amount of overshoot. The
accurate control of the mini calibrator makes it useful for reducing
any possible hysteresis effects in a calibration.

Mini Calibrator Design
An expanded view of the mini calibrator is shown in Fig. 1. The

heat exchanger base plate is made from oxygen-free high conduc-
tivity ~OFHC! copper. Its internal cooling passage is 2.7 mm in
diameter. Mini hose barbs are screwed into the plate and sealed
with RTV to allow for connection to tubing. In many applications
involving temperature measurements at room temperature, the
TEC ~Melcor, Inc., Trenton, NJ, model FC0.65-65-04-01! can
provide sufficient heating/cooling to run the mini calibrator with-
out utilization of the heat exchanger. To run the mini calibrator at
temperatures very different from ambient~greater than 30°C!,
fluid of an appropriate temperature can be circulated through the
heat exchanger.

A thin layer of silicone heat sink compound~GC Electronics,
Backford, IL! is placed between the TEC and the heat exchanger.
Similarly, thin layers of this heat sink compound are placed be-
tween the TEC and the top plate and the top plate and the sample
liquid crystal sheet. The top plate is 2.5 mm thick and made from
OFHC copper. It serves as an isothermal surface for the crystal
sample. A 1.17 mm diameter hole is drilled into the top plate to
accommodate a temperature sensor. Currently, a 0.48 mm diam-
eter thermistor~Cornerstone Sensors, Inc., model T320D103-CA!
is used to sense the plate temperature. The liquid crystal sample to
be calibrated can be sprayed directly onto the copper plate once a
proper black background is applied, or a liquid crystal sheet can
be placed on the top plate. Sample liquid crystal sheets from
Hallcrest, Inc. and photographic paper~AFGA, MCP310RC!
sprayed with encapsulated liquid crystals have worked well.

A black delrin cover plate fits over the liquid crystal sheet and
four screws at the corners are used to lightly clamp all of the
pieces together. Thin strips of 50mm thick kapton tape are placed
around the inside perimeter of the cover plate to provide a small
amount of insulation between the cover and the sample.

Mini Calibrator Control
Computer control of the mini calibrator is achieved with a Dell

XPS D233 personal computer, a National Instruments PCI-MIO-
16E-4 data acquisition card~National Instruments, Austin, TX!,
and LabView instrumentation software~National Instruments!.
The temperature of the top plate is sensed using a thermistor con-
nected to a voltage divider. Two A/D channels are used to sample
the excitation and thermistor voltages at 1000 Hz for 0.5 sec. The
thermistor resistance is calculated from the average voltages and
converted to temperature using calibration charts provided by
Cornerstone Sensors, Inc.

Fig. 1 Illustration showing the assembly of the mini calibrator
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A proportional, integral, and differential~PID! control algo-
rithm is used to calculate control voltages which are supplied by a
D/A channel to the power circuit shown in Fig. 2. The following
control constants worked well for controlling the mini calibrator
in the temperature range of 20–60°C when the ambient tempera-
ture was approximately 20–30°C:Kp50.30, Ki5 0.003,
Kd54.00.

This system achieved fast, accurate control of the mini calibra-
tor temperature as can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows a time trace
of the top plate temperature for a temperature step of 0.5°C. When
calibrating liquid crystals for wide band measurements, many
temperature points are required to resolve the nonlinear hue vs.
temperature curve. For typical calibrations of 5–10°C wide TLCs,
steps of 0.2°C are used in the red portion of the temperature range
since the slope of the hue vs. temperature is steep. To avoid any
possible hysteresis effects, the amount of overshoot if calibrating
from low temperatures to high, or undershoot if calibrating from
high to low, should be tightly controlled. For calibrations of crys-
tals with 5 or 10°C bandwidth, hysteresis effects were negligible
with an overshoot of 0.3°C like that shown in Fig. 3.

Imaging System
A Sony XC-003 CCD camera with a Toyo Optics 12.5–75 mm

f/1.8 zoom lens and a Matrox Meteor RGB frame grabber was
used to acquire images of the liquid crystal surface of the mini
calibrator. The XC-003 CCD camera has several internal param-
eters that require setting. The most important of these are the gain
which is set to 6 dB, the white reference which is set to manual,
and the gamma correction which is turned off. The default settings
were used for the other parameters. The images were processed
using LabView compatible IMAQ Vision software. IMAQ com-

patible drivers for the Matrox Meteor RGB frame grabber are
available from Graftek, Inc. A Fostec AC light source with a 0.59
fiber optic bundle and spot lens illuminated the mini calibrator.
Prinz polarizer filters were used to eliminate stray reflections.

In order to maximize the resolution of the R, G, and B chan-
nels, the black and white reference settings for each channel of the
Meteor RGB frame grabber are adjusted. The black reference set-
tings of the board are adjusted so the capped camera measures
average R, G, and B values less than 10. White reference settings
are adjusted while imaging a gray card~Eastman Kodak Com-
pany! which should appear to have equal amounts of red, green
and blue light. The white reference values are adjusted to give
average R, G, and B values slightly less than 250.

The definition for the HSI color space used in this experiment
was also used by Farina et al.@11#:

Fv1

v2
G5F21/4 21/4 1/2

1/4 21/2 0 G•F R
G
B
G

Hue[H5arctanS v1

v2
D • 255

2p

Saturation[S5@2•~v1
21v2

2!#1/2

Intensity[I 5
R1G1B

3
.

Here,v1 and v2 are intermediate quantities, and R, G, B, H, S,
and I have 8-bit resolution. By this definition, hue, saturation, and
intensity contain color, color purity, and relative brightness infor-
mation, respectively.

Experimental Procedure
A copper block and a piece of photographic paper were painted

with 25C5W liquid crystals~Hallcrest, Inc.!. The photographic
paper was placed in the mini calibrator and a calibration curve
consisting of hue values at set temperatures was measured. The
set temperatures started at 23°C, well below the activation range
of the crystal, and increased to 37°C. The data are shown in Fig.
4. Using these data, a look-up table~LUT! was created in which
each integral hue value from 0–255 is assigned a temperature
value using cubic spline interpolation. The LUT data are shown in
Fig. 4. Note that only the monotonic region of the calibration
curve can be used.

As a quick check of the calibration repeatability, the tempera-
ture of the mini calibrator can be set, and the temperature of the

Fig. 2 Mini calibrator power circuit

Fig. 3 Time response of the mini calibrator to a 0.5°C step

Fig. 4 The calibration data and interpolated look up table val-
ues for a 25C5W liquid crystal sample
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top plate can be measured using the liquid crystal sheet. The liq-
uid crystal measurements typically agree with the set temperatures
to within less than1/20.10°C.

In an alternate test of the accuracy of the liquid crystal calibra-
tion, the painted uniform temperature copper block was placed on
top of an assembly consisting of a TEC and a copper heat sink.
Thermal grease was used between each part to provide good ther-
mal conduction. Here, the copper block surface is an analog to the
measurement surface in a heat transfer experiment. The block
temperature was set and measured with a thermistor, and the liq-
uid crystal imaging system acquired the surface temperature.
Table 1 shows the agreement between the thermistor temperature
and the liquid crystal temperature. Agreement is very good~less
than 0.1°C!except in the upper blue range where there is a dif-
ference of 0.3°C. This is expected, though, since the slope of the
calibration is small. At 36°C, a change in hue of 1 corresponds to
a change in temperature of 0.4°C.

Conclusion
A liquid crystal mini calibrator has been constructed for use in

making wide band liquid crystal temperature measurements. Its
small size makes it ideal for in-situ calibrations in complex,
curved geometries since calibrations are required at several posi-
tions on the measurement surface. Calibrating in-situ improves
measurement accuracy by eliminating errors related to differences
in viewing angle and lighting between a calibration rig and a test
rig. The mini calibrator utilizes the heating and cooling ability of
a thermoelectric cooler and computer control to accurately and
quickly control its temperature.

A sample of a 25C5W liquid crystal from Hallcrest, Inc. was
calibrated. The accuracy of the calibration was tested by viewing
the surface of an isothermal copper block of known temperature
that was painted with the same crystals. The liquid crystal tem-
perature agreed with the copper block temperature to less than
1/20.1°C between the temperatures of 25°C and 32°C corre-
sponding to the red start and the approximate blue start for the
25C5W crystal. At temperatures between 32°C and 36°C, the
maximum error was1/20.3°C and is due to the large change in
temperature associated with a small change in hue, an artifact of
the HSI color space formulation used.
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Acceleration of Anisotropic Scattering
Computations Using Coupled
Ordinates Method „COMET…
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Traditional sequential solution procedures for solving coupled
heat transfer and radiation problems are known to perform very
poorly when the optical thickness is high. This poor performance
can be traced to the fact that sequential procedures cannot handle
strong inter-equation coupling resulting from large absorption
and scattering coefficients. This paper extends the use of the
coupled ordinates method (COMET) to problems involving aniso-
tropic scattering, where inter-equation coupling results from the
in-scattering terms. A finite volume formulation for arbitrary un-
structured meshes is used to discretize the radiative transfer equa-
tion. An efficient point-solution procedure is devised which is suit-
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Table 1 Data showing the accuracy of liquid crystal measure-
ments made using a mini calibrator calibration. Liquid crystal
temperature measurements of a uniform temperature copper
block are compared to block temperatures measured with a
thermistor.
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able for different scattering phase functions, and eliminates the
cubic dependence of the operation count on the angular discreti-
zation. This solution scheme is used as a relaxation sweep in a
multigrid procedure designed to eliminate long-wavelength er-
rors. The method is applied to scattering problems and shown to
substantially accelerate convergence for moderate to large opti-
cal thicknesses.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370506#

Keywords: Computational, Heat Transfer, Participating Media,
Radiation, Scattering

Introduction
In recent years, the finite volume method@1,2,3,4#and its close

counterpart, the discrete ordinates method@5#, have emerged as
useful techniques for addressing complex radiation problems.
However, these methods perform very poorly in the optically
thick regime@6,7,8#. It is not unusual for computations to take
hundreds of iterations, and oscillation and lack of convergence are
common problems. These difficulties can be traced to the sequen-
tial solution procedures employed for solving the discretized en-
ergy and radiative transfer equation~RTE!. When optical thick-
nesses are large, the strong coupling between these equa-
tions makes for poor convergence if the equations are solved
sequentially.

In a previous publication, we developed the coupled ordinates
method~COMET! for accelerating the convergence of optically
thick problems@8#. This method solves the discrete energy equa-
tion and the discrete radiative transfer equations~RTE! simulta-
neously at each grid point to address the coupling problem. By
using the point-coupled solution procedure as a relaxation sweep
in a multigrid procedure, the method can address the whole range
of optical thicknesses. A complete unstructured-mesh formulation
using the method was published. Acceleration factors of over 100
were obtained for gray-diffuse enclosures containing optically
thick absorbing and emitting media. Unlike previous attempts at
acceleration, there was little or no penalty for optically thin cases.

In this paper, we extend the COMET procedure to problems
involving both isotropic and anisotropic scattering in complex ge-
ometries. When scattering is involved, the RTE in any given ray
direction is coupled to the intensities in other directions through
the in-scattering term. Unlike absorption and emission, however,
application of the COMET procedure to scattering is not straight-
forward. Conventional LU decomposition and back-substitution,
used to solve the algebraic equation set at each cell, involves an
O(L3) operation count, whereL is the number of angular direc-
tions. Consequently, direct solutions of the algebraic system at
each cell become untenably expensive for fine angular discretiza-
tions, and accelerations over the sequential procedure may not be
obtained except at very high optical thicknesses. In this paper, we
devise efficient point-solution procedures which are suitable for
the special matrix structures resulting from isotropic, linear-
anisotropic and B2 phase functions which do not suffer from this
O(L3) dependence. These solution procedures are coupled to a
multigrid scheme suitable for arbitrary unstructured polyhedral
meshes. The method is used to solve benchmark problems over a
range of optical thicknesses and shown to significantly accelerate
convergence for moderate to large optical thicknesses.

For clarity, we consider the temperature field to be given. All
boundaries are assumed to be gray-diffuse, though this is not nec-
essary. The primary coupling being considered here is the inter-
equation coupling between different ray directions resulting from
the in-scattering term. Coupling between the RTE and the energy
equation was addressed in a previous paper@8#. The procedures
developed here can be combined with those in@8# to compute
radiative transfer in general absorbing, emitting and scattering
media.

Discretization of RTE
The radiative transfer equation for a gray absorbing, emitting

and scattering medium in the directions may be written as@9#:

¹•~ I ~s!s!52~k1ss!I ~s!1kI B1
ss

4p E
4p

I ~s8!F~s8,s!dV8

(1)

Here I B is the blackbody intensity andF is the scattering phase
function.

Details of the spatial and angular discretization have been pre-
sented elsewhere@4#; we present only a brief summary here. The
spatial domain is discretized intoN arbitrary unstructured convex
polyhedral cells. The angular space 4p at any spatial location is
discretized into discrete non-overlapping control anglesv l , the
centroids of which are denoted by the direction vectorsl , and the
polar and azimuthal anglesu l andf l . Each octant is discretized
into Nu3Nf solid angles each with a constant angular extent of
Du and Df. All unknowns are stored at cell and boundary face
centroids.

For each directionl Eq. ~1! is integrated over each control
volume i and the solid anglev l to yield discrete equations of the
form @8#

(
j 51

N

m i j
l I j

l 1a i
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l5g i
l(
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L

clkI i
k1Si

l1Si
B . (2)

The coefficientsm i j
l in Eq. ~2! result from the discretization of the

¹•(Is) term in Eq.~1!. They denote the influence of neighboring
cell intensities in thel direction on the intensity in celli in the
same direction. Thea i

l I i
l term results from absorption and out-

scattering, whereasSi
l results from the emission term. The termSi

B

contains the wall emission and reflection terms. The first term on
the RHS results from the discretization of the in-scattering term,
and contains the contributions of other directions to the current
direction l. The coefficientsclk are given by

clk5
1

v l
E

v l

E
vk

F~sl 8•sk8!dvk8dv l 8 . (3)

COMET Procedure
Equation~2! constitutes a set of coupled linear equations inNL

unknowns, viz., theL intensitiesI i
l at theN cells. In principle, this

set can be solved simultaneously using any linear equation solver.
However, the required storage is very large even for relatively
coarse angular discretizations and a coupled solution of the entire
matrix is rarely used. The most commonly used method is to solve
the RTE in each discrete direction sequentially~see@4# for ex-
ample!. In a sequential procedure, only the spatial coupling of
intensity in any given direction is treated implicitly. The influence
of all other directions is included explicitly via source terms,
evaluated using the latest available values.

The rate of convergence of the sequential approach decreases as
magnitude of the explicitly-included source terms increases.
When a large scattering coefficient is present, the intensities in
different directions at a point are coupled more strongly to each
other than to the intensities at spatial neighbors. As discussed in
@8#, in the COMET procedure we addressed this coupling by up-
dating all the directional intensities at a cell together, assuming
spatial neighbors fixed. Equation~2! is recast into the following
form for a cell i

Piqi1r i50, (4)

whereqi is the vector of intensities at the cell@ I i
1,I i

2,¯ ,I i
L#T and

Pi is anL3L matrix given by
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whereMii
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l . The vectorr i is given by
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One relaxation sweep in the COMET procedure consists of a visit
to each cell, computingr i from prevailing values, and a direct
solution of Eq.~4! to obtain the solution vectorqi . Due to the
scattering terms, the matrixPi is fully populated and is not, in
general, diagonally dominant. Therefore the linear equation set
has to be solved using expensive direct methods, such as LU
decomposition and back-substitution. As a result, the COMET
procedure loses its advantage over the traditional sequential solu-
tion methods. However, in many applications, the scattering phase
function F can be expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials
@9# as

F511 (
m51

M

AmPm~s•s8!. (6)

For such cases the matrixPi has a special structure which allows
us to obtain a solution inO(L) operations rather than in the
O(L3) operations required by LU decomposition and back substi-
tution. We illustrate the idea for three specific cases below.

Isotropic Scattering
If scattering is isotropic,F51, so that clk5vk . The in-

scattering term in Eq.~2! is then of the formg i
l I i

a where

I i
a5(

k51

L

I i
kvk. (7)

By introducing I i
a as an additional independent variable and Eq.

~7! as the corresponding additional equation we may write the
equation set at celli as

P̃i q̃i1 r̃ j50, (8)

where q̃ is the augmented vector@ I i
1,I i

2,¯ ,I i
L ,I i

a#T, and P̃i is a
(L11)3(L11) matrix given by
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The advantage of using this form is that the matrixP̃i is easily
upper-triangularized inO(L) operations. Inclusion ofI i

a increases
the number of unknowns by one; this is independent of the num-
ber of angular directionsL.

Linear Anisotropic Scattering

If a linear anisotropic phase function is used,F(s,s8)5a0

1a1s•s8. With a051, from Eq.~3!, clk is found to be

clk5vk1
a1

v l
Sl•Sk , (9)

where Sl5*v l
sdv l 8 Defining the vectorĨ i5(k51

L SkI i
k the in-

scattering term in the directionl for cell i for linear anisotropic
scattering may be written as

g i
l S I i

a1
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v l
Sl• Ĩ i D . (10)

This form suggests the inclusion of four additional independent
variables in the solution vectorq̃i . These areI i

a as before, and
Ĩ xi , Ĩ y i , and Ĩ zi , the three components of the vectorĨ i . Thus,P̃i
becomes a (L14)3(L14) matrix of the form
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Once again,P̃i is easily upper-triangularized inO(L) operations.
Inclusion of Ĩ i increases the size of the matrix by three, but this
number is invariant with the number of angular directionsL, and
poses no great penalty.

B2 Phase Function
In addition to the constant and linear parts, the B2 phase func-

tion involves a quadratic dependence ons•s8. Proceeding along
the same lines as for the isotropic and linear anisotropic cases, we

find that the structure of the matrixP̃i can be simplified by adding
a total of 10 new variables so that the solution vector is

q̃i5@ I i
1,I i

2,¯ ,I i
L , Ĩ xi , Ĩ y i , Ĩ zi , Ĩ i

xx , Î i
yy , Î i

zz, Î i
xy , Î i

xz , Î i
yz ,I i

a#T,
(11)

where Î i
xx5Sk51

L Ŝk
xxI i

k , Î i
xy5(k51

L Ŝk
xyI i

k and so on andŜxx,Ŝxy

etc. are second moments of the ordinate direction
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Now, P̃i is a (L110)3(L110) matrix that is easily upper-
triangularized inO(L) operations. The additional variables in-
crease the size of the matrix by six over linear anisotropic scat-
tering, but this number is invariant with the number of angular
directionsL.

Discussion
The general principle used in the development above is that for

scattering phase functions that are expressed as polynomials of
s•s8, the in-scattering term for any direction can be written in
terms of variables that are the scalar products of the intensity
vector and appropriate moment vectors. This diagonalizes the
L3L matrix resulting from the discretization of the RTE. Al-
though the number of unknowns increases, the increase is inde-
pendent of the number of directionsL. Consequently, the opera-
tion count for solving the algebraic system scales linearly inL.
This results in a tremendous saving in computational time for
even modest angular discretizations over direct solution proce-
dures such as LU decomposition, which scale asO(L3).

The number of extra variables to be solved increases with the
order of the Legendre polynomial being used. Nevertheless, as we
will show in the results section, it is worthwhile to use these
augmented solution vectors rather than to use the fully populated
matrix resulting from the generalized phase function treatment.

Results
Here we apply the point coupled solution procedure to prob-

lems involving isotropic and anisotropic scattering and compare
the performance to the sequential solution procedure. Since issues
of accuracy, spatial and angular discretization as well control-
angle overhang have been addressed elsewhere@4#, here we focus
our attention purely on the convergence characteristics of the two
approaches. In the results that follow, the solution is judged to
have converged when the scaled residuals for all the equations
have reduced to 1026. At any global iteration, each of the linear
equation set is solved to a tolerance of 0.1 reduction in the re-
sidual. All the timings reported are obtained on a Sun Ultra Sparc-
station 1.Nu3Nf is the angular discretization of the octant. All
cases are run with 1310 pixelation@4#.

The basic problem we consider is scattering in a quadrilateral
cavity. Details of the cavity geometry may be found in@8#. The
bottom wall has a temperatureTh , and the other walls are atTc .
The optical thicknessssL is varied from 0.1 to 100;L is the
length of the bottom wall. A baseline unstructured grid of 650
triangles is used; additional finer meshes are constructed by iso-
tropic subdivision as required. We consider different scattering
phase functions and different solution approaches.

Isotropic Scattering
We first compute isotropic scattering in the cavity with no

emission or absorption for two different sets of boundary condi-
tions. Tables 1 and 2 show a comparison of the sequential and
COMET procedures for the case when all walls are black, and
Tc50. Table 1 uses a mesh of 650 cells; Table 2 uses a mesh of
2600 cells. Table 3 shows the same comparison using the fine
mesh for the case when the lateral walls are assumed to have«
50. This case corresponds to the boundary conditions used by
Fiveland and Jessee@7#, and causes the lateral walls to be diffuse
reflectors.

We see the from the tables that using COMET results in solu-
tion acceleration at moderate to high optical thicknesses for all
cases; acceleration factors between 10 and 20 are obtained for
ssL550 or greater. For low optical thicknesses, there may be a
performance penalty depending on the boundary conditions used,
but the overall solution time in these cases is small, and the pen-
alty is not particularly onerous. The cross-over point at which
COMET becomes faster depends on the boundary conditions
used. The sequential procedure performs more poorly when gray
or reflecting walls are present because the sequential update of the
outgoing boundary intensities is done once per global iteration.
Since the COMET procedure updates the boundary intensities
each sweep of the multigrid procedure, it tends to perform better
for gray walls. Both the COMET and sequential procedures
are seen to scale approximately linearly with the number of
directions.

Table 1 Isotropic scattering with black walls—comparison of
sequential solver and COMET for 650-cell mesh

Table 2 Isotropic scattering with black walls—comparison of
sequential solver and COMET for 2600-cell mesh
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Linear Anisotropic Scattering
Table 4 shows a comparison of COMET with the sequential

solution procedure for the case of linear anisotropic scattering
with F5110.5s•s8. The bottom wall is at a temperatureTh and
the other walls are atTc . The ratioTh

4/Tc
4 is chosen to be 16. All

walls have«50.5. The 650 cell mesh is used. As with the isotro-
pic case, acceleration factors between 10 and 20 are obtained at
moderate to high optical thicknesses. A mild performance penalty
is found at low optical thicknesses in some cases. As before, the
computational effort scales approximately linearly with the num-
ber of angular directions.

B2 Phase Function
The diagonalization procedure described previously is critical

in obtaining acceleration using COMET. Table 5 shows a com-
parison of COMET performance with and without the procedure
for the B2 phase function. A 650 cell mesh is used with all walls
at «50.5, andTh

4/Tc
4516. The column labeled ‘‘Optimized’’ em-

ploys a point-coupled relaxation using the augmented solution
vector in Eq.~11!. The column labeled ‘‘Full Solve’’ employs the
general anisotropic scattering formulation, with the solution vec-
tor andP matrix defined in Eqs.~4! and ~5!, and an LU decom-
position and back-substitution. We see that a substantial penalty is
paid for using the full matrix; the computational effort is seen to
scale asO(L3). The optimized procedure, on the other hand, is
seen to scale approximately linearly withL. The number of itera-
tions to convergence is of course the same for both procedures.
These performance comparisons indicate that the direct solution
of the full matrix should be avoided wherever possible.

Combined Absorption, Emission and Linear Aniso-
tropic Scattering

In this final problem, we compute combined absorption, emis-
sion and linear anisotropic scattering in the cavity, including the
coupled conduction-radiation problem. A description of the
COMET procedure for coupling the energy equation and the RTE
may be found in@8#. All walls are at«50.5 andTh

4/Tc
4516.

Table 3 Isotropic scattering with reflecting side walls—
comparison of sequential solver and COMET for 2600-cell
mesh

Table 4 Linear anisotropic scattering with gray-diffuse walls—
comparison of sequential solver and COMET

Table 5 B2 phase function with gray-diffuse walls—
comparison of COMET with optimized and full solvers

Table 6 Absorption, emission, and linear-anisotropic scatter-
ing with gray-diffuse walls—comparison of sequential solver
and COMET for 2600-cell mesh
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The Planck number (k/4sTm
3 L) is 1023. Here Tm

3 5(Th
4

2Tc
4)/(4s(Th2Tc)). The linear-anisotropic phase function is as-

sumed to beF5110.5s•s8. The single scattering albedoss /(k
1ss) is chosen to be 0.5.

A comparison between the sequential procedure and COMET is
given in Table 6 for the 2600-cell mesh for different angular dis-
cretizations and different optical thicknesseskL. For this case, we
see acceleration across the range of optical thickness, with accel-
eration factors of 50–100 for large optical thicknesses. This in-
crease in acceleration is due to the additional coupling with the
energy equation, which is efficiently handled by COMET but not
by the sequential procedure. As before, both the sequential proce-
dure and COMET scale linearly with the number of angular
directions.

Closure
A point-coupled multigrid procedure has been devised to accel-

erate the convergence of the finite volume scheme for anisotropic
scattering. Care has been taken to devise a formulation which
scales approximately linearly with the size of the angular discreti-
zation by exploiting the specific structure of the phase function.
The formulation is applicable to arbitrary unstructured polyhedra.
Acceleration has been found in all pure scattering cases for mod-
erate to high optical thicknesses. There is a penalty at low optical
thicknesses in some cases, but it is relatively modest. Even larger
gains have been found in the combined conduction-radiation prob-
lem involving absorption, emission and scattering.

Our calculations indicate that it is essential to use the diagonal-
ized matrix structure wherever possible in order to obtain accel-
eration. However, the diagonalization procedure becomes increas-
ingly difficult as the phase function becomes more complicated.
As order of the Legendre polynomial expansion increases, the
number of extra unknowns to be included increases rapidly,
though the method still scales asO(L). For high-order polynomi-

als, these extra variables may result in a performance penalty at
coarse angular discretizations. Despite this drawback, the tech-
nique shows broad performance gains for many commonly-used
phase functions, and holds promise as a general purpose solver for
multi-mode heat transfer problems.
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